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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

THURLiDAY, JANUARY 6, 1977

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,
Waskingten, AO.

The Conunission met, pursuant to notice, at 10 /LIR., in room 1224,
Dirksen Senate ()flice Building, Senator James Abourezk (cha;rman
of tlw ( 'ommission) presiding.

Present: Senator damps Abourezk, chairman; Commissioners Ada
Deer; John Borbridge; Adolph L. Dial; Louis R. Bruce; Jake White-
crow ; and ( 'on!Yressmen Sidney R. Yates; Lloyd Meeds.

Staff present: Ernest L. Stevens, staff director; Ernestine Duch:-
nenux; Peter Taylor Paul Alexander; Ray Goetting; Donald Wharton;
Charles Wilkinson; Dr. Patricia Zell; Max Richtman; Gil Hall; and
Alan Parker.

Chairman ABOUREZIC The American Indian Policy Review Corn-
mksion meethrg will eome to ONIer.

The p.irpose of this meeting todav is to begin markup of the first
draft ot the final report, parts of wirich we have, parts of which aro
not ready in the draft stage that we need them.

I want to ask, before I turn to the staff, if any of the Commission
members have anything they would like to say by way of opening?

The word is get the show on the road. Ernie Stevens, please tell us
what your first item of business is.

Mr. STEVENS. We want to cover some Commission business first:
The status of the Commission extension, the training, distribution of
task force reports, some of the transition coordination, and then we
will get into the draft reports themselves.

_Do you need to call the roll?
Chairman ABOUREZK. No.
Mr. STEVENS. All right, Max.
Mr. RtcrrrmAN, This should only take a few minutes.
Mr. YATES. Let the record show that Commissioner Yates is

present.
Chairman ABOUREZE. I would like to ask the clerk to call the roll.
Ms. DucriENF:Aux. Commissioner Borbridge?
('Onindssioner Boutningur. Present.
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Conunissioner Bruce.
Mr. Barcr.:. Present.
Ms. DucitENEAl'x. Commissioner Deer.
('ommissiorwr DEER. Present.
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Commissioner Dial?
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Commissioner DIAL. Present.
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Senator Hatfield? No response.
Congressman Meeds. No response.
Senator Metcalf. No response.
Commissioner Whitecrow?
Commissioner WHITECROW. Present.
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Congressman Yates?
Mr. YATES. Present.
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Senator Abourezk?
Chairman AUOUREZK. Present.
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Seven present.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is that a quorum?
Ms. DUCHENEAUX. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Ernie.
Mr. STEVENS. MaX Richtman.
Mr. RICHTMAN. I just passed out the staff director's progress report

to the Commissioners. It explains some of the items of Commission
business items he talked about, to just briefly summarize that progress
report.

1Ve have prepared a joint resolution which is on page 2 of the prog-
ress. report.. The purpose of the joint resolution is to allow the Com-
mission to submit its report, May 18, rather than February 18. The
second i?urpose of the joint resolution is to increase the authorization
of the Commission from $2,500,000 to $2,800,000.

Chairman AllowiEzz. That is an additional $100,000?
Mr. RICHTMAN. That is right.
Chairman ALIOUREZK. Would you explain to the Commission why

that is needed.
Mr. RICHTMAN. There are two reasons we have done that. We have

prepared a budget which is attached to this progress report. The Com-
mission requested that the staff undertake certain commitments, one
of them was to distribute, to print, and to distribute the first draft
of the Commission report und send it out for comment.

The extent of that, and the expense of that, is included in this
additional request. The expense of retaining staff for another 2 to 3
months, to receive those comments and incorporate them in the final
report, is Mcluded in that request.

And an additional amount, to fulfill conunitments that various
task forces made to consultants included in that request. Those
three items basically account for the additional authorization that
we are requesting.

The joint resolution has been sent to Senator Abourezk's office,
and we think that that will be filed in the Senate this coining week.

Chairman ABOLTREZK. IS anybody going to introduce that iu the
Ilouse?

Mr. RICHTMAN. It will be referred to the House once it. passes the
Senate. I don't think we have to have anything sent over there. We
have been talking to the legislative counsels in the Senate and the
House, and apparently nobody has to introduce it there.

It is referred once it is passed.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I would like to direct the staff to give a copy

to Congressman Meeds and Congressman Udall, to let them know
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what we are doing so they will be expecting the bill. We expect to get
it out in a big hurry.

We said at the outset we did rot want to extend the life of the Com-
mission. We did not want to ask for any more money. We ha'13 found
ourselves kind of boxed in, in that we came down to the point where
we were obligated to send out the first draft to the tribes for comment,
and we had to allow them extra time. That is something we did not
foresee at the beginning.

Mr. RIcHniAN. That was not taken into account in the budget that
we prepared.

Chairman ABOVREZIC. Or the operational schedule.
Mr. RICHTMAN. That is right.
Chairman ABOIJIIEZI:. SO we found it rather necessary. I am willing

to ask for that additional money even though I told everybody j
wouldn't ask for more. But is this everything that will be needed, and
1 won't have to go back a second time because I don't really want to?

Mr. RICHTMAN. When we met last week we went over the budget
that had been developed, and that. is more than we need. The reason
we increased it to an amount that is more than we actually need is
that if something else would conic up we could ask for an additional
appropriation without amending the legislation further.

You are right, we had said we were not going to ask for the life Of
the Commission to be extended, and that is not being done under this
amendment.

Commissioner DIAL. Max, will this take care of all the bills for the
task forces?

Mr. RICHTNIAN. Absolutely. Just for the record, the budget. that
we have prepared amounts to a request of $67,972, and the $100,000
authorization will allow us some leeway. there.

We have about seven or eight debts that would have to appear.
Commissioner DIAL. Thank you.
Commissioner WnrrEcaow. Max, on the hearing expenses: Are

those sufficient number of meetings that is anticipated between now
and the submission date?

Mr. RICHTMAN. That should cover all the costs of transcripts. That
is the only cost that we have.

Chairman ABM:RI:MC I have another question, Max.
Are there any outstanding bills that have vet to be presented by

task force members or Commission members for travel expenses that
should be taken into consideration? In other words, have we got
all our bills paid? We don't owe money to anybody?

Mr. RICIFMAN. This budget includes everybody that hasn't been
paid at this time.

Chairman AuocaLzx. There are going to be no surprises?
Mr. ItIcwrmAN. I would be surprised if there are any.
Mr. YATEs. Mr. Chairman, I would like to concur in what

you said about the extmsion, because I made representations
to the Appropriations Committee that the last additional amount
to the original Commission budget was to be the last payment, and
would hope that this is it.

I dislike very much having to go back to tell my colleagues on the
Appropriations Committee that we need more money to finish this
work. I am willing to do it but I would hope that we don't have to do it
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again. And I wonder whether or not you are not going to have to do it
again.

What happens after we have marked up our report and come to
some kind of an agreement as to what the report shall contain, and
the report is sent throughout the country to the various tribes and
organizations for their consideration?

They send their criticism's and their comments back and the Com-
mission then considers these and conies to some decision.

Will we then have anew report tu beild out to the rest of the country?
Is that it? Will this be finished?

Mr. RIC/11'MAX. The Commission decided to F,end out the first
draft for comment, and as things stand right now that is the only
draft that will go out for comment.

Mr. YATES. What I am asking: Is there an end in sight? Con we
agree that we ought to just cut off at some point and amend our own
decision and sny this is it?

Chairman ABOUREZE. That wouhl be preferable if we can do that.
Ixt me ask the Commission and the stnAf to commamt on this:

So far as getting Indian tribal comment on what we are doing here,
is sending out the first draft enough? Is somebody going to demand
that we send out the final draft?

Mr. STEVENS. No. Mr. Chairman, fiNt of all, very briefly, one of the
points on the appropriation we missed is that our needs come to
$67,000 and not $100,000, but $100,000 is adequate in any case.
The first draft represents something substantially more than a first
draft.

It is going to be the result of our third, fourth, and fifth meetings,
and an editorial rewrite of the comments of the next meeting. It is a
little more than a first draft.

Mr. YATES. Why don't you call it a tentative report, then, rather
than a first draft, something that has an air of finality about it?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir, because it really is that. If you recall one of
the things that was requested by Congressman Meeds at the last
meet hig, and also accounts for SOITIP of the expenses that NVE1 were asked
to categorizethe input from the various tribal organizations, States
and other groupsand append that to the report. I have talked with
the various tribal groups and they are more than delighted to have
the opportunity to vommeat.

They had not anticipated commenting, ard they realize that the
report will be finalized immediately afterward. I don't believe that,
they will request to look at it further, and we plan on finishing, if we
pun, no later than April 18.

So we don't anticipate anything furtlwr. As you soy, sir, we could
call it something else because it realty is more than a first draft.

Commissimier BORBRIunli. Mr. Chairman, as a follow up on that,
what I ti,sume we would do when we serul this preliminary final report,
would he to advise all of the recipients of tlw precise nwthodology so
that they kimw what the status of that report is, to what extent and
how their comments are going to be incorporated into the report, or
at least considered.

Is that ,torrect?
Mr. STEvENs. Yes. Andy Anderson has beer, assigned and he is

working on it now. We are not just going to distribute the repott. We
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are going to ask certain questions, and even suggest ways, that they
can specifically respond and be most effective.

And when it comes back it will be, hopefully, in a kind of format so
that it can he organized and categorized the way it is supposed to be.

Chairman ABOUREZK. This means then that no matter what happens
this is all we are going to ask for. There is going to have to be some
element' of finality.

Mr. RICHTMAN. Once this amendment is signed into law we have to
submit the report by May 18. That is the law. It would dictate that
so there is no extension beyond that, unless we go through the process
of amending the legislation again.

Chairman ABOUREZK. You have saved enough back for printing
enough copies to get around the country?

Mr. RICHTMAN. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. To the Congress, the press, and so on. How

many copies have you printed?
Mr. RICHTMAN. 'We are right now talking about 1,000 copies of

the draft.
Chairman ABOVREZK. How about the final report?
Mr. RICHTMAN. The Government Printing Office allows us 1,000

copies to be sent to our office when they are printed.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Free.
Mr. RICHTMAN. Free, and 1,000 copies that they print free for us

for sale to the public. If it seems that they are in greet demand they
will print another 1,000. To allow us any additional copies would
reqtdre action by the Joint Committee on Printing.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Can WC buy additional copies?
Mr. RICHTNIAN. Yes; anyone can buy additional copies.
Chairman ABOUREZK. How much will they be, do you know?
Mr. RICHTMAN. They vary. The task force reports are also for

sale by the Government Printing Office.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What will the final r6port cost per copy?
Mr. IlIcIrmAN. I don't know; it depends on the size of the report.

The task force reports have varying prices. 1 think $1.25 to $2.50;
about a penny a page.

Chairman ADOUREZK. I am just trying to think ahead. We aro
going to have to have 535 for Members of CongTess, we are going
to have to distribute freely throughout the administration. We
are going to have to have, I would say, 300 or 400 copies for the press,
maybe more.

1 ou are going to have to have copies for law schools.
Mr. ALEXANDER. You need 20,000 copies.
Mr. RicHTNIAN. I forgot to mention that in addition to those 2,000

that are printed, enough will be printed to send to the depository
librarieswhich are all the major libraries in the world.

Chairman ABOUREZK. HOW many is that?
Mr. RICHTMAN. I was told that all the major libraries in the

world, university and public libraries, will get copies.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Have you taken all that into consideratior
Mr. RICHTMAN. Yes; that is not in our costs.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right, go ahead with the report then.

I think that is all the questions on that.
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Mr. RicirmAN. The other item that we want to mention involves
the printing and distribution of the task force reportswhich is
what we have on hand now. Six of the eleven task force reports,
plus the BlA management study and the Alaska special study has
been printed and are now in the process of being distributed.

The staff has prepared a different mailing list for each task force
report, and we forwarded that mailing list to the Senate computer
room and they have computerized the whole process, and proauced
labels for us which we now have.

They were delivered on Tuesday, and the staff is now putting them
in envelopes, attaching the labels, and mailing them. We will have
sent ont all the reports that we have on. hand now by the 15th of Jan-
uary. As the rest of these reports come into our office, 2 or 3 days after
they arrive they will be mailed, since we have all of the labels now and
all of the envelopes ready to go.

Mr. YATES. Nit.. Chairman, why can't we finish by the 18th our
legislative deadline?

Chairman ABOUREZE. The 18th of what month?
Mr. YATES. Why can't we finish by our deadline?
Mr. RICHTMAN. 13y February 18?
Mr. YATES. 'Right.
Mr. RICHTMAN. If we follow the Commission's instruction to send

the first draft oi the report for comment, and allow a 30-day comment
period and then take those comments and incorporate them in the
final report, there wouldn't be enough time to do that by February 18.

Mr. YATES. Why don't we give them 2 weeks instead of 30 days and
then finish up?

Mr. RICHTMAN. I am not sure that would be a realistic time frame
for meaningful input.

Mr. STEVENS. The method we have used is one similar to how the
regulations are published. What we are using is a postmarked date
system. A number of tribes are going to act on them and we have told
them in advance that it is coming, approximately, the first part of
February. Sometimes they have to have a council meeting if they want
to take an action.

Mr. YATES. What are you going to do if they disapprove?
Mr. STEVENS. We will disregard it. I suspect they won't.
Mr. YATES. I think it looks very interesting.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right, go ahead.
Are you ready to begin on the report?
Mr. STEVENS. I have one other item, Senator, before you do that.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Mr. STEVENS. The Commission, at the last meeting, instructed the

staff to do several things related to transition type of activities. I was
waiting for the Democratic caucus, and I have sent a letter, which I
will distribute and give to the Commission.

Of course events have changed since then; however, I complied
with the motion that was passed requesting, on behalf of the Com-
mission, an Indian committee in both Houses of Congress. No other
things have happened since then, but I have complied with the motion
and 1 will distribute the letter I sent later on.

The chairman asked me to get together with the Carter adminis-
trationand I have attempted to do that in a number of waysin

I 0
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relation to the BIA management study. I have met with various
pwple in the President's transition team on the Interior Department
transition. We have given them not only the BIA management study,
but also a summary of how such a study could be implemented
immediately.

The problem that I see in Indian Administration is that everybody
always wants to conduct a study, and we are pressing the point,
we need not do that. We have done that.

I have told them there are 75 studies of the BIA management
study, and the 76th, which is ours, has substantially summarized it,
among other things, and we need not go through a kind of 77 kind.
And we gave them an optional or an example of an action plan that
they could implement immediately if they wish.

C'ertain provisions in the BIA management study are noncon-
troversial as far as I know amonn. the Indian people, including the
right of the Indian people to det7l directly with the Commissioner
and/or the Assistant Secretary in the budget process. We have done
that at your instruction.

I have distributed copies of that summary but we need to go over
it.

Commissioner WurrEcitow. Mr. Chairman, I would like to go
back just a moment to Congressman Yates' comment and question
in regard to what are we going to do if a tribe opposes the report that
is submitted. It is a very pertinent point that we need to consider
before we proceed.

One of the reasons that we really urge the action of this Commission,
to allow tribes the opportunity of commenting, is so that we could
get their response and have their response beard and incorporated
into our Commission report.

I think in this particular regard, those comments that are returned
in regard to our Commission report should be taken and studied by
our staff, and the consensus of those opinions should be written in
our report.

Chairman AROUREZK. I think the staff understands that.
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Chairmar ABOLTREZK. Otherwise it would be a futile effort to

send out the reports for comment.
Mr. STEVEN:A. That is why it is going to be appended at the end

of the report. They will be able to see the input within the thing.
Commissioner WHITECHOW. Otherwise we are just shooting into the

wind here if we are not careful, going for the extra tinie.
Mr. YATFis. What happens if you get a reply from many tribes

that is extensive? What does this do to your plif)lication costs if you
are going to include their comments, end their summaries as part of
our report?

Chairman ADMIT:M. May I respond to that?
Mr. YATES. Surely.
Chairman Am:nu-1E7.1c Let's take one recommendation of t he report.

ust as an example, I don't know hat it rnifrlit, be, say that they
recommend -that the BI A be reorganized.

If that recommendation receives a great deal of adveNe comsent
by the tribes, we would, I think, be obligated to change it, if there is a
consensus among the tribes.
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Mr. YATES. You-mean if there is a conserOus to keep the BIA as
part of the Department of the Interior'.

Chairman Anouazalc. Yes, whatever recommendation might take
place.

We are doing this for the purpose of finding out what the tribes
themselves want.

Mr. YATES. I don't understand that. Perhaps I misumlerstood
what you said, but it seems to me that what we are asked to do is
give our own opinions as to what changes if any, should be made.
If the Commission believes, regardless of %slat the tribes think, that
there ought to be a change in the structure of the BIA, and a sepa-
ration from the Department of the Interior, I think we have an
obligation to recommend that.

Including, of course, the recommendation of the tribes to retain
it too.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. It would just seem to me that a final draft
of this report should include that policy for the Indian people be
established by the Indian people.

Now, obviously there is going to be disagreement on a lot of things.
If there is just a few tribes that object to something we recommend,
I don't foresee us changing it a great deal, unless we are convinced
by that objection.

Mr. YATES. What is the function of the Commission then, merely
to gather the thinking of the Indian people?

Chairman ,A.BouRE7K. Yes, really, in a manner of speaking. I
thought it was.

Mr. YATES. I didn't conceive that to be the function of the Com-
mission. I thought it was the function of the Commission to get all
the facts that we could and go over them, and then conclude indi-
vidually and as a group as to what we think the best recommendations
should be.

Chairman ABOUREM. Let me state it a different wavI think we
can settle it very quickly once we g.et the comment of thie tribesthe
Commission will have to vote on that final Commission draft anyway..
We will take that into consideration as we vote. We may agree or
disagree with what they say.

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. (Thairman, I believe the Congressman is
correct.. The important point is when the reports come in from the
tribes, if the staff incorporates the reports from the tribes to the final
draft, and we haven't said anything then whiAt we are doing really,
is approving what you have done on your own without having any
input on it at all.

-Why couldn't you mail out a siimmary of the new findings to the
Commission and maybe we will have something to sayby telephone
or by some way or come up here or something before this goes into a
final reportand save a whcle fot of trouble of rewriting the .entire
report?

What you are doing, when the new comment from the tribes come
in, is put, them into the final draft. We have them and we go ahead,
and say that's fine, or if we don't then you have a lot of trouble.

Mr. YATES. But Adolph, we are in trouble. I was under the impres-
sion that our task forces had gone all over the country, and obtained
the views of the tribes on all these issues that were unCler considera.

1 2
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tion and then the task forces were presenting to us the views of the
tribes.

Chairman ABOURr .. They did.
Mr. YATES. All rignt, then why are tWe suddenly faced with having

to go back to the tribes and getting the tribes' viewpoint?
Commissioner DIAL. My answer to that, Congressman Yates, is

that we aren't going to have too many new views from the tribes on
this report. So 'I don't see anything coming in like this unless it is
already in the report as it stands after the meeting in the first week
of February. Maybe just a few pages.

Chairman AlIOUREZE. If 1 could respond to that. I don't expect
that we are going to have anv adverse comments from the tribes
since what we are recommending, by and large, is what the tribes
recommended to the task force. During our considerations for this
final report I expect that there will be one or two places where the
Commission will change and vote down what the task forces have
presented to us.

We had Emne controversy in the last meeting on a couple of points.
Congressman Meeds will be here to talk more about them later today.

But if ws: vote down some of the recommendations that have been
made by the task forces, I would expect the tribes might come back
and say: "Well, we stand with our original position." Then we will
have a chance to vote once again on that.

In other words, it is going to be a democratic process, I think, no
matter what happens. That what comes out will be the Commission
product tempered by the input of the tribm

Mr. YATEs. Isn't that a function of our staff, then, to show how
the Commission differs from the tribes. If it does differ irom the
tribes?

Commissioner BRIT& Yes; it is a function of the staff. Also there
is a political problem involved as well, Sid. We decided to send out
the tentative draft to the tribes because we wanted to make certain
that there is no area of criticism that can be leveled at the Commission
for not taking into account Indian opinion.

Mr. YATES. Now it seems to me you are on two sides of the coin
on this, Jim. You have just alluded to the pcssibility of the Com-
mission voting down a recommendation of the task force which
presumably comes out of the tribe's opinion. Yet you previously
said that if the tribes wanted to continue the BIA, for example,
in the same structure it has, you thought it incumbent upon the
Connnission to accept that.

Chairman ABOUREZE. I mean each Commissioner will have the
right to vote on that. Nobody is forced to do anything. You hhve
the right to vote on it. But everything we do will be tempered by
what the tribes are sayino..

Commissioner DEER. t-Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to follow
through on the earlier comment about consultation. It has been our
philosophy here to consult as much as possible with the Indian
tribes and the (rroups and people across the country.. And due to the
suit that was bt'rought against us, there was some misunderstanding,
confusion, reluctance on the part of a number of Indian groups to
participate. Then as we went to the task force hearing processes
and we went to the meetings, then that was resolved. And this is my

1 Lae:
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opinion. People really began to understand what we were all about.
It has taken time for people to obtain this insight, and to finalize
and circulate the final draft before it is published, I think, is consistent
with it. Even though they had input into the task force process,
there was no comprehensive report available to everybody at that
time and people wanted to know ahead of time what some of these
possible recommendations would be.

This is part of the continuing process because the Indian people
themselves are going to have to then take action to bring about some
of these re3ommendations. So it is again part of this wl.ole educational
and consulting process with the Indian people.

Mr. YATES. Well, two things to that, Ada. Of course, the Indian
people are going tc. determine what finally should be done. In my
experience with the Indian people, and of course it doesn't match
those of other Commissioners, it seems to me they are always in
agreement on each. of the points. And this assumes that they will
be in agreement on certain things.

I wouldn't think that there wouldn't be agreement on many of
these points that aie observed. Second, Max just handed me the
rules of the Commission, or the procedures the Commission is to
follow.

Section 5(a) says "upon the report of the task forces made pursuant
to the law the. Commission shall review and compile such reports,
together with its independent findings, into a final report." Pre-
sumably, we are supposed to act upon the work of the task forces
themselves.

According to the rules I think we are going to have additional
recommendations and additional criticism. I don't think there is any
question about that, and sometime we are just going to have to
take a vote on the things as to whether we agree with the tribes or not.

After that we are going to have to recommend to the Congress
what we think should be done and at such time as legislation is
presented, based upon our recommendations, the tribes will be able
to present their input as well.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I think we are arguing about nothing,
because I think eventually we agree on what is going to happen.

Mr. YATES. That is right. In any event, the tribes are going to be
able to make their presentation at some point along tile linewhether
they do it in connection with our report or subsequently. Of course,
our report will have some kind of status we assume, for all the work
that has been poured into it. But tho opinions of the tribes will always
be able to be presented.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, a couple of things that came up
think I clarified. First of all, in reference to Commissioner Dial's
questions, after the input is received and consolidated the Commission
will receive an updated draft on the basis of their previous meeting,
or a proposed change. They will then meet and go over those changes.

Commissioner DIAL. This is what 1 was saying. Would you mail a
summary of the input from the tribes?

Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner DIAL. And then we meet?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir, and we will then make recommended

changes.
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Commissioner DIAL. We won't come up here in the dark?
Mr. STEVENS. NO, sir. If you will look on the progress report,

you will see the schedule the rest of the way. We have the thing
arranged ahead of time. I don't see blanket rejections or accepance
of the report. I don't think that is going to happen. I have seen it
happen in the past. But if you went to the Utah conventiott the
resolutions and everything are very specific. The mood of the Indian
people and Indian tribes in reference to this Commission and our
proposed activities is changing rapidly.

One of the reasons for it Is they now, I believe, are convinced that
we mean business anti that Congress is going to do so..,ething with
the report we are submitting. When they get an oppol tunity to read
the draft, werybody I talked to is just delighted. They could not
believe. it. They are never given a chance to look at a draft, and we
are giving it to them and they are really pleased.

I believe that every tribe and the major organizations will go to
specific issues. What's more, one of the practical things they could
help us with is we have found errors in our text that dealt with one
thing or another, and they can mechanically help us, and will do that.

I do not see a deviation between the Commission and the feelings
of the Indian tribes. I think there may be some slight deviations. I
don't know. But I think they will be tine line. I think what we are
going to conic up wit It is something that is pretty well supported by the
Indian la.ople. And I think that speaks for the passage of the legis-
lation that might follow.

Chait man Al3OUREZIC If the Commission has no objection, I think
we ought to move on and start in the report. I think we have pretty
well exhausted this area.

Do you have anything else you want to bring up on any other
issue, Ernie?

Mr. STEVENS. No, sir.
Chairman ABOUREM. All right. Nmv we will start with the prolog.

1 would like to say about the prolog that I would like to see a redraft
of it and made much shorter. I am in tile process of making a draft of
my own which I will submit tO the Commission at our next meeting.
I haven't finished it yet, but I would like to do that, if that is possible.

Mr. YATES. OK. What is the next item?
Chairman ABOURE7.K. That took care of that.
The next- item is the introduction. Does anybody have any com-

ments about the introduction?
Mr. YATES. I think it is pretty good.
Mr. STEV ENS. Paul has to add something on the introduction.
Chairman Anowt,Ezi:. All right. Let me first ask the Commission

if they have any remarks or comments about the introduction one
wily or the other?

think it is pretty straightforward,
Mr. YATES. It IS a good, fort }fright statement of what has occurred.
Chairman ABOURE7.K. Let me go back just to the prolog just for

1 second. What I think the prolog needs to state, or you can call it
whatever you want prefaccis to lay a very brief framework for
what, we see as coming out as recommemlations of your wprk, and
that is an argunient for In di an sovereignty. NIy concept of it is that,
the question should be asked: Is the United States secure enough
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-in itself and mature enough to be able to tolerate and encourage, in
fact, a subsociety of aboriginal peoples within the major, dominant
society? Or, are we going to be insecure and immature enough to say
that, no; we can't tolerate that, we are going to have to conform them
to our society and make them look like us and live like us and act
like us?

Now that, to me, seems to be the entire question. Now that is the
way that I am drafting my restatement of the prolog. If anybody
would like to add to that or subtiact

Mr. YATES. It. sounds more like a summary than a prolog.
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes.
Mr. YATES. That is your conchision, really, as to what the mom-

mendations are.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It is more or less a framework.
Mr. YATES. Why do you need a prolog? Why aren't you moving

.from your introduction into a very businesslike approach?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, it is kind of stating a reason for this

Commission and for the report. The introduction lays out what the
process was and how we got here.

Mr. YATES. I see.
Commissioner BRUCE. Will we see a copy?
Chairman ABOUREZR. Certainly. You will nave a chance to amend

it, or vote it down, or whatever. Absolutely.
Mr. YATES. Will it go out to the tribes?
('hairman ABOUREZK. We had better not send that one out.
Mr. STEVENS. NIr. Chairman, on that, there the (Me thing that I

find, and I think it has to be sharpened quite a bit, but the thing
that people don't understand and part of that being has got to be if
People don't understand why Indians are supposed to be separate,
then there isn't any sense in reading the reFort. That is why there is
a prolog.

If they don't understand why Indian people have a right to be
separate and if they are not willing to concede it: Why waste the
time? And that is why it is the prolog, and that kind of note has to
be in there.

linirman ABOUREZK. I read an article a few days ago in the New
York Times that said that separatist movements are turning up
everywhere in the worldexpecially in Africa, and even in the United
States with the American Indians. I think one thing we are going to
have to do somewhere here is dispel the notion that this is really a
separatist movementthat the Indian tribes are trying to move
away from the United States which is what. a separatist nmvement
really is. It doesn't seem to me that is what the objective is of the
Indian tribes. What it is: It is maintaining a distinct cu!ture but
somehow dependMg upon the United States for the conduct of its
external afrairS.

Commissioner BoalittionE. NEr. Chairman, I would hope jui the
draft which you are proposing that you will address yourself to the
question: Is the United States mature enough to tolerate the separate
subsociety? Perhaps that- might lw point two.

Point one conceivably might be: lii light of the law and in light of
all of the reports we have had by our varions legal counsels which
clearly establishes the basis for the sovereignty of the Indian tribes

16
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in the United States, it would appear that the question of whether
or not they are sovereign and whether or not there is a clear right to
this sovereignty, with all of the attendant characteristics of sov-
ereignty, is pretty well established. Perhaps the second question then
is whether the United States is willing to recognize this vet:. solemn
obligation which goes perhaps to the integrity of the system which
is willing to recognize what obligation that it ought to recognize.

Chairman ABOLMEZK. Good point.
Mr. STEVENS. People have to understand history. I talked to the

White House about a special assistant for Indians and they referred
to as a special interest group. My reply to that was. that I recommend
that the White House only have oftces for special interest groups
that are recognized in the Constitution. People ;ust don't understand
that, and they have got to. Otherwise, we are always being dealt
with as a minority or a special Mterest group and we are not. We are
a people with a special legal status. Anybody who is in a bad way in
this country has a right to the kind of things that I think the United
States is.giving to its citizens. But we don't want to be recognized on
that basis. We want our legal rights. I don't want somebody to give
me something out of their largesse. I want the special recognition as
an Indian person or for our tnbe and I want them to live up to their
agreements.

If people don't even understand that those agreements exist, there
isn't any sense in even establishing the Indian question. That has to
be in the prolog. And if they don't understand it, there is no sense in
their going into the rest of the chapters.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is another good point.
Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, I think this may be in the

last paragraph
Mr. YATES. Paragraph of what, Ada?
Commissioner DEER. The introduction.
I don't think, at least in my opinion, there is a clear delineation of

the issues that were not covered in the task force reports. I am not
saying that this necessarily would have to be here, but somewhere in
our report there should be at least a listing of the issues.that were not
covered because I think that some of the task forces did not address
certain issues, and this is an important fact to be known.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That last paragraph is going to be expanded when
the frill report is in a state when we can with specificity say what is not
being covered. Even though the task forces did not cover certain
points, some of our staff is trying to cove, that territory..So until we
finish the report in a final draft form we can't finlsh that last paragraph.

That is just an indication in the introduction as to what it would Ile.
It will be fitirly specific and the details may be footnoted, but it will
indicate what the gaps are. You hAve to do that. Yoa can't let the
reader assume that this is the end-all and the be-all report on Indian
affairs. There are going to be limitations to this report, clearly.

The one other point that came out of the discussion yesterday that
we think needed to be added to the introduction, and we will do that,
is that there is some confusion about the form of our recommendations
because we do not, in the draft that we are providing, wriL
We suggest legislation should be enacted to accomplish specific things,
that it should follow certain policy points and so on, but we do not

24-406-78-2
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provide legislative language. We do not provide draft legislation and
the nature of the recommendation should also be spelled out in tha
introduction as to what they are.

So, to avoid confusionand we have gotten some confusion on
thatI will do that.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What will the executive summary contain?
What is that supposed to be?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The executive 6ummary, when the entire report
is writtea, will be a fairly tight piece that gives the reader what the
main themes of the report are and whut the major recommendations
of the report are. It will be the one place in the report that 3'ou can turn
to and briefly know what this report is all about and what its major
policy thrusts are.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Why do you call it executive?
Mr. ALEXANDER. It is just a term of art. It is the one used in the

BIA management study. It could be called a lot of other things.
Chairman ABOUREZK. How about legislative summary?
Mr. ALEXANDER. We could call it a policy statement.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It is not really that big a thing but, maybe,

just summary would be fine.
All right. The history of Indian/U.S. relations, we have already

reviewed and I think we have pretty much approved that. Doe; any-
body have anything else to sav on that? I thought it was a well-written
piece and I am very glad we had D'Arcy here to do it.

Mr. YATES. Which one is that?
Chairman ABOUREZK. It is not in here now. We distributed it before.

Would one of the staff give Sid a copy of D'Arcy McNickle's study in
case he doesn't have one?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is in the November book in full.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. Legal concepts and Indian law.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I would like to go back,

if I may, to this prolog for just a moment and make some comments
with regard to the prolog and the introduction. The prolog is quite
lengthy. I think it needs to be very pointedly brought out in the prolog
the fact that this is one of the first actual studies that has ever been
done by the Congress of the United States in the relationship with the
American Indian tribes.

D'Arcy McNickle says on page 14 of the prolog:
It is quite tricky work sor.letimes, and oftentimes it is obliterating, wiping out

what was there before and making over people into a new cultural background, a
new set of beliefs and customs. Assimilation need not mean that.

It should mean that the right of a people to change over time, sc.leeting what
they want to adopt, rejeeting what they eannot live with to the conflict uf their
beliefs, to their system of values. But if :Wowed to select and choem and tiopt,
the people will change. People do change.

I would like to see this prolog maintain that kind of an attitude, so
that a person just picking this upa history professor, a history
teacher in a high :441001, an individual Indian out here in tlw field, or
an individual non-Indianbegins to understand that within the limits
of our United States we can have many different cultures sinviltane-
ously living together and that all cultures should be allowed to exist
and continue into the future.

I like the last page on this prolog, page hri, where it. is compended:
If we are to renew our covenant with God as stated in the Declaration
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of Independence, if we are to make a lasting imprint on historyas a
truly great and moral Nation, we must begin the rt.% ival of our national
conscience.

We cannot legislate away racism and class hatred. However, we
can remove at last by declaration and legislation the obstacles which
have been placed in the way of final freedom for the American Indians.

As this Nation passes from a time of crisis and moves into the third
century, there is a theme, there is a fundamental question confronting
all Americans: Can America endure as a free society if it. allows its
first inhabitants to smother, die and pass out of existence.

I would like to see that prolog maintain that attitude all the way
\ through.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I think it will. Maybe not in those exact
words. But one thing I would appreciate if you, or anybody, would
write down some of the ideas you think ought to go into the prolog
then I will try to incorporate tlwm in the draft. If you are not
satisfied with it, we can try to change that.

M r. YATES. I would rather wait and criticize yours.
Chairman AlioultEZIC. I know.
Mr. YATES. May I make one comment? I know you want to go

along and I should let you alone. I think Jake's first point is a bad
one, if I may say so with respect, ,Ittke. It overrules Ernie's concept
which I thought was a good one, and that was to show that the Indian
people are different from other minorities. When you talk about the
United States exkting as an amalgam of all the cultures, I think the
Indian people would get loFt in that.

I would rather see the Indian people not talk about all the cultures
that have been brought hem by the peoples of the world, but rather
let's concentrate on the Indian people and their constitutional rights
to have some kind of special consideration.

Commissioner WmTEcRow. I didn't mean to imply thac, we didn't
want to maintain our culture.

Mr. YATES. I know you would never imply or say that in any
respect.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Very !efluiitely. The Indian people do
want to maintain separatism but, howe...er, I do not feel that tlw
Indian people want to be anti-United States of America. I think their
loyalty is totally with the United States of America and we do not
intend to separate or divide.

Mr. YATES. That wasn't in my comment at all.
Chairman AnounEzk. I know it isn't. But I think that is the dif-

ference in what. Li known as a separatist movement and what is known
as a sovereignty. There is a great distinction.

Mr. YATns. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. ON. Back on concepts and Indian law. In

my reading of this section, I think it is good. I wonder if it needs to
be that long? clinrlie, you did this section?

Mr. WiLiaxsoN. Yes.
(liairman AnounEzR. I wonder if it needs to be this long. I don't

think there i myt hing wrong with a good exposition of the conceptual
thinkim ui indian law. Is there anyway ou eon think of that it
could be :-.hortened without omitting anything major?
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NI. WILKINSOS. Indian law is a big body of law, as you well know.
What I want to do with. this section, and we have talked a lot about
this question, my understamling from the people we have talked toand I talked with several Commissioners about it, alsois that
perhaps there should be some minor editing. In other words, this is a
fifth o sixth draft. At one point it was tiO pages, and then 70, and then
down to 40. I want, to turn it over so sonwone else for editing, if it
need be, butt I have serious question as to wiwther the length ean be
cut down substantially.

I want to emphasize that that is not a pride of authorship point but
I personally think that would be difficult.

Chairman AnounEnc All right. Any other continents on this
section?

Mr. YATES. Mr. Chairman, I thought it wa a very well stat ed
treatise and a very hnportant one. I !Mist say in till honcsty and frank-
ness that I had read an oiiinion by Reed Chambers to the Secretary
of the Interior on his responsibility to the Indians and it brought to
me, really, the first real insight as to wlmt the rights of the Indian
people are under the Constitution and under the Supreme Court
decisions.

Mr. Wilkinson amplifies very well on Mr. Chambers' statement. I
like particularly the statement that appearsoh, these aren't nwn-
bered.

Mr. WiLxtvsoN. You might refer to the footnote on the page. In
other words, the text accomluinying footnote 7.

Mr. Y.vrEs. Oh, yes. Footnotes beginning on page 9--footuotes 9,
19 and 12, where you say:

ThuA, today the Supreme Court"I would like to see "today" stricken. I know
there has been ehange in the attitude of the Supreme Court liut I would juz.t as
soon say, thus the Supreme Court of the United States has punkt it clear, rather
than today's Supreme Court has made it clear that tribal sovereignty * * *.

Complete sovereignty has been slightly eroded and at least in my
view 'there does not exist complete sovereignty. I don't know any
government that has complete sovereignty, really.

I think, perhaps, that if Lloyd Meeds were here, this is wher:,
would find myself in difference with hint. thinks of sovereignty

la,ing absolute and complete, I think, as. used in this definition, it,
is a Ihnited sovereignty that. the Indian tribes have--very much as
tiw Stales and cot wits have. Other governmental institutions Iii y
have that kind of limited sovereignty.

Mr. WILKINsOS. I have heard Congressman Meeds refer to two
different metapluirs. Ile has referred to the sticks and the bundle
ruition of sovereignty in which I believe. Ile hits also suggested that
it. is like being pregnant and you ciai't be a little bit pregnant. I. think
it is the sticks and the bundle.

Nlr. YATEs. No: that is a different concept, anil I may say a different
procedure. But I thought the statenwnt that appears on this page is a
very !rota I tiolinettt ion of ( conct'pt . I must say t hat I enjoyed reading
it so much that I would hate very much to see it cut down.

I would think that most Am( riven people are not aware of the
of the Indian people. I think that you hay(' to hay(' in this report an
enliOnening and interestiog presentation of how we coin:, to the con-
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.clusion that we agree with the Supreme Court eof the United States
that the Indian people have certain rights that most Americans don't
envision.

And so I, for one, would like to compliment the author of this
treatise and say that I think he has done a very gc od job.

Commissioner BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, I would hate to see us cut
any part of this. When we talk about sovereignty I would like to have
anyone come to the Congress or the Senate and ask them how they feel
ab.out sovereignty and see what the answer is. I know what it will be,
but it means tha' t there is a lack of understanding of the historical
background.

And I think in the first sentence there, Charlie, "The relationship
between the United States and the American Indian tribes is unique
and special." I think that is the key. While some of this is duplicated in
the prolog and also in the introduction, I would hate to see us eliminate
any part of it.

I don't know how many pageS there is here, but, 500 pages to go into
all the cases and so forth and you condensed it. I think it ought to stay.

Mr. YATES. Mr. Chairman, may I just read one paragraph from
Alr. Chambers' statement. He said to the Secretary:

The underlying purpose of the trust relationship, in opinion, is to honor that
Federal iMarantee of self-government and the promise of the early treaties that
the Indian retained lands could be the base for a separate culture and polity and
di,regard the strict property-related fiduciary standards for a means toward the
end of guaranteeing for Indians a viable option to exist as a rural, land-based
society. For if a tfibal government and culture are to exist they must have some
secure land-bnse to function upon and govern, water to irrigate the land, fish and
game in the streams, timber and mineral development.

In this sense the self-determination theme in President Nixon's
197() message to Congress, and I think he used that, is not inconsistent
with the trust relationship. Indeed it is fully compatible with its
ancient purposes. The trust responsibility may limit itself to termina-
tion but in a federal system no ent..ty has absolute self-determination.
All political institutions function amidst checks and balances and are
subject to limitation under sovereign power; which I thought was a
good st tement .

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to say I concur
wholeheartedly with the Congressman and with Commissionei. Bruce.
I also find it difficult to cult this, because it is my experience also that
it is difficult to summarize these concepts and people do learn by some
repet it ion.

Nil.. WILKINSON. It is an honor to be complimented by a Congress-
man and a former Commissioner but there is nothing nicer than to
be complimented by a former client.

Chaiiman ABOUREZK. Do you want that taken out of the record,
Charlie?

Mr. YATES. I think we ought to leave it in the record.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. Does that do it for that section?
Contemporary conditions of the Indians is the next section, and

my book says that a draft of this section was recpived from the
Library of Congress is inadequate and a new draft is anticipated
prior to the January Commission meeting.

Mr. ALEXANDER. It has not been completed by the Library of
Congress, but when we get it and work it over it will be available to
you in February.
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Mr. YATES. Mr. Chairman, may I return to Mr. Wilkinson for 1
minute?

Footnote No. 26, Mr. Wilkinson, this has troubled me a great
deal. It says:

The scope of the trust responsibility extends beyond specific and real and
personal property which is held in trust. The United Stav-s has an obligation to
provide certain services and take other appropriate action necessary to protect
tribaf self-government.

What are you talking about when you talk about services? And
what is the limitation upon services that you are talking about there?
What is the obligation of the United States to individual Indians?
What is the obligation of the United States to urban Indians? Where
does the trust reUionship begin and end?

Mr. WILKINSON. This material, Mr. Congressman, is taken from,
I think, a historic law review article by Reed Chambers which was
published in the Stanford Law Review.

Mr. YATES. Yes; I have it here.
Mr. WILKINSON. And I want to emphasize the next sentence, the

sentence on footnote 28 of the text, accompanying footnote 28.
What Mr. Chambers concluded was that t'he trust relationship,

as it was evolved and as we pointed out, it is an evolving doctrine.
iIt is tied to the land base, s tied to self-government. Treaties for

instance recognize that tribes as governments, didn't :Teate them as
crovernments I3ut recognized them as governments.

Professor Chambers concluded that there is a duty to protect
tribal government and he emphasized that the case law is unclear
on that. That is, unclear as to exactly what that duty encompasses.
And later on, and I think very soon there will be recommendations
by the staff to define that duty further.

In other words, right now the case law is, I think, vague. Yes; it
is. And for that very reason we believe the duty exists. We are suggest-
ing to the Commission that it would be good to define that duty.

Mr. YATES. A duty to do what exists?
Mr. WILKINSON. To protect tribal self-government.
Mr. YATES. But my question is: is there a duty to individual

Indians?
Mr. WILKINSON. That is in the next sentence and Professor Cham-

bers concluded that the trust responsibility may include a dutv to
provide a level of services. In other words, I am suggesting that th.at is
an open question. In other words, education services on the reserva-
tion is a good argument that he sets forth. That the trust responsibility
does inchide an obligation to the reservation and that is to provide
service of general or equal to the State. Ilowever. he believes the law is
inconclusive, and I agree with him, and that is why I used the phrase
may. There is no suggestion in his article that this would extend to
urban Indians the duty to provide services roughly equal to those
provided.

Nfr. YATES. lie would draw a parallel between, say, t he relationship
between the Federal Government antl the imliNitlual citizens Of a
State insofar as the benefits of Federal services flow through. They
flow through the State ordinarily other tIum directly to the person.

Now is your oncer t the same with respect to tribal self-government.
in its relittionhip m.th the Federal Government? Will the tribes
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presumably receive the benefits from the Federal Government and be
responsible for taking care of their individual members either on the
reservations or wherever they may be?

Mr. WILKINSON. As I understood your statement I agree with it
except that for wherever they may be. Now we indicate here that the
trust responsibility does follow an Indian wherever he or she may be.
But that doesn't necessarily include the duty to provide services.
It includes, for example, Ernie Stevens is in Washington, D.C. There
is a duty owing to him to recognize him as a citizen of his tribe, to
protect his lanci in Wisconsin, but there may not be a duty to provide
services. We are not suggesting that.

Mr. YATES. Well, let's take the case of Ernie Stevens. Here he is a
resident of the District of Columbia. As ,.)f what point is he no longer a
member of his tribe?

Mr. WILKINsoN. I believe he is still a member of his tribe.
Mr. YATES. I know. But at what point is an individual Indian no

longer a member of the tribe? He comes to New York, or comes to San
Francisco. He taus a job. He no longer relates to his tribe in terms of
communication in some way or anoth.er.

Mr. WILKINSON. That is answered this way, and 1 think it is a very
important concept. A tribe has the right to determine its own
mem bersh i p.

Mr. YATES. The tribe itself has?
MT. WILKINSON. Yes.
Mr. YATES. And the point at which the member is no longer a

member of the tribe?
Mr. WILKINsoN. That is correct.
Mr. YATES. What does that do insofar as the relationship of that

tribe member to the Federal Government? Now suppose Ernie Stevens
is in the District of Columbia and falls on hard times. Must he look
to his tribe for survival oi may he go to obtain help from some Federal
agency directly?

Mr. WILKINsoN. The present procedure is that the BIA would
provide him with some services. I think health services and not other
services.

Mr. YATES. No; the Indian Health Service provides clinics in many
of the cities but the BIA doesn't.

Mr. WILKINSON. Pardon me. I meant. the Indian Health Service.
Mr. YATES. But then we have trouble with some of our colleagues

in the Congress who want to know under what rights the Indian
people are different in that respect from other Americans, from getting
help and getting a separate clinic of their own.

Now if you are going to a concept of tribal self-government, at
what point does it begin and end with respect to Ernie Stevens who
has fallen on hard times in the District of Columbia?

Mr. STEVENS. Never. See that is the part I. don't understand.
Saturday I am going home to vote in a semiannual election.

Mr. YATES. No; this is another Ernie Stevens. This is an Ernie
Stevens who has broken away in some way from his tribe. Ho doesn't
vo back to vote in the semiannual election. He doesn't call for help
upon his tribe. His tribe has not said that he is no longer a member
of his tribe.

May he apply, or must he go back to his tribe before be can apply
for help from the Government?

e'
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Mr. WILKINSON. Well, if he is on the roll of the tribe, he is a
tribal member.

Mr. Y-ArEs. He is a tribal member. But you haven't answered my
question. My question is: Must he get his help through the tribe or
can he go directly as an American citizen does to an HEW clinic and
get help directly?

Mr. WILKiNsoN. He is an American citizen. He can go to HEW.
Mr. IArEs. Then he has a dual benefit.
Mr. WILKINSON. Dual citizenship, that is right.
Mr. YATES. In other words, as a tribal member he can receive the

benefits the tribe has with the Federal Government, or he can go
beyond that and get help individually?

Mr. WILKINSON. Yes.
Mr. YATS. Do the tribes want that? Do the tribes want the con-

trolling jurisdiction over their people no matter where they may be,
or do they want them only on the reservation?

Chairman ABOUREZK. They couldn't liave jurisdiction if he is oft the
reservation.

Mr. Iims. Well, he is still on the rolls and the question is now
there are so many things here that enter my mind. Upon wIlat basis
is help from the Federal Government preniised to a tribe? Is the
Indian members of the tribe one of the criteria? If it is, is it the
number of members on the reservation, or wherever they may be?

Mr. PARKER. May I respond to that? You raise obviously a very
complex question and one which .has puzzled many Members of the
Congress as well as-the general public. But I think it is one to which
there is a clear answer.

Now in my mind, there is no question that the basis for the tribal
membership right comes from the Federal recognition of that, tribe by
the U.S. Government. Premised on that Federal recognition each
member participates M the tribal right and in the Federal recognition.

Now, when an individual Indian is away from his tribal base and
off the reservation, living in an urban area or whatever, he retains
undiminished his membership rights in the tribe and the tribe retains
undiminished jurisdiction over }inn insofar as he is a member of his
tribe but not insofar as any other attribute that may be involved.

For PN11111110, he is concerned about health ,:crvices or any other sort
of governmental service but he is off the reservation. Then he is an
American citizen for purposes of participating in those services and
taking ad yarn age of %% hatever services limy be available to any other
Ameriean citizen.

IA-res. Does the trust. responsibility of the Federal Govern-
ment extend to him as an American citizen, or as an Indian-Ameriean
citizen, or does the t-eust responsibility of the Federal Government
extend only to him Sls It member of t lie tribe?

Mr. PARKER. I think it. is clear that it is only to him as a member
of the tribe.

Mr. YATES. Only as a member of the tribe. Well, once he leaves the
reservation and comes to the city and is not on the reservation. Are
you not arguing in favor of the BIA concept-, that the American
responsibility is only to members of the tribe on the reservation?

I hat what you are arguing?

2
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Mr. PARKER. Noi not at all.
Chairman ABOUREZK. May I break in?
Mr. YATES: You surely may. This bears upon the professor's state-

ment: What iS the trust responsibility of the Federal Government?
Chairman ABOUREZK. That is what I want to try to delineate if I

can. I think the trust responsibility of the Federal Government rims
directly toward the land, the water, and the mineral resources that
are owned and controlled by the tribe. When he says the trust respon-
sibility runs directly to the tribes that recognizes.that that land is
controlled in a certain legal fashion by the tribes, even though you've
gone through the Allotment Act. Aml there are some allotments that
are held in trust by the Government, that the Federal Government
has a trust responsibility.

Now if you have an Indian tribal member living on the reservation,
then that trust responsibility runs through him to those resources. If
he leaves the reservation, the trust responsibility still runs through
him .to those resources but now you are talking in a different area
outside of the trust responsibility. You are talking about Federal
services to individual U.S. citizens.

Mr. YATES. No; I am not.
Chairman ABOUREZE. Well, von were asking about them.
Mr. YATES. About both really.
Chairman ABOUREZIC I am separating the two. If that tribal mem-

ber is on the reservation, Government welfare services are available
.to him as a member of that particular jurisdiction. If he moves to
Chicago. then they are available to him as a citizen of Chicago, prob.
ably on an equal basis with the other citizens of Chicago. But 1w still
has not lost that obligation on the part of the Federal Government to
protect his trust resources back in his own reservation. Ile still has
an interest in that land and all those resources back there.

Mr. YATES. If I understand what you are saying, the trust respon-
sibility isn't to the individual but is to the tribe and its ownership of
cert a in resources.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, it rins through the tribe and through
the individuals to the land itself. The Goverrunent is charged with
caring for those resources.

Mr. YATES. But not for caring for the welfare of the Indian people?
Chairman ABOUREZE. Yes: really as U.S. citizens. That is where

the distinction comes in in my view.
Mr. YATES. As U.S. citizens and no different from any other citizen?
Chairman ABOVREZE. In a way that is right.
Mr. YATES. What do you mean by in a way? Yes or no?
Chairman ABOVREZE. I. mean as they are different from other U.S.

citizens in a way when you talk about trust responsibilities. They are
no different when you talk about social responsibilities. Is that accurate
or inaccurate?

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is a narrow view and is not the view we
have taken.

Chairman ABOUREZE. What is your view then?
Mr. ALEXANDER. We have discussed this before, and this report

discusses it also. There are two levels in a sense of the trust author-
ization. The prime trust authorization and obligation to the tribe and
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then down through the tribal citizen members is an obligation to
protect that tribal government and to protect the lands of that tribe,
The secondary component which may be variable depending on cir-
cumstances is an obligation because of the dependency status to
prosida those social services that are necessary in that tribal context.

Now when we get off reservation you almost have to break it down
by a particular type of social service that is being discussed. We
used the example previously of certain educational services, like
scholarship aid which is a thing to the tribe in a sense to upgrade the
educational and the managerial skills to run the reser-ation, if you
would like put it in that context. That cOuld be administered by
the tribe regarclless of where the individual person is. And in a purely
pragmatic sense it is difficult for any tribe to manage job training
pro_grams in the Chicago setting.

Chairman ALOUREZK. Let me break in. But that is a social service
given by the Federal Government to that tribe. It could be given to
a separate State. They could make the same thing for South Dakota
or Illinois couldn't they? I mean thPy don't, but they could. So,
therefore, you are talking about a social responsibility given to a
certain jurisdiction within the United States.-The jurisdiction happens
:o be the tribe.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. But there is a difference in the U.S. Govern-
ment extending a variety of social service support systems. The
States and local jurisdictions are under the social obligations it has
with respect to Indian tribes. I think the obligation with respect to
the Indian tribes iS greater. It is specified, in fact, in many of the
treaties that the training component

Chairman ABOUREZK. Nobody is arguing that. We are not talking
about the basis of it, we are talking about where the social services
go and the distinction between an obligation to a U.S. citizen and
an Indian U.S. citizen.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The Indian services, as a part of the trust com-
ponent, is a relationship to that individual and his tribe and is not a
constitutional relationship. The relationship of the Indian person to
the United States and the States and the counties, for social services
that those government entities provide generally, the 14th amend-
ment ielationships that the United States is going to provide certain
type of aging benefits. The heating of the homes and providing for
anyone over 65 in the United States who has an income less than
48,000, any individual Indian who meets those qualifications has a
14th amendment right to those standards.

That is a constitutional relationship, and what we are talking
about in terms of social services in the tribal context is a component
of the trust relationship. It is a component of the dependency status,
and it will vary, and the mechanisms of delivery are something that
will vary. And we will get into that.

We are really not prepared at this point to get into the mechanics
of the delivery systems for off reservation. There is great dispute
between the tribes and between the urban Indian. The conception is
important that some of those social services, where possible, should
run through the tribal entity.

And the situation you suggested last time with the Chicago school
system, 200 different tribal members, and the Federal Government
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as the decider of the mechanics of delivery .has some judgment it can
make on how these services are delivered and in what context. That
is something we will specifically get into.

Commissioner DIAL. The nonfederally recognized are having
trouble getting recognition here this morning. It appears that your
subject and your discussion is dealing entirely with the federally
recognized. I am direfting my question to Mr. 'Wilkinson. I believe
he is still at the table.

First of all I would like to say, Mr. Wilkinson, that this is an excel-
lent paper on the legal concept of Indian law. So following footnote
26, you state the scope of the trust responsibility extends beyond
specific real or personal property, which is held in trust.

The United States has the obligation to provide services and to
take appropriate action necessary -to protect tribal self-government.

The doctrine may also include a duty to provide a level of servicAs
to Indians generally equal to those services provided by States.

Now, my question is: At what point in American Indian law do we
find the language of nonfederally recognized tribes coming into the
language of .American Indian law? My second question is: Does the
U.S. Government have a responsibility, even a trust responsibility, to
nonfeilerally recognized Indians who no lands, who have no
reservations, who have no lands other than their own lands, who have
never had any lands, who have Federal recognition, and who have
never signed any treaty.?

I would like Mr. Wilkinson to speak to this, please.
Mr. WILKINSON. Thomas Tureen, who is an attorney in the State

of Maine, submitted a paper to task force No. 10, which I know you
have and may well have read. He concludes generally in that paper
t hat many or most so-called nonfederally recognized tribes are, in
fact, entitled to services and to the trust relationship.

As a general proposition that is not the position of the Bureau of
Indian A.ffairs, and I am speaking, Mr. Commissioner, in generalities
to some extent because this is obviously a very complex subject.

Commissioner DIAL. That is why we want to deal with it because
it is so complex.

Mr. WILKINSON. All right. There are staff recommendations deal-
ing with terminated and nonrecognized tribes that our judgment will
resolve this problem, that will provide procedures so that nonfederally
recognized tribes can become federally recognized by anyone's
standards.

In my judgment, at this moment, the law is not clear on this. I
think Mr. Tureen's arguments are very persuasive, but they are not
settled, and the staff, and I think the commission will move in ,his
direction. I would hope it would.

We will have the opportunity, at least, to resolve this possibly
unclear area.

Commissioner DIAL. So you are saying at this point it is clear, but
you would hope that the American Indian Policy Review Commission
will maka this clear to the Congress and that the Congress Df the United
States, through appropriate legislation, will deal with this matter to
provide services and so forth for the nonfederally recognized tribes.

Mr. WILKINSON. I think Mr. Parker has something to add to this,
but I would just say, in my opinion, it is unclear. I respect very much
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Mr. Tureen's opinion and those others who believe that many non-
-recognized tribes arc not nonrecognized and are entitled to trust
relationship.

I just think the law is somewhat unclear in this area, but I think
this Commission can resolve it and I think it is one of the first orders
of business.

Commissioner DIAL. Then perhaps you would agree that the term
nonfederally recognized tribe has no plaee in the Indian language.

Mr. WILKINSON. I would hope personally, and I know you feel this
way, and other Commissioners do, that one central thrust of this
Commission's report will be to eliminate that phrase, yes, sir; q'ec-
tively to eliminate it.

It strikes me as an historically unfortunate event, largely admin-
istrative, and I think that those tribes are in a box, and very unfairly
so. They are Indians awl I think the Indian Commission has a chant.°
to rectify that and I would hope that the Commission will see that
issue as a frontline issue to eflectively eliminate that phra.senon-
federally recognized.

Commissioner DIAL. Thank you, Mr. Wilkinson.
Commissioner BRUCE. One question, Charlie: What do you nwan

by not settled? You were talking about Tom Tureen's situation that
it hasn't gone into court?

Mr. WILKINSON. Well, there are many tribes with pending petitions
for recognition. The Passamaquoddy's have litigation, and other
tribes have litigation. The Lummi's have had litigation.

All I am suggesting is that, in my opinion, the duty of the Federal
Government is to provide services to a full trust relationship. In
respect to the so-called nonfederally recognized tribes, it is unclear.
It may well be that some of my colleagues here, on the Commission,
believe that it is clear and those tribes are entitled to services, but
that happens to be my opinion.

Commissioner BRUCE. I think it should be brought out here also,
that these services available to Indianson whether you are on or
oft. the reservation, whether you are enrolledthere ought to be a
clarification whether a person is automatically enrolled at age 16 or
whatever. All the time, I think, in the education field we are running
into: "What is my blood quantum?" And that is the right the tribe
has to determine.

Mr. WILKINSON. I completely agree. I believe the stall' recommenda-
tion, with possibly one exceptionthe Indian preferetwe areafor the
Commission to define Indian as someone who is recognized as a mem-
ber of a tribe by that tribe.

There could be sonic exception to that, as a starting point, but I
think it is very unfort unit t e, and in my opinion illegal, that the Buren u
of Indian Affairs, in many cases, refuses to treat as members of the
tribe people who are on those tribal rolls.

In my judgment, if a person's nanie is on a tribal roll the tribe 1)e-
heves that person is a member, and that is it. it is up to the tribe. The
Bureau of Indian Affairs does not always follow that and I think that
is illegal.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. In reviewing what haa been said, then,
there seems little question as to the trust relationship derived from
treaties and other instruments between the United States and specific
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Commissioner DIAL. Thank you.
Commissioner WHITECROVir. Mr. Chairman, I would like to also

since we are talking about the nonfederally recognized tribes and the
reservation tribes, and the Alaska Nativespoint out that we do
have Indians who reside in nonreservation status who are federally
recognized tribes.

I point this particular aspect out that within the State of Oklahoma
we do have a process that has taken place down through the many
yearsa process of the Federal Government., a policy of the Federal
Governmentthe assimilation process which in dr, has certainly
done its job.

We do have tho trust responsibility prevalent within that partkular
area. We have some 39 tribes in the area also, and that covers the
State of Oklahoma. The State of Oklahoma itself, over the past 72,
73 years, and I am referring to that period just prior to statehood,
during this entire period of time the tribal governments have experi-
enced a complete emasculation, so to speak, and that Indian citiZens
within the State of Oklahoma, unless they still own portions of land,
many, many of those persons have actually lost their relationship
with their tribe.

The tribe is still there, the government is still there, the land and
the geographic area by treaty is still there, and the trust responsibility
should certainly extend into those areas and provide for reestablishing
tribal government to protect those tribal governments.

In this entire report, the work that we are involved in is making
an attempt, once and for ail, hopefully by the Federal Government,
that will be perpetual in the protection of these Indian tribeswhether
they be presently federally or nonfederally recognized, urban Indians,
metropolitan Indians, or the vast definition of Indians that we have.

If we are really genuinely working toward self sufficiency of Indians
then we have to work toward self sufficiency of tribal government.
If tribal government cannot be self sufficient, of course, we are going
to be ending up with just about the same type of attitude that has
been alluded to in the prologue whereby a comment was made that
Indian citizens were to be a matter of charity, and a detrimait or a
parasite, so to speak, on the American taxpayer f-om now on.

I think we have to funnel trust responsibility down through tribal
government. Congressman Yates, if you will recall in our last meeting,
I suggested funneling all of the funds down to tribal government and
allowing tribal government putting a responsibility on tribal govern-
ment to determine whether total needs are in the budgetary process.

I think our BIA management review really spells this aspect out.
The bureaucracy, within itself, imist correspond and communicate
and relay and work with tribal government to develop what is the
total requirement in a budgetary process to deliver help, to deliver
education, to deliver law and order in their area.

What are those total Government. needs? Just recently, on the 28th
of December, I wrote a letter to the Governor of the State of Oklahoma
ask;ng that the State of Oklahoma finally recognize that tribal govern-
ment.; truly are governments equal to the State and equal to the county
and equal to the city in their responsibilities to their people.

I ask that they immediately begin setting out, negotiations with
these tribal governments and establish negotiations on jurisdictioas
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within their area, negotiations that can come about and hopefully if
the orderly manner whereby tribal governments, State governments and
other local governments can sit down together, resolve their differ-
ences, and assume those responsibilities. They are not giving the tribal
government the total idea and total requirement as to the dollar
.needs so that treaty obligations can be fulfilled to that tribe by the
Federal Government.

That those revenues, in addition to those services provided, would
be the attitude toward making tribes self sufficient.

In regard to this I have a letter that I would like to read into the
record that I think is most appropriate at this particular time, and
this is a letter I received from the chief of the Creek Nation. I have
copies of this letter I would like to share with the rest of the Corn-.
missioners, if I can find them. I would like to present the clerk with
a copy for inclusion into the record.

If I may, Mr. Chairman, I would like to take just a few moments to
read this.

Dear Commissioner Whitecrow, Subject, restoration of the Crek Nation. The
Creek Nation appreciates your kind response to the letter of November 16th, 1976,
to the American Indian Policy Review Coomission. This letter is to elaborate on
certain points raised in the letter which neet: expansion for clarification.

The most important long range goal of my administration is to restore the
government of the Creek Nation, the self-governing status which is exercised
until 1907, and which by law the Creek people are entitled to. The only reason that
Federal legislation is needed is to one, eliminate the irrational provisions of the
1898 act for the protection of persons in the Indian territory, and the 1906 act for
the final disposition of the affairs of the five civilized tribes in the Indian territory.

And two, to provide a rational framework for implementation of the rights of
the Creek people. As background to these proposals allow me to review the 1808
and 1906 acts.

The 1898 act enclosed the tribal caurts and provided that tribal law would be
unenforceable in the courts of the Indian territory in the United States. The
1906 act specifies certain attributes of tribal jurisdiction which could no longer be
exercised, such as schools, land offices, tribal buildings and records and et cetera.

The outright repeal of these acts is not practical. As certain guarantees were
'atilt into them, the Creek people could thereby lose, even though the United
States and the State of Oklahoma did not recognize or protect these guarantees.

The lawful government of the Creek nation is stipulated in the 1866 treaty
between the Creek nation and the United States, to wit the President is authorized
to exercise general superintendent or care over any tribal nation which was
removed upon an exchange of territory, under authority of the act, May 28, 1930.

To provide for exchange of lands with the Indians residing in any of the States,
or territories, or for their removal west of the Mississippi, and to cause such
tribe or nation to be protected at their new residence against all interruption or
disturbance from any other tribe or nation of Indians, or from any other person or
persons whatsoever.

It is my understanding that this authority is the basis to establish the office of
commissioner to tlw five civilized tribes. The legislative efforts of the Department
of Interior and Senator Curtis of Kansas terminates the five civilized tribes in the
early 1900's were wrong and poorly done.

These acts propose I by Kansas land speculators who were bribing Seo-tor
Curtis, I believe each of the five civilized in the middle of a legal quagmim unable
to exercise proper jurisdiction for the protection and relief of their own people.

The power of taxation, the only rational matter of finane7ng a self-sufficient,
tribal government is prohibited by law to the five civilized trilws. Bet apparently
is prohibited to no other tribe. There is no apparent reason for this distinction.

Tribal assets were confiscated, allegedly under the 1906 act, but without con-
gruence to an act's requirements, that these assets would only be confiscated
upon the termination of the tribal government.

The entire political structur of the Creek nation was emasculated by ttie legis-
lative closing of Creek courts by the illegal suppression of funds to finanee meet-
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lugs of the national council, and by the illegal appointment of the principal chief
by Ow President of the United States, contrary to the laws of the Federal
Government.

Under the 70 years of rule by appointed chiefs, other valuable tribal assets have
been disposed of through the approval of these appointed chiefs. An act for tho
restoration of the government of the Creek nation should be proposed by the
American Indian Policy Review Commission as 25 United States Code 1748, under
th'e. specific responsiliility for removed tribes legal provisions must he made to
allow. the Creek people a transition from suppressed government to their rightful
governinent.

The courts must be authorized to reopen under Creek law, the tribal roles must
be reopened. Tribal documents net now in the poswssion of the tribe must be desig-
nated so that under Vederni him title to such documents shall always remain with
the tribe, notwithstanding intervening processors and the power of taxation must
be restored.-

Wit h the power of taxation the Creek nation will be able to provide a responsible
tribal government which is self sustaining. In addition appropriations must be
made-to compensate the Creek nation for its losses during a time when the Creek
people had no control over their government.

A complete GAO audit of the Creek nation from 1898 to the present would not
be out of line, indeed it would be welcome. These funds should compensate the
Creek peer:e :or their loss of tribal real property, tribal personal property, and
such individual property both real and personal which was lost through the ab-
sence of their functioning tribal government.

These funds must he under tribal control and specifically prohibited from per
capita distribution. The reasons against per capita distribution of such fuads are
at the heart of the Creek nation's methods for internal control of reconstruction.
We need to rebuild the travel economy.

The only way this can be accomplished is through tribal action, tribal peograms,
tribal facilities, tribal income end contml by tribal government. These are the
tools of economic realism, these are the tools necessary for the Creek people to
regain their economic par with the rest of the American citizenry.

Economic losses affected individuals, but individual compensation through
per capita will not resolve the economic problems. Per capita distributions are
often perceived as attempts to buy Indian rights. These rights cannot be purchased
on individuals.

Such rights can only be exercised by the lawful tribal governments which should
have access to every aVailable means of protecting the rights, customs, and
social wolfare of its citizens.

In closing let me emphasize the complex nature of the issue of the restoration
The government of the Creek people must be reestablished in order to protect the
interest and welfare of all Creek citizens. That government must be gi.en the
economic means to rebuild the tribal economy, shatter:d by 70 years without
self government.

Only the United States and the Congress can do this.
Sincerely,

CLAUDE A. Cox,
Prinripat Chief to the Creek Notion.

Gentlemen, this pretty well spells Gut the attit ide of most all
tribal leaders that I have personally visited with. They want these
funds funneled back to tribal government, and tribal government
be responsible for delivering those services, those educational op-
portunities, and thc.se health benefits.

Let the tribal government he responsible, and I think in the long
run this would be a savings on the appropriations from a congres-
siond standpoint, rebuilding tribal government and letting thou
rebuild in their own nation.

And it was for this reason, at our last meeting, that I did _propose
that ve look into the possibility of world bank membership for each
and every tribe. This kind of economic funds available and this
kind of financing would be available through that method of financing.

Our tribes would be able to flourish and we would have a return to
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tribal ,;overnment and our Indian citizens would be once again hold-
ing their head high and proud to be an Indian. This is our responsibility,
ao this Commission, to try to bring about this kind of rebuilding
and reestablishment with our tribes.

Thank you.
Mr. YATEs. Mr. Chairman, the question of self-government

raises another question with respect to trustee responsibility by the
Ft. Aral Government. What happens if there is malfeasance by the
tribal chief. Suppose there is a personal taking of some of the tribe's
funds.

Is the Federal Government responsible for that?
Mr. WILKINSON. Yes; there is a 1942 Supreme Court case on that

that holds that if the Government had notice and should have known
that there might be malfeasance, there would be liability.

Mr. YATES. Only in that case?
Mr. WILKINSON. Well, it has been cited often in the Seminole Nation

and as far as I know it is still a good law. But it did hinge on notice
that it was not strict liability. It- was not only malfeasance, it was mal-
feasance plus notice by the Government.

I used the second one that is made in connection with Commissioner
Whitecrow's statement with the Government's providing the tribes
with the mewls to be self-sufficient. He also indicated the Creek Nation
would like the power to tax.

Will our Commission recommend the power to tax under self-gov-
ernnient powers of the tribes?

Mr. WILKINSON. I will let someone else answer on Oklahoma.
Mr. YATlis. I am not talking about Oklahoma.
Mr. WILKINSON. As a general matter, yes; tribes do have the power

to tax.
Chairman ABOURE7.K. They already had that.
Mr. YA rEs. So the trust responsibility of the Federal Government

will go only to making up the deficiency between the revenue derived
from taxation and the needs of th;?se tribes, or is it contemplated that a
tribe, being self-sufficient, will raise all their funds I. y their own taxing
powers?

Mr. TAYLOR. Congressman Yates, my name is Peter Taylor, I am
introducing myself since the reporter may not know me.

Chairman ABOUREZK. We are not saying that Congressman Yates
doesn't know you.

Mr. YATES. We are o:d friends.
Mr. TAYLOR. We are making reconne-ndations with respect to the

power of trilws to tax. This gets us very deeply into tribal self-govern-
ment and jurisdiction, which is a very lengthy subject. I would assume
that we would be into that this afternoon.

Mr. YATEs. All right, I can wait.
The next question I would like to ask Mr. Wilkinson is: I know

that your treaties is that the Indian rights are predicated on the Con-
stitution, and upon treaty rights. No reference is made to the Snyder
Act, nor to the Indian Self-Determination Act of 1973.

Should not a discussion of those been added as well to show the rights
of Indians and the trust responsibility of the Government?

Mr. WII.KINSON. Those are cited in a footnote in the article. They
are not discussed directly. They are, I believe, discussed in the history
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by D'arcy NIcNiekle. I know they will he discussed in the tribal gov-
ernment sections and the Federal administration sections

In other words it w as my judgment_ that those acts did not involve
imique principles of Indian law. They are acts which are examples.
There are many other extunples of the kinds of powers tribes have and
the kinds of powers Congress has.

But I don't see anything unique in those acts. They are important
acts but I don't see anything of a legal consequence.

Mr. YATES. Perhaps I am wrong but I find that the Snyder Act,
at least, extends the trust relationship in its purpose. The Snyder Act
is frequently relied upon by proponents of trust treaties to show that
the Federal Government tioes have a responsibility beyond the con-
stitutional and the true trust responsibility arising from this legislation.

That was the reason I asked my question.
Mr. WILKINSON. I think that is a good point and I suppose I would

answer that this way. To say that by footnoting, to Reed Chamber's
article where he discusses that, I felt that those concepts were inter-
twined there. I suppose I personally iook at that and this as your
report, aviously, not mine.

If you wish to have something in it like that we can clearly do that.
lt was my feeling that that was perhaps moving beyond the level of
detail we were dealing with in this section. I think it will be mentioned
later in the report, but in terms of dealing with the basic concepts of
Indian law, for whatever reason, I decided that it was perhaps a little
bit too much detail.

Mr. YATES. Well, it seems to me that it bears upon your footnote
28, where you talk about a duty to provide a level of service to the
Indian. The Snyder Act can be used as a foundation for the provision
of such services.

Mr. WILKINSON. It certainly can. I think Mr. Parker has a comment.
I would just add again that I believe Reed Chambers does use that
kind of analysis and I suppose by footnoting to the article I was
intending to effectively incorporate this kind of argument.

Mr. HALL. Congressman I ates, that argument with respect to the
Snyder Act is also used in the context of trust and the legal review
by task force 1 itytheir report, and it also, like Charlie's piece, is foot-
noted in task force 4 as support for that position.

MT. YATES. Thank you.
Mr. PARKER. Congressman Yates, before we leave that point I

would like to return to it because I think that from discussions so far
it really hasn't been clearly sA out what is at issue here.

Indian people, out in Indian country, clearly have a very inclusive
idea of what trust responsibility is. They think that it includes a total
res.ponsibility that the United States .ves to Indian tribes.

The Federal Governmentin the person of the Justice Department
lawyers and the Interior Department lawyershave a restricted idea
of what the trust responsibility is. They are pursuing a policy which
they are not required to under any given law, but this is their inter-
pretation of what they think the law is.

Pursuing a policy where they would define the trust responsibility
as only going to the protection of natural resources, and anything
else that the Feedral Government does for or with Indians in their
view, under duo: definition, would not be a trust responil.ility but a
service.
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It looks like Chairman Ahourezk doesi.'t agree with that.
Chairnum AM/1'12E1.K. This is not one of the thoughts of Chairman

Abonrezk specifically.
Mr. YATEs. The chairman has ,spoken now, but I was under the

impre,sion thnt when .ou talked about your idea of the trust respon-
sibility it went to the land and to the resources, which the tribes have.

Chairman A liouRE% K. But I also said, at a different point in the
discussion, that the Federal Government provided socia services
through the tribes which is what he was saying the Indian people
believes is part of the trust responsibility.

Mr. YATES. A am sorry, Mr. Parker.
Mr. PARKER. Let ine continue because 1 think this next point is

very significant. I have been working closely with the staff on the task
force although I haven't been on the staff in the area of trust law. We
have followed the logic of the concept of the trust responsibility to
go primarily to the protection of the right of self-government.

We see as first and foremost in the concept of trust responsibility
the survival of Indian tribes. Logically that means that services that
Indian tribes perform as a government have a trust aspect and to that
degree those Icinds of servicessocial welfare services, law enforce-
ment services, or whateverhave a trust relatedness and the individual
who participates in those services participates in a trust service.

But if an individual is off the reservation and participates, say in an
educational benefit, that extending the logic one step further. Now,
I am not sure we have developed the definition to extend it that far
but in our minds there is clear support and clear logic to extending the
trust responsibility to a service area as it relates to the tribe as a
government, and a tribe functioning as a government. I just wanted to
make that point.

Mr. YATES. Is that as far as you are going in that support?
Mr. PARKER. No; Mr. Hall would refer you to the specific language.
Mr. YATES. To task force No. 8?
Mr. HALL. I was going to suggest, Mr. Chairman, since we are

by the subject matter of our conversationtalking about principle
one, for our recommendations for a policy adoption by the Commis-
sion in cilapter 4, if we want to, that is a good jumping off point as
an introduction to that principle one.

Mr. 'YATES. Where is principle one?
Mr. HALL. Chapter 4, section 3. It is about 10 pages back and,

unfortunately, the pages aren't numbered. But about 10 pages back
in chapter 4.

M. YATES. Footnote 37 of chapter 4?
Mr. ALEXAN DER. Yes; ii .1 next page after that.
Mr. PARKER. It is clearly labeled "findings and recomnwndations"

at the top.
Mr. YATES. Yes.
Mr. HALL. If I could add a comment to Alan's; We hyve attempted

here to, in effect, take a middle ground between what we consider two
extremes. An interpretation of the trust, that is the strict construction
as with respect to the trust as it only relates to recognized tribes as
determined h the Federal Government and only to lands and natural
resources. That is one end of it.

The other end of it is that the trust responsibility is a sweepitur,
legal duty on the part of the Federal Government which ITns to all
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ludiiins, ell tribes tvgardless of where, the circumstances, the relation
to the tribe, et cetera.

These policy statements are intended to split, in effect, those two
extremes which we feel represent a recognition of the law in most
areas and some intrt of a clarification or a step forward on the part of
Congress in other areas. It should be remembered, of course, that
there is no question that, the Congress can define that trust as it well
pleases. That is what we are attempting to do here, to define it. Not a
specific definition but at least setting forth guidelines with respect to
how 'ongress interprets how that should be carried out by the agencies.

That is what the six principles are intended to do. The first point
you made on Charlie's legal review is the question on services: NVIlo

do they go to and what does it mean?
Well, you will see that principle one purposely does not define the

services that we are talking about specifically. That is for two reasons.
One is that those services could very well change or be changed by
Congress over the years, and two, that those services may very well
var depending on which tribe von are talking about in relationship.

'I lie Government historically inis in the past provided to that tribe,
currently is providing to that tribe, and may provide in the future.
Congress can make those determinations. It is broad enough to allow
for that to be provided clearly.

Exactly what services may, how long, and to whom may change,
but the trust duty of the Federal Government remains constant. The
trust duty to provide those services remains constant, but that doesn't
mean that the manner in which they are carried out and the precise
distribution of them cannot be altered by Congress over the years.
That is what that is intended to do. That is principle one.

It says; United States trust responsibility to the American Indians is
an established legal obligation which requires the Federal Government
to protect and enhance Indian resources and tribal self-government.

I think that when we are talking about the trust, and we are trying
to determine what services and to whom, in the back of our minds
should be the purpose of what responsibility is.

We have taken the position that the purpose is to enhance the
property, resources, and principally self-government-- the ability to
govern by self-government. The last sentence of principle one includes
the duty to provide whatever services are necessary for such protection
and enhancement. That clearly allows some flexibility, and I think it
should.

NIr. VATEs. Well, I am afraid you are going to cut off Indian
health benefits if you limit it to that.

Chairman AllocItEZK. II good point to break in and recess
for lunch.

We will return lare at 1:15.
(Whereupon, at 12 :20 p.m., the hearing at Ijourned for luncheon

reces,, to reconvene at 1:15 p.m.]
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AFTERNOON SESSION

Chairman AROUREZK. The Commission meeting will resume. Where
were we?

Mr. ALEXANDER. WC were on the rem aendations in the trust
chapter. The first set of recommendations are the six principles that
we are recommending for adoption, and we were discussing principle
No. 1.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What page are you on?
Mr. ALEXANDER. It is under Roman numeral III in chapter 4. It

is the 10th page back.
We discussed the powers of Congress last time. In any event there

was some question raised on principle 1 as to whether the way it was
phrased would include social service ty.)e programs under tile trust
obligations.

In the text section, several pages precedin; this, I think it is made
clear, although it can be expanded.

Mr. YATES. Give us a footnote to go by.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Footnote 34. It is 2 pages back. Starting after

footnote 33 it states:
As previously stated the purpose benind the trust was to ensure the survival of

Indian tribes and people. This necessarily implies a prevalent obligation to provide
those services required to protect and enhance.

And moving on it concluded with: "whatever economic and social
programs are necessary to raise the standard of living and social
welfare of Indian people to a level comparable to the non-Indian
society."

Now we can expand on that also with the congressional recognition
of the trust obligation in the Snyder Act and so on, as congressional
definition of what that means in that text section.

Mr. YATES. All right, that might be helpful. Something to the
effect that this principle or this concept has been recognized by the
Congress by passage of the Snyder Act.

Mr. ALEXANDER. And under recent acts, Indian Health Service and
SO On.

Rather than reading the six principles, I would just inquire as to
whether there are any specific problems that members of the Com-
mission have with any of the six principles?

Chairman ABOUREZK. I am not so much interested in the sub-
stantive content of these statements as I am in how you are presenting
them now. Do you intend to change the way these reconunendations
are going to be made, or is this the way they will stand in final draft?

Mr. ALEXANDER. There may well be light editing and there will be
consistency throughout the report in how the recommendations are
phrased.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, the point of what I am saying is this.
That I think this report, from the point of view people who are

(88)
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writing it, ought to lw viewed as a document that will be picked up
by the 535 Members of Congress and their staffs. You have to !mike
the basic assumption that those people have no background in Indian
affairs whatsoever and that it will have to be an extremely rea(1able
document. One whose concepts are easy to grasp without a great
deal of background reading. Therefore, it is going to take a lot of
time and a lot of work to write in that manner.

It is very easy for someone who is technically proficient in the
subject matter as you are. It is very easy to write a great exposition
of what you know, but what is more difficult is to write an exposition
of what other people don't know so that they can understand it.

Now it seems to me in looking at this that a Congressman could
not pick up this report according to the way these statements are
written and take it up to the legislative counsel and say draft me a
bill that is consistent with this recommendation. That is what is
really needed. That is the point I am trying to get at.

I would like your comments and those of the other commissioners.
Mr. YATES. I agree with that. I thought that perhaps the staff

ought to have prepared a draft bill to implement the recommendations
of the Commission. But it is an onerous burden.

In the absence of that I certainly would concur with the position
you just stated.

Chairman AROUREZK. It is not really a recommendation to say
that in principle No. 1 the U.S. trust responsibility to American

iIndian-4 s an established legal obligation which requires the Federal
Government to protect and enhance Indian resources and tribal
self-government. That is a finding of fact, it is not a recommendation.
That is the basis of the recommendation.

Mr. YATES. Well, that could be in a premise to the legislation
couldn't it? In the whereas section, perhaps, or the preamble?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think as a concept that is perhaps missing in
the way that it is phrased. I think we can clean it up and do what
you want.

We are asking that the executive. branch, the administrator of the
trust, to have guidance from Congress spelling out what its legal
obligations are. This gets back to the. point we had earlier about the
Justice Department taking the position that the tru- runs to lands.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Let's go through that then. On principle
No. 1, Ivhat is it that you want to achieve?

Mr. ALEXANDER. 1)0 you want to state it?
Mr. HALL. Well, these would be
Chairman A BOUREZK. Let's stay with principle No. I here. What

is it you want to iichieve with that principle?
Mr. HALL. That would be an official recognition by Congress that

tlik is fact. This is what Congress wants to recognize as a policy with
respect to how the trust is carried out.

Chairman ABOVREZK. All right. In your mind: flow shouhl Congress
recotrnize that policy?

Mr. ALEX:ANDER. By le,rislation that directs the Fede:al Govern-
ment, the administrator of the trust, that the Congress is stat int!: that
the trust oblip.ation runs to lands, the protection of tribal self-
government and the rest of that principle. That it is not tlw narrow
view that they have itdministratively determined.
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Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. What is wrong with you writing
in the recommendation that it is recommended that the Congress
direct the administration such and such?

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is what I was suggesting.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. In other words, we are going to need to know,

according to the way you write it, exactly what must be done. People
who are drafting these things and people who are considering them
in Congress are not going to have time to sit down and go through all
the machinations. You should go through the machinations and bring
it out. It is just a very straightforward package.

Any comment on that?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, as I understand it, we

are not suggesting that these premises which are important to .any
success we may have in persuading the Congress should be deleted
but rather one step farther should be taken in giving these piinciples
and what specific fictions the staff recommends.

Chairman ABOUREZE. Absolutely.
Mr. YATES. May I make a suggestion, Mr. Chairman, respecting

language in principle No. 1 ? I am a little troubled by the use of the
word "necessary." That is going to be open to a great deal of question.
What is necessary? I suggest that instead of that you say this includes
the duty to provide services for such protection and enhancement.

Mr. ALEXANDER. All right. I think that is better.
Mr. YATES. May we go to principle No. 2 for a suggestion?
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Please do so.
Mr. YATES. I don't like the phrase "wherever he or she may be."

Was your intention to refer to their location whether on or .off
reservation?

MT. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Mr. YATES. Why not say that then, "whether on or off reservation"?
Chairman ABOUREZIC. That is a good point.
Mr. YATES. I am troubled by principle No. 3 in a sense. Why

doesn't the BIA Director qualify under that? I wouldn't want the
BIA Director to qualify under that. My own feeling right now is that
there should not be a BIA within the Department of the Interior. I
don't know whether or not you are proposing to take a position on
that or not, but it would seem to me that where yrou say "there
should be in the executive branch one prime agent charged with the
principal responsibility to faithfully administer the trust", isn't that
the BIA man?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is currently but that fiontemplates that there
can be a number of alternatives as to where that trust obligation be
primarily administered. All that is saying is that there be a prime
agency but it is not locked into the existing structure.

Mr. YATES. Well, shouldn't you say that you don't want somebody
who is like the BIA Director now within a department that has a con-
flict of interest, something along that line?

Mr. HALL. What would be said there, I think, Congressman Yates,
is that lAnguage would have to conform with the rest of the report. Now
if the Commission adopts a concept of an independent agency or
trust council or whatever and BIA is taken out of the Department
then that language would be changed to reflect directly that recom-
mendation. In other words, it wouldn't be left general.
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I don't, conceive of this being left general language like this; it would
be changed to say one prime agent which would be, or which shall be
or which is the Department of or however the rest comes out.

Mr. YATES. I see. Well, I was going to suggest language which Was
such: "Unlike the present relationship Is lwre the agent ostensibly
representing the Indian people is in a department that finds itself in a
conflict of interest situation." Perhaps the word "independent,"
should be in there somewhere.

Mr. HALL. That is a good one.
Mr. YATES. Independent and free to act.
Mr. HALL. Right.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, did We not actually

state this in our previous meeting in regard to seeking a si,parate
Department of Indian Affairs? Why don't we just state that in this
principle No. 3?

Mr. HALL. That, is fine. I think that is a form more thim anything.
in other words, to be plugged in there would he the precise terminology
that we selected. If it is Departme^t of Indian Affairs, then it would be
changed indeed to Department or ha .an Affairs.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes; but the report is one report, but there are
also parts of it that are separable, in that Congress may well wish to
act on trust principles at a point in time when it is not yet willing to
establish a particular agency. The concept of a prime agent that is
independent is important by itself regard mless of what echanical a

i

r-
rangement is recommended n another area of the report. It, has to
have separabilitythe reportas well as consistency.

Mr. YATES. Jake, I think that is a valid point, don't you?
Commissioner WHITECROW. I am sorry, sir?
Mr. YATES. I say I think that is a valid point until such time that a

departtnent is approved by the Congress. For that interim period you
ought to at least have an independent ageney outside of the p:Tsent
syst em.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Right.
,\ Ir. HALL. Principle No, 4 1 would point out, I believe everyone

has a change in that. The current No. 4 that you have there should be
deleted. It is a separate page that w as passed out that is now 4c, 4b.

Does everyone have that? If not, I will get a few extra copies.
\Ir. WILKINSON. If the Commission please, you will recall that at

the last session we had an extended discussion about the so-called
consent provision that was in the earlier recommendation. In other
words, the recommendation that existed last time was to the effect
that Congress could not abrogate treaty or other trust rights without
the consent of the tribe. I believe several of the congressional members
went on record, and perhaps the Indian Commissimwrs also, belawing
that would hamstring Congress or Senator Abourezk with png
an act which might very well have. to be broken later,

This procedure here is intended to provide strong protection for
these important rights and yet to obviate . problem that ciune Lip
last time-4a and 4b work together.

First, if treaty or other trust rights are to be abrogated, Congress
would seek to obtain the consent of the tribe first. If t Le consent k not
obtained, Congress would not act. Lnless there were extraordimuy
circumstances or that compelling national interest requires otherwise.
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In other words, it is an open consultation with the tribe with a heavy
bias toward consent but not a requirement of consent. Then under
principle 4b Congress could act expressly to take away those rights as
so many recent cases have indicated.

It is felt that this express action requirement which again is reflected
in a series of Supreme Court cases, but in my judgment at least has
not been truly definitively establishedis a fundamentally important
provision. It woidd put any abrogation of important Indian rights in
legislation, would provide notice to Congressto Indians that specific
trust rights were to be abrogated or broken, would provide notice to
the tribes and would provide full and open hearings.

I think many of you know the tragiC story of the Seneca Nation
situation where the Army Corps of Engineers flooded some 80 percent
of the Seneca land without express direction from Congress. There is a
,serious problem, a legitimately serious and widespread problem of
administrative agencies acting on their own without direction from
this body. This kind of provision would require, would provide that a
darn could be built on Indian land and land could be flooded. It would
permit a highway to be built on Indian land but before doing so Cong-
ress would seek to obtain the consent of the tribe.

If the tribe were not willing to consent, Congress would take action
elsewhere, Perhaps off the reservation. Unless there were extraordinary
cirenmstances. If there were no alternatives and if it were a serious
national need, then the project could go ahead an3rway.

Then when the bill was introduced there would be specific reference
in the legislation so that the affected tribe would know of it.

Again this is my personal judgment, and I think that of the staff,
and this was reflected consistently through hearings in the field.
We see this as a truly fundamental, working

Mr. YATES. Do you know of any other instance where the Congress
is required to obtain consent before enactment of legislation you
have in 4a?

Mr. WILKINSON. I know of no other instance. I also know of no
relationship that Congress has with any other group like the trust
relat

Mr. YATES. The Congress really doesn't have that trust relation-
ship, it is the Federal Government, really, rather than the Congress.

Mr. WILKINSON. Well, yes; but Congress is the only body with
mithority to pass legislation affecting the trust relationship. Since
that is literally unique it may be appropriate for a consent provision
to bp used here. Now the expressed abrogation point Las been followed
elsewhere. There are other exampks-, of expressed abrogation. But
under consent I personally do not know of another area where consent
is required.

Mr. YATES. I wonder whether this is an unconstitutional provision.
By requiring Congress to require a consent before it gets legislation

Mr. WILKINSON. No; because of the escape clause Congress could
leg;,late.

Mr. YATEs. I must say that is the most extraordinary escape
clau,e I have ever seen. Yon have got extraordinary circumstances
wit Ii compelling nat icoal interest .

'hairman ABOUREZK. Sid don't think that Congress can prevent
itself from legislating. I thii ..that this really amounts to is a state-
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ment of policy on the part of Congress that before any legislation
is passed the consent of the people affected should be achieved under
certain conditions.

The CongresS, as you .well know, could override this particular
statement of policy any time they wanted to. So it is not
unconstitutional.

Mr. MEEDS. Charlie, does this replace that section dealing with
abrogation of treaties? The first report indicated that treaties could
not and would not be abrogated without the consent?

Mr. WILKINSON. That is correct, Congressman.
Mr. MEEDS. Which was an absolute infringement on the sovereignty

of the United States, was it not?
Mr. WILKINSON. It is wonderful to have you back. I really mean

that.
Mr. YATES. What did you say?
Mr. MEEDS. I am sorry. I may be asking for trouble.
Mr. WILKINSON. It absolutely does replace that. It was our in-

terpretation of the Commission's intent that you wanted that replaced
and this 4a and 4b replaces that.

Mr. MEEDS. Wouldn't it be better to just state that it shall be the
policy of the Federal Government to seek the counsel, advice, and
consent of Indians with regard to any changes in treaties rather than
suggesting that they first obtain the consent of the tribe and suggest-
ing further that there mud be extraordinary circumstances? if you
laid it out as a national policy that we don't want to go around abrogat-
ing _treaties then I think everyone would agree with that.

Mr. YATES. Will you yield, Lloyd?
MT. MEEDS. Yes.
Mr. YATES. It seems to me that the concept is wrong. I think that

we ought to follow the procedure, that I think is established, that
would require that the agency which is acting under the legislation
passed by Congress take steps to see whether or not there is going
to be an abrogation of trust responsibility. If there is, then that agency
should then attempt to obtain the consent of the appropriate Inditm
tribe rather than having the Congress do it.

There is an executive agency that is going to be required to do it,
because Congress just does not do something like that. The agencies
are the ones that are directed to carry this out, and the agency should
report back with a statement as to whether or not a compang na-
tional interest was required.

Mr. WILKINSON. I would, Mr. Congressman, urge some sort of
oveNight. I have been in too many negotiations with the Army Corps
of Engineers to wonder whether that consent provision is !zoing to
have any weight, if tlwre isn't some sort of reporting mechanism back
to Congress.

Chairman ABOUREZE. I have a perfect sohiticn. What would be
wrong with a provision calling for a trust status impact statement,
similar to an environmental impact statement, that if an agency is
going to affect or deal with an Indian tribe in any way, then they
should look into whether or not the trust status will be affected by
thir actions and provide that kind of a report to Congress and to t he
tribe and to the public? How does that. sound?

Mr. YATES. It is all right with
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Mr. MEnns. I still have problems with this. I think you may revall
our discussion of the last session where we were discussing the right
of condemnation. Wouhl You agree that section 4b, in effect, estab.
fishes that there can only 'be condemnation of Indian land by express
congressional act?

Mr. WILKINSON. Absolutely, but it definitely does permit it. I
wouhl say that there have been many instances in which Congress
has acted expressly in regards to Indian lamk.

Mr. MEEDS. I umlerstand that. In that respect, however, Indian
lands are different than mine, different than Senator Abourezles, and
different than yours.

Mr. WILKINSON. yes.
Mr..MEEDS. Now the present acknowledged law is that with regard

to 4a Congress has plenary authority over Indian matters, if we adopt,
this, are we the law as it is today, as it is acknowledged even by the
courts?

Mr. WILKINSON. In 4a?
Mr. MEEns. Right.
Mr. WILKINSON. I agree with that.
Mr. MEEns. It is an extension of the present concept.
Are we voting on whether we accept this?
Chairman ABOUREZK. I think it is proper to vote on whether we

accept these principles or whether we want them changed.
Mr. 'YATES. I don't think we have reached that point yet. We are

in the process of discussion on it. As I understand, we. are changing

Chairman ABOUREZK. But at some point today I think we ought to
indicate to them whether, with a vote or just general consensus that
they should just go ahead.

Mr. YATES. Merely as a grtmmatical question: Is the phrase "in-
fringed upon" better than "any way infringe any treaty rights or non-
treaty rights"? Why is the word "upon" necessary?

Mr. HALL. To be honest with 3Tou, I think grammatically "upon"
is probably required but I will check with the dictionary and see. If
not, then we will cut it.

Mr. YATES. I don't think it IS required.
Mr. HALL. It isn't?
Mr. YATF:S. Infringed is a breLch isn't it?
Mr. WILKINsoN. I simply don't know. I thought the "upon" was

required.
Mr. YATES. Will somebody call the Library of (.'ongress?

'hairman AtioultEz.K. I think Sid Yates is right.
Mr. WILKINSON. I wanted to say, Senator, my initial react ionmy

colleagups may have different renetionsis that your idea of a trust
responsibility impact stato tuent seems to me to have Soffit' merit to it.
It would be one way of approaching 4a differently.

I Nt aid certainly urge that there be oversight by Cougres::, as you
suggested, that it Slibill.11tVd to Congress und go into effect unless
within 60 days ('ongress disapproves the statement.

Chairman AlioUltEZK. I think that is a good way to go.
Mr. liALL. The thrust of 4a and b both, shoal be that if tlo,re is

any infringement at all Congress is the one taking the action to make
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that infringement. An executive agency should not have the discretion
to do so with the thrust of these two.

Mr. YATES. There is one question that I would like to ask at this
point.. What happens if Congress passes legislation authorizing con-
struction of a dam that would include Indian land? Would that provide
congressional consent under this?

Mr. WILKINSON. There is a circuit court case, that came down 2
months ago, that answers that. It struck down Army Corps of Engi-
neers action because them WAS not specific congressional direction. In
other words, they were opeaiting under their general authority to
build dams in the Missouri River Basin, and the court found that was
not specific enough.

In my opinion 4h is probably the law now, and this would simply
be a congressional recognition of it. But if, for example, an act were
passed permitting the construction of a dam in a certain area, the
agency could not go ahead unless there was specific mention of Indian
lands to show that Congress, in fact, intended that trust land to be
taken.

Mr. YATES. I have some trouble with the second sentence in 4a. I
think it is a case of overkill. I just wondered whether your point isn't
covered by the language that says "such rights shall not be abrogated
or infringed except where the national interest is involved." There has
to be a finding of national interest, and whether compelling or not.
Who is going to decide whether it is compelling?

Chairman ABOUREZK. I really think this idea of some sort of an
impact f,tatement would take care of all of this. Once that is provided
for, under a procedure that we can outline, it is going to enter the
political process anyway.

It is brought to the attention of Congress and committees. Some-
body is going to raise a question about it, the Indians will testify, and
the Corps of Engineers will testify, Everybody is going to come in
and express their interest to Congress and we are either going to ap-
prove it or disapprove it anyhow. I think Sid is right about leaving
out t hat national interest.. It is sort of complicated, the same objective
will be served by some sort of a statement by the administration. If
the Corps of Engineers were to plan a dam somewhere that did take
trust hmd, and if they even lied about it and came back and said their
statement does not affect Indian trust rights, that statement can be
easily challenged. You can also provide that a statement must be
given to the tribe for their comment.

Mr. YATES. The problem with that is tt,e fact that Congress won't
know about it if the same procedure were rilloy as with EPA. Be-
cause we just won't know whether they have complied with it. unless
it is filed with the clerk or with an appropriate committee of the
Congress.

We Pould put that kind of language in there to sf,e who the op-
ponents are.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is right. That is all part of the proce-
dure. I think the general idea is there though.

Mr. YATEs I like the idea. I think that is a simple and effective way
of doing it. What does the staff think about it?

Mr. HALL. Let me see if I understand now. The impact statement
woulli be prepamd by an executive agency but the final decision with
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respect to whether that project went forward or not would still rest
with Congress. Is that correct?

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is right. You could do it through a
congressional veto provision. Let's say that the proposed project is a
dam by the corps. They would not be able to proceed unless within
30 to 45 days, whatever, a majority of one House of Congress or both
Houses, whatever, vetoes that. V% e have a lot of congressional veto
provisions in legislation now that works very well. Taking the con-
trols off gasoline prices is Aornething we are considering right now.

Mr. YATES. Our friend, however, is going to tell you that he would
rather have congressional approval rather than conFessional veto.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I would rather have L irritative congressional
action, where it has to face testimony and other alternatives in such
a serious issue as diminishment of Indian trust lands by adminis-
trative agencies who have all the facts and figures and bureaucrats
to make an overwhelming presentation that I really think the veto
sense is not a strong enough protection.

Chairman A BOUREZK. PI hen does anybody on the Commission agree
with that concept, or does anybody disagree with it?

MEEDS. I disagree with it. I think that if you are going to do
that you might as well just leave it the way it is, because it consti-
tutes, at that juncture, a requirement of affirmative action by the
Congress and it is the same as requiring the affirmative action to be
initiated by the Congress.

Chairman A BOUREZK. But at least you don't have an impact state-
ment now where you would under a new provision. I think it would
be pretty good to have an impact statement.

Mr. MEEDS. I have no objection with the impact statement. In
fact, I think that is not a bad idea. But clearly, what you are doing
by saying this is that you would prefer to have Congress initiate the
action. At least what I thought NIr. Yates was saying is that an agency
ought to be able to go ahead with this once they have shown the impact
and Congress has not disagreed with it.

As legishitors, we all know there are a lot of differences in those two
ways and we know there is a lot of difference, too.

Chairman A BOUREZK. Well, I think that is what they were saying.
That it exercises more caution to have an affirmative statenwnt and
I think caution is required in this; case.

Mr. Y ATES. Ordinarily, under the rules of the House, you don't
eonsider legislation unless you have a report from the administrative
agency. The committee affected ordinarily will send out the proposed
legislation and ask for a report and an opinion of the agency.

Is there any way of using that kind of a procedure to require the
opinion of the Indian tribe affected before the legislation is con-
snleredso that could be considered in the report at such time as
Congress considers the legislation? In that way you will have a simple
way of establishing a procedure for letting the Congress know what
the opinion of the tribe concerned is, and knowing that the Congress
can then consider the legislation and decide whether or not it wants to
pass it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Sid, may I relate how I perceive this thing?
The general authorization bill is passed giving the Corps of Engineers
the authority to build dams along the Missouri River. They choose as
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a site ftir One of neir dams a reservoir location that would condemn
Indian trnst land. Under this proposal, ontp they see on the inap that
takes in Indian trust land, they would be required to prepare a trust
status impact statement and provide it to the committee in (7ongress,
windiever one is destgnated, and to the tribe itsulf, statill f._! whether
or not this would have WI 11(1VerS,e impact upon the trust stlitUS of thy
Federal Government. I think what they are saying is the burd,,n of
}woof then ought to be on the ageny to show that there is an (Nei.-
whelminr. interest in abrogating that (runty or that trust status.
Therefore. they would have to comp back then widi an impact state-
ment on the proposed bill saying that this land ought to lw taken in
spite of the fact that it does abrogate the treaty right or nontreaty
right that the Intlians have. The burden of proof is then on the agency.
They wouhl have to bring the bill through Congress and at that time
there would be thne to hear testimony from both sides.

Mr. YATES. Except that before the Congress authorizes the Corps of
Engineers to construct.a series of datns on the Missouri River it would
require the corps to give it in detail where dm datns are. to be con-
structed to the committee. At that point the committee would ask for
the corps recommendations, and then there cught tc be a corps report,
and also an indication to the committee as to whether or not any
Indian land is affected.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't think the committee would know until
the corps starts drawing its maps.

Mr. YATES. As to whether
Chairman ABOUREZK. As to whether it takes in Indian lands or not.
Mr. YATES. You mean that Congress approved the construction of

the dam without knowing where it is?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Certainly.
Mr. YATES. It never comes back to the Congress`t
Chairman ABOUREZK. Not in the authorization process.
Mr. YATES. It does in the appropriation process.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes, it would have to in the appropriations.

By the time they are ready for money you are ready for knowing
where it is and so on.

But there is another point involved there. Now just assume that
there is nobody in the Public Works Committee who cares whether
they take in the Indian trust lamk. The Indian groups would know
they have access to those committees and then could come in,and
ccmplain about it. I am not sure that the Public Works Committee
would be all that interested one way or the other.

Mr. YATES. If any Indian land is affected, couldn't the committee
be required to inquire of the Corps of Engineers whet her it was
possible that the Indian land would lw affected?

Chairnnui A muouliEx i. Well, you do that through the requirement
for an impact statement.

Mr. y.vrEs. But then it doesn't come back to the mnimit tee, does it ?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, it e011111 be given to Public 1Vorks, but.

it also should be given to the Indian Affairs ( 'ommil tee.
Nlr. Wo.KINsoN. It would seem to me that the way this could pro-

ceed, if I understand your ideas, would be to have the General Author-
ization Act, that would not be sufficient unto itself to build IL (1/111I Oil

tru,t property.
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When the corps sought to build a dam on Indian property it would
submit a bill to the Indian Affairs Committee which would expressly
-provide that Indian land was to be taken. At the hearings the impact
statement would be provided to the committee and then Congress
could act on that express piece of legislat ion.

Mr. YATES. But should it go to the Public Works Committee as
well?

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is .fine.
Mr.. YATES. I should think that procedure would be preferable, so

that Congress would know before it a_pproves. Well, what you do is
give the corps conditional approval. You require the corps to have

nditional approval which would be final for all land other than
Indian land. It is a conditional approval only for dams that affect
Indian lands. In which case they will have to come back to the com-
mittee if Indian land is involved for their consent.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, for a hearing.
Mr. YATES. Yes.
Chairman ABOTJREZK. And for approval of special taking of the land.
Mr. YATES. Yes; I think so. That is why I wonder whether you need

all this language in here, whether we ought not to put in a procedure.
Mr. WILKINSON. I think that would definitely 13e preferable, and

. we would, I guess, seek to redraft alone those lines.
Mr. YATES. Let's redraft it then.
Mr. 'ALEXANDER. Leaving in Federal Government obligation to

negotiate with the tribe before cominv to Congress for abrogation.
The corps should have an obligation to try to sit down and negotiate
and have the trib present alternatives to it and so on.

Mr. YATES. I would say that the corps should find out whether the
Indian people involved are going to consent to it. If they consent to
it, that is the end of it. If they do not consent to it, the corps is under
an obligation then to report back to the appropriate congressional
committees that the dam should be constructed but that the Indian
people affected do not favor such construction.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, I think that if the Indian tribe agrees
to it, that could be stated and the legislation would go through
with everybody's approval.

Mr. YATES. That is right. That would be automatic. And the
only time it would be conditional is when the tribe did not approve.

Mr. WILKINSON. I just wanted to say, and I have done some
research in this area, in my judgment that would be a truly historic
piece of legislation that is workable and is, I think, a major area of
work in this Commission.

Mr. YATES. We are glad to have that.
All right. What is next? Are we passing over No. 4?
Chairman ABOTJREZK. Did we pretty much agree on the lust

three principles then? Does anybody else want to comment on those?
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make an additional

comment. hi our prior discussion in. November this discussioa was
coupled with a concep n it of condemnatio of land n an acre for acre
or in lieu of land, manner of recompense to the tribes for their loss.
Congressman Meeds, 1 know, had quite a bit of dialog on that. I
think that the concept should 1w coupled at this point. What is at
stake here is this continuing diminishment of the tribal hind base.
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I used a figure in the last meeting that over the last 40 years during
a policy of land acquisition for tribes 1,800,000 acres have been lost
as a result of condemnation. You look .up and down the Missouri
River Valley which we have been talking about and it seems in-
credible the way these dams are always at the south end of an Indian
reservation. There has got to be. some termination of this land lost.

Now I agree with Charlie. I think what has been proposed here is a
great step forward. But I believe it is not a sufficiently long step.
I believe that the condemnation concept should also be worked in.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. What is wrong with a bit of
language saying that wherever possible, in determiiling this whole
situation, that Congress should make every effort to compensate in
kind for land condemned rather than in money payments.

Mr. MEEDS. It is my understanding that we were. going to lo that?
Chairman ABOVREZK. Yes; it got lost in the shuffle.
Mr. TAYLOR. We had some agreement but, because of this rework

here, I was afraid that agreement had been lost.
Mr. M EEDS. Is this something to be effected, that when condem-

nation of lam ii s required ae, set out in this procedure that you establish
that the Federal Government will make every effort to compensate
in kind to provide land similarly located wherever possible anu so on?

Mr. YATES. We have been talking about condemnation of hind; we
are talking about all rights, so that is only to refer to the land in your
draft.

Mr. HALL. That is correct, but I think it could easily be put in
there with respect to where the trust lands are being taken.

Mr. YATES. In principle No. 1 you refer to the U.S. trust responsi-
bility and in principle No. 5 you talk about the trust responsibility.
Which do you prefer, the United States or the Federal Government?
They should be the same, shouldn't they?

Mr. IIAnt,. Yes; it is an oversightthe United States.
Mr. YATES. Which do you like better, and why shouldn't No. 5 be

combined with No. 1?
Mr. HALT,. WeR, it could be, the only difference is they perhaps

should hol closer together but No. 1 is some characterization of what,
the responsibility is and No. 5 is a characterization of how that re-
sponsibility is to be carried out, and at what applicable agency.

Mr. Y ATES. Isn't the first principle you want to establish is what
the responsibility must be? Tile highest care, rather than putting it at
No. 5. It should be up there at the top. This is to say this is the high-
est responsibility, and I think you should combine them both.

Mr. HALL. OK. I agree.
NIr. MEEns. NIr. Chairman, may I ask a question about principle

No. 1? The trust rvsponsib:lity extends to Indians, and to tribe-. and
so on. It requires the Federal Government to pmtect and enhance
Indian resources. I don't have any disagreement with that, and tribal
self-government.

Under what CaSe law or under W ha t law, other than twrhop. the
Imlian Reorganization Act, is there a requirement to enhance tribal
self-government?

NIr. WILKINSON. Reed ChamoeN, ill 1fl rticle, concluded t hut
there probably is !IOW a subject duty. We recommend chrrifying that
because we believe that trust law in some areas is unclear..
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Now, we believe that it should not become an overly specific kind of
statute, but this is clarifying the existence or nonexistence of that
principle.

Mr. MEEDS. Reed Chambers believes it exists, but why does he
believe it exists? What it premised on?

Mr. PARKER. Congressman Meeds, in a discussion this morning,
we .spent some time focusing on this concept. We had started out recog-
niiing that there is a variety of opinion as to the nature and mention of
the trust responsibility.

Currently, Federal officials, the Justice Department, and Interior
Department would like to formalize the narrower or restrictive inter-
pretation which they attempt to pursue, which would confine the
notion of the trust responsibility as a legal obligation, as one which
applies liability to breach and so on.

To protection of natural resources, and as we pointed out, to the
consensus of opinion in Indian country is clearly that trust responsi-
bility is much more an inclusive concept. This pmposal is a proposal
basically to formalize the inclusive concept as a congressional principle
growing out of this Commission as a finding.

Now, in terms of support for that proposition, I feel the support
primarily is a basis for logic. We can make logical arguments whi'th I
feel are persuasive, that trust responsibility is a primary responsi-
bility to insure the survival and preservation of Indien tribes, and
necessarily includes their governments.

The area of trust law is an area of Indian law which has not seen
much development, and I think Charlie will agree with me over he
years. Primarily, the reason for that is we haven't had a vigorous ad-
vocate in the Interior and Justice Departments attempting to pursue
the development of this law, so that we would now be able to sit back
and see an impressive list of legal precedents which would have come
to the same conclulioh.

But, on the other hand, what legal authority and precedents that do
exist don't confine the trust responsibility to the natural resources in
a manner that Justice and Interior Departmen officials would like to
see.

Mr. MEEDS. Can you tell me of any case law, or a y statute, whiell
states that there is an obligation by the Fee eral Government to
enhance tribe. self-government?

Mr. YATES. Will the gentleman yield? I am reading foam Reid
Chambers' article and it says this on page 1219, after outlining the
two leading cases, and decisions by Judge Marshall's the Cherokee
Nation v. Georgia and Worcester v. Georgia.

It says here the Machiavellian guardianship of trust responsibility
can also be viewed as an expensive protection of the tribe status as
self-governing entity as well as these property ri7hts.

The Federal Government guaranteeing and recognizing the Lort of
protective status of the tribes, securing to them the power of managing
their internal affairs in an autonomous manner except for a congres-
sional power to regulate trade, moreover tribal autonomy is supported
by a Federal duty to protect the tribe's In ids and resource base.

So you have these two original cases that sustain--
Mr. MEEDS. That is how Reid Chambers interprets this. There is

this obligation.
24-406-78-4
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Mr. YATES. Ile says this is what the cases say; yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. I have a few further comments on this. First of nil, I

agree completely with what Alan has just said. I agree also with
Reid Chamber's analysis of those two cases.

But, in addition, I know of no case that hns specifically said that
there is a trust responsibility of the Federal Government to protect
and enhance tribal government. But many caSes have been in the
courts with the snpport of the Department of the Interior and De-
partment of Justice protecting jurisdictional aspects.

I think Ilcclanahan v. Artzona Tax Commission is an example for
the protection side, was to protect an individual Indian on the Navajo
Rnservation irom the application of State tax laws. That did not
invok e a natural resource, it involved jurisdiction.

. The Department of Justice supported the tribal position in the
treaties. Almost every trertty that was ever negotiated, that I know
.cf, the tribea placed themselves under the_ protection of the U.S.
Government..

It is a weak sovereign placing itself under the protection of a
powerful sovereign. The principles of international law that applied
in the early case decisionsthose izeaty obligations are to protect
the Government, the people, and the resources and I don't think
there would be any difficulty at all in building a very fine legal brief
on this.

But there is case after case where the Departments of the Justice
and Interior have been heard protecting the jurisdictional aspects of
the tribes.

Mr. MEEDS. I understand that, I don't view those as the same as
enhancing tribal self-government, however.

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, if it is protection cf self-government, that cer-
tainly is a very close parallel to enhancement.

Mr. WILKINSON. Congressman Meeds, I think it is clear we are not
suggesting that this is ironclad case law. This is not a statement of
existing law, this is a proposed recommendation for this Commission.

Mr. MEEDS. It may r ot be a bad policy, I am not disagyeeing with
that, but to make it an obligation is different than to state it as policy.

Mr. WILKINSON. Well, it would be an obligation, but to adopt
principle No. 1, it seems to me the issue is not whether it is existing
or you would be making law here, or recognizing it. I think very
likely you may just be recognizing existing law, you are clarifying it,
and taking our suggestions a step further.

Mr. MEEDS. I agree with that.
Mr. Y.rEs. Again from Reid Chambers, his opinion to the solicitor

general: "A prime call of any political trusteeship is a substantial
measure of self-determination and the beneficiary of the trust, the
President's message"referring to Nixon's 1970 message recognizing
this for an essential goal as maximizing liulian self-determinl; ion---"as
I perceive such self-determination is not logically incons:steat with
enforcement trust responsibility."

Indeed, this could be regarded as a meaus toward achieving the
self-determination objective, according to the power to speak of the
guarantee of self-government, but. also protect ing the land base over
which tribal authorities shouhl be exercised.

"Water to make that landhunting and fishing rights to sustain
the tribal population, et cetera. True, other aspects of the trust
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responsibility may limit quantitatively the extent of self-deter-
mination." We are talking about sovereignty now.

But in that sense a tribe may bear a relationship to the United
States, somewhat similar to that of a municipality to a State govern-
ment. Each has recognized sovereign powers, execpt as specifically
preempted by the legislature.

In other words the sovereignty that. an Indian tribe may have
may be of a very limited nature, but it is still a kind of a sovereignty.
It may not be as much as a city, it may not be as much as a State,
-ertainly it is not as much as the Pederal Government, but it
is a governmental entity which has enjoyed a certain amount of
sovereignty.

I think diat our Triend, in his opinion, pointed out a list of the
kinds of sovereignty that an Indian tribe would enjoy. For ins'b.nce
the marital right over its own people, for example, or some taxii. g
rights over its own people. There is a whole list of them, I don't
remember the exact location but he's got them listed there.

To that extent the tribe enjoys what is known as a sovereignty.
It doesn't begin to compare with something like the Federal Govern-
ment, probably not as much as a State, perhaps. But it does contain
sufficient sticks in that bundle of sticks known as sovereignty to have
that kind of a title. And that is why I think our staff was willing to
put that first point in. Is that correct?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. JuFt to clarify what Paul said it did: It is
not that we are saying it is the most definitive statment of the law,
but what we are recommending is clearly supportable. As Peter said,
a very good case can be made -for it and that is important.

It is not that we are saying of determining a system, we are saying
time is some ambiguity, but a clear, good case can be made for the
principle that we have recommended, and your point is well taken.

Mr. YATES. What page is that list of sovereignty on, Charlie?
Mr. WI ,Kuisoil. I think it starts at note 9. Yes, it starts at note 9,

the sevent,... page.
Mr. :WEEDS. I don't conceive that we are presently discussing

sovereignty, although perhaps we are.
Mr. YATES. I thought the self-determination question of enhanc-

ingwhat wii.S the phrase we were usingself-government was im-
plicit in the question of sovereignty.

Mr. MEEDS. It would be some portions of self-government.
Mr. YATES. That is right, that is why I thought I would bring that

up.
Mr. MEEDS. It is my understanding we have already discussed

sovereignty.
Chairman A 3OUREZK. Yes; unless you want to bring something

else up.
Is there any other discussion on any of these principks?
Mr. YATS. Why is No. 6 necessary?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Would the staff like to explain that?
Mr. YATES. It seems too obviousI wonder why it is necessary?
Mr. HALL. I don't think it is that obvious. It is our feeling it is not

that obvious to an awful lot of people in the States and in the executive
branch as well. It is merely a reaffirmation because legal title rests in
the FeAleral Government does not mean that they have complete
control over that.
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There is another legal interest in those Indian lands that is recog-
nized, and that is the beneficial interest. My feeling is that if this
concept had been fully understood one of the things that is mentioned
later on in this chapter with respect to the application in NEPA on
Indian trust lands perhaps the court might not have come out that
way.

It. is fully understood that we are not talking about public lands.
Indian lands are not public lands. The legal title only rests with tbe
U.S. Government. In that case, however, they treated them as if tbey
were public lands, and in some of the water cases as well.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That particular principle: How would you
state that in a recommendation for No. 6?

Mr. WILKINSON. Senator Abourezk, in response to that, I want to
mention task force nine's report, which deals with this issue, and has
not been mentioned much. I think it should be the recommendation
of the staff that. the entire task force nine re'port, which is a revision
of 25 U.S.C., be sent to committee for consideration.

The concept, of course, in the task force nine reportthe law
revision reportis to put it in the statute in a more comprehensible
manner. The idea would be that this might become 25 U.S.C. 1. This
kind c,f section would be to lay out the most basic Indian law principles
dealing with the trust relationships.

So I think we would see it that way.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That is all I am askingthat you state

specifically what it is.
Is there any other discussion on this?
Mr. MEEDS. I would like to address a question to the staff on

prinple 2, trust responsibility as through the tribe to the Indian
individual, where he or she may be.

Now, I think I agree with that, as I understand it. Does it mean
that if there are members of the tribe who no longer reside on the res-
ervation, who is no longer a member of a tribe who is functioning in
the society other than as a member of the tribe. Does the trust
responsibility still extend to him?

Mr. YATES. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a clarifying question? When
does he not become a member of the tribe? Does he terminate
absolutely?

`,1r. MEEDS. Well, probably, at the time he or she leaves the res-
er% ation. But let's assume that he does, and if you are a Yakima and
you don't live on the reservation, do certain other things, you are
not a member of the tribe any longer.

You know, there are a number of ways tribes usually establish
the requirements of membership, and let's assume that in moving to
the city or moving away from the reservation that the individual
is no longer a member ot that tribe.

My question now is: Does the trust responsibility still extend to
that person?

Mr. WILKINSON. I think not. Assuming the person is not a member
of the tribe.

Mr. MEEDS. That does not?
Mr. WILKINSON. Does not extend.
Chairman ADOUREZK. May 1 then make a suggestion? I think t hat

is an excellent point. I think that ought to be changed to read "the

5 2
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trust responsibility extends through the tribe to the individual
member of the tribe" rather than "the Indian individual, whether on or
off the reservation." We have already changed that but I think that
clarifies it a great dealby stating member of the tribe and letting the
tribes defme their members.

Mr. WHARTON. I wanted to clarify one thing. We are making a lot
of assumptions and one of them was that if an individual leaves the
reservation they are no longer a member of the tribe. It is not neces-
sarily true.

Mr. MEEDEL No; I am not assuming that. What I am assuming is
that the personand again I think the tribes nave to define their own
membershipif the person has done something either sr.cificall3r,
renounced his tribal membership or done some act which the tribe
considers under their rules to renounce that membership. I agree
then with what 3rou say here because I think the trust responsibility
runs to tribes through treaties and executive agreements and other
things, to tribes, and only to the individuals through the tribes.
That is thapoint I was trying to make.

Commissioner WHITECROW. May I elaborate just a little bit on
this, Mr. Chairman. I think Congressman Meeds, what you are talk-
ing about is you are referring to an individual here who may have
abrogated his citizenship within an Indian tribe, and then departed
the area.

As an example moving into an urban area, and then taking ad-
vantage of the many funds that are eurrertly available as a result
of being an Indian. And in actuality by the trust definition here would
not be eligible for any services provided.

Now, is this what we are talking about?
Mr. MEEns. I am not putting it on the basis of services, I am

put t ing it on the basis of tribal membership. In a definit;on of the trust
responsibility, I think it follows through the tribe. It doesn't flow to
the individual Indian except through his or her membership in the
tribe.

I think as the present state of the law, and I am just trying to make
sure that this is Just not anything different than I thought it was, and
as they described it, it is not.

(*ommissioner Wnernenow. As I understand our present situation,-
we do have an awful lot of people who are receiving services and.are
not necessarily affiliated with the tribes or are not necessarily tribal
members.

N MEEDS. I don't know that that is bad. What we are
talking about here is an obligational trust responsibility, again.

Mr. TYLOR. Perhaps we should be saying that the trust responsibil-
ity runs through the tribe to the individual, but services are not neces-
sarily limited.

Mr. MEEDS. That is right. You give a lot of people servkes where
there is no trust responsibility.

NIr. TAYLOR. I would ju,t point Out, as sort of support for the
observation, i the problem with terminating Indians. It is a very
interesHig si:uation where a fellow is an Indian at one time and
then all of a sudden he is not an Indian, and then all of a sudden he iS
an Indian.
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I am sure the policy can't be based on that sort of vacillation.
So I agree with the basic statement that is here, but services should
not be limited only to those people.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there futher questions or discussion on the findings
and recommendations of Kinciples 1 through 6?

Chairman Atiouaux. What was your question?
.. Mr. MEEDS. We are now prepared to proceed, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. WHARTON. I would ask if we resolved No. 6?
Chairman ABOUREZK. For my own purposes 3rou did; yes.
Mr. WHARTON. The only change that I would suggest is that we

change trust lands to trust properties, so it would cover things like
water and natural resourcesprinciple No. 6.

Mr. YATES. Yes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What is your next series then?
Mr. YATES. You ought to be uniform about the United States or the

Federal Government now.
Mr. HALL. Yes. That with the exception of principle 4which is

going to take some additional drafting with the amendments which
have been madecan we assume that 1 through 3 and 5 and 6 are
adopted in terms of us proceeding with those?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, they are adopted in terms of principles.
The Commission apparently ascribes to them. I don't know if you
want to have a fonual vote on that. Do you 'hink you need that?

All right, they are adopted in terms, but I want to reiterate that I
would hope your final recommendations don't come out in that form.
I hope you will be very specific in your directives to the Congress to
do what your recommendations say they ought to.

Mr. YATES. The principles are adopted in principle.
Chairman ABourchnc. In principle, that is right.
Mr. MEEDS. We are not voting at this time.
Mr. YATES. Just adopting the principle.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, if nobody disagrees.
Mr. MEEDS. Well, Mr. Chairman, I do disagree with 1 and 2, and the

places I have stated, and with that part of 4 which I disagre3 with.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Does anybody else disagree? -

Let's just have a voice vote on principle No. 1. All those who agree
with it say aye.

[Chorus of ayes.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. Opposed?
Principle No. 2: All those in favor say aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]
Chairman AnOUREZK. Principle No. 3: All in favor say aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]
Chairman ABOU REV.K. Those opposed?
Principle No. 4: Same sign, as modifiedeverything is as modified.
Air M Elms. And is it modified requiring affirmative action on the

part of the Congress?
Chairman AnoultlaK. Yes,
Mr. NI laps. Very well.
Chairman Anouitm, All those in favor will say aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]
Chairman Allot: It U.K. Opposed?
Principle No. 5: All these in favor will say aye.
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[Chorus of ayes.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. Opposed?
Principle No. 6: All those in favor will say aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. And those opposed?
Mr. YATES. Mr. Chairman, this is subject to final language?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Oh, yes, absolutely. We reserve the right,

right up to the last minute, to have final approval. That is under-
stood through all of this.

Lloyd, I assume on these that you will want to have minority views
on each and every one of them.

Mr. MEEDS. Yes.
Mr. YATES. Mr. Meeds, are you going to offer substitutes for 1

and 2 on the ones on which you voted no on? Do you want to reserve
that possibility?

Mr. MEEDS. Possibly, yes, possibly.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That is fine.
Mr. YATEs. When are they going to come in with the final drafts?
Mr. ALEXANDER. February 3, 4, and 5.
Mr. YATES. Maybe you want to come in with your recommenda-

tions at that time, inasmuch as we haven't agreed on fmal.
Mr. WILKINSON. Mr. Chairman, just in terms of staff redrafting,

I wasn't sure on No. 4. Congressman MeedS, your objection, you said
that the affirmative congressional actionas I understood the redraft
of the proposal therewould be both an express act plus congressional
approval. An impact statement there would just be a on step process?

Mr. MEEDS. As I understand it, the agency or department which
proposes to abrogate the treaty or to take lands or whatever, would
come in with an impact statement, which I think is a good idea.

But that upon presenting that statement it would be necessary for
the Conkress to enact a specific act in condemning or abrogating or
whatever. I am saying that what ought to be done is thu it should
be brought before Congress and if Congress doesn't take action within
a certain time frame then they should be able to proceed.

Mr. YATES. At that point Congress would either finally approve
the legislation or kick it outit is one of two choices there.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Lloyd is arguing for a congressional veto pro-
vision, and we are arguing for affirmative action before.

Mr. YATES. Before giving the go ahead.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Lloyd says the Corps of Engineers can go

ahead unless the Congress vetoes it. We say they can't go ahead un-
less Congress approves.

The argument, on the part of the staff, is that a greater burden of
proof should be required, or a greater burden should be placed on
those who want to abrogate the treaty rights.

Therefore, it should" require an affirmative action before Congress,
and that is the argument that swayed me.

Mr. YATES. There is also the possibility, Mr. Chairman, that in
respect to this, the taking may go ahead if it does not require the taking
of any portion of the Indian property.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Absolutely.
Mr. YATES. So this is just limited to the impact on Indian property.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.
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It is not only just Indian property, it is anything that would abro-
gateI mean you could take Indian property conceivthly if it did not
affect trust status or treaty status.

Mr. YATES. Like what? 'What is an example of that?
Mr. HALL. Fee simple land.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Tribal owned land or individually Indian owned

land. There would be no impact statement required on that.
Mr. YATES. For tribal land?
Chairman ABOUREZIL If the tribe owns land and it was fee simple,

that could happen.
Mr. YATES. I don't understand this. Give me an example of how

this would work.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, _if the tribe got ahold of some money

and bought some land and. did not put it in trust.
Mr. YATES. OK, this is just the trust part that we are talking

about.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Right.
Commissioner BORBL.DGE. Mr. Chairman, what would happen

then if we take a look at some of the conseiquences under development
of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act land: in which there are
40 million acres of land and at least during a period of time lasting
20 years, due to be up in 1991.

The Alaska Natives would argue that there is an. element, perhaps
not sharply defined, of a trua status. After that time the land would
be alienable, although in fact still in the ownership and fee simple of
an identifiable use by the Alaska Natives.

Chairman ABOUREZK. IS it in fee simple at this time?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. It would be in fee simple. During the

process of the exercise by the sovereign, its right to extinguish any
title to certain lands.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't understand that.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I am a little concerned about a broad

stateMent which may have a very serious impact on 40 million acres of
Alaska Native held land. This would be land that was not acquired by
the tribe but rather was an incident to the exercise by the power of the
right to extinguish aboriginal title.

Chairman AI3OUREZ K. What I don't understand is: Is the land held
by Alaska Native corporations in trust or is it in fee simple?

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. It is in fee simple.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Today?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Yes. There would be One difference and

that is between now and 1091.
Mr. M EEDS. That is correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. IL is in a form of trust, isn't it?
M r. ALEXANDER. Yes; it is.
Commissioner BORIIRIDGE. This is what we would view it as, as a

nature of a trust relationship during this period of time.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It is not alienablesure it is.
Mr. ALEXANDER. After 1991 that land becomes fee simple, and

absolute title held by State chartered corporations whose stock can
be owned by anyone.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I t iS not trust and it is not treaty land. So I
think you are safe until 1991.

5 6
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Commissioner BoaamoGE. I would reserve comment until after
1991.

Chairman ABOVREZK. I am not saying the Commission would still
be in existence in 1991.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. (Mairman, I would like to point
this out. As you reeall, Commissioner Borbridge, I suggested at our
last meeting, be sure and dieck out to determine whether or not you
have provided for the continuation of your land ownership in the state
of Alaska. I pointed out we, in Oklahoma, found out what that was all
about.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I am all for it.
M.r. ALEXANDER. The next set of recommendati.ms, which are the

special problems, are 3 pages
Mr. YATES. Where are yon?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I am in the trust chapter. Turn three pago over

and you will be on the trust chapter.
M r. HALL. The four items and special problems are four rather spe-

cific ones,.that flow out of the previous discussion with regard to trust
and principles. First is a recognition of the fact that frequently In-
dians have rights which are not enforced because of lack of sufficient
representation.

It is also a recognition, of course, of the conflict of interest which is
so well documented, with the Interior and Justice Departments. It
makes it a little bit more easy for the tribe to secure private repre-
sentation when it is pursuing trust rights, than is currently the ease.

.Chairman AuounEzE. Is there a recommendation anywhere in the
missing chapters for trust council authority?

Mr. IIALL. Yes, there is, that is in the Federal administration section.
Chairman ABOVREZK. Isn't this redundant to that?
Mr. IfALL. Not really, no. Like, for example, A and B. A would not

be redundant at all regardless of what took place in a Federal reorga-
nization of some sort. That merely gives Federal courts the authority
to grant attorney fees, which is done now in many, ninny cases, and
specific exceptions to that general rule is followed by the Federal
courts.

Chairman ABOVREZ.K. You are leaning to the discretion of the court.
'NIr. HALL, That is correct. It is merel.% giving tlw court anthority

to grant it.
Chairman AnornE7.K. Yon are right.
Mr. HALL. And B is also something which to scale extent is going on

currently rith BIAad vancing litigation inoneys to tribes under
certain circum-4anees. That is intended to loosen that up a little bit
make it a little bit more available.

Chairimm Auot:ItlaK. Are you leaving that to the discretion of the
Department of the Interior?

Nil.. HALL. That is correct. (7 is where the difft retires co,ra . This
wouhl change also, of eouNe, dependent upon what w (lid with respect
to the trust council inithority, Or an independent agew.y, or whatever.

It states flat out, it is intended to short circuit those situations in
which a tribe or an Indian individual fpels that hk trust rights are
being infringed upon nnd he cannot get Interior or Justice to go along
with that and can't represent him or will not represent him, tuld he
doesn't have tlw resources to do o himself.

fay
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Chairman Auouit1V.K. This is redundant to the trust (;ouncil au-
thority.

Mr. HALL. That is right, if there is trust coungil authority adopted
presumably. This mandatory duty., of some sort or another, would be
shifted over to that trust council authority. I would say, actually,
it is like they were talking about this yesterday, it is quite likely that
this particular section doesn't belong in the trust. relationship chapter.
Perhaps it should be moved back into the chapter where we were talk-
ing about trust council authority.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I think you aro righ'
Mr. YATES. Aren't we in trouble on this section? The Department

of Justice is in a most anomalous position now, and all because it may
be representing an Indian group in connection with some property
right, and yet that claim may be advanced against the Department of
the Interior or Bureau of Mines or sorre other Government agency.
which is represented by the Department of Justice as well.

Now, do you propose to say that the Department of Justice shall
represent the Indians under any and all circumstazwes and the Bureau
of Mines shall find lawyers somewhere else, or that Interior shall find
lawyers somewhere else?

Mr. HALL; No; it is worded that they would represent Indians or
Indian tribes when there is a reasonable legal basis for doing so.
However, what you are referring to is that f:urther on down at B
and C says that if Justice declines to represent the Indians, and that
is presumably the action they would take when the" conflict is so
stringent or soobvious in a situation like this.

Mr. YATES. The problem is that under the present law the Interior
Department has to go to the Department of Justice as its lawyer.

Mr. HALL. That is correct but further on down you see if Justice
declines, the way this is worded, the Departnwnt of the Interior
would have the authority to do so. Now, obviously the Department of
the Interior does not have litigation powers. If t'iat language were to
change also, because I have a parenthetical here, as other agency
with authority to litigate.

Chairman ABoraEl.K. Why do you want to put. in a whole new
procedure when we are

f7
roing to recommend trust co u ncil authority

without question? And wabout question it will be passed by Congress.
It was well on its way a couplo of years ago 2ind we decided tc iold

on tintil we get into tnis Commission study and wait. for a better look
/it it, with Ow Commission. There clearly is not much opposition to
it nt the time sc why do you want to ; his alternate procedure :n?

Mr. ALEXANDER. 011V of t ht (Tit iS:' of z he trust coinwil /nal or:ty,
as constituted in tlw proposak, is that i o ntire weight of tlw Depart-
ment Of Justice, which is substantial, just the fact that it is the De-
partment of au,tire, leaving aside t he numbers of lawyers, the research
services available to it are really significant.

The Departnwnt of Justice should be required, where it can, to
represent Indian interests. In a sejlsi', the way this humber
writ t en--

Chairman AnouItEzK. NIny I break in? On:' of the parts Of the
trust council bill, as I recall it, ns we worked it out in the 12.earings,
was t hat trust muncil authority would be a small group ,.epeesenting
only cwillict cases, and that Justice would represent all otht N.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. 'Ph is in fact incorporates t hat type of procedure.
Chairman ABOU'REZK. it doesn't, it shifts it from Justice over to

some Other agency.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The reason that it says "Department of the

Interior or other agency authority to litigate" is that that paragraph
contemplates the trust council authority, and in the failure of that
it should be

Chairman ABOUREZK. It would seem to me that you would strike this
paragraph out of this section. Put it in with the trust council authority
section, but modify this ))art by saying that the trust council will
represent all cases of conflict of interest within the Government. That
other cases the Justice Department shall be required to prosecute on
behalf. of the Indians, when there is no conflict they will do it, if they
are directed to. Do you agree or disagree?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I agree they will do it. There is some serious
problem, as most of us are familiar with, in how the Justice Depart-
ment has carried out itE responsibilities.

Chairman ABOUREZK. There is not another law that is going to
change that. He won't change that. with a further statutory correction.

Mr. YATES. He can't have it both ways. He wants the Department
of Justice and he says they don't do a good job.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There are specific situations where they have not
(lone a good job, which is why we do want the attorney's fees in here so
that the tribes can be protected.

Mr. YATES. Why don't you tie it into your first one some way by.
saying that if the Department of Justice turns it down the court will
appoint an attorney and prov;de for a special fund somewhere for
the payment of attorney's fees?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is not just the issue of the Department of
Justice, when you get down to it. It is the Department of Justice
going into a case and not truly or totally advocating the Indian
position, and the Indian tribe feels the necessity to have counsel come
in and protect its own interest.

There are at least two current cases where this is going on, which are
well documented.

Mr. Yams. Why do you want the Department of Justice?
Mr. ALEXANDER. That is not the situation in all cases. In sonic

situations, and many situations, thea can provide adequate legal
representation. We are never going to cure the problems of how indi-
viduals lack in the framework of their responsibilities. We are just.
suggesting an tulditional out for the Indian tribes because it does eat
up an enormous amount of resources.

The Colvilles are in court on the Walton water case with their own
(.011115(4 and the Department of Justice is somewhere between them and
the defendants on the case.

Mr. YATES. What is it you want to say, then? The Department- of
Justice shall do a good job ill representing the India.ns?

MI'. ALEXANDER. And how do we enforce that?
Mr. YATES. Yes. Now, you want it both ways. I don't, think you

can do it.
Mr. WILKINSON. This C, Congressman Yates, is important because

it provides a standard for measuring the discretion of the Justice
Department tald permits judicial review. In other words, if theJustice

d
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Commissioner WiirrEcuow. If they have the money to pay for legal
sent i yes.

Mr. HALL. A is they secure their Own attorney and go to court, and
if ,they are successful then the court may award attorney fees to the
tribe.

. B is that they con go to BIA prior to litigation, inul secure funds, as
is done in some CaM'S right now to prosecute that case. It seems tome
that Congressman- Yates' conunent is well taken. Perhaps it might
clarify if we just added -in that fiNt sentence.that the department has
that mandatory duty upon request of the tribe.

And that clearly leaves the option to the tribe as to whether they
want lustiee to come in or not.

Mt. YATES. Suppose Justice turns them down?
Mr. IIAT.L. If Just ice. turns them down, they have to have a reason-

able legal basis for doing so.
r. YATES. The thing that appalls me about that kind of a situa-

tion is that Justice won't turn them down i` they have to expla:11 why,
but they may not, give them a good representation, and I think the
Indians wouhl lose under those circumstances.

I think it would be fine. if you just provided in here for some agency,
whether it be Justire or the court, or your new tribal counsel or
BIA, or somebody, to provide the attorney fees for taking suits that
have a reasonable basis to court.

Let the Indian tribe hire its own lawyer.
I know this doesn't answer Paul's criticism or Paul's desire to have

the powers of the Justice Department helping him, but if Justice
doesn't want to help him they are in trouble.

NIr. hALl.. There von could end up with a situation where Justice
would never be involved in trust litigation like that, assuming there
were enough funds available for the tribe to hire. someone else.

NIr. YATES. Yoll don't want the ustice Department if the Indians
don't want them, do you? What you want to do is give the Indian
people the right to select their own lawyers.

Mr. HALL. Yes.
NIr. YATEs. Let me ask you another question. What about the other

people that. go to court trial: The economists, the auditors, and the
paramilitary groups? You don't say anything about them in here.

It,W about other costs? How about preparation of the case? You are
just providing for lawyers' fees, aren't you?

r. lima.. Costs in AB says attorney fees.
NIr. YATES. What does cost mean?
Nlr. PARKER. It means litigation expenses.
NIT. `i ATE-:. All litigation expenses or just the filing fees?
Mr. PARKER. All litigation fees.
: I r. HALL. That conhi certainly be flarified, by adding
Nlr. YATEs. Yes, but Nu. 2 doesn't talk about cost, 2 talks about

anticipated attorney fees.
r. IIALL. Yes. Both of them should say the same thing.

NI r. WILKINSON. I believe that is an open question, as Congressman
Yate:- has indicated, as to whether expert witness fees are included
within costs, I think this should mention attorneys' fees, expert
witne. fees, amI other costs of litigation.
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Mr. YATES. Your water rights cases, I assume, have enormous
costs of various kinds? Perhaps you ought to itemize what those are,
including but not limited to something like that.

Mr. T AY OR. Cases will arise in which the United States is not a
party to a lawsuit, or not involved in it, and we have a question of
award of attorney fees, and the costs.

'The other thing is it would be awarded against the United States
rather than the adverse party. I am not sure Congress would, for
example, havse the power to authorize a Federal judge to award the
kind of costs we are thinking about against a State government.
There may be a constitutional-problem.

What we are talking about is awarding these costs against the United
States so it would be.paid out of the U.S. Treasury.

Mr. YATES. That is one possibility. Another thing that occurs to
me: Suppose there is a case in which the Indian tribe isn't directly
interested but the effect of which Inv bear upon their tribe.

What about an amicus curii case? Is that covered by your language
here, by fees for such a case?

Mr. HALL. No.
Mr. YATES. Suppose there is a lawsuit which may very well bear

upon an ownership 'question of the Indian people, but they have no
justiciable case, so they can't bring a suit. Buc they may want to inter-
vene as an amicus.

Shouldn't that be covered by something here?
Mr. PARKER. It could be by certain language to the effect the Justice

Department has a duty to provide representation for tribes who have a
reasonable legal basisfor litigation or other significant interests.

Mr. YATES. And which may bear upon the protection of the trust
rights. You don't say to enforce that trust right, but which may bear
upon, which is generally enough to commit them.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there further questions?
Commissioner DIAL. I have a question for Congressman Yates.
Mr. Yates, suppose the tribe sues for recognition. What happens
Mr. YATES. With due respect, you had better tek to people who

know more than I.
What is it you want to know, Adolph, whether they get fees?
Commissioner DIAL. What about the fees, yes.
Mr. WILKINSON. I think it has to be expressed, I think it must pro-

vide that costs could be awarded against the United States or any other
parties, so that should be made express.

Commissioner DIAL. Yes, I want this expressed in this.
Mr. YATES. Mr. Dial raises a very important point. What are pos-

sible controversies besides the protection of trust rights and recogni-
tion by the Federal Government.

Are there other possible sources of litigation which ought to be
itemized, other than trust rights?

Mr. ALEXANDER. What Peter mentioned before and which the
United States has litigated for Indian tribes, are various jurisdictional
issues which perhaps will be major areas of litigation in the coming
years.

In relation to Mr. Dial's point : No. A would cover recognition suits
because of its protecting or enforcing the trust relationship, if you are
successful. But the point that needs to be made with Federal recogni-
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tion is being treated separately and specifically bcng dealt with in
terms of attorneys' fees, research cost, mechanisms, and procedures.
So it is being treated in a very- separate area, as we have discussed.

Commissioner DIAL. But I believe you need to say a Kt tie more. I am
not so sure you wouhl need all kinds of implied powers there, to make
sure that you had some attorney fees, for a tribe suing for recognition,
who we'll say wins their case.

Mr. YATE:4. I think Mr. Dial is right, I'm not sure that the question
of payment of attorney fees should be in the trust section necessarily,.
I think that there are possibly other sources of litigation that may be
in a special section, rather than a special problem and trust only
coverin e. all kinds of cases in which the Indian people may nee'd
represen t at ion.

So that you may want to put it in another area. I think you raised
a good point, Adolph.

Commissioner DIAL. It seems to me that Pandora's box would be
opened here for someone to say you have no trust responsibility,
and yet he is suing for his recogmtion and ttying to show that there
is a trust responsibility. You see. And what happens?

Mr. HALL. You have to place some standards on it, otherwise
the Federal Government may be in the position of guaranteeing
attorney fees for any and every purpose. You have to put a limitation
somewhere.

Commissione- DIAL. They woul1/41 probably have to set up their
own standards by a board of review or something, and cut out the
useless cases.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there further questions with regard to the matter
of legal fees?

Commissioner DIAL. What are we going to do abcut this?
Mr. HALL. If I might respond to this it is clear that it needs some

work. It was extracted from a couple of task force reports and placed
in the trust because I wasn't sure whether it was dealt with anywhere
else. But I think it probably should be.

So we will redraft it and move it for consideration.
Mr. MEEDS. All right, with that understanding we will now move

to management of Indian trust funds. Questions with regard to any
of the reoquests for

Mr. HALL. Excuse me, sir, as you can see all of these are very
specific and deal with very, very detailed prOblems which generally
all come from Pete Taylor's report.

Mr. MEEDS. May I ask some qu3stions about this? ISSDA is
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Meeds, there are various funds that 4r,:t managed

by this.
Mr. MEEDS. 1 understand that. What does ISSDA mean? What

does IMPL mean?
Mr. TAYLOR. Indian money, not proceeds of labor. In the late

1800's they dropped the not out of the title by mistake and nobody
has ever corrected it.

Mr. MEEDS. Why is this treated differently than tribal trust funds?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think the accounts are handled differently. There

was legislation in the 1930's to authorize these funds to draw interest.
In fact there is a direction to the U.S. executive agency to handle
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the funds where they did draw interest. They are still not drawing
interest today.

Mr. YATES. Why don't you say all Indian trust funds?
Mr. TAYLOR. I am not sure that these moneys are specifically trust

fundr.. At least one of these accounts is not actually a trust fund, it is
money dcrived on the reservation.

Alan, are you familiar with these different accounts?
Mr. PARKER. No.
Mr. TAYLOR. Essentially- the recommendations here are existing

law today, but they have been overridden by either administration
neglect in the matter of, I believe, ISSDA accounts, or IMPL, I am
not sure.

In one of the other accounts there is a specific direction that they
draw interest, in a 1969 OMB directive to the Bureau of Indian Affairs,
not to invest trust funds in certain Federal securities.

Mr. YATES. How much money is involved here?
Mr. TAYLOR. I believe one account was described as small and it

carries $144 million, and I believe another one carries $29 million.
There is a substantial amount of money involved.

Commissioner WHITECROW. This is separate from the IIA accounts?
Mr. TAYLOR. They are separate from what is normallyr considered

the Indian trust fund, which are derived from sales of land or moneys
paid in out of the leases, and things like that.

Mr. MEEDS. Can anyone tell us where these funds come from?
What purposes they are to be used for, and why they are treated
differently from other trust funds?

Mr. TAYLOR. First of all, if I could refer to task force No. 9's re-port,
this is in part 6, chapter 6, and I will have to read you some of this
material. It is derived horn an interview with John Vale in the Albu-
querque office, who is their financial investment specialist.

These are very technical terms and I will just have to read to you
the description of these funds out of this report.

Mr. YATES. Who is John Vale?
Mr. TAYLOR. He is the investment officer for the Bureau of Indian

Affairs.
All right, we have one account which is tribal trust funds. These

are revenues from the sale or lease of trust- resources, claims awards,
judgment funds, and other payments made to tribes which are required
by bmw t 0 in' deposited in. the U.S. Treasury. This is tribal trust funds.

Other tribal funds derived from similar sources but which are not
legally required to be deposited in the U.S. Treasury may be deposited
in such trust funds at the tribe's optim.

Now, we have lie ISSDA funds, and/or invididual Indian nAwy,
which is called an JIM account. These accounts are primarily those
funds of minors, adults under legal disability, income from tribal
operating funds, income from individual trust land, and special
deposits of advance contract payments from use of Indian natural
resources.

Mr. YATES. May I ask a question? If, as you imply, the funds are
not earning the same interest as other trust funds, is the Government
liable to tlw trustee?

Mr. TAYLOR. There have been two cases on the subject, Mr. Yates.
One wil- where an award of interest WaS against the l'.S. Government.
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It was a very small account, and I don't think the Government partic-
ularly responded to that.

There was a second case, I believe, in the Court of Claims.
Mr. YATES. Found against the Government as violating trust?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, by failure to invest the money at the rate of in-

terest that could have been reasonably acquired.
Mr. YATES. I would think that somebody should tell the Secretary

of the Treasury the potential liability here. 'They ought to be notified
without waiting for this report to come out.

If there is that possibility, certainly the Secretary of the Treasury
ought to know about it.

Mr. TAYLOR. I agree with you.
Mr. YATES. I think the staff ought to do it. If worse comes to worse I

will even send him a letter myself.
Mr. TAYLOR. I would consider resigning and gsing into private

practice if I saw this memo.
Mr. YATES. Do you need a partner?
Mr. BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, under these recommendations, I

assume this would take care not only of those funds which are trust
funds, and therefore invest it, which would at least draw the minimum
interest allowed by the United States, but it would also provide ex-
pressly for the reinvestment of the interest from the trust funds, which
at least under previous policies have not been treated as trust money
by the United States.

As a consequence, because of failure to promptly reinvest the interest,
it just had not benefited the tribes the way it should have. I assume
that is covered here expressly.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Interest shall be paid on accumulated interest in
treasury accounts, or interest shall be credited to the corporate
amount.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Is this altering, then, the view of the
Federal Government as to what constitutes trust funds or are you
saying that mechanically the interest on the interest should be taken
out of the account and invested promptly elsewhere?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, the interest should at least be put into the
account to compound interest. It also could be taken out and invested.
You could handle it either way.

Mr. YATES. Did anyone ever check with Norris Thompson to see
whether or not he is paying any attention to this investment with
BIA?

Mr. TAYLOR. Not to my knowledge, Mr. Yates.
Mr. YATES. I am kind of shocked by this. I would think that if this

liability exists that somebody ought to be carrying over to the Treasury
something about this.

Mr. TAYLOR. We learned of this through John Vale. It is based on a
memorandum.

Mr. YATES. And John Vale is where?
Mr. TAYLOR. At the Albuquerque Bureau of Indian Affairs office.
Mr. YATES. And he has written a memorandum on this?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; I believe it is a part of a task force exhibit.
Mr. YATES. TO whom?
Mr. TAYLOR. I will check. This point was checked after the notes

were made, and the memorandum that was made was sent back to
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him for review. A memorandum prepared by Mr. Vale is in fact
incorporated in this task force 9 report as an exhibit to back up this
memorandum.

Mr. YATES. No. 9?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Mr. YATES. Do we have an extra copy of that?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Mr. YATES. Thank you, very much. I think that rather than

waiting we ought to fincl out from Treasury why it isn't being done
now.

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, cur feeling on these recommendations, Mr.
Yates, is that as Congress processes these they will be sent to appro-
priate agencies for comment, I would be very interested in seeing the
Department of the Treasury's comments.

Mr. YATES. We ought to call Norris Thompson and find out why
they. aren't acquiring it for their accounts now. On the basis of what I
read here, I think the director of BIA ought to be trying to obtain, as
much interest on these deposit as he can.

As a matter of fact, the thought occurred tome, as to why he should
be acc5pting 4 percent simple interest.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is exactly the point of the Pc.no Band case.
Mr. YATES. What is the citation of that case?
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Yates the citation to that is 363 Federal Supple-

ment, page 12:38.
Mr. YATES. Did that ever go up?
Mr. TAYLOR. No. The Northern District of California, 1973. There

was a later case. Yes, there is a later case, Mr. Yates, in the U.S. Court
of Claims, The Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes of Indians of Oklahoma v.
the United States.

Mr. YATES. Do you have a citation?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, 512, Federal second, 1390. That is Court of

Claims, 1975. That may still be in the process of litigation. A legal
point was determined by the court on that, reviewing all of the funds
that we were talking about there, and the way in which they are
handled. It was sent back down to a hearing examiner or a magis-
trate, whatever they use, to determine the amount of money involved
in the case. So it may still be in litigation.

Mr. YATES. But they have held that same principle?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
I am not positive they actually established liability.
Mr. WILKINSON. I think I should give you one other citation.

United States v. Mescalero Tribe, 518 Federal second, 1309. That is a
Court of Claims case, 1975, and goes the other way also on some
points.

Commissioner WnrrEcnow. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask the
attorneys a question in regard to the possibility of this Commission
making a recommendation of expanding the FDIC maximum insurance
.coverage on an account.

It is my understanding that at the present time $40,000 is the
maximum amount that is covered under FDIC on any individual
account. Now, to give you an example of what took place, and
this was brought to my attention by the American National Indian
Bank, tI tribe had on deposit $3 million.
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They had no coneept to where this money was. They had a small
inner tribal or a tribal enterprise underway whereby they were work-
ing toward trying to make a business self-sufficient, under tribal
ownership. They needed $25,000 for operational money for their first
6 months. .

They went to their local banks and were unable to get any assist-
ance whatsoever. So they went to the American Indian ;National Bank
and inquired insofar as the possibility of a loan.

The American Indian National Bonk was under the same banking
regulations that the loeal bankers were under, but they said, "We
can't help you unless you have some collateral." And they said,"Well,
we've got $3 million, and they said, "Well, if you've got $3 million,
any bank in the country should be able to cover you. Where is your
$3 million?"

And tlwy said, "We don't know." They said, "Well find out and
we will try to see what we can do to help you." So they found out.
They found their $3 million on deposit in ryler, Tex.

Now, that $3 million was not helping their local community what-
soever, but the community of Tyler, Tex., certainly was being helped
by that money coniing into their local economy.

Now, if we are really talking about making tribes :;elf-sufficient,
that money should ako be available locally to help the Indians turn
this mon..y over and over within a community.

One of the regulations, of course, that stifles this kind of utilization
of local funds, is this banking regulation that reynres no more than
$40,000 could be deposited in any one bank. The bank has to get
bonds, dollar for dollar on every dollar over $40,000 that they bid on.

Therefore, only $40,000 is immediately available for lending in the
local area. Your smaller banks are unatle to utilize those funds be-
ttaul,e they cannot afford to buy those bonds.

Whereby, if we expanded the FDIC maximum deposit upon Indian
trust money only, perhaps that money would be available to help
their local economy. Local hanks could bid on this money, and make
the money available in the local community to help tlwm.

In addition the tribe, would receive interest on that money and
would be able to bormw that money, locally. Now, this would
as I understand it, a change of legislation. It would i.equire some new
legislation anwnding ohI legislation.

We are here trying to make rN:ommendations for change. I think
this is. a recommendation WO certainly should lock at very seriously.

Mr. YATs. There is something I aon't understand. I look at page
708 of this task force report and the report by Vale. Ile talks about
investments. The Act of 1938 authorized the Secretary of the In-
terior "to invest Indian tribal trust funds," et cetera, "are invested
as foilows."

Now, they have got a total invested of $542 million. This is page
709: "Per annum earnings. $47.1 million, a,.erage return 9.05 percent ."
Where is the 4 percent then that WE' are talking about ; 9.05 percent

seetn to be an inadequate r(turn.
And then you turn to page 710: "Investment b_y Bureau of Indian

Affairs." They talk about interest ratps per tribal trust fund of ).1.9
percent, by ISSDA rettffned ti.66 percent, I NI RI. 8.64 percent, or over-
all return of 9.05 percent. That is pretty good.
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Mr. 'Nynon. Yes; it is. 'l'hese are procedures that Mr. Vale set up
recently, in very recent years. No. 1: These funds are not drawing
the interest that they are statutorily authorized to draw despite these
figures here.

In the first place, the interest payments are not being made out of
mere deposit in the Treasury. What BIA is asking is to withdraw these
funds in the Treasury and invest them in Federal depository notes,
Federal paper that is 100 percent guaranteed.

I guess a part of the problem that Jake is talking about, about the
small banks not being able to buy in

Mr. YATES. The.point I am making is that I was outraged a few
moments ago by this possible breach of trusteeship by the U.S. Gov-
ernment because I felt they were receiving only 4 percent or less on
Inditm trust funds.

The report of Mr. Vale, who talks about, incidently, earnings be-
tween July 1, 1974 and June 30, 1975, shows a return of 9.05 percent
on invested money of $520 million.

Mr. TAYLOR. As I say, Mr. Yates, T think this is a rather new pro-
cedure that Mr. Vale has set up. That with the Pomo case there had
been no investment made.

Mr. YATES. Instead of the paragraph that you have in, why don't
we commend the BIA for having done that?

Mr. TAYLOR. In fact we did.
Mr. YATES. Where?
Mr. TAYLOR. In the report, we commend Mr. Vale for doing an

excellent job within the limits that are imposed upon him.
Mr. YATES. Are there other funds, other than these listed in this

report, that are not drawing the same amount of interest at the present
time?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. The practice of the Treasury Department that
had been followed, before they started taking these moneys out of
t "P, was that no interest was being paid despite the statutes, which
ha mithorized and directed such interest payments in the 1950's.

reason I say these funds, even now, are not earning the interest
that they should 2arn, is Federal notes such as Farmers Home Ad-
ministration, HUI), people like that, pay a higher interest rate than
just a straight U.S. Treasury note. The statutes from the thirties were
intended to authorize investment of tribal trust funds and those
kinds of higher i terest bearing notes.

The Office of Management and Budget in 1969, specifically directed
the Bureau of Indian Affairs not to invest in those kind of notes
because it created bookkeeping problems.

Mr. YATES. Then why do you have a statement in here: The cur-
rent- 4 percent simple interest being paid on Indian trust funds on
deposit in the U.S. Treasury shall be increased through either a fixed
interest, possibly 6 percent, or including interest rate?

If they are gettin:r. 9 percent on some of the securities why do we
'want them to get 6 percent?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, we never know what the future holds for the
interest rates. There may come a point where the tribes prefer the
Bureau of Indian Affairs to have this money remain on deposit in the
Treasury just as in a savings account. There ought to be a floating
interest rate with a floor under it.

Mr. YATES. Right now the invetnient procedure favors the one
the Bureau of Indian Affairs is following. 1 on say in one part.graph:
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"The BIA has a firm duty to..attain the maximum available yield from
each investment of Indian tribes." That is really all you want to say,
isn't it?

Mr. TAYLOR. Let me think about that, sir. I would soy that is prob-
ably correct.

Mr. YATES. This gave me the impression these funds were only
earning 4 percent and you want. to move it up to 6 percent, wheteas,
according to them, they are earning a very great deal more than that?

Mr. TAYLOR. By taking it out of Treasury.
.. Mr. YATES. That is right.

Then we don't have any criticism of them at the present time, do we?
Mr. TAYLOR. I don't agree with that at all.
Mr. YATES. What is your criticism currently?
Mr. TAYLOR. I criticize the Office of Management and Budget for

specifically directing the Bureau of Indian Affairs to conduct itself
in a manner that does not apply with trying to acquire the maximum
money available under the legislation. They have countermanded an
act of Congress.

Mr. Y rEs. Where is that?
Commi,sioner WHITECROW. Will the gentleman yield? While he is

looking for that I would like to ask Mr. Ray Goetting to make some
comments in regarus to this interest rate and the management of
money.

It is my understanding he has some history and expertise in this field.
Mr. Y ATES. Ray, with the approval of the chairman.
Mr..MEEDS. We are making great haste anyhow.
M GO TING. Actually, Congressman, the process of going from

the date of t,Ilection to the deposit, through all the processes, that
there is iut. a delay and it is quite an operation.. l'here is some
advertising i -quired to get, bids on this money, and this sort of thing.
It takes a lw of time.

And while it is on deposi., the funds stay on deposit for some
length of time without any interest at all. It could be subject to the
criticism we just made in the first place.

second, there is the possibility that the investment of the money
in the banks on or near the reservation area where this money belongs
might benefit economically that tribe. I think this is the point that
Jake is making.

So the nutnagement of the money is primarily for the benefit of the
Irrlian people and the Indian tribes from which that money was
vollected, or it is primarily for the purpose of investment to raise
more money. The interest on whiyh the Bureau handles and puts it
in as part of the appropriation activities, and shows on the appropria-
tion request as moneys being furnished for Indian tribes, which really
is their own money that is actually being given to them for spending
in terms of the Bureau of Indian Affairs prof ams.

These kinds of things are the criticism. Not necessarily so much the
amount of return on the money that is actually invested, through the
process that Mr. Vale has, but their mamigement of the overall opera-
tion for the benefit of Indians and Indian tribeswhen it is their
mont y.

I might add to that there are considerable amount of fm.d.,, that
they have, and they don't even know what tribe they belong

Mr. Y ATES. How does the concept of self-determination and tribal
sovereignty relate tJ this if, indeed, we support that concept as we
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do in this report? Shouldn't we be requesting that the tribal funds be
made available to the tribal management LAS promptly as possible?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think we probably will make such a recommendation
in the chapter on economic development. That is one that is under
the process of development right now. Those recommendations were
also made in a report of task force No. 9, that tribes be given the
option to place these funds where they want to place- them.

Right now the Bureau of Indian Affairs considers itself under the
trust law virtually an insurer of getting the highest rates possible.
These notes turn over extremely rapidly and Vale is responding on
18-hour notice, buying notes that may draw interest for only 2 weeks,
or 1 month, or something like that. He feels that he has an insurer's
duty to get the maximum interest available.

Jake is raising the point the tribe would secure a great economic
advantage, to themselves and their members, if they could place those
funds in a local bank, for perhaps one-quarter, for less interest than
they would be drawing.

Vale feels like he cannot authorize such a thing.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Let me elaborate on that for just a

moment, Mr. Chairman. The small banks that I have talked with,
in regard to this, have indicated that if there was a lifting of the
maximum $40,000 limit they would be able to meet the high bid and
then the tribe would hare access to that money locally, and still receive
the very maximum interest.

If we could just raise that maximum level.
Mr. GOETTING. It is the amount of collateral that is asked on it.

For instaneb they have to give 100 percent collateral with a bid on it
for the high rate. The small banks can pay the rate but they have to
give the 100 percent collateral. It would take all of their other assets
to cover it.

Mr. YATES. Don't we really want to redraft this series of recom-
mendations then?

Mr. TAYLOR. In view of the conversation I would like to take a
second look at it, particularly in light, of your comment about the
Bureau securing the highest possible interest.

These recommendations are rather detailed, it may be unnecessary.
Mr. MEEDS. May I just intertupt long enough to say: Consistent

with prudent management of funds.
Mr. YATES. Right.
M r. MEEDS. Obviousl they might get 20 percent by investing it in

some fly-by-night operation, which might be gone the next day. It
migl:t have flown that night.

Mr. TAYLOR. Are we going to take a break any time this afternoon?
MT. MEEDS. We are about to adjourn until tomorrow, so let's just

finish up this subject matter.
Are we finished with this subject matter?
MT. YATES. I thought he wanted redrafting
Mr. TAYLOR. I will show you this letter from OMB. I think you

will he interested in it, to support my contention that they are in
violation of the law.

Mr. YATES. Fine.
Mr. MEEDS. Very well, we will adjourn until tomorrow at 10 a.m.,

in this same room.
[Whereupon, the hearing recessed, at 3:30 p.m., to reconvene Friday,

January 7, 1977, at 10 a.m.]
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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

FRIDAY, JANUARY 7, 1977

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,
Washington, D.C.

The Commission met, pursuant. to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 1224,
Dirksen senate Office Building, Senator James Abourezk (chairman
of the Commission) presiding.

Present: Senator James Abourezk, chairman; Commissioners Ada
Deer; John Borbridge; Adolph L. Dial; Louis R. Bruce; Jake White-
crow; and Congressmen Sidney R. Yates; Lloyd Meeds.

Staff present : Ernest L. Stevens, staff directori Ernestine Duche-
neaux; Peter Taylor; Paul Alexander; Ray Goettmg; Donald Whar-
ton; Charles Wilkinson; Dr. Patricia Zell; Max Richtman; Gil Hall;
and Alan Parker.

Chairman ABOUREZK. The American Indian Policy Review Com-
mission meeting will rsume, pending the arrival of Congressman
Yat es.

Peter.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, we will start today with tribal

government which I believe is chapter 4.
Chairman ABOUREZK. You apparently finished the other one

yest erd ay ; right?
Mr. TAyLoit. Chapter 5. I think we resolved the problem yesterday,

or came to a resolution on the question of a recommendation dealing
with the investment of tribal funds. I believe we concluded on a minor
note of confusion, but I hope that it was cleared up.

I migh make one followthrough comment on the point where we
left off yesterday which was the cause for the. reform of investment
procedures of the Bureau of Indian Affairs of Indian trust moneys.
I learned after the hearing that in 1969 the GAO report was issued
dealing with this question which led to scane reforms. A second report
was ksued in 1972 which I believe led to scune additional reforms.

Now we have both of those reports in our ofEce and I woulkl 141

glad to supply. them. ' .

Mr. YATES. IVere all the recommendations of GAO complied with
in terms of the investment? Do you know?

Mr. TAYLOR. I frankly don't know, Mr. Yates.
Mr. YATES. Couhl you check that?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I am sorry I missed that part yesterday.

Are you recommending new laws to take care of investment?
(07)
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Mr. TAYLOR. We have in our section on trust responsibility several
very .detailed recommendations. I think we decided instead to have a
general position that the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the executive
should return the maximum return on Indian moneys commensurate
with reasonable investment procedures.

Chairman ABOUREZK, All right. How will we direct that as a Com-
mission? Will we do it by legislation, or will the Commission recom-
'mend to the administration that that be done?

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, this goes back to a point that Charlie
Wilkinson made yesterday. I don't think every recommendation out
of this Commission is necessarily going to be of a legislative nature.
Some of it is adoption of principles. Charlie mentioned the concept
of tivik force No. 0 which is a revision of title 25a codification.

The proposal was made in chapter 1 of the task force report. It_
starts out with a statement of findings and a declaration of policy.
So, in this particular instance I would say our recommendation in this
area would be a policy statement.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I understand ev-rything you say here is going
to be a policy statement, Pete, but how will that policy be imple-
mented? That is what we want to know from you and how you are
going to phrase that.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is a more difficult technical area. In our last
chapter here, one of wir recommendations is that the report of task
force No. 9, which dealt specifically with legislation all the way through
title 25, be referred to a committee. I suppose it would go to the Senate
Indian Affairs Committee. that is being contemplated, for action
on the very specific recommendations.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. But what I am asking is: If the
policy we are going to set out requires some action on the part of the
admMistration, then you should say so. The administration should
adopt regulations such as follows. Or, that Congress should enact
legislation as follows.

That will be really about the only two ways you can set things out ;
either the Congress ought to do this or the administration, the Interior
Department or whoever ought to do that.

Mr. TAYLOR. We will adopt such a policy. Frankly, I would like
to review these two GAO reports. I was not aware of these until
yesterday.

Chairman ABOUREZK. If you have a GAO report that ought to be
followed, then you ought to refer specifically to that and say the
administration ougl:t to follow that to the letter.

Mr. TAYLOR. Right. I think Paul would like to say something.
Mr. AT EXANDER. In some of these areas, particularly in the por-

tions that would be the first section of 25 U.S.C., other portions of
the legislation, which would provide the mechanisms proposing the
trustee accountable, is a dualistic instance. In some places it would be
a recommendation for establishing a principle of a code chapter
which would have to be tied in terms of enforcement and a variety of
administrative procedures which gets us into attorney fees and some
of the discussion we had 3 este rday, which is cue of the reasons why
we did say that that whole report should be treated in total, lwcause
the answers are !soma( in three or four places One of the things that
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we may have to do with the Commission report is in a substantial
amount a cros,-eeference to the enforcement mechanism as opposed
to the policy statement and standards and so on.

They don't always form the report in the same specific area.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I have a question relative to some of

the discussions that we had yesterday concerning the obligation of
the Department of the Interior to invest .the funds on deposit. in the
Treasury of the United States or otherwise resulting from judgment
funds that became the property of the various Indian tribes.

With respect to our discussion it was noted that at least at an
earlier time, meaning just within the past several years, the Depart-
ment had not aggressively followed a posture of so investing the funds
so as to realize the highest possible return. I believe that it was also
mentioned that this subject was a matter of litigation. I understand
that at one point the Indian tribes weie succes.sful and that at another
point it was suggested by stair that there was a case which seemed to
reach an unfavorable conclusion.

The reason I want to review this is that it appears very clear to me
that we should be 'concise as to whether or nut we, as a Commission,
nave taken a stand on this, or whether or na staff have presented a
recommendation in which this Commission can take a very clear
position if it so decides with respect to the right of the tribes. One, to
have those funds as a matter of policy so invested and administered
as to realize the highest possible return. And, two, I would think to
ensure that the tribes would have the right to at least receive from
the Commission a posture which would pose in a positive sense our
belief that they shouhl have a right to recover for the failure of the
Department and, in effect, the Federal Government to properly ful-
fill its trustee function.

May I have a comment from staff on this? Are we on the right
course here?

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Borbridge, my feeling is our recommendation,
as it resulted yesterday, does not cover all of the bases that you
have just mentioned. I think that it should, and I believe that by the
time of our February meeting we will have thk down into specifics
that will cover the bases that you are talking about.

Commissioner BORDRIDGE. Fine. Thank you.
Commissioner BRUCE. I would like to ask John a question. You

mean recover for years past?
Commissioner BORBMDGE. That is correct. Yes, Commissioner

Bruce. I would see, Mr. Chairman, that this would be a matter of
policy. We would direct, or at least take the steps to insure that the
Department of the Interior would be directed to so invest the funds
as to realize the highest possible return for the Indian tribes. The
second point would be the right of the Indian tribes to recover for
the failure of the Federal Govei unent to follow the posture which
to me seemed the most practical and commonsense thing in the world.
I suppose that may be partly why it wasn't done.

Mr. YATES. Do the social security benefactor ,. have a like right?
To have the funds in their social security trust fund invested in the
highest security?

Chairman ABOUREZE. I think so.
Mr. YATES. By Govertunmt obligation they do?
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Chairman ABOUREZK. That does bring up an interesting-question. 7When we say the highest return commensurate with a safe invest-
ment: Do you have that part included?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Mr. -YATES. It is the highest return for a truotee, I would guess,

because he has a limited scope.
CommissiOnei BORBRIDGE. I think, Mr. Chairman, that Commis-

sioner Yates is entirely correct in that. There would be the requirement
for example, that has always been imposed on such funds for col-
lateralization as to both principal anti interest. I would assume,
that within the bounds of the requirements of the administration as
such, that for such trust funds the highest possible returns would be
sought.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Are we ready now to go into tribal govern-
ment?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me make an opening comment about

this. I understand from the staff that. this will be redrafted. Now is
that correct? This is not a final version.

The comment I want to make: It is long and perhaps a bit too
technical and it ought to be redone in the framework of what I talked
about yesterday. That is: It ought to be in a condition so that when
someone who knows nothing about. the issue can pick it up, easily
understand it, and read it. We want to attract readers to this report.
We don't want to drive them away.

I talked to staff yesterday and they agreed with that.
Mr. YATES. How can you avoid being legalistic?
Chairman ABOUREZK. I think you can still justify it without being

overly technical in your position.
Mr. YATES. You want to make it colorful as well as legalist ic.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Not necessarily colorful but readable, I guess.
Mr. YATES. OK.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Sid, you know, you are a lawyer. Legal

writing and writing are two different things.
Mr. YATES. That is true.
Is there any way of simplifying by making reference to the coverage

on the legal aspects of tribal government in the trust responsibility
section?

Mr. ALEXANDER. There are several things that- need to be done
with this chapter, as well as others, that will require us to finish more
sections of the report before we ean get done. There is a lot of re-
dundaney. There are a lot of cases that. are explained over and over
again. There are a lot of concepts that are reexplained. And reference
can be made back to the legal concepts chapter in shortened versions,
and we will be doing that.

It needs very heavy editing and it needs a question of balancing.
Chairman AlICWHEIS. That is true. You have done a section on

legal concepts; you have done a section on history; imt yet the ideas
out of those two sections have been repeated over and over again.
In this particular sN.tion I don't think they ne,essarily need to he.

Mr. YATE. Right.
Mr. TAYLOR. All right. We are into the chapter on tribal govern-

ment and that is chapter 5 in our book.

7 4
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As the t.uthor of the historical introduction here, I will have to
come back to a few of the comments that have been made. The first
section of it is a historical introduction to tribal government. The
second section of itas it is presently laid outdeals with constraints.
This is part Bconstraints on tribal government. It is an analysis of
current Il'ederal funding practices, delivery systems, and its impact
on tribal governments.

Now I think that that section may be removed to Federal admin-
istration because it deals so heavily with Federal administration.
There is a great interplay between the Federal delivery mechanisms
and tribal governments. So it becomes a judgment call as to which
Chapter you put it into.

Part C of this chapter on tribal government will deal with juris-
diction. This is the area where I think the greatest amotint of work
remains to be done. It is an area that we got- into in our November
meeting, which we simply had not gotten fleshed out. in narrative
form for this meeting today, and I must apologize for that. We did
what we couhl to get ready for the meeting.

The fourth section in here deals with problems under Public Law
83-280. The last section in here is called "Other ustice Systems,"
and it explores the interrelationship of tribal courts with Federal
court systems and State court systems, as well .as law enforcement
mechanisms.

Now I would like to go back and start with the historical section
here. There was a reason, I think, for the redundancy. I am certainly
amenable to the comments that Lave been made here today, but I
would like to explain why this is in here.

It seems to me that one of tht basic problems is we have to put
tribal government into some sort of a historical perspective to under-
stand where they are at today. I think D'Arey McNickle's history
was an .xcellent review on a very broad base of Federal policy and
actions which led tribes to the situation they are in today.

I felt that there was a need to focus on the tribal government
aspect of it in order to make clear where the tribes are today and
what is happening with tribal government. Frankly, if it reads like a
law review article, I am quite willing to see what we can do editing-
wise to clarify that. But I do feel that it is a legal problem.

It is a question of the legal history, as well as the social history,
that explains where these tribal governments are today.

Chairman A BOUREZK. Well, Pete, along that line, let Ine just make
a couple of more specific observations.

Mr. MEEKS. It sure would be nice, Mr. Chairman, if the staff
would number the pages. It would be helpful.

Mr. TAYLOR. This will not happen again. Again it is a case of
putting things into a book in a rather hurried fashion as they came
out of the typewriters.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, I don't know that you could ever
justify not numbering a page, Pete. But we will let that pass. We will
give you an A for effort.

On the fourth page of the section, down at the bottom, the para-
graph beginning with "These basic conceptions receive judicial
recognition in landmark Supreme Court decisions over the next
decade" and then you list them all and footnote the title of the cases.
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I don't know why, for readability, you couldn't just say these basic
conceptions receive judicial recognitions in three landmark Supreme
Couri, decisions over the next decade and then put the footnote
reference and cite the cases in this footnote.

There is nothing worse than plowing through a bunch of Supreme
Court cites; right?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes, sir. That is not a problem.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I know it is not a problem. I am just trying

to be specific about it just to show you where you could make it
much more readable than you have.

Up above in that same page, line 3, the first Trade and Inter-
course Act in 1970 and the final Trade and Intercourse Act in 1970,
well, why can't you just say legislation was premised on the policy
position and then footnote the legislation and tell what it is? I think
that would be much more preferable so far as being readable.

There is no need for me to go on through and do the editing job
right now, but you Se e what I mean.

Mr, TAYLOR. I understand what you are shooting at there.
Mr. YATES. What do they mean when they say "the gorers without

saying"?
Chairman ABOUREZK. "The gorers without sav;ag"? That relates

to that saying that it depends on whose "arse" is being gored.
Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to review, just in a very short fashion,

essentially what this historical section is doing, because it does lead
us to where the tribal government is today and the issues that are
confronting this Policy Review Commission.

The beginning legal premises of legislation and of our case law,
which was to be Georgia v. Cherokee Nation, was the tribes within the
boundaries in which they were located and sovereign. There were
treaty negotiation processes. We developed specific boundaries which
both the European immigrants and the tribal Wders sought. They
wanted a specification of boundaries to help maintain peace bPtween
the two factions of people.

This was not acceptable to the European immigrants that were
coming in. It led to a great deal of cohaiet. In fact, it seems to me that
we came very close to having a civil war about 30 years before the one
that finally erupted over Indian affairs.

The 1 S30 removal policy came into effect and many tribes were re-
moved westward. In those treat ks very solemn guarantees were
made that the argument that had surfaced in the IS30's, and before,
was centered on the concept that One sovereign cannot exist within
the boundaries of another sovereign.

When the tribes were removed west specific language was put. in
the tiraties that never again would this rese;wation to which tlwv
were ping, or this new territory, ever be included within the. bound-
aries of a State or a territor.

Mr. MEEDs. And that language also suited further that any laws
which the Cherokees passed On their reservations must be consistent
with the Omstitution of the United States; did it not?

Mr. TA 'no R. It did; and I think that this raises a question wlwre
t hoi ih t there might be some conftNion. I think what was being said
here, 2111d I am slur it would Itot. be difficult. to substantiate, is that
with our IS34 'frade and Intercourse Act we were establishing certain
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lems. They didn't have the question of taxation, for example, cf land-
use, regulation of social services.

But the Five Civilized Tribes were involved with government in
the same nature that we were. Their economic systems were very
similar to oursagricultural and cattle raising. I3ut we do have
opinions that came out during the latter half of the 1800'slegal
opinions dealing with the powers of tribal govenments.

These opinions were premised on two efferent concepts and this is
the point that is brought out here. One concept is premised on tribal
sovereignty per se, the power of a government to act on the people
and the- property within its boundaries.

The other concept that evolved was the power of removal. It is a
power similar to that of a landlord to eject trespassers. I think this
led to some confusion in the concept of where the powers of tribes
spring from, and it is a point that becomes rather important at a later
date, essentially around 1934.

From 1887 until 1934 the entire thrust of Federal policy was one of
destroying tribal government, eliminating it, and assimilating the
Indian people into the mainstream of Amercan culture. There was
no attention paid to tribal government.

The Five Civilized Tribes, because of their sophistication, bore the
brunt of Specific legislation stripping them of judicial powers. Finally
an act was passed which said that even their tribal laws could not be
enforced, even in a Federal court.

These are the Curtis Act of 1898 and a final disposition of affairs
in 1906. So our policy at that point was one of doing away with tribal.
government.

By 1934 we recognized the incapacity to carry out this assimilation
policy. It simply was not working, and I think that the failure of that
is well-recognized.

We set off on a new course with the Indian Reorganization Act
recognizing the inherent sovereignty of tribes, authorizing them if
they so chose to organize under that act with written constitutions
which would he subject to the approval of the Secretary of the In-
terior. But the concept was one of restoration of tribal government.

Now what we had at this point were tribal courts and tribal councils
that were legislatively functioning. But I think the vehicle that I
would focus on today is the tribal court which essentially was an
Gutgrowth of these courts that had been set up in the late 1870's
under the aegis of the superintendent of Indian affairs as a. means of
regulating the social comluct of Indians within the reservation.

As of 1934, following this policy of the destruction of tribal govern-
ments and then the turnaround and the recognition that these gover-
ments have to be recognized and we have to work through those
governments, because these people are simply not going to go away,
the legal thinking at that point was geared to the past 50 years of this
policy. It was essentially recognizing the powers of tribes to regulate
their own members.

The Federal regulations, that were adopted by the Secretary in
1935, was premised on the power of tribes to regulate their own mem-
bers. Many of the powers of tribes that were identified, particularly
where a non-Indian was involved; were premised on this power of
retnoval.
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Withont the reinoval power, based on the nonsovereignty thinking,
t ribes would have had no power whatsoever to control any one within
the boundaries. Interior WaS confronted with numerous situations in
which they could not suoport a tribal power based on a removal theory
and they found themselVes evolving into the sovereignty concept:, and
returning to it.

But frequently when a tribe wouhl attempt to pass an ordinance
that had some regulatory authority ovei non-Indilms, Interior would
disapprove it. It wasn't until 1956 that we again found the courts
coming back, that tribes were able to get into the courts to even raise
the issIle that we fiml courts returning to the sovereignty concept.
That was the /ren Cmir v. (Oda Sioux Tribe case that I mentioned in
the last meeting, where an Indian challenged the. power of his own
tribe to write a law governing adultery. Ile challenged the right of his
tribe to establish a court to try him. The Federal district court that
reviewed this case found that the power of the tribe is inherent in it.
It is an outgrowth of its own sovereignty.

In 1959, in the Supreme Court case of Williams v. Lee, we find the
first Suprenw `wirt since 1902, or 1906, coming back to this point of
tribal sovereignty in relationship to non-Indians.

There are quite a number of judicial decisions, followed by the
tribes, moving into this question of regulation of non-Indians. It.
brings us to where we are today. I think it explains the dormancy of
the jutlicial deckions On this subject.

It is the historical overlay here, and the Federal policy of suppression
and administrative policy since 1934 of refusing to approve tribal
ordinances, which have precluded judicial challenges on this subject.
But we do find since 1959 with IVillianp: v. Lee moving into McClana-
han v. Arizana Th.r Commi4on a judicial recognition or acceptance, a
stamp of approval of this tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians. So it is
a judicially evolving cote (lit right now as to the extent of that juris-
dictionhow far it is going to reach.

Two lower court decisions, Oliphant v. Schlie and one corning behind
that called Belgarde, have both upheld the tribes to exercise criminal
jurisdiction over nonIndians within reservation boundaries. I frankly
have no doubt whatsoever that when, aml if, this gets to the Suprume
Court the ( 'out wilt approve these cases.

thitik the tax situations are compelling in this.
Mr. Y.vrEs. Ilow do you recognize that with the Pine Bluff situa-

tion and t he FBI and the Intlians wantiw the FBI off the reservations?
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, the Federal Government has concurrent juris-

diction with tribes on an Imlian reservation.
Mr. Y ATES. So there isn't total sovereignty?
Mr. TA YE( )1t. No. As you observed yesterday, there is no total

sovereignty among any of the governments.
Mr. YATES. I mean total sovereignty in terms of criminal control

over the reservation?
Mr. TAYLOR. Paul is saying it is tripartite. There is three-way

jurisdiction going on Indian reservations right now.
Mr. I ATEs. The reason I raise the point is I suddenly have the

impression, from what you were saying. that the Indian people have
criminal jurisdiction over their reservations and that if a crime did
occur by an Imlian against the tribe, the tribe could tr:- it.
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Mr. TAYLOR. The tribe can try it.
Mr. YATES. But that doesn't exclude the possibility of that same

crime being tried in the Federal court?
Mr. TAYLOR. Under the law, as it stands right now, it very well

might, Mr. Yates. There is a case called United States v. La Plant, I
think it was in 1956 or around that period, in which there was an
assault case. An Indian assaulted a non-Indian, and the Federal people
moved in and said we are going to try that as a Federal offense, which
they can do under the General Crimes Act. That is 18 U.S.C. 1152.
It is a statute that springs clear from 1834.

After having brought an indictment, or starting the Federal pro-
cedure, the Federal Government simply sat on the case and didn't do
anything. So the tribe moved to prosecute this Indian individual.
There is more than one actually, and they did prosecute.

Then the Feds began moving to prosecute him. And under the 1834
statute there was an amendment to it that specifically said that if an
Indian has been punished by the local law of his tribe, then he cannot
be punished a second time in a Federal court.

So based on the statutory language the Federal court ruled that I
could not be twice prosectued.

Mr. YATES. What about the double jeopardy?
Mr. TAYLOR. The court in that case mentioned double jeopardy as

a second reason. However, that was, in my opinion, because they had
already established the statutory basis for precluding that second
prosecution. Double jeopardy between States and the Federal Govern-
ment is not a practice and that has been judicially recognized down
through the years.

Chairman ItBOUREZK. When you say it is not a problem there
doesn't seem to be any restriction or bar to a second prosecution for
double jeopardy between State and Federal laws.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is what I meant to say.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Because you can be prosecuted under both

criminal statutes.
Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct. Now if States are not precluded from

subsequent prosecution on the theory that they are a different sover-
eign from the United States as a sovereign, then surely tribes are not
precluded from this. Nor is the Federal Government precluded from
subsequent prosecution, except by virtue of that 1834 statute.

Mr. YATES. How do you deal in your treaties with the problem
of jurisdiction? You have three jurisdictions now of law enforcement
officers. You have an FBI, you have tribal, and you also have the
BIA. Do you not?

MI'. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Mr. YATES. Do you propose to change that? I know, for example,

that in hearings before our appropriations subcommittee a number of
the tribes came in and requested that they be given an appropriation
to set up their own police force.

Did you deal with that problem?
Mr. TAYLOR. I believe we do. Actually this takes us to the other

justice systems.
Paul, I think you should comment on this.
Mr. ALEXANDER. There are two levels of. problems. One is the re-

lationship between the two competing jurisdictions, and thy other
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level of problem which we deal with more specifically in "Other
Justice Systems" is actually what is happening.

Eighty pereent plus of all the felony cases that occur on Indian
reservations subject to Federal jurisdiction are declined for prosecu-
tion. So, what we 'lave, is a situation where tribes can prosecute with
existing courts and pollee situations but they are restricted in what
they can impose as a penalty under the Indian Civil Rights Act which
is effectively misdemeanor jurisdiction. Because the Indian Civil
Rights Act does not dictate tribes shall be restricted to misdemeanor
jurisdiction. It restricts the penalty.

You have a situation, and you mentioned Pine Ridge, is an approp-
riate example of where the problem of the Federal Government
effectively exercising the jurisdiction it, had is not effectively exercising
that jurisdiction.

Recent incidents of response time to major felony events show a
2-hour response time. And by the time the FBI, and nig is this month,
by the time the FBI arrived a situation that could have been controlled
under the BIA pollee, was out of hand. In that situation, the new
chairman of the tribe is trying to build up the tribal police to take over
those kinds of functions.

In terms of felony- proseeutions you have a situation where either
the tribal police or the BIA police are the fiNt on the scene. to inves-
tigate. The U.S. attorney's office will not accept a case from either
one of those instrumentalities. And you have the FBIwho are
generally distant from the reser vation and generally alien in several
different instances to the reservationhave to come in later to
investigate the facts which have already been investigated. We have a
serious situation with the U.S. attorney not prosecuting. One rationale
for their not prosecuting are bad investigations. Others are not
knowing the local situation. The other one is that they are generally
not the type of cases that U.S. attorneys offices tend to get involved
with, or tend to get involved with major cases, and not local law
enforcement types of cases

This is one of tbe major reasons that tribes are pushing for an ex-
pansion of their owi law enforcement blidgets, to have the local police
department be authorized to make the investigations, to make some
statulords for referral, te increase the penalties that. tribes can impose
with respect to their jurisdiction.

There are a number of specific recommendations we make at the
very end of this chapter about relationships with the U.S. attorneys
offices. Standards for prosecutions, and the f:ict that the FBI is the
investigatory arm, occurred oround World War II and it is not some-
thing that Congress said to the Justice Departnwnt, you must rely on
FBI investigations. It is tlw discretion of the Deportimmt of Justice
and that is the way they oiwrate.

Mr. MEEus. Mr. Chairman, could we get to sonie of the questions
in regard to the general thrust of Mr. Toylor's report?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Sure. Sid, did you get your question
answered?

Mr. YATEs. Well, Paul's explanation heoN IlpOrl the question and
the problem bears very much on the question of tribal government.
What should the extent of the tribe's jurisdiction be? I low much
luithority should it have? Should it, hove the punishmNit of misde-
meanors :Ind felonies? That was the reason for my question.

21 ----6
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I know this is a very controversial r -id serious problem with a great
manv tribes.

M.r. TAYLOR. Mr. Yates, that is why I was rather emphatic on the
',separate sovereignty question and the power to have a subsequent

prosecution in a Federal court. It goes to a legal issue involved with
the Major Crimes Act where the United States has defined 14 different
offenses committed by an Indian person that would be subject to
Federal prosecution no matter who he commits it againsteven if it
is another Indian.

The point that I am driving at herebecause of these delays in
Federal prosecution and Federal investigation and the high frequency
of declination of prosecutionit becomes very important to the tribes
that they have jurisdiction over people who might be subject to
prosecution in Federal court under the Major Crimes Act.

Mr. YATES. How accurate and how complete are your stitistics
respecting declination and delay of prosecution? Do you have statis-
tics that buttress this?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes, the statistics come from a survey from the
National Indian Tribal Judges Association in 1973. The surve3r has a
limitation because not all of the U.S. attorneys offices cooperated With
it. But that is the best information available.

Our discussions with the Department of Justice, the Office of the
Deputy Attorney General, with Doris Meisner; and the Office of
Planning and Policy, indicates this.

Mr. YATES. I would think that in making your point for Indian
jurisdiction of this you would have as much statistical data to sup-
port it as you possibbr can. I know, from speaking to several Congress-
men from the West, they run into the situation where their Indian
people are very much upset because they can't get prosecutions in the
Federal cotirts. I think this is something that ought to be investigated.

May I ask one last question on this point?
Chairman A BOUREZK. Surely.
Mr. YATES. How does the Indian Self-Determination Act bear

upon the subject of tribal jurisdiction?
Mr. TAYLOR. I don't believe the Self-Determinatioil Act of 1975

does bear on this question other than that it authorizes the tribes to
contract with the Bureau of Indian Affairs for the performance of
services.

Mr. YATES. Just tangential then.
Mr. A Li.;XANDER. Well, it is also implicit in the act because there are

specific funds to build up tribal governmentswhat were known as
the 104 funds. So there is an implicit recognition by Congress in
Public Law 93-638 of operative governments in building govermnent
systems.

M r. l'ATas. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDs. Peter, I think that was a very good overview. At least,

in my knowledge of the subject matter, it is a very accurate descrip-
tion of what 'Ins occurred with regard to tribal government. And your
indications of the initial effort by the Federal Government to, in
effect, kill tribal government and effect assimilation up until the Indian
Reorganization Act in 19:34, is quite accurate. Your indications of the
effect of the Indian Reorganization Act, and even during the period oftrd to
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those tribes in which termination was not taking place, there was an
effort to recognize some sovereignty, some tribal government and to
help that tribal government.

We really have to get back into the question of sovereignty here.
We are going to deal with jurisdiction and as to how that sovereignty
will be asserted over the non-Indian. The thing I see developing is
that we have placed our reliance for the question of sovereignty on
eases like Worcester and Cherokee Nation. 'Fhose cases were decided
at. a time when the policy of the Federal Government was to keep
Indians and non-Indians apart.

As you stated in your own brief, the thrust of the treaties was that
the tribes were expected to maintain order among their subjects, to
prevent degradation among non-Indians, and so forth. That was the
situation that existed when the decisions in Worcester and those early
decisions upon which we hinged the whole sovereignty question were
decided.

But that was not the situation after 1887, when the General Allot-
ment Act passed and the allotments that took place afterward, that
became in-holdings in the reservations at that time and non-Indians
came onto the reservations.

The question of sovereignty: I don't think anyone really questions
the sovereignty and juridsietwn, for a lot of purposes and in a lot:of
areas, over Indians. But, and as You very well said, it has come now to
the point that sovereignty, and the jurisdiction to assert that sov-
ereignty. run to non-Indians. That, really, is where the collision is
occurring now and where it will occur in the immediate future.

Mr. TAY1.01t. That is really why I felt, this historical perception
needed

:r. MEEDS. I think it is absohJelv essential and I think yours is
don't disagree with it at all. T agree when you say that the

.11;ve been interpreting and enlarging tribal sovereignty and
J ur nsilict io over non-Indians.

Mr. TAYLOR. I wouldn't accede to the concept of enlarging.
Mr. MEEDS. Well, the interpretations
Mr. YATES. Followed.
Mr. MEEns. Well, follow. There hasn't been anything to follow.

The judicial evolvement has been toward a recognition of sovereignty
and jurisdiction over non-Indians.

And I agree with that.
Who has the legislative pattern been, if any, during that satne

period of time? Since 1959 and 1960, since Williams V. Lee and other

Ir. TA yl Me. There has been no legislative pattern tb my knowl-
edge (al the jurisdictional questions.

M r. ALEXANDER. There is one exception to that.
Mr. M Well, the Indian Civil Rights Actbut I don't know.
Mr. ALEXANDER. We went through this before, but it should be

oe the record since we are talking about it right now. The original
hineluage referred to tlw restriction on tribal power with respect to a
Wernher or an Indian and Was dehber-tely changed to any person.

Mr. MEEhs.. That is coreect.
r. V Al Es. The original bungling of what?

Mr. M EF.Ds. The Indian Civil Rights -"ct which, as you will recall,
Sid, the tir4 I() amendnwnts did not apply to Indians or people on
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Indian reservations actually. Until the passage of the Indian Civil
Rights Act in 1966 or 1968-1 WIIS involved in thatthese 10 amend-
ments, in greet, applied to Indians and We changed it to say a person.
So there was no question that there WaS that intent.

But I think 3.ou are also right about this,_ Peter. There has been
mnothing fro the legislative branch with regard to this whole question.

What we are really faced with hereawl what the Congress is faced
withis: Whether we are ,going to allow the question of sovereignty
and jurisdiction over non-Indians; what is a reservation; a lot of other
things; and what is Indian country. A whole array of questions con-cernhig this.

Are we going to allow it to occur by judicial interpretation, or is
the Congress going to take hold of this matter and lay dow n some
guidelines under which these questions evolved? That is really the
critical question facing this Commission, as I see it.

We might disagree as to where it ought to go, but I don't think
you disagree with me that that is the critical question.

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. I think it is important to make the posture of the
current situation clear. What the courts are doing is finding liNi.1
sovereignty and they are also finding esientially no limitations on it.
There are no statutory limitations with minor exceptions.

You haw, got the ex,eption of the Major Crimes Act which inserted
Federal jurist ict ion into the picture.

Mr. YATEt- How recently were the court decisions to which yourefer? How recently?
Mr. TAYLOR. Mancari was 1975, McClanahan wAs 1973, Williams v.

Lee was 1959
Mr. YATES. Which court are you talking about now? The Court of

Claims?
M r. TAYLOR. Supreme
Mr. YATES. The Supreme Court, showed a disposition to follow

Worcester and ( 'herokee?
Mr. TAYLOR. It says they are totally viable. McClanahan said that

we must consider tribal sovereignty as a be _Kdrop to their analysis.
Mr. YATES. As Mr. Meeds points out, and I think correctly, this is

the problem we have as to whether or not, we changed tlie laws.
Mr. TAYLOR. That is well stated.
Mr. MEEDS. Well, I might disagree with that a little bit. Whether

we changed the judicially established precedent and judiciallyestablished
Y Y. rEs. There is no question Congress does have the right to

change tl,e law in this connection. But we have to decide whether we
want tc change what the courts have said is the current law. I think
you stated it correctly.

Mr. \1Enns. 1 didn't state it .1tilte that way but I am sure I did
state it correctly.

Mr. Y ATEs. According to the staff the amendment that I offered
was one that the courts a pi:roved.

M. 'Nylmit. I think an important tlfing here in this judicial
evolption process is the uses come up on a fact by fact basis. And
the t wo cases I alluded to : (gip/Jan t V. Sdaif and the Belgarde case--

Mr. M EEDs. Bad facts.
Mr. TAYLoa. They are bad facts for persons contesting tribal juris-

diction, anti I would like to just reiterate them.

8 4
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Mr. MEEns. They are. 1 don't see how the court could have done
anything else.

Mr. TAYLOR. At the sake of perhaps 3 minutes time I would like
to just reiterate the fact situation in those cases.

The Oliphant case came out of a small reservation in the State of
Washingtonthe Suquamish Tribe. It involved a non-Indian, Oli-
phant, who appeared at a tribal ceremony. This ceremony is an annual
event with the Suquamish Tribe. They get thousands of people in
for it.

They called up the local county sheriff and said, "Look, we would
like some deputies down here to help maintain order at this ceremony."
The county sheriff said, "Well, gee, all my fellows are off tonight.
I will be in the offire. If you have any problem, call me." The problem
is his office is 40 miles away.

So low and behold, they had a problem and Mr. Oliphant is accused
of having taken a poke at a tribal police officer who attempted to
restrain him. So the tribal police officer arrestet. him and hauled him
down to the city jail in Bremerton. The tribe had a contract with
the city jail, so Oliphant went down to the city pokey. lie contested
the tribal jurisdiction over him because he was a non-Indian.

The ease went to the U.S. district court on a :Labeas corpus petition
and the district court affirmed the tribal jurisdiction. It went to the
ninth circuit and the ninth circuit affirmed ar 1 that is the legal posture
of that case right now.

This incident occurred on trust property owned by the tribe, and the
Oliphant case very carefully points that out.

Very shortly they were confronted with a new situation in which
Mr. Oliphant was peripherally involved, where he and a buddy went
out to the Suquamish Reservation and apparently overindulged or
something, and they were driving around the reservation and the
tribal police gave chase to them. I think they were racing around.
'I he race took place through trust property and fee patent porperty.

Eventually, they were stopped on a parcel of fee natent land. The
tribal police vehicle pulled in front of this car drk en by Belgarde.
Belgarde then stepped on the gas and ran into the police car. So again
the court immediately had a new situation: Does the tribe have
jurisdiction over a non-Indian everywhere within the boundaries on
nont rust land?

The district court said : Yes, they do have it. They affirmed the
jurisdiction again. I am not sure whether that one went to the ninth
circuit or not. Does anyone know?

Mr. WHARTON. It is part of a petition to the Supreme Court now.
It is under an unusual procedure, because the Oliphant case did not
specifically limit the jurisdiction of the tribes on trust land. The.
appellants have petitioned the court to include Belgarde in review of
the Oliphant case and they have not decided on the petition for
cutain. So they can do one of three things. They can deny the petition
altogether, or take Oliphant

Mr. YATES. As I understand 'he law: Congress may change
treaties with Indian tribes or it may pass laws which impinge upon
what the courts have indicated is now Indian so ..ereignty. If any
Indian person:, stiffer any kind of property damage as a result of
that : Doesn't the Government have to pay compensation?



Mr. WHARTON. YeS.
Mr. TAYLon. I think, as a general proposition, that is true. I

would like to make one point here, which we failed to make the last
time.

It is true that the Supreme Court decisions have affirmed the
right of Congress to alter these treaties. It should be stressed that
from an Indian point of view the. alteration of these treaties through
the unilateral act of Congress, is considered by them to be iflegal.

Mr. YATES. Bad faith at any rate.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; and there is no recourse beyond the Supreme

Court which has affirmed the power of the Unite(1 States to do this.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Let me just expand on that for a moment.
The notion is that the Supreme Court, in a political doctrine situa-

tion, will not review the act of the sovereign of which it is a part.
ust as Chief Justice Marshall makes very clear in the early cases
that the courts of the sovereign, in relationship to another sovereign,
have no business telling that sovereign it is wrong. Even though the
judge uses language to the effect that even though individually it is a
matter of international law, the sovereign might be right or wrong,
the sovereign's courts cannot tell him that. So that is the posture.

Mr. MEEDS. If the gentlemen will yield: Could I put_ ue this ques-
tion of the legislative assertion of definition of what sovereignty and
jurisdiction are? In the absence of some. taking of a property right, of
an interest, compensable right, I don't envision that there would be
any right to componsation at all. For instame, let's just say that no
Indian tribe has a right to tax a non-Indian--which may aetually be
flying in the teeth of perhaps sonic later Sul reme Court decisions.

But say we were to say that. I do not conceive that to be a coin-
pensable right which an individual Indian or a tribe could get com-
pensation from the Federal Government. On the other ham!, if the
Congress were to say that Judge Bohlt was incerr t in allocating 50
percent of the salmon to the Indians of the treat.: area ud that it
shouldn't be 50 percent, it should only be 25 percent, dim I conceive
that that is a compensable loss.

Now ant I incorrect?
Mr. WHARTON. I wouldn't agree entirely with that.
Mr. MEEDS. OK. Tell tne why.
Mr. WHARTON. Particularly with respect to hunting and fishing

which you referred to in I v. Washington. Part of that .lecision
precludes the right to re:ndate off the reservation.

MEEos. That is correct. Before you go any further, I enlarge
my position by sayin,-, that I think the k `ongress could absolutely say
ho, that was going to be regulated and wipe Boldt out entirely on
what he sold aboilt l'epldatiO atal it is not a compensuble 10,s at all.

Mr. WHARTON. I guess I ust disagrtp with that.
Mr. YATEs. It is not disagrceable to the Indian people?
\Ir. NIEF:os. Not in a matter of regulation because the Cougro,s

reserves plenary authority over Indians and I think the Congress
ran :-.11.%* hOw Indians will be regulated in that respect without en-
countering a compensalde loss.

Mr. YATEs. What do you mean when you say Congress reserves
authorit y ove Indians?

Mr. N.Ii.:Eos. 'l'o pass laws affecting Indians and all other citizens
of the United States. That when they pass laws which change their

(i 6
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rights, their obligations, that these are not compensable losses. We
do this all the time.

Mr. YATES. Yes; but the Supreme Court has just held that with
respect to the obligations of the city of New York they could not be
deferred. Why then is that different than a contract between the
United States and the Indian people in Washington?

The point I am making is that, if I understand what you aresaying
Mr. MEEDS. I don't know what case you are talking about.
Mr. YATES. I am talking about the Big Mac obligations in New,

YorkCity. Everybody agrees they delayed payment of those oblitra-
lions, and the Supreme Court said they couldn't be delayed, and if
a person wanted to be paid, they could be paid.

Now you have a treaty between the Indians in Washington and
the Federal Government.

Mr. MEEDS. You are talking about a contractual right.
Mr. YATES. Weil, isn't a treaty a contract?
Mr. MEEns. No.
Mr. ALEXANDER. A treaty is an international contract in which a

form does not exist for those rights. The Supreme Court would refuse
to accept where tnere is a right and which they can place a value on.

What we shouldn't lose track of in this conversation, bY com-
pensatory i :;*lit is that the. powers of government are rights tluit are
Invaluable, that cannot have a dollar figure attached to them so that
you cannot say that the right of fin Indian tribe to regulate land-use
control in Papago is worth $100 million or $30 million.

Mr. WILKIxsoN. I will say one thing. Indian treaties are contracts
which create compensable rights, and whether this is one of them I
don't know. But they are contracts which create compensable rights.

Chairman A BOURliz K. I. WOUld disagree with that.
Mr. MEEDS. I don't think Indian treaties are contracts which

create compensable rights because I agree there is no forum. In the
absence of the Indians becoming U.S. citizens, there wa:, no forum
under which these compensable rights could be asserted.

Mr. WILKINSON. Congressman Meeds, there are hundreds of (11:40s
in the Court of Claims. Not. in the Indian Claims but in the Court
of Chiims awarding tribes damages for breach of Indian treaties.

Mr. MEEDs. Under special legislationeveryone of them.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me get my word in this thing. I think

you are both mistaken on the premise of the thing.
A treaty is not a contractual right. It doesn't have the same standing

as a contract and so, therefore, treaties are, Nadi.). unenforceable
anyway. They are done so today in the United States on the basis
of moral authority only, but no legal authority.

But second wherever the right, where the hunting and fish'ig
rights came from in this particular decision, wherever that right
derivedand I lon't know exactly where it was derived the taking
of t1,9.t, right wOuld be compensa))le under the fifth amendnwnt. It
woul. be a fifth amendment taking but not based on a treaty.

Mr. WILKINSON. It is based on a treaty. The Court of Claims Act
waives sovereign immunity for claims against the Government, but
it wasn't. specific in any amount. Now I agree that a court was set
up to hear those claim., but it wasn't just an Indian court. Tribes
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have come in, in numerous cases, alleging and proving breach of
treaty rights which were eompensable.

I think the Senator's paint is that before the Court of Claims was
set up to hear many, many casesnot just Indian casessoverign
immunity barred those claims. But the Congress has waived sovereign
immunity for contractual claims including treaties.

Mr. MEEDS. OK; that I agree with. We have waived sovereign
immunity with regard to treaties and to setting up the Indian Claims
Commission and a number of other things. But what I want to do is
make a distinction between pror .rty rights and the right to govern.

I think property rights of all American citizens are compensable
when they are taken. That include., Indian property rights as well as
anybody else's rhe right to govern is not a compensable right. If
the Congress were to enact legislation which says that no Indian tribe
can enforce criminal jurisdiction on its reservation, that the Federal
Government would have all criminal jurisdiction on reservations, that
would not be a compensable right which is taken from the tribes.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Meeds, I am sorrowfully compelled to probably
agree with you.

Mr. MEEDS. I know you are.
Mr. TAYLOR. None of the tribes got compensation when Congress

placed, them under State jurisdiction in Public Law 83-280. They
didn't get compensation when the United States asserted Federal
jurisdiction in major crimes.

Mr. YATES. Wait a minute, Lloyd. Why did they get compensation
from Public Law 83-280?

Mr. TAYLOR. They did not.
Mr. YATES. They did not. Oh, I am sorry. I misunderstood.
Mr. MEEDS. None of the acts, in effect, were restrictions on sov-

ereigntythe power to govern.
Mr. ALEXANDER. But in the point in regulation of hunting and

fishing rights: The removal of a power to regulate in that situation
impinges on the value af the hunting and fishing rights, and that
would ba compeasable.

Mr. M EEDs. N at all.
Mr. YATES, How did they argue that? What justification?
Mr. MEEDS. lie is just assuming it does. I can just as logically

assume that it doesn't. Indeed, it might even enhance it.
Mr. YATES. How does he sustain his argument, Lloyd? I would

like to find out how he comes to that conclusion.
Mr. MEEDS. lie Ine-ai't.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Because ate power to regulate and caltrol the

taking of the resource
Mr. Y AT EA. Take the Boldt decision, for example, where the catch

is supposed to be divided between the w e people and the Indian
people. Suppose the Congress were to p a law aaying that the
jurisdiction over the regulation should with the State of Washing-
ton, for example. Is that compensable? In whet way is it compensable?

Mr. WILKINSON. In this context, much of what a treaty right is
the right to be free of State jurisdiction. UnderFtand, Congressman
Meeds, I think I agree with tlie general flutist of what you are saying
but I think I can .;ee proof areas which is what Paul is suggesting
where there might be problems.

8 s
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Suppose that the States are given jurisdiction by the Federal
Government, and in fact fishing rights are cut back

M-. MEEDS. Well, that is a different question.
Mr. WILKINSON. I think it is a serious question.
Mr. MEEDS. It is a serious question in considering it. But we are

theorizing right now. And in that theory we, I think, must suppose,
as we always do when we theorize, that people are going to do what
they are supposed to do. Now if you want. to argue that that is a
bad thing to clo because the States might do this, then that is a dif-
ferent argument.

Mr. YATES. Of course it overlooks history, too.
Mr. MEEDS. Well, whatever, but the theory is that the Congress

can change the sovereigntythat is to say the power to governor
the Indian tribes can wipe it out as far as that is concerned, and unless
it affects a property right it is not compensable.

MT. YATES. I think that I am constrained fo agree with the pres-
entation of his argument in this. In granting rrisdiction over hunting
and fishing in the State of Washington to the State, there is no com-
pensable right at that point. If the State, hv its regulation, takes
away the property right of the Indian people there, that is com-
pensable.

Mr. MEEDS. Exactly.
Mr. WILKINSON. I have to say I think it is just, perhaps, a little

tougher than that. An Indian treaty really says that the States have
no power to regulate at all. That is really what, it Says.

If you were to give the States the power to im po,:e that, that would
be giving them the power to regulate and would result in few('r fish
in the Indian nets.

Mr. YATES. But you don't know that.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The power to regulate hunting and fishing k an

economic power; it is an income resource to tribes, for licensing and
other such measures.

Mr. MEEDS. Paul, would you agree with me that the Federal
Government would, without compensation, say legislatively that no
tribe has the right to tax non-Indians and that that is not a com-
pensable loss.

Mr. YATES. On Indian land?
Mr. MEEns. On Indian land or anyplace else.
That is a much stronger showing of actual taking of a governmental

power which means income.
Mr. V ATEs. I, woul(I you yield on that for a factual sit uat ion?

Suppose, on )le situation, for example, there were, some white
people whos( :ent to school, and the I m han people were taxed
as well as the N% uite people for the admin:stration of the school--in
spite of the congressional statute that Mr. Meeds refers tocould the
Papagos enforce that?

M r. ALEX A N DER. I think a good argument can be made for an actual
economic loss which could be compensable. You can't justify property
rights in a narrow sense of an identifiable crop oi t . ees which are being
removed or a specific acreage that is being rex-no% d, and the situations
will vary. It. is difficult. I will clearly grant that it is difficult to find the
value on many powers of governments, but there are many sit .4ations
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in economic value that can be shown as natural loss. I think a case can
be made.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, a number of things
happen in here. I want to review them in my own mind as to my
perception of what has been said or not said. Starting with a familiar
subject, the aboriginal rights and claims, and then moving over into
sovereignty and then zoining to the point where we are, I would state
the following:

We recognize the right of sovereign to extinguish aboriginal title
and the courts have pretty well upheld this to the extent that in
Alaska we came face-to-face with the Me-Hit-Ton case which again
reiterated the right of the sovereign. So I don't think that .with respect
to the right of the sovereign to extinguish aboriginal title that we
are questioning that right. Rather, what I would say, is that it has
been a matter of policy, not always strictly adhered to in the highest
standards, that the Government has chosen to weigh its amenity.
And, in effect 2:rough a series of treaties, and siarting about 1871
with executive .7,reements, and then later in acts of general and
specific jurisdiction, it. has enabled the Indian tribes to come into the
cortrt: Maitre through litigation the tribes have Inul an opportunity to
recover forIthe losses which have. been caused by .ither action taken by
the Government as it impacted the aboriginal land or the failure of
the Government to so act to exercise a trust position by protecting
those Indiah lands.

What I am stating here, as I perceive it as a layman on the one
hand, we have the bare naked question of the bare naked power of the
soverei,rn.t(Lact-414.14-aterallv..But 1 AM also saying that we have to say
-ilearly for the record thatlas not been the history and that has not
been the policy

think it is one thing to say that we can extinguish it and not pav
a ceni But I think, out of fairness, we have to make clear for tlie
record this is not what this Govermnent has been doing over rnore
t han t hese 100 years that we have had of litigation and history and
national policy.

Then, as we conic to the matter of sovereignty, again I think we
have said on numerous occasions, although I am not sure, that there is
unanimity and agreement on the lsslie that sovereignty again is com-
posed of a number of characteristics and that, as we have observed
the history of from whence sovereignty characteristics have come,
they have not been c(niferred by judicial action, nor have they been
conferred by legislative action of the Federal Government, but that
we have had the unusual situation of having a sovereign within a
sovereign. Therefore we say, as to the In.lian tribe, there is no absolute
soven.ign t y.

Again I would like to point out that, at least in the view of a layman,
that wluit we have here, then, is a !natter in which the Government
huts sought to temper the exercise of bare naked power by a more en-
lightened posture and that the post tire of recompense for the taking of
aboriginal rights, it seems to tup, 14011ld be very hard to divorce from
any takings of the sovereign rights. That is the rights of self-govern-
ment, some of which, wit hoot any question, will twar upot the capa-
bility of a tribe to so art as either to protect Or enhance the rights to
safeguard its land, its resources, and other associated rights.
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I think we have all stuck an oar in. I have just now stuck a paddle in.
Mr. TAYLOR. Commissioner Borbridge, I don't think that the

principles involved could have been better expressed. It was as if you
were reading out of Felix Cohen.

Commissioner DIAL. I guess I will direci, this to anyone on the staff
here. It appears to Inc that maybe Congressman Meeds' discussion
here is along the lines that Congress can do no wrong as far as legisla-
tion goes, and maybe he is ignoring Marlboro v. Madison. It seems to
me that it is not brought out that the courts have a place, that we do
have judicial review. Frotn 1801 to 1835, during the time of John
Marshallhe made more decisions than any other judge in his-
tory which ore still holding todayand we couldn't possibly ignore
Woretxter V. Georgia and the Cherokee Nation case. I just wonder if
we aren't overlooking here the power of the Supreme Court of the
United Statesyet it is almost 150 years agoand I am concerned
more whereby Congress can do this and they can do that.

We know that Congress can pass laws, but I am sure that the
Congress, in any law, will want to consider certain Supreme Court
deri,i0e,;, do they not, Congressman Meeds?

Mr. MEEDS. If the gentleman will yield. I hope I have not been
construed as having stated that I think this is what should happen. I
am simply attempting to protect the sovereignty of the U.S. Govern-
ment in this instance.

And to get to what Mr. Borbridge says, I think the policy that we
take and the humility with which we approach these things is often
more iniport ant than what we can do.

But I think it is also very important I establish the base of what
these things are premised on. That is all I am trying to do.

Mr. WILKINSON. Congressman Meeds, just very briefly, I just
unquestionably agree with your analysis as applied to most govern-
ments. To take your example of a demonstrable loss to the taxing
capability of a tribe, the dimunition in annual income of a tribe, that
with the city of New York, perhaps that would be all right to alter
that taxing structure, but I don't know of any case law on the Indian
point. But ...hat I am saying is that if you turn that case over to a law
firm like the Native American Rights Fundthe Indian treaty and
a demonstrable cash loss to a tribe--I think there is a r?al possibility
some recovery might be awarded in the case of an Indian treaty.

\Ir. EEDS. I can understand I would certaialy argue that if I

were representing an Indittn tribe to which it occumed. If I were on the
other side, I would be arguing very strenuously that the Federal
Government in assertion of its sovereignty can impair or can prescribe
the exercise of any other -.overeign within the fabric of this country
except States, in some instuces. Subject to constitutional restriction,
let's put it that way.

And that, only if we maintain that as the Federal Government
sovereign, because if ..ou start eroding that sovereignty by allowing
or preventing the Fc;(...?ral Govemn -nt from exercising it in certain
instances, then you 'is:lye created other sovereigns which are more
sovereign in those instances.

knd I, as you k-low, am opposed to doing that.
Mr. YATES. We have that situation with the Concorde airplane in

New York City. The question is whether the Federal Government has
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the right to let the Concorde fly into New York City, by giving it a
certificate, when the Port of sew York Authority says it can't fly in.
As of now, at least without a legal decision, the Port of New York
Authority says it can't come in and it is not going to come in. I think
it will probably wind up in the Supreme Court,

Mr. .MEEDS. My impression on that wou'd be that the Federal
Government will win that case. I thnk it c:mirly falls under the
Congress clause on which the FedEral Government has plenary
jurisdiction.

Mr. YATES. But the question of preemption is whether the Federal
Government has acted. Just as you point out here, the question is
whether the Federal Government has not acted, but should have, to
tako the jurisdiction away.

It still leaves the question of compensation. That may come with
the quest io of the po:,it ion that may result.

Mr. MI:EDS. If thet e is any taking of property rights, there will have
to be compensation, as I see it."No question about it. But you have
got to be very careful to distinguish between the t-king of property
rights and t he powers of sovereignty.

I don't think there is any compensation for legislating away the
rights of sovereignty of Indian tribes.

It is billions of dollars down the line on it and it is obviously going
to be litigated. I can't predict how it will conic out, except how I feel,
personally.

Chairinan ABOUREZ K. The stair has advised that in order to get
everybody lunch today we have got to break up at about a quarter
to 12. Otherwise we will be unable to get into the dining, rooms or
cafeterias because there are a lot of groups coming in.

so we have got 5 tu'lutes, and whoever is talking I am going to
have to cut him off at that time. Either that or agr-e not to eat. It
is ell right with me.

We have to be in the dining room before 12, that is why we art
breaking up at a quarter of 12.

ornmissioner WitrrEcaow. Mr. Chairman, I would like to com-
ment here for just a moment. As I perceive this particular situation,
and as I look at Public Law 93Ss° Lhat estahlisini this particular
('ommission, I look at :t ftom the standpoim of an Indian out in the
field that has been active in tribal affairs most all of his life and from
the standi)oint of the historical treatment in the relationship between
the Federal (lovernmeit and tribes, and as States moved into assum-
ing jurisdict ion.

I looked at it from that standpoint anti I thought: Well, now, here
is an opportunity, once in a lifetime, whereby we might be able to
get some justice. We rnight be able to get some of the historical dacc-
tions turned around and that the morality involved and that the
legality involved in these actions would actually be brought t o the
forefront sO that once and for all the American people couhl actually
see these long lists of broken treaties, the act ions and reactions that
took !dam

I don't think there any question in this particular . t Itn re of
I be inwer of sovereignty of the Un:ted States. I think we all reall
understand that if the U.S. Congress desires to negate every treaty
end every relutionAtip that the Federal Government has wit h t lie
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American Indians around the country, they could so do it. The only
recourse that the American Indian would have would be in the polit-
ical structure, and being outnumbered as they are, it wuuld be a
terrific fight uphill for them to do so.

I think what we need to .do in this particular instance is take a
look at what we have done in the past with other nations that have
been conquered by the United States of America and its allied nations.
What (lid we do with Austri.. and Germany? What did we do in
Italy'L. What did we do in Japa.a

I think these particular relationships, insofar as our Federal Gov-
ernment relating to other sovereign nations as conquered nations,
have to be taken into effect. If we took a look at what we did do with
those nations that we have just recently conquered and what have
we done to those nations that we conquered years and years ago,
and those court ca,ses that have been handed down through the many
yearsWorcester v. Georgia, that particular case is still on the books,
it is still a precedent setting case by the Supreme Courtand if we
start looking at those particular instances whereby decisions have
been made and then we take a look at any new decision that has (Iome
down the roadevery decision maue has to be based upon the premise
of what took place yesterday, what took place in the pastthen we
cannot, in all due respect, turn our backs upon those decisions and
try to create a new atmosphere within these concepts.

The tribes have the resources. I believe our task force No. 7 pointed
out the fact that within those lands some 50 percent of the total
energy reserve of the United States is still within those lands.

My rrincipal concern here is that we lay down the protections so
that those lands and those resoufces can be protected. So that those
people owning those lands can receive fair and compensable rights
moneys for those particular resources if they so desire to contract for
them.

With the freedoms of our United States of America and its Consti
tution, I think our indi7idual citizens and our tribes have those rights.
I don't think we are asking for anything more than the morality to be
employed and that the dire circumstances of history be rectified. I
think that this Commission has that right and has that obligation
has a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to do soand I would like for
each anti every one of us to think about those aspects even though
some of these may not be politically popular. What are the moral and
the legal issues involved?

Sure we have got an lot of non-Indian people out there just
waiting around the reservation today to pounce upon those resources.
The greediness of people definitely will prevail, because there are more
greedy people in this world than there are sane people. Now that is a
definite statement that I will make and I will stand on it from now on,
and I will go down the l'st.

Chairman ABOUREZK. We are recessed for lunch. We will resume
at 1 o'clock.

[WIlereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the wee 'ing was recessed to reconvene
at 1 p.m., thio same day.]



AFTER! OON SESSION

Chairman ABOUREZK. We left off just as Jake finished. We have got
only this one section completed by the staff. I think we can finish it
today and then, hopefully., the remainder of the materials and the

_rewrite on this material will be ready for our Februar3r meeting.
So, do you want to start working on the principles and the rec-

ommendations?
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, before you begin, let's set an

hour to adjourn because we are making flight arrangements.
Chairman ABOUREZ1C. All right. What is your earliest time for

getting out of here then?
Commissioner DIAL. I plan to leave atisomething after 4 p.m.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let's adjourn at 3:15 p.m. today and let's

try to get through it.
Mr. YATES. All right. Let's stop Yates and Meeds from caucusing.
Chairman ABOUREZK. If we did that, we could adjourn now.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, there are a few more observations.
Chairman ABOUREZIL Before you go, Pete, this is a map we asked

for last time; right?
Mr. TAYLOR. Perhaps we should start with that now because I

would like to get that out nf the way. At our last meeting there was
a reque3t for a map. It all derived out of a proposed recommendation
we had in this material that I handed out here today.

Mr. Yates, I gave it to you yesterday. Calling or i ecognizing tribal
jurisdiction over all lands within reservation boundaries. The principle
involved was a question of tribal jurisdiction over all lands within
the boundaries af a reservation and it derives out of a recent Supreme
Court decision

It found that a particular reservation, Sisseton-Wahpeton had been
disestablished or that the exterior boundaries 14td been disestablished
by one of the allotment and opening statutes for non-Indians who
were authorized to homestead.

I ail,' the point of contention was the use of the term original
reservation boundaries and we were asked to draw a map that would
show original reservation boundaries and the diminishment of tribal
lands that had occurred.

So we ha .; prelp.red this map, Well, Fred and Kevin both piepared
this map and I consulted with them a little bit. I would like to call
on Kevin to explain what it is he has drawn. We have two maps,
actually. Kevin, would you come on up.?

Mr. COVER. The yellow areas that you can see up here are the
present reservation boundaries as they were established by the last
act of the statute relating to each particular tribe. The red areas are
what we could find as the boundaries as of 1885, which would include
mmt of the State of Oklahoma, a great j)ortion of the State of Mon-
tana and this is not quite rignt. Actually, the Sioux Reservation at
that point extended to about right here.

(tc- (91)
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We found that in order to show. how the reservation boundaries
had been diminished for each individual tribe would have taken the
hetter part of 3 or 4 years and it couldn't be drawn on a single map
because there are manypapers, particularly in Oklahoma and on the
Sioux area, the boundaries have changed so much that at times these
five reservations here in Oklahoma covered the whole State.

A treaty in 1867 moved them into their present State, or in 1866,
and a treaty in 1867 established the other reservations here.

So what we aid was to take just one particular tribe and show the
kin ' of diminishment that occurred. I assume when Pete was talking
about jurisdiction within the original boundary, or within the bound-
ary of the reservation, he means the yellow area.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Pete, I am trying to recall what was the issue

that this centered around. It was concerning reestablishing original
boundaries?

Mr. TAYLOR. No. It was a proposed rule, or a finding that would
recognize the tribal jurisdiction extended to tha exterior boundaries
of the reservation and that in the absence of a specific congressional
act, specifically disestablishing or altering reservation boundaries,
it was the sense of Congress that no reservation would be found to be
disestablished.

The intent of it was to overrule essentially the case that was laid
down in the Dakota case.

Chairman ABOUREZK. And that is why I asked that a map be drawn
to show how much land would be affected everywhere. The argument
that I have against that rule is shown very much by this.

Mr. TAYLOR. We have another map that I think will demonstrate
your concern even more than that. Kevin, if you could show that now.

I might say that the request was to show diminishment of all reser-
vation lamk. We simply are not able to do that. So we selected a spe-
cific area which just happens to be your home State, Senator.

Mr. GOVER. As you can see, this is the area of North Dakota,
South Dakota, and .Nebraska.

The first treaty with the Great Sioux Nation was the Treaty of
Fort Laramie in 1851 and it established the boundaries of the Sioux
territory.

As you can see, in this green area, down the Missouri River to this
point on the Great Sioux River down to Nebraska over to a point
somewhere here in Wyoming and back up to approximately what is
now the corner of South Dakota.

A subsequent treaty in 186S, again with the Great Sioux Nation,
established this reservation. Again, :,tarting on the east bank of the
Missouri River, up the Missouri to what is now the northern boundary
of South Dakota, straight down that border to the western boundary
of South Dakota straight down to the northern border of Nebraska
and bark across to Oregon.

Now, the 1868 treaty was the last actual treaty made with the
Sioux Nation. In 1875 there was an agreement between the Sioux
and the United States. The Sioux contend that it was not an
agreement at all; that it read, at this point, from the middle of the
Missouri River, up the Missouri andagain, to the topto the
northern border of South Dakotano, excuse me. It went all the
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wav up to the present northeast point of Standing Rock down in-
chiding this orange area down to here. This is the Cheyenne River,
and back like this, including all present-dayfireservations except Crow,
Creek, Yankton, Santee, and Sisseton. Yankton, Santee, and Sisseton
were established before the Treaty of 1868, but these were not eon-
considered to be parties to the Treaty of 1868. They have long since
ceded much territory to the United States. Sisseton, in particular.

Santee is an Executive order reservation. Yankton is an agreement
reservation that was established, I believe, around the early 1860's.
So these three reservations, or the people inhabiting those reservations,
were not party to the Treaty of 1868 or the bgreement of 1876.

The reservations that you see in yellow area for the most part,
were established in the agreements in 1882 and 1883. Although, just
to show how difficult it wouhi have been to iefine each reservation

'through history, Standing Rock's original order ran something like
this, and the rest of that was Cheyenne River.

The border between Pine Ridge and Rosebud did a dance for about
6 years before it was finally established here. And this area, including
the olive color and the line there, was the original Lower Brule
Reservation.

Now, in 1889, with the Allotment Act, they redrew the reserv: tions
again. That established this border of Standing Rock and Che3 enne
River and finally established this border.

This section was ceded to the United States. The Lower Brule
was move-I to this reservation you see here. And the Crow Creek
reservation was alF, established by that reservation.

Thi,4 n'ion had iieen formerly the Lower Brule reservation and was
added to this one. And I believe the red area

Chairman ABOUREZ K. What. you don't sho-, on that map is part
of the reservation that has been diminish over the past 60-70
years, which is one thing I think was needed. But I think this is
adequate for our purposes right now.

Mr. TAyLoa. Mr. Chairman, that is really what the legal question
is, whether nr not those reservations have been diminished.

What we are not showing k non-Indian land ownershi:1 patterns
within thn reservation.

Chairmen AnornEm. What you are not showing?
M r. T Ny1.011 That is corre0.
Chairml.l. A BOUREZ K. That is what I am saying: That the areas

that are in d:sput.. right now for purposes of this dispute are not
shown here. Tat is right, and that is exactly what we are talking
about. That is what we discussed the last timewas that tla. areas
that the hidian faction. believes has not been diminislwd. You don't
delineate.

But kt me just recapitulate the principlethe stair aske(1 for
approval of at the last tneetingwas the areas that are diminished,
that are no lonver in Indian ownership but which have not been
specifically cedell by congressional act. They lue asking for resumption
of Indian jurklicticn over those areas once again.

tn I correct in that?
Mr. TAYLOR. I would say that it is a recognition of Indian juris-

diction and I would say jurisdiction which is being exercised at this
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time, and at that time in the Dakota case the Sisseton Tribe was
exercising jurisdiction.

It involved a case of a child that was taken away by State autho..-
ities from its mother. This was on the Sisseton fteservation, which
was opened up for settlement by non-Indians and what we call an
allotted reservation with a large number of non-Indian parcels of
land situated within it.

The facts of the case were that this woman was a Sisseton Indian.
She had always lived within the reservation with her child. Part. of
the time she lived on trust land, part of the time she lived on nontrust
land.

The State authorities took this child and put it up for adoption, or
placed it in a welfare home, or something, and she contested this
action on the grounds that the State had no jurisdiction. This is an
Indian mother, an Indian child, and it is an Indian matter., The
Sisseton courts should have been the courts to determine what the
disposition of that child should be. That was her contention.

It went to the Supreme Court and the Supreme Court held that
the exterior boundaries of the Sisseton Reservation, which is this
sort of arrowhead reservation up here in the northeast corner, that
these boundaries by the allotment and opening statutes had been
destroyed.

The exterior boundaries had been disestablished so that the State
had jurisdiction over-Indians. Whenever they are on a parcel of fee
patent land, whenever they are on a parcel of trust lancl, then it is
still tribal jurisdiction.

So what you have now, based on the Dakota decision is a checker-
board reservation.

Chairman ABOUPEZK. What the Supreme Court decision did was
to abolish that external arrowhead boundary?

Mr. TAYLOR. That iS correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. Now, let's get back to the Rosebud

Reservation and what is known as the Four County case that is
pending in the Supreme Court now.

There are vast areas down there and there are very few Indians
living there. Very few Indians own land in those areas. It was opened
up, as I recall, by one of. the Homestead Acts. Is that right, Pete?

NIr. TAYLOR. After this treaty period, which Kevin -has just dis-
cussed, there were 15 opening and allotment acts passed with respect.
to the reservations shown on that map.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. So, nonetheless, no matter how it,
got there, the fact exists now that it is mostly white ownership.
Very few Indian,people living there.

IMr. TAYLOR. n certain of these counties.
Chairman ABOUREZK. In the four county area that is subject to

this suit. So the principle we are being asked to approve, or disapprove,
is that the Congress ought to resume Indian jurisdiction over those
areas where there are very few Indians living.

Mr. TAYLOR. Senator, it is not a case of resuming it
Chairman ABOUREZK. Pete, just a minute. Let, me finish.
They are asking us to allow the Indians to resume jurisdiction over

those Indians. Now, the Indians, despite what Fete says, do not have
jurisdiction over those areas now. So you (.ould use any technical
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nicety you want to, the jurisdiction is held by the State in those four
county areas.

Mr. TAYLOR. Senator, I would have to disagree with you.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me finish. Then you can disagree all you

want.
But that is the prinliple that we are being asked to establish. Now,

my argument is that I think it is a futile act that would cause so
much political trouble out in South Dakota and in the other States
where this is being asked, that it is really not worth doing.

Thais the position I maintain because it doesn't ,hange ownership
of the land. It is not going to change anybody's ownership bec» use
that is established. It is going to change who has jurisdictional control.

The Rosebud tribe does not have the facility, or the financial
capability, to assume jurisdiction over those areas. What the whites
are fearful of, if they do assume jurisdiction, is that the Indian tril e
will start taxing every business in that area and every person in
that area. That is something that they are not accustomed to and
they don't want.

My argument is: I don't see the purpose in doing it to create an
awful lot of trouble.

Mr. TAYLOR., This:brings us to a second level of questions, which is
the nature of the jurisdiction the tribes would be asserting, but I
really have to point out what the jurisdictional picture is within these
reservations right now.

There have been judicial decisions for several years that those
exterior boundaries as depicted on that map, other than Sisseton, are
intact. Under the Iiilajor Crimes Act, 18 U.S.C. 1153, and under the
General Crimes Act, 18 U.3.C. 1152, the Federal Government asserts
jurisdiction over crimes by an Indian against a non-Indian or a non-
Indian against an Indian committed within the boundaries of that
reser vati on.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Which boundaries are you talking about?
Mr. TAYLOR. The boundaries that are shaded in red.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Which means those areas that are in the

four-county area?
Mr. TAYLOR. That is right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. The Federal Government does not assume

jurisdiction over those people.
Mr. YATES. Senator, I respectfully disagree.
Chairman ABowtralc. That happens to be my hometown and I

know they don't.
Mr. TAYLOR. Perhaps this is the point that is in contest. I know

on some reservationsI can't cite the cases directly.
I think we can pull these cases out.
Chairman ABOUREZK. If the Indians win that case in the Supreme

Court, what you say is true. But what is again history is not true.
Up until this point, right until this minute, what you say is not
accurate.

Mr. TAYLOR. Senator, I think one case would be Beardsley. I
would be glad to check this out and perhaps write a little memoran-
dum on it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Fine, if you want to do it. I am just telling
you I know what the facts are. I know exactly what they are. In fact,
I practiced law there.
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The Federal Government does not exercise jurisdiction in those
four-county areas, not even on trust land for that matters I don't
know that there is very much trust land in those four counties, but
they don't even bother with that. That is all considered.

Mr. TAYLOR. You do have a rule here, and it does not come out
of the South Dakota situation, but let me step back for a second.

This whole land picture derives out of the policies of the Federal
Government that follow the General Allotment Act of 1887. There
were some allotment and opening statutes prior to that period, ,but a
large flood of them came afterwardup until 1934.

Actually, by 1910 I think, the procedure was essentially completed,
whirl brought non-Indian settlers into these reservation areas.

A legal question developed in the first half of this century, as to
whether or not a parcel of land held in fee patent ownership was still
,ft part of the reservation.

There was a split of authority. The State courts were saying that
when a parcel ()Hand passed out of Indian ownership, it also passed
out of the reservation.

Federal case law, particularly beginning with U.S. v. Celestine
was holding the opposite direction. The parcel of land, once in 'the
reservation, reinained in the reservation until specifically taken out
of it by an act of Congress.

This schism in the law developed, and in 1948, when Congress
revised title 18 of the United States Code, they enacted section 18
U.S.C. 1151 defining Indian country. That definition stated that
Indian countr3r should include all lands within the exterior boundaries
of the reservation regardless of its patent status.

There are two other areas that it includes. One is trust land situated
outside a reservation boundary ana lands held by the ownership
of dependent Indian communities, both of those are not relevant to
the point that we are discussing right now.

The first Supreme Court decision on that definition of Indian country
was Seymour v. Superintendent around 1961, I believe. It involved
the upper half of the Coleville Reservation. Well, I am not sure if
it was the upper half or the lower half, frankly. We will say the lower
half.

Mr. MEEDS. Incidentally, he is about the only one that knows morn
Indiarvlaw than you do.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think Frank and I will have to have a drink on that,
but I doubt it.

But it was a burglary that occurred on non-Indian owned property
within the boundaries of this reservation and the court said this IS
Indian country, so they laid down a rule. The whole purpose of that
rule was to get away from what they called flat book jurisdiction where
the sheriff has to go out.

There is a report and he has to carry around the land records to
figure out whether he has jurisdiction or not. What happened is that
with Sisseton, the Supreme Court put us btvic into a legal posture of
pre-1948 legal posture, and said that. henceforth the tribal police and
the county sheriff had to carry around the county land records.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is not true in the Four County case
though, Pete, and I will tell you why.
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Yoii are talking about a totally different situation. You are talking
about checkerboarded jurisdiction. That isn't the issue within the
Four County case.

The issue in that particular case is whether these lands, that was a
reservation boundary, diminished 70 years ago, in a few year period.
Whether those lands ought to be reincluded in the reservation which
are not now determined to be reservation by the courts.

Mr. MEEDB. Or Indian country.
Chairman ABOUREZK. They are not called Indian country by the

courts, or by anybody else, except in this case.
The question i§ shall they be called Indian country.
Mr. TAYLOR. There is It legal issue involved here. I will have to

accede, since you are from that area, and I am not fully versed on
the Four County cases.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Being as how you are citing the Beardsley
case, if I recall, I haven't read that case ;or a long time now

Mr. TAYLOR. We are on an equivalent par.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Beardsley was prosecuted for killing his

mother and his sis:er in Todd Countywhich is not a part of the
Four County caseand he was prosecuted hi Federal court. His
'argument was he had to be prosecuted in the State court. I think the
prosecution stood, because I still get letters from Clarance, from the.
prison. / don't think they ever released him.

Mr. TAYLOR. It was held in Beardsley. The case did originate on
fee patent land and it was held that there was Federal jurisdiction,
that land was still a part of the reservation.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Which was in Todd . County. The other
counties that are in question do not include Todd County. In fact,
everybody pretty well concedes now that Todd County, even the fee
mttent land, is all reservation, even the city of Mission, which is
virtually all fee patent land, is under Indian jurisdiction and Federal
j urisdiction.

But, anyhow, getting back to the principle that we are arguing
about, I maintain that I am opposed to this Commission reincluding
those lands in this case and the other reservations around the country
on the grounds that they have been for so long determined not to be
in Indian country.

I am not saying that they are wrongly being asked to be included.
I am just saying that the political fight you would start from having
whites who have sat there fo l. so long under one system, of reincluding
them under the Indian tribal government, would never be worth
what we are doing. It just wouldn't be worth it.

It would start too much of a fight.
Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to go back to another point, though,

Senator, which again was a subject of discussion in November.
The first assumption, in fact, the basic principle that we are oper-

ating off here, is that Indian tribes are not going to assert powers over
an area that is beyond their capability to manage or control or have
a reasonable basis to the operations of tribal government. That is
an assumption.

We are saying that ought to he the basic premise from which Federal
law if, examined. If all of these counties are, in fact, almost totally
non-Indian and they have no reasonable basis for taibal jurisdiction
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or for tribal go% ernment, I would doubt very much if the tribe would
assert tex powers, land regulation powers, all of the different things.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Do you want to bet?
Mr. TAYLOR. We'd, we are saying we should operate on that assump-

tion, Senator. We have operated on an opposite assumption for about
200 years and particularly with the Public Law 83-280 situation
where we have assumed that the States would act responsibly. The
record has not come through ilat way.

I think that it is time there be a reversal in this process, and let's
find out how it works. Let's see if tribes exceed the bounds of reason-
ableness.

( 'hairtnan ABOUREZK. I am not saying that it would be unreasonable
for the tribes to do it. From their point of view I think it is entirely
reasonable if they tax the jurisdictions over which they have control.
That is not unreasonable.

What I am saying is that the political fuss that would result from
our de(ision to do that would not be worth the effort.

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, again I am not
Chairman ABOUREZB . I p.m just saying that as one soldier who has

been on the front lines )ut there. It ain't going to work.
Mr. TAYLOR. I am nat totally tamiliar with the four counties that

you are talking about. But let's go back to the Sisseton, case.
I think it is unreasonable that that tribe must constrict the juris-

diction of its own membei:, in its own family relationships, contract
relationships, that take place off of a parcel of trust land.

I think the situation has to be rectified. That tribe has just lost
some of its sovereignty. I don't want to go on record as saying th*
have lost it, because they ihaven't.

Chairman ABOUREZK. They have lost a great deal of it and I think
that the Supreme Court decided that way on the basis of an actual
statute which is different from the Four County case where there is
no statute. It just kind of opened up and the boundaries shrunk.

Mr. TAYLOR. It was not the statute alone. It was the legislative
history and the facts and circumstances behind it. And that was the
purpose of our rule, to say that in the absence of a specific statutory
action disestablishing the exterior boundaries of a reservation, the
court will not go into legislative history or historic evidenco. They
will follow the strict face of the statute.

That was the purpose of the proposal. I think the fundamental
proposal is good. I am not that familial with the squation on the
Four county case you are naming. That probably should go through
its course of litigation to see what the posture is:Whether the statute
did opt n it, I don't know.

Chairman ABOUR EZK. I don't know if there is a specific statute
there or not. I just don't know of any and I am sure that even the
lawsuit itself is net operating on that assumption.

What they are talking about is the de facto opening up of that land
for white settlements. The fact that it was offered for sale is what they
were relying upon to say that the reservation boundaries were mixe(I.

Mr. WHARTON. That is exactly the difference between the two
cases. In the Sisseton case they bought the land putright and Congress
paid them for it. In the Rosebud case, they opened it up for settlement
and took the money as they sold it and put it in the Treasury. And
that is the distinction between those two cases.
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Chairman ABOUREZK. I think that is right.
But I just want to go on record as opposing putting that principle

:nto the Commission's study for the rersons that I gave.
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, it has sort of jumped us ahead of where we were

in order to take care of these matters.
We were starting at a point which I would prefer to bring our

discussion back to, and I think we should defer a final consideration
on this particular rule.

The point that we were at is really alundamental issue of whether
or not Indian tribes have the inherent authority tc exercise any
jurisdiction whatsoever over a non-Indian.

Now, I think this is the area in which our discussion should be
focusing.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. What do you want to do with that principle?
Do you want to defer it, bring it up.now, or what?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think this Commission should enter a recognition
of the judicial decision recognizing that tribes do have the inherent
authority and of proving the fundamental concept that tribes do have
the authority over non-Indians. The full parameters of that should
be a..owed to evolve through the processes of tribal government. We
will see what it is they are 'doing.

The situation with the Puyallup was raised in the last meeting.
If a tribe exceeds reasonable boundaries and goes into things that
don't have a reasonable involvement with the operations of tribal
government, Congress can act somewhere down the line.

t don't believe that" blanket resolutions defining the parameters of
tribal powers is a wise thing.'We would be operating in a theoretical
vacuum. I think too frequently Federal law on Indian questions has
been developed on that level. Usually to the harm of tribes.

So, what I would like to see is an agreement on tha fundamental
principle that tribes do have jurisdiction over non-Indians.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. But then you want to defer the question
of where the boundaries are to be established. Is that what you are
doing now?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I am willing to come back to it.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The discussion of the boundaries in this context

arises on a rule of construction that the Supreme Court. should bo
using to detormine the impact of congressional legislation and the

. circkimstances on reservations.
We have made other recommendations with respect to checker-

board and that involves the establishment of a congressional com-
mission, if you will, or an instrumentality to negotiate and support
land consoliiation and reacquisition to crea te, to the extent feasible
a consolidated and viable reservation situation.

A lot of that was based on testimony from the same things that
you are referring to. That the Federal Government was oftentimes
the villain in the situation that led them on to situations inappro-
priately. And that if a me:.hanism existed for at least some of these
people to be leaving and be brought out at reasonable market value,
they certainly would be reasonable to do so.

That is the other component of this issue.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I am not familiar with

what took place in South Dakota, but I am quite familiar with what
took place m the State of Oklahoma.
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If we are talking about the removal of jurisdiction of treaty bound-
ary areas and pulling the jurisdiction on the tribes back into only
those trust lands that are still available, that are still held in trust,
I am wondering if we may not be abrogating a treaty because these
lines, as are indicated on this particular map, as I understand it, those
lines of treaty boundaries were never removed. Even though the
lands were allotted, they (lid not specifically remove the jurisdiction
of the tribe. Is this corre .t?

Chairman ABOUREZKj Wght. There was no specific removal of
the jurisdiction of the t be. There was a specific shrinking of bound-
aries, but not by len uage. The language of the statute just said
this is opened up for white settlexnent and then there were admin-
istrative rulings an4#language later on, but with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs saving th reservation boundaries are now here instead of
over here 13ecaus all this lend has now gone to the whites.

So going back,4i little further, Jake, another point, of this is that .zhe
whites bought i to that area with the understanding that they were
going to be und r State jurisdiction and not under tribal jurisdiction.
They just u.ssuthçd it was another part of South Dakota. That is
what they were 1d to believe.

Now, I don't know what the Indians were led to believe. Whatever
the Government did to them, they opened up that land and the
Indians sold th land either under whatever duress or whatever else
the3r sold it und r.

But the fact s that in Todd County, for example, which is the
Rosebud Reservai thesjs-a-lo of fee patented land, but yet the
people of Todd County ave mOsi*b or less accepted the fact that
the tribe has jurisdiction over all that area and a lot of them are
kicking over the fact that thue is a new tribal resolution saying they
will also have jurisdiction over the whites.

In :act a lot of the whites are selling out and leaving. But there is
more unuerstanding of that aspect than there is of the four county
area where the Indians haven't been for 70 years. Now, whether
that WAS wrong or right, back 70 years ago, is something I don't
think that we can (leal with.

What we have to deal we is the present (lay situation.
Commissioner WHITE(161v. Don't you feel that we have to deal

with going back to the original error, the original point or the starting
point which thiS particular situation developed and moved from that
particular point forward, rather than this abolishing a specific area
of history? Starting from the original point whereby this took place,
recognizing that that was the specific area over which the tribe had
jurisdiction.

Am I correct in assuming this Commission negotiation that you were
referring to would allow the Federal Government to go into that
specific area there?

If this Commission recognizes that, as a matter of fact, that was
the original geographic boundary, then also recommending a Com-
mission that would also come in and negotiate then with the State,
with the tribe, with- the Federal Government, negotiating the area
of jurisdiction, thereby rntifying these many years of injustice.

Chairman ABOURE7.K. Nobody has proposed that kind of commis-
sion out there.
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Commissioner WHITECROW. Is that what you are recommending?
Mr. ALEXANDER. What we are Tecommending is a land commission

to reacquire and consolidate functional tribal basis and we are careful
with the words because the situations are different with each and
every tribe.

With some tribes that may mean much more land than they have
now. Other tribes may be willing and that is something that they
would have to decide and I ce:tainly wouldn't say it for them, to
give up claims on areas for other areas or consolidated areas.

But there has to be a mechanism to take into account the at least
expressed willingness of some non-Indians residing in these areas to
leave, to be bought out at a reasonable pfice and there are tribal
plans already in existence for reacquisition.

The Warm Springs are (hing it and other tribes are doing it.
There are long-term solutions that required long-term plans that
involve the Federal Government, the tribes, and also the States, in
negotiation procedures and that is what we are talking about.

Commissioner WHITECROW. I see this as a possible starting point.
This Commission, recognizing those original treaty boundary areas,
as a. beginning point, and to resolve the conflict that you are referring
.to, Senator. I am at the present time trying to arrange a recognition
within the State government of Oklaho:naencouraging them .to
recognize the powers and jurisdiction of tribal govern- ierits. I will be
encouraging them to sit down with the Federal Government., Lhe
tribal governments, and State governments to negotiate these areas
of responsibilities.

Chairman ABOUREM. There is nothing wrong with that. That is
an entirely different question, Jake.

Commissioner WHITECRow. I don't see that it, is that much
different.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I have got to restate. The problem is I

wish you would have drawn the map like we asked last time. It is
hard to distinguish now what we are talking about be' iuse this map
doesn't show it.

What T would like to describe to mm is Todd County Which is now
on all the maps of the BIA and everywhere else as the)boundarics
of the Rosebud Reservation.

Now, Tripp Count-, Mellette County, part of Lyman County,
and part.of Gregory County are in what is known as the Four County
suit. The Indians have not had majority ownership of the land there.
Nor has there been a majority of Indian population for 70 -years.

Commissioner WHITECHOW. Sounds like Oklahoma.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Probably in those foi.r counties.
Now, once again, we are not speaking whether that was right or

whether that was wrong. To open up that for settlement 70 years ago
was probably wrong.

But the fact is that people bought that. land 70 years ago. The
white people who have lived there were led to believe by the Gov-
ernment that that was no longer Indian country. Whether or not there
was a specific statute and that they had been living ander State
jurisdiction for 70 years, and now for this Commission to say we are
going to change that and we are going to put you hack under Indian
jurisdiction would cause the biggest civil war and put you right back
in the Indian wars againright at the beginning.
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Mr. YATES. Who did they buy the land from?
Chairman ABOUREZE. From the Indians.
Mr. YATES. They bOught it from the Indians originally?
Chairman Auotatiozx. -It was under the Allotment A.ct back then,

and the Indian allottees put it up.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Was Indian land taken by the State

and sold for taxes? That is one of the main reasons.
Chairman ABOAREEK. No; I don't think so.
Commissioner WHITECROW. The land in Oklahoma was taken by

the State under taxatiolie and failure of individual Indians to pay
their taxes because they weren't aware that the7 had to pay taxes.
This is specifically true with the Five Civilized Tribes.

Chairman ABOUREZIK. Trust land has never been subject to taxa-
tion in South Dakota.

Commissioner BORERIDGE. Mr. Chairman, what I would like to ask
of staff is this: It appears to me that we may just be placing ourselves
n the ppsition of judging the principle and whether or not there is a

legal principle that is sustainable by the facts in, terms of whether
pragnunatically it is workable in this one specific situation.

I would have to defer as to whether it is workable or not in this
specific shuation, that is, the foui-county situation and Todd County
and lookiag at North and South Dakota.

But the real question I have to ask here is this: Is there a principle
which would justify the conclusions we are working toward? If such a
principle is sustainable, then the question that I would ask is: Is there
then a spectrum of circumstances in which the principle might well be
operable? Ranging from those patently unworkable because of current
circumstances, because of what people have accepted, because of
political situations onto the other end of the spectrum, where the
principle may well be worth preserving and actually may be workable.

Thus, I would think of an example where we might have a reserva-
tion which may be entirely Indian-owned with the exception of certain
parcels, People may be well willing to sell those parcels and you may
have a very practical example of what may be done in a consolodation
process. In which case, I would state that if I judge from the pragmatic
resul ts, the principle is a very good principle because I am. able to
produce an example whel e it works. So it appears to me that what we
need here is: (1) is the principle sustainable; (2) what are the mechanics
that would take into consideration the wide variance of circumstances
so that where it is not practical, not pragmatic, and we can recognize
that?

In effect, by so doing; the prirciple itself is preserved.
Staff, is this possible?
Mr. TAYLOR. It seems to me, Commissioner, the principle that you

have here, we could accept. Burl it is unworkable in the four-county
area, it seems to me it is entirely within the power of Congress to re-
draw those boundaries by a specifio act.

If this was the intent 70 years ago, and if the practical effect of that
was to diminish those boundaries, then it seems to me that Congress
can take appropriate action to redraw that boundary. But I think the
basic principle here fits into what you are talking about.

Commissioner BORBRIDGF The point I want to make is that I
would certainly feel that the concern, if the Commission were asked
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to take on a situation and base the veracity of workability of the prin-
, ciple in 'terms of tribal sovereignty over exterior boundaries of a

reservation and have to go into a patently unworkable, unfavorable
factual situation. But rather if we can develop mechanics to recognize
such a situation and, in effect, avoid the confrontadon by having the
mechanics so established that something practical could be worked
out, then where we had a far more favorable, practical situation, the
principle of tribal sovereignty and jurisdiction will be there and we
can use it.

Do you feel that this can be done?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think the situation among the various tribes is so

irregular and so differnt that it is difficult td come up with a single
ppinciple, or single concept, limiting the powers of tribes or try to draw
boundaries for them to state.

I think that is what we are getting at when we, in Our recommenda-
tions here, which is the part I handed out this molting, and what we
had in our No/Ibmber meeting. What we are saying is that the Federal
policy should be based on the assumption that tribes are going to act
with reasonableness and fairness and- in a nondiscriminatory faxhion.

If unworkable situations occur on specific reservations, that is the
time for Congress to take action, but Congress should not be acting in
a hypothetical situation to draw limits.

ir. YATES. What do you do in a case like Senator Abourezk cited?
Mr. TATLOR. I think that is where Congress may want to take a

look at a specific case. But let's concede the legal posture of this thing
from Senator Abourezk's standpoint; that the tribes have not been
exercising jurisdiction in these areas and that the Federal Govern-
ment has not.

There are a number of advantages that would accrue to the Rosebud
Tribe. No. 1, jurisdiction over its own people so that in these domestic
relations situations, even though it occurs in one of these four county
areas, those cases would be brought into a tribal court. Foster homes
would be placed in Indian reservations.

It doesn't mean that they are necessarily going to try to assert
all-encompassing jurisdiction over all parts of these counties. But they
would retain their basib powers over their own people, which they lose
when their people are outside the reservation.

MT. YATES. Are you advocating a dual kind of governmental
operation? The Indian people to be subject to the jurisdiction of the
Indian tribe and the non-Indian people to the governmental authority
that exists now?

Mr. TAYLOR. Within some limits that is what I am saying. Yes;
that is what we have now. In fact, it is not dual, it is triple. We INN()

Federal, State and tribal.
Mr. YATES. Over those four counties?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Not over the four counties.
Mr. YkrEs. I am talking about the four counties, specifically,

Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. No. All you have is State jurisdiction in

that four county area.
Mr. YATES. 'That is why I asked him the question. He was talking

about Indian jurisdiction over those four counties. Then I asked him
what he would do in your case and he said he would have the Indian
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tribe have jurisdiction over the Inidan people for certain purposes.
If I understood him correctly.

Mr. TAYLOR. I am assuming the tribes would limit themselves to
that.

Mr. YATES. Like in personal relationships: marriage, divorce
things of that sortand adoption. You would take that away from
the State jurisdiction then, which apparently now has it in the four
counties, unless I am wrong.

Is that right?
Chairman ABOUREZR. Yes. They do have it.
Mr. YATES. Then you propose to take that kirAd of jurisdiction

away from the State. La that right?
Mr. TAYLOR. It was not" my knowledge or understanding that the

State had been exercising that. If that is the situation, Mr. Yates,
yes, I would take it.

Mr. YATES. To whtt extent would you take it away? You ,talk
about the interpersonal relationships. What other aspects of sover-
eignty would you take away? You wouldn't take the taxing authority
away?

Mr. TAYLOR. Away from the State?
Mr. YATES. Yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. This gets us into .another area that we have some.

questions about.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I think we are 'approaching this thing back-

wards. We are starting froni the backend of the whole thing.
What we have to establish, first of all, is .what you mean by tribal

jurisdiction within the Indian country. Then you have to determine
the Indian conntry after that.

Mr. TAYLOR. Right. I intentionally brought the maps on first
because Mr. Meeds was absent and this question of the fundamental
principle of tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians is a matter that I
know you are keenly interested in and you want to vOte on it when
we call the issue.

Mr. YATES. He goes beyond that, Mr. Chairman. He said not only
what is Indian country but what should be Indian country.

Chairman ABOUREZE. That is, in eisence, what our discussion has
been about here.

Mr. TAYLOR. I didn't think that what we were proposingwas an
expansion of original reservation boundaries or the boundaries that --
they wound up with.

iThe State s saying this is an expansion. The Indians are saying
no, those are where the boundaries were drawn originally. The rule
that we are seeking here and, as you say, we are at the back door
where we-ought to be at the front, but the rule is to avoid the Sisseton-
kind of situation where reservations are found to have been disestab-

, lished.
But I really think the s.arting point is at the front door, which is

the basic concept of tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians,
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Another thing about Sisseton, that you

didn't mention, was that for roughly that same 70 years, Sisseton
had been operating as a State jurisdiction thing. Then a lower court
decision came along 2 or 3 years ago, or 3 or 4 years ago, saying no,
the boundaries are reestablished, and the tribe operated with almost
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total jurisdiction within that area for 2 or 3' years until the case got
up to the Supreme Court where it was reversed and then it went back
into what it was before. ,

Mr., TAYLOR. This sort" of fits into the historical pattern that we
started with this morning. What you are saying, I believe, is true.
The Sisseton government-has sort of come back into being.

When it was originally opened up, the prfiblem, as far as the Indian
agent was concerned, who was filing his reports, was that they couldn't
get the States to take jurisdiction over Indian cases. The State refused
to- do it because Indians weren't paying taxes and they said we are
not going to expand prosecutorial funds aad funds for judges and
police when you are not paying taxes to do it, They preferred to leave
it lawless.

So the problem started from an opposite point of where it wound up.
Mr. YATES. Don't you have to leave the uncertain areas out of

our report and just talk to the question of jurisdiction over Indian
" country without getting into the controversy of whether or not it is

Indian country or isn't Indian countryZ
That is something that I think has to be decided a't a later time

either by Congress or by the court.
Mr. TtorLoa. I am inclined to agree with you, Mr. Yates.
Mr. YATES. I think it has been a helpful discussion and I think this

is the way it has to wind up temporarily. Leaving for the court or the
Congresa,the decision as to whether or not it is Indian or non-Indian
County..

Chairman ABOUREEK. What Pete is saying is: We ought to recom-
mend to the Congress and declare in South Dakbta, for example,
that four county area is Indian country. Ha is asking for a specific
statute.

Mr. YATES. I didn't know that he was asking that.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Yes; he was. Last time he was.
Mr. TAYLOR. That is right, lt was in the recommendation which is

what led to these maps.
Mr. YATES. Isn't that a controversy we ought not to get into?
Mr. TAYLOR. It is certainly a controversy.
Mr. YATES. I recognize that. But that isn't what I asked you
Chairman ABOUREZE. I think we ought to get into it and I think we

ought to settle it. I will tell you another thing and I know this for a
fact in South DakotaI do.a.'t know about the othersbut there is a
group of rednecks operating down in South Dakota. They are organiz-
ing nationally, and are fighting hard as hell for State jurisdiction over
all Indian country.

Mr. TAYLOR. Several States are.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. And it is spreading to other States.
Mr. TAYLOR. Which I think is what this Commission is about.
Chairman ABOTIREEK. If the Supreme Court comes down and claims

that that four county area is within Indian country, or if the Congress
did it, you would see things moving rapidly both nationally and in the

jvarious States. A movement for State urisdiction so that the Indians
are going to wind up losing more sovereignty than they ever started
out with.

Mr:TAYLOR. With the response to the Four County case, a diminish-
ment of Indian country throughout the United States or would Con-
gress direct its action directly to the four county area?
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Chairman ABOUREILK. Oh, no; I think it would be a nationwide
movement.

.Mr. TAYLOR. I guess that our proposal was intended to be nation-
wide as far asIndian reservations are concerned and put the burden
haek onto the Congress.

Chairman.A.BotinEzic. You have canonized a political situation
that I am not sure Indians want. That is what I am saying.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think maybe Mr. Yates has hit the solution here.
Perhaps this is a controversial area that we shotd not be getting into.

Chairman ABOUREZE. Well, I don't like it. I don't think we, ought
to shy away from something just because it is controversial. I think
we ought to deal with it.

Mr. YATES. How do you deal with a situation like yours in the
four counties where he thinks it is Indian country and you don't?

Chairman ABOUREZE. Well, we decide it.
Mr. YATES. You are going to have to have days and weeks and

months of hearings, aren't you, on something like that?
Chairman ABOUREEK. Maybe. Maybe not. Maybe we can decide

it without that.
\Mr. YATES. We are not going to decide it in a half an hour or an

hour of hearings before this group of Commissioners. So how can you
decideas a matter of fact, if I understood what you said, it is before
the courts now.

Chairman Anouatzic. It is before the Supreme Court.
Mr. YATES. Why should we decide it now?
Commissioner BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, we also have other situations.

Take the Oneida situation. You are talking about an emotional,
political situation. None of those people in that areaa lot of them
have old farms, and mine is not far awaythat were never purchased

4%
in the first place. Not from the Indians, just taken.

Now, they are uncovering all of these and it is a hot situation in
that whole five county area. People who have owned farms for a long
time say, "Shall we sell out?" How do we deal with that kind of thing?

I think we are facing the same thing in Maine. And the Maine
people are saying, "Do we own our property that we have had all
these years?" And yours is a different thing, which I know about
very well.

Chairman
Chairman ABOUREZK. Adolph, didn't you ask for recognition

first? Let me call on him.
Mr. MENDS. All right.

ommissioner DIAL. I certainly understand, Senator Abourezk,
your position and I follow what Pete is saying based on principle
and I suppose also based on law. But I also understand that we will
never deal with this today. We haven't taken a vote in this meeting
and certainly we shouldn't take one on this at this time.

I feel that we should pass on to something else.
Mr. M EEDS. Mr. Chairman, as I understand it now, the definition

of Indian reservation is really a question of fact, whether or not the
original boundaries have been diminished by specific acts of the
Congress, by other acts which by a court can be interpreted as a
dimunition of the boundaries. That is where we are now. That is the
present status.
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Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Mr. MEEDS. It is my further understanding that this group is

suggesting that we have a definition of Indian country or reservation
which will include the original historic boundaries of reservations
unless they have been diminished by a specific congressional act.

Is that correct?
Mr. TAYLOR. Our proposal in November used the word original. We

have drawn these maps in order to show where original boundaries
were and I think the word "original" should be taken out.

Chairman ABOUREZK. You include the four counties in this?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. This kind of definition would also include the city of

Tacoma under the jurisdicition of the Puyallup?
Mr. YATES. Only three-quarters.
Mr. MEEDS. Well, if the shoe fits
Mr. TAYLOR. Under the rule of the proposal, Mr. Meeds, it would

include that. In fact, a court decision has so held and in the absenceof
Mr. MEEDS. The city of Tacoma is or was what we would now

classify as a reservation.
Mr. TAYLOR. The Puyallup Reservation and the rights of an

individual to fish off of E. municipal bridge in the river was the point
that was at stake. That if that reservation didn't exist, that man had
no right to fish. These are the consequences of saying that a reserva-
tion doesn't exist.

You know, we are not only takiiv away these potential powers of the
tribes, but we are also taking away minor points that I don't think
any of us would want to take awa3r.

Mr. MEEDS. Then if you combine this definition with what you are
going to further suggest, should be one, the sovereignty and juris-
diction over certain sublect matters.

As I recall from our ast meeting, you are.going to have the city of
Tacoma under tribal jurisdiction for criminal actionsfor zoning,
a totally impossible situation

Mr. TAYLOR. As you describe it, it clearly. is. There is no question
about it. We agreed with that last time and our followthrough point
on this is that, as you pointed out this morning, Congress has plenary
power.

If they see a tribe take an action like that, the solution to itas
Charley has pointed outlies within 24 hours.

Mr. YATES. What is the solution within 24 hours?
Mr. TAYLOR. They could virtually terminate the tribe.
Mr. MEEDS. A solution which will much better allay and even

prevent the kind of problems which Senator Abourezk stated would
happen, with which I agree wholeheartedly. And that is to either:
Have a more restrictive definition of what a reservation is; more
restrictive definitions of what sovereignty and jurisdiction are within
those areas; and then, on an ad hoc basis, extend that.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Meeds, as a practical matter, I doubt very much
if Congress would ever put those things through.

Mr. MEEDS. Let me suggest to you that, as a practical matter, I
doubt very much that Congress would ever pass the kind oi definition
of reservations that you are suggest. ng.
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Mr. TAYLOR. The Supreme Court has enunciated it twice in
Atattz v. Arnett.

Mr. YATES. What is the citation of Mattz v. Arnett?
Mr. WILKINSON. We will have you that in a second.
Chairman ABOURESX. I think.I am going to exercise the chairman's

preroptive by Cutting off this discussion for the time being. We have
got a lot more we have to move on to, ar.d I think while it is a good
discu- ion, we are still under time limitations.

Mr. YATES. I Would like that citation.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Give the citation. We will move onto the

next principle.
Mr. MEEDS. The citation for what?
Mr. YATES. On Mattz v. Aiwa.
Chairman ABC/111MM Pete, could you just write them out and hand

them to SidtWouldn't that be a lot faster?
Mr. MEEDS. I would like to get them also, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. YATES. Jim, it will take 'aim 5 seconds to do it.
Mr. ALEXANDER. They are in the material on page 39.
Mr. WHARTON. The citation for Mattz
Mr. YATES. Did you just_give us a citation?
Mr. WHARTON. It is 412 U.S. 481.
Mr. YATES. One of them or all three of them.
Mr. WHARTON. MaitZ Nr. Arnett, sir.
Mr. TAYLOR. There is another case, City of Newton v U.S. It is

454, Federal 2d, 121, 8th Circuit, 1972.
And then this third case, DeCoteaux is 420 U.S. 425, 1975.
Mr. MEEDS. How about Tacoma v. Ab aura's?
Mr. YATES. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, in response to the ruling you have

jubt made, I would now like to leave the back door and come back
to the front door because I think this is a point that we have got to
have a recolution in order to move forward in this chapter.

Mr. YATES. What is the point that you have to have a resolution
on?

Mr. TAYLOR. The point is the fundamental.question of whether or
not tribes have jurisdiction at all under any circumstances over non-
India ns.

Mr. YATES. Non-Indian territory?
Mr. TAYLOR. Within Indian country. Yes; or within an Indian

reservation. The terms are,rather interchangable.
We talked this morning some about the necessity. We spoke of the

Belgarde case. We spoke of the Oliphant case with two factual pictures.
I think that demonstrated the need for governmental authority

within Indian reservations. I think this is really the critical issue that
is at stake here.

We have numerous situations. Paul mentioned a couple. Judge
William Rhodes of the Gila River Reservation began exercising juris-
diction over non-Indians about 4 years ago. He has run several thousand
cases through his court. How many of those involved non-Indians, I
am not sure, but I would say several hundred.

He hasn't had a single appeal in the U.S. district court, challenging
his jurisdiction.

Mr. YATES. HOW many murder cases?
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Mr. TAiLon. I don't know of any.
Mr. YATES. The question that comes to my mind immediately is:

What would be the limits on that jurisdiction? Would there be any
limits on jnrisdiction over the people or all people on Indian territory?

Mr. TAYLOR. At the mm sent, Mr. Yates, there is a limitation on
the joenal power of the tribal t:ourt.

Mr. Y ATES. What is your proposal?
Mr. TAYLOR. I don't know that we have a proposal on removing

those limitations. I will let Paul address that in a second.
The current limitation is a fine of $500 and/or 6 months in jail.
Mr. Y ATES. Don't we have to know, before we resolve that ques-

tion, as to what the limits are that you propose of jurisdiction of the
tribe over the people who are on that land?

Mr. TAYLOR. There was a recommendation to increase the penal
power of the court from $500 to $1,000 and the sentencing power from
6 months to 1 year.

Mr. YATES. i3o you propose to remove the jurisdiction of the BIA
and the Federal Government?

Mr. TAYLOR. No. In fact, with the limitation oi the penal power,
I think it is critically important that the Federal Government retain
concurrent jurisdiction with the tribes over major offenses.

Again, it takes us back to the separate sovereignty. question.
Mr. YATES. I must confess I am somewhat confused. When you

talk about Indian control, Indian sovereignty over Indian country:
What is that control that you are talking about?

You indicate that there would be the three forms of control that
would continue. You would have Federal and you would have the
BIA and you would still have Indian. What is the limit of the Indian
control to be if the other forms of control are still to exist?

Mr. TAYLOR. The BIA and Indian control are identical. Either it is
the Bureau of Indian Affairs police force or the tribal police force.

Mr. YATES. You would eliminate BIA and you would only have two
then?

Mr. TAYLOR. Either BIA or tribal. Under the current law, U.S. v.
MeBratton and Draper v. United States, the States have been held to
have exclusive jurisdiction over offenses by one non-Indian against
another.

PMr. YavrEs. In Indian country?
Mr. TAYLOR. Within Indian country. I think there may be a modi-

fication of that rule in the offing which would relate to offenses that
are committed in the situation Jere either life, limb, or property is
jeopardized.

In fact, the Oliphant v. Sehlie casewell, not Oliphantthe
Belgarde ease was a driving case. You might call it a victimless offense.
Happily, he didn't run head on into anybody and kill them.

But, at any rate, States do have a measure of jurisdiction within
Indian country, even in a closed reservation.

Mr. YATES. But you are asking us to take a position on a principle.
What is the principle that you want us to take a position on?

Mr. TAYLOR. That tribes do have jurisdictional power over non-
Indians within Indian country.

Mr. YATES. For all purposes or as the law exists at the present time?
Where the States can intervene and the Federal Government can
intervene.

24-406-78-8
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Mr. TAYLOR. I think this commission can endorse the decisions in
Oliphant and Belgarde; that endorsing the concepts that the tribes
do have jurisdiction and it is for all jurisdictions. It is not just criminal.

--It is civil and it is on down the line.
Yon raised the point this morning about the Papago Tribe having

tax authority if non-Indians are attendi-ag the Papago school system.
That requires tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians.

Regulation of criminal conduct requires criminal jurisdiction.
Mr. YATES. All criminal conduct?
Mr. Temon. Yes; I think so. Subject to the limitations on the

power of the tribe. As a practical matter, I would think on most of
the major offenses where a non-Indian is involved, the tribes are
going to want the Federals to take it.

Mr. YATES. But 'you would eliminate State control, then? You
would have just thc Indian and the Federal?

Mr. TAYLOR. NO; I don't think I said that.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. Sid, would you yield?
Mr. YATES. Yes.
Chairman ABM:MESE. Pete, I think it would be useful for most,

if not all the members, of the Commission to just very briefly sketch
the basis of jurisdiction on a reservation right now. Where does it
start? Does it start with the Federal Government or with the tribe?

And then explain how it is shared after that.
Mr. TAYI.OR. You have a three-way jurisdiction: Federal, State,

and tribal. Originally, you had tribal. Federal jurisdiction was ex-
tended into Indian country probably as early as 1802. Certainly by
the 1834 act. And, in fact, the 1834 provision is still on the book.s
today. It is 18 U.S.C. 1152.

That extended the Federal laws applicable within a Federal enclave
like a military enclave where there wasn't a State authority. It ex-
tended those Federal laws into the Indian country.

The objective of it, I think, as we point out in the textbook material,
was to get a Federal presence there where we could fulfill some of
these treaty commitments without punishing non-Indians that com-
mit offenses within that Indian country.

In fact, I believe the legislative history will reflect the need to do this.
It also extended jurisdiction, not only over non-Indians that offend

against Indians, but also over Indians that offend against non-Indians.
And, as Mr. Meeds pointed out, it was to have this buffer zone be-
tween States and tribes.

It was a way of maintaining peace in the Indian country, and on
the frontiers.

Then, in 1885, the Federal Government enacted the Major Crimes
Act which now has 14 major felonies. That was 1885.

The Pratney case was decided in 1896 and then we had Draper
and even if that offense occurs within Indian country, if it does not
involve an Indian, if it is a non-Indian against a non-Indian, then the
Federal Government has no jurisdiction. It is exclusively State.

Now, I don't know where these offenses occurred. In fact, the pic-
ture doesn't show it. You know, it is two guys clear out in the bad-
lands somewhere and they fight it out. There may not be any tribal
or Federal duty to protect the tribe involved.



But, at any rate, we have got those two decisions which I think
are subject to modification. But, essentially, what we have today is

exclusive tribal jurisdiction over their outn members if it is an offense
oy one Indian against another imam, except if it is a major crime
a murder, a rape, or arson. There are 14 of them that have been de-
fined. Then it is a Federal offense.

The Federal jurisdiction also pertains if it is an interracial incident.
If it is an Indian against a non-Indian or s non-Indian against an
Indian, then there is Federal jurisdiction. There may also be tribal
over the Indian.

The 'question is whether there is also going to be tribal jurisdiction
over the non-Indian.

Then we have our third tiert whith is the State jurisdiction over
the non-Indian against non-Indian. So that is the jurisdiction picture
on criminal law.

Chairman ABOUREZK. And on civil law it is all tribal jurisdiction
within the boundaries of the reservaion if it is Indian dealing with
Indian.

Mr. TAYLOR. Or if it is a transaction of an Indian with a non-
Indian. That is what Williams v. Lee was all about.

Mr. WILmsox. Except, of course for Public Law 83-280.
Chairman ABOUREZK. VVell, yes, bu, t we are talking about--
Mr. WILKINSON. I think the basic point1 I guess, is there is a start-

ing point. That there is exclusive tribal jurisdiction but that Congress
has plenary power to change that jurisdictional 'pattern; and that
it has changed that pattern m many of the ways.

Chairman ABOUREZE. Now, understanding it: What is your recom-
mendation to the Commission, Pete?

Mr. TAYLOR. I am sorry.
Chairmen ABOUREZK. What is your recommendation to the Com-

mission? What policy should we adopt on jurisdiction within Indian
country?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think that this Commission should acknowledge
these Federal decisions that have come down on this, recognizmg
tribal jurisdiction over nor-Indians and this Commission should
endorse that princiPle in principle.

Chairman ABOUREZK. In fact, tbat is the only principle that you
are asking us to acknowledge right now.

Mr. TAYLOR. At this point. And then, as you have pointed out and
Mr. Yates has pointed out, how far that extends geographically is a
separate question.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right. I understand that. You are not
asking that the tribes take over the 14 major crimes jurisdiction?

Mr. TAYLOR. What I am saying there is that they could exercise

concurrent jurisdiction with the United States and there is a practical
reason for this. Paul pointed out the delays in FBI investigation. It
may be 24 hours. It can be as much as 3 weeks before an FBI agent
gets out there to investigate one of these major crimes.

. In view of the separate sovereignty thing, there appears to be no
reason why tribes should be precluded from exercising this kind of
jurisdiction and, in fact, it is destructive to law and order in Indian
country.
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Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me get this a little more clear: You are
asking now that the tribes have jurisdiction over non-Indians for all
offenses within Indian country. Are you asking then that State juris-
diction be irradicated over those non-Indians living within Indian
country?

If you are asking for concurrent jurisdiction between State and
tribal governments over non-Indians

Mr. TAYLOR. Not to the exclusion of the tribes when it is a situa-
tion that has a tribal involvement.

Take the Oliphant case
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me stop you. The only real change you

are asking for is that where a non-Indian commits a crime against
an Indian, instead of the Federal Government trying him, it would
be the tribal government trying him.

Mr. TAYLOR. Where a non-Indian commits a crime against an
Indian, yes. That is correct.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is the only real change you are asking
for. You are saying you don't want to effect State jurisdiction over
white versus white. Right?

Mr. TAYLOR. No, I don't want that.
Chaiiman ABOUREZK. And, obviously, since the tribes have juris-

diction over their own members, you are not changing that because
that is what you are asking for anyhow.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. So the only real change is a crime of a

white committed against an Indian or a non-Indian against an Indian;
you are asking for a change. Am I correct there?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, actually, we are not asking for a change. We
are asking for an endorsement of the decisions that have thus far
been laid down.

This is a brandnew area, you know, that tribes are getting into.
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question at this point?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Go ahead.
Mr. MEEDS. What do you suggest we do about the Indian Civil

Rights Act, which restricts the fine and the imprisonment to $500
and 6 months for murder?

Mr. TAYLOR. Congressman Meeds, under the present separate
sovereignty concept, that does not preclude the Federal Government
from prosecuting that case subsequently. There is no double jeopardy.

Chairman Anourtmx. He didn't ask you that. He asked you what
you would do about the Indian Civil Rights Act.

Mr. TAYLOR. Let the tribes put the murderer away for 6 months.
If we say they don't have the power, then they don't even have the
'power to put them away for 6 months.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Pete, answer the question. Do you leave
the Indian Civil Rights Act stand where it is or do you abolish it?

Mr. TAYLOR. All I said was that another portion of this report
recommends the penal power of a tribe be increased from $500 to
$1,000. I know that S. 1 amended would increase it to $5,000 and
that the imprisonment power be raed from 6 months to 1 year.

I do not recommend to you that we take off those limitations on
ultimate penal power of tribes. At least certainly not at this time.

I am recommending that the tribes not be precluded from exams-

1 5
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ing jurisdiction in this area. I am recommending that what I consider
to be the present _policy of separate sovereignty, not be disturbed so
that subsequent Federal prosecution can occur. Tribes don't want to
take a murderer and punish him 6 months and know that he won't
be_punished anymore.

But they may want to get that guy off the streets while the Federal
court ponders its way through its caseload and eventually gets to
the case.

Mr. MEEDS. They may even want to compensate his widow and
let it go at that.

Mr. TAYLOR. That might not be a bad idea.
Mr. 'AIDED& In principle it may not be a bad idea, but that is how

we got into this problem initially, you will recall, when that was the
forerunner of the Major Crimes A.ct application in Indian country.

Mr. TAYLOR. Of Indian law, yes. That is correct.
Mr. MEEDS. The application of Indian law for murder they com-

pensated the widow under Indian law and there was such an outrage
that this was the punishment that was given, that the Major Crimes
Act was enacted and applied to the Indian countries. Is that not
correct?

Mr. TAYLOR. Of course, the sequel to thatwell, it wasn't that
Indian law was applied and this man wasn't going unpunished under
Anglo concepts and the sequel occurred about 2 years later when an
Indian tribe had punished a murderer with execution, the executioners
were tried for murder because they didn't have jurisdiction to do it.

Mr. MEEDS. I want to get to an even more
Chairman ABOUREZK. Could I finish my question, please? .

There is, I think, one other area that you are probably asking for a
change which I don't think that you have made specific and that is
the area of civil transactions within Indian country. The situation
now is that the tribal boards have jurisdiction over all civil transac-
tions between Indians and Indians.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
- Chairman Anottninx. And they do not have jurisdiction over civil
transactions between Indian and whites. Am I correct in thatunless
the non-Indian white qubmits to the jurisdiction of the tribal court.

Mr. TAYLOR. That has been the traditional_position, Mr. Chairman.
I think that as a result of Williams v. Lee and the explanation of that
case contained in U.S. v. Massery, the voluntariness of submission
may no longer be a pertinent question.

Chairman ABOUREZK. But we should set out a third principle on
that, nevertheless; shouldn't we?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think recognition of tribal jurisdiction over non-
Indians is the case here.

Chairman Anomax. Would that include, then, jurisdiction over
civil transactions between non-Indians?

Mr. TAYLOR. No; it would not.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It would still leave that to the State, of

course.
Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. So, in effect, what you are saying is that

all these decisions, some of which have been pretty hasty, should be
cleared up and ratified by the Commission?

11
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Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to see a congressional stamp of approval
on that legal concept.

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I woufd like to pursu. the question
of criminal jurisdiction a little further. Let's assume that we accept
and the Conp-r:ss passes or puts in practice the recommendations of
the Commission and a non-indian is arrested on reservation for
commission of a crime, is incarcerated and tried in an Indian court
and he asks for the tribe to furnish counsel for him, citing the sixth
amendment to the Indian Civil Rights Act.

And the court says: "No, you are not ent:tled to counsel under tlnit
section. You would be under the sixth amendment of the U.S. Consti-
tution, but you are in It- dian country, under tribal jurisdiction, and
the Indian Civil Rights ..ict doesn't guarantee that right."

I am sure you will agree with me. I am citing a case.
Mr. TAYLOR. I agree with you.
Mr. MEWS. OK. At that juncture, then, you have a citizen of the

United States, non-Indian deprived of the civil rights to which he
would be entitled in any.other place in the United States, except on
an Indian reservatien.

Mr. TAYLOR. I am not sure if that is true, Mr. Meeds.,.
Mr. MEEDS. What other place would it be?
Mr. TAYLOR. Perhaps in a.p.S. district court in front of a magistrate

trying a petty offense, the jutisdiction of which extends to 6 months
in jail or $500 in fine.

I don't believe the Supreme Court has made any decision that a
person in a petty matstrate'court is entitled to free legal counsel.

Mr. WILKINSON. T at recommeodation will be made later, along
with a recommendation that the maximum penalty of Indian courts be
increased from $1,000 to 1year or $5,000. And along with that then,
will also be a recommendation that when serious penalties are involved
that counsel will be provided.

Mr. MEEDS. Are there anv other portions of the Civil Rights Act
which do not guarantee all tfie rights of the first 10 amendments?

Mr. WILKINSON. Grand jury is not required, which would seem to
be a technical matter. But that wouldn't apply to the States in all
situations either. I can think of no other areas right now in a criminal
trial that it wouldn't apply.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think the one area there might be some question on
is the extent to which the 1968 Civil Rights Act brought into the tribal
setting all of the case la bv that has developed.

Mr. MEEDS. Well, indeed the right to counsel has developed pretty
much through case law. The sixth amendment interpretation.

Mr. TAYLOR. But the 1968 Civil Rights Act specifitally was worded
in such a way as to avoid that, as far as the tribes are concerned.

Mr. MEEDS. Let me just say very quickly and veryclearly that
will be opposed to any extension or any recommendation which will
deprive American citizens, white or nonwhite, of any of the protections
of the U.S. Col tution wherever they are in the United States,
Indian reservation, or otherwise.

Mr. MEEDS. Is there any disagreement with that?
Mr. YATES. Are you fellows in favor of that, too?
Chairman ABOUREZK. The question is: Are you for the Constitution

or against it?
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Mr. YATES. That is right.
Mr. STEVONS. It depends on what we are talking about.
Mr. MEEDS. Mmbe we ought to get their response to that.
Mr. TAYLOa. What the 1968 Civil .Rights Act did was bring into

play the tribal-dourt setting fundamental principles of fairness. And
what the U.S. Supreme Court has done with our Constitution is
embroider in some very hard and fast ..ules,.like the Miraltch rule,
where Sergeant Friday goes around monitoring; and they set this
up as a mechanical condition precedent to the admission of con-
fession evidence.

My position is that that 1968 Civil Rights Act did not necessarily
bring into play theie mechanical kinds of procedures. The basic
fundamental protections of those 10 amendmentsdue process, equal
protection of the lawsthose concepts were brought in.

Also, there was a congressional stamp of approval of what was the
Collijiower case which preceded the 1968 Civil Rights Act allowing the
Federal court to take habeas corpus jurisdiction over a conviction in
traffic court. The 1968 Civil Rights Act statutorily defined that so
that now it is in the statute, and appeal for violation of any of those
rights set on in that 1968 Civil Rights Act can be taken to a Federal
judiciaty for review. I think that review should be premised on the
four corners of the record, the fundamental fairness that -took place
not on procedural niceties such as dominates our courts and is bringing
our courts down, in fact.

Mr. YATES. The question is: What happens to the four corners in
the four counties?.What is your answer to that question? Are you going
to deprive M. Meeds, a constituent who happens to commit thi,
crime in Indian countryof his right to have the counsel that he wants?
Are you going to deprive him of any other constitutional right to
which he is entitled in a non-Indian court?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think we have to focus a bit on the context of
how those rights as we define them, may operate in the Indian court
context. This gets us to the notion that Indian courts and justice
systems: (1) they are evolving institutions which is very fundamental
in that whole notion of tribal justice; and (2) that Indian governments
will operate reasonably and rationally.

What is going on in Indian court systems today is a major training
and upgrading program of judges and a lay advocate system that the
American Indian lawyers training program is developing. Now what
may in fact happen is there will be counsel in Indian courts available.
It may not be the same counsel given the same standards that the
State of South Dakota would recognize to its bar, but it may be
counsel that is recognized to the bar of the Navajo Nation.

Mr. YATES. Then your answer is, yes, then.
Mr. ALEXANDER. It has to be the variation of those systems and

any. jurisdiction. It is a question of jurisdiction again. It has a right
to determine who is admitted to its bar. If the Indian court system
individually develops specific training programs for lay counsel,
which in fact they are doing right now, that should take care of it.
We shouldn't superimpose the notion of the 3 years of law school,
whatever that is worth.

Chairman ABOUREZX. Paul, we haven't even gotten to that question
yet. The question really is this. Is there going to be some specific
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guarantee of these constitutional protections? We will get to the
question of adequacy of counsel at some other point.

Mr. WILKINSON. Senator Abourezk, there really is, I think, a full
answer to this. In 1968 Congress took up the specific question in a
bill developed mainly by Senator Ervin, one of the great civil rights
defenders, litgally, in tile history of this Congress.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Not in the view of the Pueblos.
Mr. WInx.mrsori. Not in the view of the Pueblos but, notice it WLS

In4ns and not civil rights people who opposed that action. He
developed an act that is going to provide exactly the guarantees that
you are talking about. Those provisions have not been opposed by
civil rights people in Indian courts since and the only provision I see
that needs to be changed is the one Congressman Me-eds raises about
the rights to retain counsel which can be changed by taking out one
word of the statute.

Other than that you have got a statute that meets the objectives.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, may I make a comment

here?
The question as to whether or not we support the Constitution of

the United StatesI don't think there is any question about that.
Each one of us took an oath to support the Constitution of the
United States.

Mr. YATES. But, Jake, there was such a question that W8.8 raised
by the learned counsel at the bench there.

Commissioner WMITEDROW. It has been my impression, in regard
to all of this presentation that has been made, that there is no attempt
whatsoeverwith my relationship with various Indian leaders around
the country, it has not been such whereby they want to deprive any
individual American citizen of his rights.

Mr. MEEDS. Will you yield at that point?
Commissioner WHITECROW. I don't feel that we are going to deprive

any individual American citizen of his right3. Certainly citizens need
to have those rights. However, with the exception cf votingand I
think that is wb.at you are going to get toin the voting privileges,
let me cover that irsofar as that is concerned.

Mr. MEEDS. As a matter of fact that is not what I was going to
get to. I was just going to ask the Pueblos how they feel about freedom
of religion.

Commissioner WMTECROW. Freedom of religion?
Mr. MEEDS. Yes, and they will tell you rather stfaightforwardly

that they don't feel there should be the first amendment of the Civil
Rights Act amendments because they don't believe in freedom of
religion and they are very frank and forward about it.

Mr. WILKINSON. Congressman Meeds, they don't.- believe in a
prohibition against establishment of religion. They are very strongly
in favor of freedom of religion.

Mr. MEEDS. I guess that might be a more accurate statement of
religion. Then they are very strongly in favor of a state religion.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me ask the staff a question. You are
asking us to adopt that principle of jurisdiction we have discussed
here fcr a while. What else is there to be taken up today? Is that the
whole chapter? Is that the basic principle right there?

We have got about 40 minutes left- and that is why I say that.
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Mr. TAYLOR. Senator, there are a number of other portions of the
charter on jurisdiction, or of tribal government. In the 'area of juris-
diction I believe this is the element we would like to see adopted today.

Chairman ABOUREZK. In other words, we can't finish this today.
Do we have another meeting scheduled tomorrow?

Mr. STEVENS. NO.
Chairman ABOUREZK So we are done until February if we don't

finish today. All right. Let me ask one more question. VVhat are you
asking us to do in the area of taxing authority: liquor licenses, hunting
licenses, fishing licenses, and things like that?

Mr. TAYLOR. We feel that is within the purview of the concepts
under debate right now.

Chairman ABOUREZK. So what you are saying is you want to vest in
the tribes jurisdiction to charge for hunting licenses over non-Indians
and Indians alike. They can license liquor stores, bars, grocery stores,
everything on the reservation.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Within Indian country, whether it is on fee

patent land or not?
Mr. TAYLOR. That iS correct.
Mr. WILKINSON. In our judgment that is a clarification of existing

law, not new law.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I unclerstand.
All right.
Mr. YATES. I have less problem with that portion than I do with

the criminal portion.
Commissioner BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to hear what

Ernie Stevens is trying to say.
Mr. STEVENS. Thank you, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. 'Well, let's take a vote on it. -

Mr. STEVENS. Ordinarily it might be better not to bring something
like this up from my point of view becauseve have the law on oar side
now. For my part, as an Indian person, I would be prepared to have
my peers, my fellow Indians, meet your peers in a court of law, be-
cause we are doing right well. The In.dian people are now in a position
where we are assuming jurisdiction. We are no longer content to call
in the FBI. We are no longer content to let non-Indians have a few
drinks and go crazy..

We are assuming Jurisdiction. I am referring to that case in Wash-
ington State. You give the non-Indians a few drinks and they go crazy.

The point is that if it were let alone in many ways, to even discuss
the thing is harmful to the Indian people beCause we feel secure in the
law as it exists. To discuss it here is to possibly giye people the impres-
sion that we're asking you to make law, and we are not asking you to
make law.

The Indian people feeland I think the attorneys present here
support the positionthat we have "a pretty steady position within
the law.

I think it should be clarified that we are not trying to assume a four
county jurisdiction. We are not trying to take over Tacoma. The
principle that we are trying to lay downwe are talking about the
non-Indian business person who sits in the heart of a predominantly
Indian-controlled country and refuses to give a "by-your-leave" to
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the tribe, to a cattle rustler, to a person who gets drunk and disorderly,
to people that ought to be subject o it.

I feel like we were discussing this in many ways lathe wrong context.
I didn't hear any discussion of any particular case that was on the side
of wl;tat we were proposing. Related to that, the reasatUt I think it
is worth pursuing, is izsecause if this really solid Commission can't deal
with, the subject in some sort of an equitable fashion on behalf of the
-people in the four counties, on behalf of people in Tacoma and also on
-behalf of those of our people who need to have some weight on their
side, then I don't know how we can expect Indian or non-Indian to
act responsibly.

I want to clear our motives. Our motives are to clarify it in some way
to relieve some of the agitation.

We were not trying to propose something, although I kn.ow how you
feel, to cause trouble.*We feel. that Congress ought to at least consvier
the question and basically we are asking for something on this prin-
ciple. I think that even could be deferred to next time. I think it is
worth it, and let's pursue it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Ernie, I don't care if we vote it up or down
today; it is fine with me. I don't want to avoid any of those issues.
I think we ought to deal with them. If I disagree with it, I will vote
against it, and conversely: ,

Now you bring up a point, ihat the Indians are winning their
cases all over the country in court. I think that is true. And you
bring up a point that, there is a bit of apprehension that if you bring
it into the political arena you might start losing, and that may or
may not be true. I don't know.

So that is an issue that we may want to take up here today. Do
we just give a general policstatement and say that the Commission
ratifies all these court decisions?. Or, ao we come out and make a
flat statement that ,we ought to have jurisdiction ver everybody in
sight on a reservation? Do it that way and take the chances that
you bring up.

What do you want to do? What do you think we ought to do?
Mr. WILK/NSON. Mr. Chairman, one thing that I would suggest

along that line is that perhaps to treat the genera} principles in the
jarisdiction areaI am not talking about the Indian countv prob-
lemsbut treat them in the way we -treated the trust relationship.
In other words, for this Commission to adopt six principles, or seven,
or eight that are general and that could be adopted by Congress at
the beginning of the revision of 25 U.S.C. so that th.ere will be a
clear statutory statement.

Not making new law but setting out existing law in a statutory
form as we suggested yesterday with the trust relationship. It might
be worthwhile for the staff to draft up a statement like that for next
time which reflects existing law fairly and in a general fashion, so
that the Commission could approach it in that way °and then deal
with the more refined parts.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Why don't you do that? I think it is a
good idea.

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I. want to at least make an argument
why we should not adopt carte blanche the concept that tribes should
have jurisdiction over all matters civil and criminal within reserve-
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tions unless we so restrict reservations as to include only trust lands.
I am prepared to go either way on, this. If you want to define reser-

vations in such a way as to include only trust lands, then I am pre-
pared to go huckletybuck for sovereignty and jurisdiction on those
lands. I am getting back to what I said this morning. When Worcester
and the other cases were decided and the concepts of sovereignty and
jurisdiction were laid down we were talking about areas where it
was just Indian land. I don't know .how people feel about the allot-
ment acts. I personally wish they had never happened. But they did
happen, and we are now talk ing about reservations where there are
non-Indians living on fee patent land who, if we include them, in
this area, in reservations, and say that the sovereignty of the tribe
extends to their everyday life, their taxation, their civil rights, their
criminal rights, all other rights, we are saying to them that they do
not have a right to have .any input in t'he decisionmaking process
under which those laws which regulate them are made.

I, personally, will vote against, and write against, any kind of
recommendation which I think abrogates or continues the abrogation.
I think I kind of agree with Charlie that the courts are probably
already saying this continues the abrogation of the sing-le right,
which I feel is the most important right, and that is the right to
voteto have an input in the place where you live.

I don't think anyone of you would disagree with me that if you
accept the concept, even the .present concept on a reservation, that
there are many non-Indians within reservations who do not have
any input in the decisionmaking process on those basic decisions
whih affect their lives where they live.

Does anyone disagree with that?
Mr. WILKINSON. Congressman Meeds, as you know I very respect-

-fully disagree and I disagree vehemently. I believe--
Mr. MEEDS. How can you be respectful and vehement all at the

same time?
Mr. WILKINSON. You and I have been doing it for years and enjoy-

ing it very much.
Congressman Meeds, that .proposal would gut Indian law, Indian

rights, and would stamp this Commission RS a Commission that did
the things that were done in 1887 and were done during the 1950's.
There is nothing more fundamental than the fact that Indian tribes
are separate and they can establish their own governments.

What you are suggesting would, not in theory, but effectively
eliminate the right of Indian tribes to mandate matters on their
reservations. You can't have a comprehensive zoning program to
protect the clean air on Indian reservations if you can't.zone the other
lands, too. You can't discriminate against non-Indians now because
of the equal protection clauses in the Indian Civil Rights Act. You
can't just tax them now for very substantial guarantees. But such
a proposal, either alternative you mentioned, I really do deeply
believe would stamp this Commission in the way- that I have suggested.

It is that fundamental. It would mean taking away trury basic
rights. It would mean taking away some of the most important ele-
ments of self-government.

Mr. MEEDS. But the concomitant of that, or the other side of that
is for this Commission to make some recommendations which in
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my estimation take away the most basic right of citizenship, and that -
is the right to vote.

Mr. WILKINSON. Indian law and policy
Mr. MENDS. We know how each other feels about this. I think you

know I feel very deeply that Indians ought to be allowed to have the
greatest Indianness they want. But when Indianness collides with
the basic constitutional rights of American citizens, then Indianness
must give way.

Mr. WILKINSON'. The courts have found that those basic constitu-
tional rights do not existthe right to vote on an Indian reservation.
You will take away Indianness. You will take away Indianness if
you permit non-Indians to vote for tribal council members and to sit
on tribal councils..It can't be done. We are not going to have Indian-
ness 100 'years from now if this Commission makes "such a
recommendation.

Mr. MEEDS. Well, there are some alternatives: and you and I
have discussed this. How about commissions? Zoning, for instance.
You can't comprehensively zone a reservation unless you can zone
all the land, and I tend to agree with that.

How about setting upa commission for the zoning in which those
non-Indians who are going to have_ Oeir. land zoned-, will have some
input, will h'ave a voicerwill have-a vote?

Mr. WIL-KnifioN. I consider that a very different proposition. I
..think it is one that the Vommission should consider. It tends to be a
Scql_pel kind of proposal rather than a blunt instrument type.

Mr. MEEDS. I.have always disliked blunt instruments.
Mr. WILKINSON. If this Commission wishes to set up the following

kind of system to provide for specific circumstances, it might be OK.
For instance, suppose a tribe wishes to tax. The tribal council would
recommend a tax and establish a taxing authority. Only Indians
would be in the taxing fiuthoritY but perhaps non-Indians within

e tax diserict could vote. That is something.rational, a serious pro-
p l.fot thiSComthission.

I rsona,lly don't think it is necessary. My staff colleagues don't
believe 't is necessary. But that is a reasonable proposal.

But at can't be done is to take away or to give non-Indians
the right o vote On the reservation. We can't take away the right
of tripes ta tax non-Indians. There is nothing in my judgment that
holds m e promise and more excitement for the future of Indian
,affai an the possible development of tribal tax systems. This is
thi way we can have self-determination. '

Mr. MEEDB. I agree with you.
Mr. WILKINsom If we take away the right to tax non-:Indians,

that is not going to happen. Not becaube the, non-Indians have the.
money It is not that simple.

Mr. AvliEns. Do ycu believe non-IndianS should be taxed without
liaving-any input into it? You km* we had a revolutionary war in
this country over that very question, Charlie.

Mr.- WILKINSON. Congressman Meeds, I could list 20 examples
of situations in which people are taxed without voting. I will list a
few. If you own second land somewhere in another county or another
State, you don't get to vote on whether you are taxed. If you live
outside the city of Boston, and Commute in .Boston, then you got
taxed ( n your income in Boston and you don't get to vote.
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Mr. MEEDS. Where do you live?
Mr. WILKINSON. I live in Orepn.
Mr. MEEDS. Restrict it to where you live.
Mr. WILKINSON. If, and this is the most important analogy. If you

choose to move to Canada, you cannot vote until you become a citizen.
You do not get the right to vote. I see nothing wrong with applying
that analogy to Indian reservations.

Mr. MEEDS. But people who reside on Indian reservations are
citizens of the -United States and if you restrict it to citizenshipif
you want to, although I don't think that is necessaryand to where
you live, can you give me another example of people who are taxed
without having some input at that place?

Mr. WILKINSON. It took this Congress almost two centuries to give
the right to vote to the District of Columbia.

Mr. MEEDS. I understand that.
Chairman ABOUREEK. Any alien who moves into the United States

caNt vote but he has to pay taxes. But he chooses to live here and
it is up to the U.S. Government to determine whether he becomes a
citizen, just as it is up to a tribal government whether somebody
becomes a citizen.

Mr. MENDS. We are talking about citizens.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, if you move onto a reservation, you

don't become a citizen of that reservation. You become a resident
there but not a citizen.

Mr. WriaaNsorr. I think the best answer to that is yes; and under
the law there is such a situation now on Indian reservations and I
sug.gest you not change it.

Mr. MEEDs. OK.
Commissioner BOEBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, if I may comment?

Again I would like to turn this around a little bit, because it seems to
me we spent a lot of time here, over the course of some hearings,
talking about the sovereignty of 'the Indian tribes. I think we have
laid a pretty good case legally and from a historic viewpoint. And as
we look at the law, at least operable on several of the principles
involved, it seems to me that I want to sweat up here, and I am perfect-
ly williti; to pound the desk, too, and say what about the Indian. To
me that is why we are here.

Now, out of the principle of establishing the sovereignty and ex-
amining the characteristics of that sovereignty I ani perfectly willing
to concede that there are going to be areas that-are going to have to
require some special attention, and that, somehow if we run into
irreconcilable principles where we are concerned about the rights of an
individual who capnot participate, I say that we have to be just as
equally concerned; just as strongly concerned, and for the record, just
as much concerned about the Indian tribe that may be suffering a
serious erosion in its right to govern. To me the right to govern means
the right and opportunity to protect your resources, whether you are
talking_about land, or whether you are talking about resources of the
land. When you start to move away from that there are actions,
characteristics of sovereignty if you will, which if eroded will protect
or conversely will erode the very right of the tribe to protect itself,
and for that matter to even continue in an effective manner.
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I suggest that there are two very basic concerns. One that Congress-
man Meeds has enunciated 'ery clearly and very eloquently, and the
other ccneern, and I don't say that it is second, I say that if there are
two numbr.r ones this is the other one that I see as fully as important,
because this is one that has been rooted in the basic historic policy of
this country, and that is to recognize the sovereignty of the injured
tribesand to try through the basis of honorable dealings to so recognize
their rights, that hopefully it wou'd act in an even more enlightened
time where we are today.

When we come down to the exercise of the power of the sovereign
Ave have every right to demand of the sovereign, and that is Why we are
sitting as a commission to demand that that sovereign should tut
according to the highest standardspossible for that sovereign to attain.

To me this is not just the question of just technical rights, although
it must be reduced to that. We have to be concerned about the
principles that are involved here, and the principle to me is not only
the rights of the individual but the rights of the tribe. I am concerned
that we do not go on record as taking any position that is going to
further erode any of the rights of the tribe to exercise such rights as it
had as a sovereign.

I recognize that given the multitude of tribes, if I have been im-
pressed by one thing, it is the tremendous diversity and the condition
.of the tribes. I see allied with that a diversity in the type character-
istics of the rights that it is exercising as tied in with its sovereignty.'

Some tribes are exercising much more in the way of sovereignty
than are others. So I recognize this diversity. But I think it is very
,ilportant we clearly establish that this is one of the basic reasons
why we are here.

Mr. WHARTON. Mr. Chairman, with respect to non-Indian people
in reservations and the relative rights of those people in the tribal
government that they find themselves cohabiting with, those people
were led there by the U.S. Government under allotment policies.
They were deceived as to the jurisdiction under which they WOuld
fall. It is the revponsibility of -the U.S. Government then to those
people, and I submit to you that it cannot be discharged by abroga-
ting the rights of the tribal government who did not guarantee any-
thing to those people and who were ultimately the losers under that
allotment policy.

Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, related to that, I just want to point
out that at our next session, particularly in the economic develop-
ment, possibly in another part, we want to deal with that particular
thing.

In 1934 a statute was passed to repurchase and that has fallen into
disuse. I think that possibly, in many ways, a substantial way of
dealing with the whole question is to institute a solid system of being
able to acquire reservation lands.

On the Standing Rock Reservation just a few years ago there was
56,000 acres for sale by non-Indians which the Standing Rock people
are unable to buy. These are non-Indian people who want to sell.
Pine Ridge is in the same situation.

The Indian people would like to purchase that land. They are not
even particularl y. requiring grants. They are asking to borrow money
to buy it back. 'ley are in a mood to develop it.
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We think that over a period of time, and we are, I am sure, willing
to go 50-100 years but it seems to me this particular question, the
ultimate way to dell with that,. is in that fashion. The ultimate way
is to make the commitment to let the Indians, over a period of time,
even under loan systems. Later on when we get into this, is to get
appropriations.

When we get into Federal administration, you will see the whole
trend of the disposition of the Federal Indian budgetto me at least,
if it is not delivered it is at least implicitheading down the road
towards the Federal domestic assistance programs and seeing Indian
programs run in that parallel. And knowing that the United States
has a primary responsil3ility to protect us in our .land. And by not
providing us the money, not only in acquisition but in defending our
rights.

While I was in the Bureau we showed the Department of Interior,
that the Indian tribes had a substantial loss in income annually be-
cause the Bureau of Indian Affairs was unable to transact real estate
business. I wrote the memorandum myself and submitted it, and yet
in welfare the Indian people have an open book. Whenever it comes to
education, manpower, or any other domestic assistance program that
any other non-Indian person in the country has because they are a citi-
zen, Congress has been more than generous. But when. it comes into
this specific area and then jumping 13ack and finally saying again the
acquisition by tribes of many of these things will solve a good many
of these things.

I think a commitment by the United States or by Congress to
do that will do much toward solving some of the jurisdictional
problems.

Mr. MEEDS. Ernie, I don't disagree with what you are saying. In
fact, I think that consolidation programs are a good way to solve
many of these problems.

But I would suggest that it would be much better to start with the
nearly total assertion of sovereignty over a juiisdiction which is an
area which can be properly governed now and extend as you consoli-
date rather than starting with a great, vast area of land where the._
may be three times as many non-Indians as there are Indians, and
trying to assert nearly total evciejgntr over that area initially.

.Now maybe there is a disareement in methodology.
M. WILKINSON. I think right now if the Indian country.statute,

18 U.S.C. 1151, is left as it is these problems simply are not going to
arise. In other words, there are very, very few situations now in which
Indian jurisdiétion is being asserted over areas like that. Very, very
few, and those will go into court under a very reasonable statute.%

Mr. MEWS. Most of them must be in my State, I believe. If ihere
are very few, they are all in my State.

Mr. STEVENS. I think they are coLlentrated in the States of Wash-
ington and South Dakota.

Commissioner BRUCE. 'Since you are advocating that non-Indians
vote on the reservation, then I assume you are suggesting that they
be enrolled on the tribal rolls; right?

Mr. MEEDS. No; hot necessarily at all. All I am suggesting, Lou,
is that when decisions are made which affect people where they live,
they should have a vote. They should have representation. They
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should have input in that decisionmaking process. Of all of the rights
of American citizenship I think that is the single most basic right,
and I think it is being denied to people who reside on reservations
through a policy which I don't agree with-but which is nevertheless
there.

Commissioner BRUCE. WC do have some reservations where recently
they have asked, within the last 2 years, for nonmembers of that
specific tribe to be moved off from that reservationIndian and non-
Indian who are not members of that tribe to be moved off of the
reservation and not allowed to have any participation, voting or
anything else.

Mr. MEEDS. We had some programs like that in other countries, as
I recall, too.

Well, now you see .1 would disagree finally with this. I think that is v.
basic violation of a right of citizenship, you see.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, would you agree with that so far as a
democratic secular state of Palestine is concerned?

Mr. MEEDS. Moving people off or on?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Back on.
Mr. MEEDS. That is an international question.
Chairman ABOUREZX. Yes; it is.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, maybe we could go on to Public Law

83-280 and go back to the pits with this and come back again.
Chairman ABOUREZK. You have got 9 minutes before adjournment

so take your pick. What is your pleasure?
Mr. STEVENS. We will just move to Public Law 83-280.
Chairman ABOUREZK. OK. Well, anyhow you are going to write

down those principles and you are going to offer them to us next time.
Righ t?

All right, let's go on to Public Law 83-280 then, quickly.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Our 280 proposal is a retrocession proposal

similar to S. 2010, which I am sure you are familiar with.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Are you asking for action on that at this

time, Paul?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Mr. ABOUREZK. Would you quickly Sand briefly state what that

prineiplp is?
Mr. ALEXANDER. OK. That legislation be passed by Congress

that provides for retrocession according to the following p-ri.nciples:
Retrocession of State jurisdiction over Indian reservations,should

be at tribal option with a plan that there be a flexible time period
provided for either piu 'jai or total assumption o: jurisdiction by the
tribe. And there should be a significant preparation period and
financial resources available to the tribe for the preparation period.

There should be direct financial assistance of the tribes, or tribally
designated organizations. The Law Enforcement Assistance Act should
be amended to allow for retrocessiun planning funds. I will skip
quickly.

The Secretary of Interior should act wit him 60 days on a plan.
Otherwise it would be automatically accepted. That he shoidd date
nonacceptance on. an inadequate plan and delineate specific reasons
for nonacceptance.
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After the passage of any retrocession act the Secretary should sub-
mit. regulations for a procedure to Congress which Congress would
within 60 days appfove or disapprove.

There is a provision for consultation with State and local govern-
ments based on the Menominee experience. There also is a provision
for appeals to a district court on the judgment of the Secretary of
Interior.

Basically it is an administrative procedure act type of thing. .

Chairman ABOUREZR. Is there any disagreement with that basic
principle?

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, who decides when and how retro-
cession will take place't

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is the basis of the tribal plan. The Secretary
of the Interior has the judgment about the adequacy in terms of the
current resources available, the timing and this gets us really quickly
back to presumptions of acting in good faith and reasonableness.

Every tribal chairman that I have spoken to, and I have spoken to
a lot of them about this in tribal councils, talk about a long-time
period, except for some of the larger tribes who already have operable
Jaw enforcement apparatus. The Quechans in southern ArizOna talk
about a 6 to 7 y_ear step-by-step. process.

Mr. MEEDS. But who 'etermmes when that process stp.rts?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Wet., the process would be established in the plan

that is submitted to the Secretau of the Interior, and the Secretary
of the Interior accepts for the United States. They would be in the
consultation process in the development of the plan and implementa-
tion. But just as the tribes had no say when Federal jurisdiction over
them was transferred to the States

Mr. MEEDS. But they did in many instances. Jurisdiction could not
be transferred without their consent.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The 3r had in your State, and in some other
situations by State law they had a say in the matter. But in most
situations, at least in the mandatory States and many other States,
it was completely arbitrary with respect to the tribes.

Some specific tribes, like the Warm Springs, were excluded specif-
ically in the legislation when they testified in the Public Law, 83-280
hearings before the passage of the act, that they had adequate law
enforcement machinery. Other tribes specifically testified and were not
excluded.

I think the point is important in relation to small tribes. This allows
to .part or all, it allows for timing, and it allows for a maximum flexi-
bility. Man3r of the small tribes, particularly in the southern Cali-
iornia area, lytve indicated a wish for 9. continuing relationship with
county and State governments in specifio areas. What will happen will
be a negotiation process, as recommended.

The differences from S. 2010 have to be pointed out. One of the sub-
stantial problenis in the State of Nevada where retrocession occurred
2 years ago was that go funding was provided, no preparation funding
was provided from the (late of the submittal by the State of Nevada
of its offer to retrocede to the Secretary of the Interior. A year passed
before the Secretary of the Interior accepted retrocession which
occurred immediately thereafter and nothing happened.

24-406-78----9
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There svii not money for a new agency. There was not money to
train new police officers. It was the date of the retrocoss;on that
tribes began to get the kind of funding necessary to develop a modified
corisitution and so on. And the Nevada experience speaks to the needs

. of planing for many of the tribes before they can go to, a retro-
cession.

Chairman ABOUREZX. What if the Secretary of the Interior has
enough money for, say, two tribes to take back jurisdiction but 20
tribes apply for it? How is he going to handle that?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The. Secretary's obligation would be to exile to
Congress for a specific authorization.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What if Congress turned him down?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Then he would have to allocate reasonably

based on the plans he had before him.
Chairman A.BOUREZE. In other words, he can't turn down based on

the lack of money.
Mr. ALEXANDER. It gets yoh back almost to the assumptions that

Public Law 83-280 operated on in the first place. The :,tates were
given that jurisdiction and not 1 penny. As.a matter of fact, sonic of
the retrocessions occurred for economic reasons.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Are there any other questions on that?
Mr. MEEDS. It is my understanding that the Commissioner or the

Secretary is the one who approves the plan. Is that correct?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes; unless we would be coming into a new

agency.
Mr. MEEDS. Right. Well, whoever has the authority.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Right.
Mr. MEEDS. So ir we are talking about the situation he has here,

if he had money for only two and had 20 before him, then presinnp-
tively he could pick the two best ones. The two that, had the best
chance of succeeding and approve those and not the others. Is that
coma?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is not lust the Secretary or the Interior's
money, first of all. We have su >stantial funds through LEAA which
becomes available which obviates some of the start-up iaoneys.
'Acre are moneys that ran he provided through LEAA for the draft-
ing and training of the law enforcement officers, provisions for equip-
ment, and so on.

The.Secretary would then try to negotiate in terms of the resources
that he had obtained, to Congress--

Mr. MEEDS. ioti are ,.oing around the barn. Get straight to the
point. No, no, we HA di':I d; you did. The point is does the Secretary'
have any discretion in whetlier or not he approves a plan? Must
approve plans, or may he stop retrocession by failing to approve a
plan?

Mr. Ai.r.x.txnEn..Ile can only turn down retrocession with a plan
that is inadequate.

Mr. MEEDS. W110 decides that?
Mr. ALEXANDER. He wouhl decide that.
Mr. MEEDS. Then he does have that.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Also Congress has that. But it has to ba specified

Aveby criteria that would be submitted to Congress.
'Chairman Anot,auK. And the term itiadequat2 would b^ subject

to court interpret a tion.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Right.
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Commissioner DEER. Where does the Department of Ju:tice fit in
here? As you know under recent experience WO had the approval of
the Department of the Interior but when we got to Justice we had a
problem.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes; the Department of Justice Would not fit in
this pattern, because it would be the Department of the Interior's
judgment. I am not even quite sure why the Department of the Inte-
rior consulted with Justice in that Menominee situation. It is at the
Secretary's discretion.

Commissioner DEER. I think that shouhl be resolved then to pre-
vent any further future problems.

Chairman ABOUREZK. If there are no other questions on this, go
ahead and ailopt it and bring it back in whatever spcific language
you want.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There is no opposition to it?
Mr. MEEDS. I have some opposition.
Chairman ABOUREZK. There is scattered oppnsition.
Mr. WILKINSON, Mr. Chairman, may I raise a very brief matter?

I hope I am not being out of place in mentioning this, but I just feel
I should. I am not saying this as a member of staff but as someone who
has been on the west coast and not back here.

I believe that the present schedule the Commission has is a problem.
If you are planning seriously to mark up this final report on the 3d,
4th, and 5th as the sc hedule indicates, I frankly don't think you
can do it. Not because of staff work but because this has to be re-
worked, the part we have discussed now, including some textual sec-
tions where you really shouhl go over line by line. Plus you have major
work ahead of you on the first review that you are (loin,. now.

I would just throw out to you that at least in my judgment what
you may have to do is to hold your hearing on the 3(1, 4th, and 5th
for the rest of the report in the depth we are doing it now and get,
back a final draft for a meeting on February 17 or 18. I just think
that if you don't do that you are not going to have a work product
that you are really happy with.

Chairman ABOUREZK. 'We Will do it.
Mr. MEEDS. And would still retain the end goal of a 3-month

extension?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. Do you think we can handle that all right, or should

we maybe extend it 4 or 5 months?
Oiairman ABOLTREZK. I don't think so. I think what we are going

to do, next time around, we are going to meet the 3d, 4th, furl 5th.
But we are also, later on in February, going to meet on a weekend
and a couple of weekdays.

'ommissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, let's make it the 18th and 19Th,
a Friday and Saturday.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Friday and Saturday. OK.. We may even
have to shift that even beyond that a day or two, because I am not
sure when the Lincoln Day recess ends. VVe will have to meet after
that is over with, because I think the Congressmen and Senators have
scheduled themselves during that recess out of town.

So the next meeting then will be February 3, 4, and 5, and the meet-
ing is now adjourned until that time.

[Whereupon, at 3:20 p.m., the meeting was adjourned.]
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-MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY-
REVIEW COMMISSION

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1977

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMM/SSION,
Washington, D.C.

The Commission met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in room
1324y Longworth House Office Building, Congressman Lloyd Meeds
(vice chairman of the Commission) presiding.

Present: Senator James Abourezk, chairman; Commissioners
Adolph L. Dial, John BOrbridge, Jake Whitecrow, Ada Deer, Louis R.
Bruce; and Congressmen Lloyd Meeds, and Sidney R. Yates.

Staff present: Ernest L. Stevens staff director; 'Paul Alexander;
Peter Taylor; Patricia Zell; Donald Wharton; Gilbert Hall; Max
Richtman; Frank Ducheneaux and Fred Martone.

Mr. IMEEDS. The American ndian Policy Review Commission will
be in session. The agenda is before us.

The-first matters that we will be dealing with are those reiarding the
amendment to the legislation, which is necessary to continue the
study.

Would you like to report to us, Ernie, on what is essential and what
will be necessary for us to Ca?

Mr. STEVENS. I would like to have Max Richtman handle it.
He has handled the amendment and the budget related to it.

Mr. MEEDS. Very well.
Mr. RICHTMAN. As the report indicates, Senator AbOurezk intro-

duced the joint resolution amending our authorizing legislation on
January 14.

It passed the Senate yesterday, and I talked with Frank Duche-
neaux, and it will go to 'the House probably on Monday or Tuesday,
and he said he would take it up with the vice chairman of this Com-
mission, to try to take it to the floor as soon as possible, and have it
pass the House.

That should not take more than a week or two, I would think.
Mr. MERDs. I hope not, if we can bring it directly to the floor by

unanimous consent and extend it that way, I think that is what we
should try to do if we can.

Mr. RICHTMAN. That is what Frank indicated, too.
Mr. MEWS. Otherwise we will have to get it out of the committee,

which means that it will not be out until after the recess.
Mr. R/CHTMAN. We have also been talking to the staff people in

the Senate and House Legislative Appropriations Subcommittee, to
help prepare our budget justification for the additiond appropriation
that correspon4 tul;teincreased authorization of $100,000.
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We will be appeuring`as soon as the new amendment is signed into
law. We will appear before the Senate and House Subcommittees on
the Legislative Appropriations, to make our requests.

I think that is all that is relevant on that point.
Mr. MEEDS. I assume it would be necessary for us to approve the

budget. Do you have it?
Mr. RICHTSIAN. The budget is attached to the report.
Mr. MEEDS. Did you want to explain it to us just a little, Max?
Mr. ItIcwrIflos. Surely. The front page is a summary of all of the

budget figures that are included in the following three pages.
The totals, as you can see, for the first section, are for salaries and

wages. For Indian Commissioners, we have budgeted 40 days each
for the period October 1 through June 30.

That seerns to be adequate, based on the number of days the Indian
Commissioners have been working for the Commission since October 1.

We think that is an adequate amount. The other budget figures for
the staff that. was appointed by the Commission, for .the professional
staff, staff consultants, and clerical support have been increased to
these 'figures from previous budgets, based on the clirectives by the
Commission that the staff distribute copies of the first draft of the
final report, and have staff on hand when those comments come in
to incorporate them into the final report..

We have extended the terms of appointment for some of the staff
people, in order to keep them here to do that work.

hat is the reason these amounts are what they appear to be here.
On page 2, administrative expenses, we have detailed the number of
days of travel in terms of per diem and air fare that will be required
for the Indian Commissioners tosttend meetings as they are scheduled
at this point.

These markuP meetings that we have been having and our final
meetings in April and May expenses are $6,500. Those are solely the
costs of transcripts, and those are based on previous experience for
cost of these Commission meetings.

On page 3, office supplies, telephone communicatians and printing
and reproduction are all figures based on the last year and a half
experience in operating the Commission.

They are proportional to previous months, and I think they will
get us through this period.

Mr. Mmos. Any questions by members of the Commission re-
garding the budget?

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Borbridge.

ommissioner BORBRJDGE. Obviously, as we ditTuss the budget, it
is in light of the fact of previous discussions in which staff indicated
that the amount proposed to be added to the original budget would
be sufficient to meet the needs of the staff as they, in turn, met the
requirements imposed by the Commission.

Is staff still of the opinion that this amount' is adequate? I pose
this not because we can-, obviously, change it. But rather if there
are any difficulties of any kind, at least I would like to be aware of
them.

Do yon- still feel this is entirely adequate?
Mr. RICHTMAN. I feel fhis is entirely adequate; yes.
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Mr. MEEDS. For the record, the additional mopey here is simply
for the purpose of the 3-month extension, and tho fact that this report
is now to be mailed out, comments received back, and additional
ilrafting and work done thereafter to prepare a final report.

That is to say, luld it not been for the Commission request for a
3-1nonth extension to publicize this and get comments, ,this $100,000
would not be there at all;

Mr. RICHTMAN. That iS correct.
Mr. MEEDS. And yoU would have been able to finish within the

budgeted amount that we Or,iginally set?
Mr. RICHTMAN. That is correct.
Mr: MEEDS. Is there objection to the adoption of the budget?

If not, without objection the budget is Adopted.
You covered C on the agenda also?
Mr. RICHTMAN. We have covered B'and C in a previous discussion.
Mr. MEEDS. We are now on administrative matters. Wbuhl you

like to report on that, please?
Mr. RICHTMAN. As the report states: We have received in printed

form and distributed 1,000 copies of committee prints of all the task
.force reports, except task force 2, tribal government; task force 5,
education; and task force 9, legal codification and consolidation.

Those three reports are either in galley stage or page-proof stage
right now, and should be delivered in our office as printed and bound
within the next 10 days to 2 weeks.

As sooti as they come in, they will be distributed, the mailing lists
have already been prepared for those reports as they were for the
other reports.

Mr. ;WEEDS. Which ones were those again, Max?
Mr. RICHTMAN. Task force 2, tribal government; task force 5,

education; and task force 9, legal codification and consolidation.
The delays with those reports are largely mechanical. There were

difficulties with some of the charts in task force 5, and they had to be
reproduced and sent back to the task force metnbers, because they
were not legible.

Task force 9 is such a massive report that it has taken a long time
for them to type-set it and task force 2 went through a lot of editing
stages.

Mr. MgEDS. It is your intention, is it not, to initially produce 1,000
copies of each of the task force reports?

-Mr. RICHTMAN. We have already distributed 1,000 copies of all
of the other task force reports.

Mr. MEEDS. All of the others?
Mr. RICHTMAN. -Yes; and we will be receiving 1,000 copies of these

three for distribution.
Mr. MEEDS. In printed form?
Mr. RICHTMAN. In printed form.
Mr. MEEDS.. Did the Commissioners get any?
Mr. RICHTMAN. Ies.
Mr. MEEDS. I don't recall getting any.
Commissioner DIAL. I didn't get any. Only those I picked up the

day before yesterday. We have not received any in the mail.
Mr. RICHTMAN. IV. will bring them up here this afternoon, then.

-
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Commissioner BoltwunaE. Mr. Chairman, with respect to thOse
mailed to the Commissioners: how many copies 'of the report are
staff preparing to send to the Commissioners?

Mr. RICHTMAN. We have not made any determinations on that.
We have enough copies available for whatever the Conunissioners

desire..
Commissioner BORDIt.IDGE. Fine. Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. Let me just. ask this: Have any of the rommissiom;IN

received- the Government Printing Office prepared reports that you
are talking about?

Commissioner DEER. I have.
Commissioner WHITEcROW. Those that I picked up the last time

we were here.
('ommissioner DIAL. I picked them up in the offiee lag Wednesday.
Mr. YATES. They look like Senate documents; don't they?

RICHTMAN. Yes.
Mr. YATES. We have them.
Mr. MEEDS. Have you received them?
Mr. YATES. Yes; I am sure they are in our office.
Mr. RICHTMAN. I am sure they have been taken to you, Mr. Meeds,

but I will check.
-Mr. YATES. Who received the 1,000 copies, Mr.. Chairman?
Mr. MEEDS. I assume the staff did.
Mr. YATES. Why did we need 1,000 copies?
Mr. RICHTMAN. The standard amount the Government Printing

Office runs is 1,000 copies. They also print 1,000 copies that are for
sale to the public.

, Prices range from $1.25 to about $2.50, depending on the size of
the report.

Mr. YATES. Are these autographed copies? [Laughter.]
Mr. RICHTMAN. Not that I know of.
Mr. MEEDS. You will make sure that Commission members receive

copies of all the task force reports and aS many other copies as they
might desire to distribute to people.

Mr. RICHTMAN. Yes.
Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman?
Mr. MEEDS. Yes.
Commissioner DEER. What happens if there is a great demand by

the public? Will the Government Printing Office reprint these? Does
there have to be a certain amount of requests--

Mr. MEEDS. I will answer. Tt would take a resolution, in either
the House or the Senate, one or the other.

Mr. RICHTMAN. It would prObably, for this Commission, take a
concurrent resolution to print additional copies in addition to the ones
that are for sale. They are for sale by the Government Printing
Office. Anybody can purchase them. If ehey run out of the 1,000 that
they have pitinted for sale, they will print an additional 1,000.

The ones that are for sale would not require a resolution.
Commissioner DEER. I don't mean necessarily giving them away.

But there will be thousands of requests--
Mr: MEEDS. There probably will be. Then we will consider a con-

current resolution to print more, or if they are being paid for, they will
pay for themselves, one or the other.
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i Government Printing Office to determine what kind of format we
would like this report to be prepared in.

The standard committee print would not require any- additional
efforts on our part. We have been looking at this volume of the Public
Land Law Review Commission's report, and have been considering

* P adapting our report to this kind of style and this kind of format, which
' ,wouId include color illustrations

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Of what? -

Mr. RiCHTMAN. Of health facilities on reservations, educational
facilities, graphic displays, and charts, Graphics and photographs is
,.the deviation that is involved, -and the format that we would like the
report. to be prepared and printed in.

That filo wbuld require a concurrent resolution, if we decide to do
that.

. Mr. MEEDS. Would it require that if you dia not have color?
Mr. RICHTMAN. If we have photographs in the report and have the

size of the report 8 by 11, which I think this is, that would require a
concurrent resolvtion.

Additional costs would not come out of the Commission's appropria-
tion, but it would require another resolution.

Chairman ABOTIREZIC. What is the difference in cost, Max, between
the regular black and white?

Mr.- RICHTMAN. We don't know that yet. In order for this to be
intro luced into the Senate we have to have backup material as to the
esti ate of the cost.

W have told the Government Printing Office what we are thinking
of d ing. They are preparing an estimate right now as to what the
cos_kwould be.

That is necessary, before we can go any further. t,
And we should h.ave that next week.
'hairman AnotmEzie.' I don't know. What do you think, offhand,

ab ut putting color photographs in?
ommissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I think at the start of

our Commission hearings we began talking about what the report
should look like.

It should be a very readable document, and with a little color added
to, the document I think we could get more people to actually sit down
aipl take the time to read it.

I would encourage, if at all possible, to make it as colorful a pres-
entation as we can.

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I. don't think we can make a decision
on that today. I think what we really need to have is more facts as
to the additional cost, as to how much would be required in a concur-
rent resolution, things like that, before we can decide on it.

I think we ought to authorize the staff to continue looking into it,
so that they can prepare this kind of information for us next time.

Mr. RICHTMAN. We will provide that information at the next meet-
ing at the end of this month. We should have -all that information in
our hands at that point.

,

Good morning, Mr. Chairman.
thairman ABOUREZIC. Good morning:.
Mr. RICHTNIAN. The fmal item in the staff report deals with the

printing of the fmal report. We have been discussing and negotiating
with the staff people on the Joint Committee on Printing and the
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Chairman ABOUREZIC. I don't think we need take any formal action
on that. Now you are ready to go into the material; is that it?,

, Mr. RICHTN&N. Yes, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZR. I want to announce that the Senate has

passed that resolutian extending the time for submitting the report,
and authorizing, an additional $100,000.

d.re you able to give us an'ideait has to be done before February
18, 'because that is the date for submission of the report.

If we don't extend it legally, we are in violation of the law.
Mr. MEEDS. I suggest we ought to try to take it from the Speaker's

table and bring it up by unanimous consent.
Mr. YATES. Has it been filed vet?
Mr. RICHTMAN. It will probal;ly be filed on Monday.
Mr. MEEDS. I assume it will be on the Speaker's table by either

Monday or Tuesday. We could seek unanimous consent to take it
from the Speaker's table.

We will have to talk with some of our colleagues before we do this.
Mr. YATES. Are there imne who are opposed to it?
Mr. MEEDS. There will automatically be some people who are

opposed to it. I think if we talk to °themthere is ample rationale for
doing this.

Total expenses are brought on solely from the fact that we are
extending this 2 months for the purpose of circulating it and getting
comments.

I think h is a good step and most people who might be prone to
object will agree on that basis. Mr. Yates and I can undertake to
talk to sortie people and see if we can bring it on by unanimous consent
on Monday or Tuesday.

Mr. YATES. You are still on the Interior Committee, too?
Mr. MEEDS. I am.
:.'hairman ABOUREZIC. There has also been a little leadtime, so

that President Carter can sign it once it is passed. .

Mr. YATES. Why can't it be brought up Mondasy or Tuesday?
Mr. MEEDS. SI we can bring it up Monday or Tuesday it will lie

all right. Otherwise, we will be in trouble.
Mr. YATEs..Why can't we get a copy of what y3a passed in the

Senate and present it to the House?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes-. It has been sent over, so I assume that,

is what will happen.
Mr. YATES. OK.
Chairman ALOUREZIC. I have a draft introduction I will pass out.

Why don't you read these and pass them around as you are reading
them?

Are rou ready to go with demographics, chapter 3?
Mr. 'STEVENS. Yes, sir. I would like to quickly review what is going

to come up, and then have the staff take over.
Before you do that, sir, it is going to have some bearing on our

drafting, so I wanted to depart from this for a moment, and ask if
the chairman would tell us the status of the committee structure in
the Senate and the House.

The reason for that is that we have a specific
Chairman ABOUREZR. Have .the chairman tell you what, Ernie?
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Mr. STEVENS. The status of the cominittee structure in the Senate
and the House. The reason for that is that we have a specific recoin-
mendation which the staff, not this time, but at the next meeting,
will have a recommendation relating to, the cemmittee structure in
the Senate and the House.

You have a position here, and it would just be good information
to know the status of it.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. What has been done so far on the Senate
Indian Committee: Today, sometime, the Senate will pass a rule
that will be final, establishing a full Indian Affairs Committee for a
period or 2 years, that would terminate at the end of this Congress.

After which time the Indian affairs jurisdiction of all sorts would
go into the Human Resources Committee as a subcommittee.

Right now, the Indian Committee handles all Indian affairs juris-
diction, with one exception, and that is the Alaska Native Claims
Settlement Act, which Chairman Jackson wanted to keep in Interior,
pertaining to the act itself.

I have no real objemion to it, so there is probably not much I
ceukl have done about it anyhow. So we will let that go.

We have jurisdiction over all other Alaskan Native affairs, as well
as all _Indian affairs, outside of the land portion of the act.

I don't know what has been done in the House. I will have to let
Sid and Lloyd speak on that.

Mr.. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, perhaps I caii speak to that. We have
not fared nearly as well, as I think most people in this room.know.
Indeed, we have gone backward, which is not unusual.

Mr. MEEDS. Following our traditional custom.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.

,

Mr. MEEDS. The Subcommittee on Indian Affairs of the Interior
Committee is now combined with the Public Lands Subcommittee
and obviously is not going to be the kind of focal point that it was.

The chances of getting any kind of ad hoc or special or seleact com-
mittee appointea by the Speaker, I would think, .would be very slim.

Althoug' %he fact that you have established a select committee in
the Senate would probably help in that regard. I am certainly willing
to approach the Speaker about this. I don't know about the gentle-
man from Illinois.

,

Perheps he will join me.
Mr. YATES. I am sorryI was readhig this statement. What was

the point?
Mr. MEEDS. Whether we should have some d. of a ad hoc or

select committee in the House on Indian affairs, s they in the
Senate.

I think the chances of doing that are vei poor I don't tin
would complain about it.

MI'. YATES. I think that was under consideration, at the time that
they tnerpd with the Public Lands Subcommittee, and they decided
not to do it.

Mr. MEEDS. I don't think the impetus .1'0 this will ne. from

Ud
Mr. YATES. What is lost, really, by having this merger? Do we

have any indication that Indian afrars and problems will not be given
adequate consideration?
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Just the faet of the merger is a re reat ; is that your point?
Mr. MEEDS. Even that is a but it is also rather clear, and

I am-not casting any aspersions o r. Ronealio at all, but it is.also
clear that there are many things before the Public Lands Subcom-
mittee just by itself.

To put Indians in with that, an otherwise busy subconnnittee,
is, I think, going to be a loss of visibility for them. That is my personal
opiMon.

I see Ir. Ducheneaux is here, and I think he would concur with
me in that. Is that- your view, Frank?

.Mr. DucHENEAux.. Yes, sir.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I very much concur.

This is exactly what is happening.
As I understand it something of a holding pattern is intended for

Indian nnitters, in the light of public land issues and other matters
having a high priority.

It is my view that the merger of Indian interests with others is
having that type of an impact.

Chairman IABOUREZK. I think it might not be a bad idea if this
Commission were to pass a resolution right now, memorializing the
Speaker to emulate the Senate in a 2-year special ad hoc full Indian
Committee, with jurisdiction either left in the air or transferred to
some other committee at.the end of 2 years.

The point being that President Carter is going to reorganize the
Federal Government. Secretary of Interior AmIrus has spoken
publicly in favor of a separate Indian Department.

If tliat Indian Department is created, then it. makes more sense
to continue the Select Committee on Indian Affairs.

Mr. YATES. An Indian Department in the Cabinet?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Either Cabinet or sub-Cabinet, but a totally

separate Indian Department, outside of Interior. He agrees with the
fact that there are conflicts.

Mr. YATES. I saw him yesterday, for a brief moment, and he said he
is waiting for the recommendation of this Commission.

rhairman ABOUREZK. Well, that is probably what we are going to
recommend.

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, let me-say that I will certainly support
that kind of resolution. I firmly believe there aro some critical deci-
sions that CongressI might not agree with you on where those
decisions should go.

But I firmly believe there are some critical decisions that have to be
made by the Congress with reoard to American Indian policy in the
next few years, and failing thrit, we are going to have one hell of a
mess on our hands, if I can use that terminology.

I think it would take a select committee to do that, and to do it
properly. I would join in a resolution to the Speaker.

I would be happy to approach the Speaker about that. I am not all
that confident that we are going to be able to achieve it. But I would
certainly work for it and support it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me give you some language and let's
just vote on the language. I think the staff can work out the whereas
clauses, but "Be it resolved that each House of the Congress or the
United States establish a separate committee on Indian affairs."
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Mr. YATES. You want an ad hoe committee?
Mr. MEEDS. Why don't you say ad hoc or select?
Chairman ABOUREZK. An ad hoe separate Committee on Indian

Affairs to last through the 95th Congress.
Mr:YATES. I would put a preamble in there, in line with what

Lloyd said a few moments ago, about the fact that we will be consider-
ing very impti. ,ant matters relating to the Indian community within
th.e next 3rear or two.

And it is necessary that it receive the attention of the Congress.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That can be a "whereas". The Maine

Penobscot. and Passamaquody case will take a major part of the
committee time.

Mr. YATES. IS that coming up before you?
Chairman ABOUBEZK. Oh, yes, absolutely. II will have hearings

within a month or so on the initial steps that need to be taken in
that ease.

That is a very complex thing. People can't rt mot.' sages, munici-
palities can't bond their cities

Mr. YATES. I know. The fact that it is so pending at the present
time, so immediate, should be brought out in the preamble or in the
whereases of the resolution, so that the Speaker is moved to do
something.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Right. Put in the preamble that "Whereas
we have the recommendations of the Commission itself" that we
have the regular day-to-day Indian lPgislation thaf will be coming up
outside the Commission report, the Ilaine case, whet else were you
talking about, Ernie?

Mr. MEEDS. Why don't you talk about the Massachusetts case?
Chairman ABOUREZK. And the Massachusetts case, yes, that is

very important.
Mr. MEEDS. That will grab the Speaker. He has already talked to

me about it.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Just tell him that if he doesn't want the

Indian Committee to handle it, he can handle it.
Mr. YATES. Off the record.
[Discussion off the record.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. Put in the "whereas" clause that President

Carter is planning' on reorganizing the Government with a thought
toward a separate Indian Bureau, outside 'the Department of Interior.

Mr. MEEDS. Just a minute, Mr. Chairman. Do we Ifilow that
President Carter is considering; that?

Chairman ABOUREZK. YesT-Andrus said he is..
Mr. MEEDS. Why don't we say "The Secretary" then, rather than

President Carter?
Mr. YATES. There is under consideration in the executivebranch
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.
Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, what kind of a committee is

it in the Senate? Is it called an ad hoc committee?
Chairthan ABOUREZK. It is an ad hoc committee, but it is the

Select Comm:ttee on* Indian Affairs, as the title.
Mr. YATES. It Will be called the Abourezk committee, no question

about it.
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Commissioner DEER. The reason I was asking is: Should we con-
sider the same name in the House as in tho Senate?

Chairman ABOUREZE. Wells yes. I don't think we have to put that
in the resolution, but I think it is a good idea.

Commissioner WurrscRow. We can't call it the Abourezk com-
mittee in the House, can we?

Chairman ABOUREm. You will have difficulty cang it that in the
Senate, for that matter. All right. So you know who , the resolution is
going to -be, that a special ad hoc committee for the term of this
Congress be established.

Mr. YATES. Let's think about it. This is memorial from us. All
you are going to file is the extension resolution; and then

Mr. MEEDS. Then we will talk to the Speaker about the other.
Mr. YATES. Someone will.have to file a resolution, and. I think we

have to thinkabout who we want to file that resolution, because he is
probably going to be chairman of that ad hoc committee.

Chairman ABOUREZK. The Speaker ought to file it, if he agrees
with it. -

Mr. YATES. The Speaker doesn't file a resolution.
Mr. MEEDS. We will try to work that out.
Mr. YATES. I think that is very. important.
Chairman ABOUREZE. We can get this done. We can memorialize

the Speaker. All iu favor of this rewlution, pendinethe wording to
be drafted by the staff--

Commissioner WH1TECROW. A question, sir. Thu jurisdiction would
be the same as the Senate committee?

Chairman /1110141En. I think all Indian affairs, I think you ought
to try for that.

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, let me suggest that we may have to
make some changes in that in the House with regard to the Alaskan
Native Claims Settlement Act. Frank, can you come up just a minute?
As I recall in that jurisdictional hassle that we had in the House in the
Interior Committeejurisdiction for Alaskan Native Claims Settle-
ment Actdifferent from what you did in the Senate, went to,a con-
tinuing jurisdiction over all the Alaskan Native Claims Act.

It went to a special subcommittee; did it not?
Mr. DUCHENEAUX. It did in the House; yes.
Commissioner BORDRIDGE. I'm sorry. I did not hear the response.
Mr. DUCHENEAUX. Mr. Chairman, in the House, the subcommittee

has jurisdiction over general oversight. over Alaskan lands, which
does not include all of the act, but the land .portion of the act.

Mr. MEEDS. Maybe, then, it is like the Senate
Mr.,DUCHENEAUX. I think that is what they are trying to accom-

plish in the Senate.
Chairman ABOUREZK. You can use the Senate language if you want

to copy_that down.
YMr. ATES. On the ad hoc?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.
Mr. DUCHENEAUX. Mr. Chairman, may I make another point?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.
Mr. DUCHENEAUX. The jurisdiction over Indian education legisla-

tion was transferred to t he Education and Labor Committee.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It should he put in the full Indian Committee

here.
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Mr. MEEDS. First of all, I doubt that they will create the com-
mittee. And, second, if you load it down and start fighting with the
Education and Labor Committee, you are just enhancing your ckances
of being beaten.

Chairman ABOVREZE. If you don't have education jurisdiction,
forget it. That is a major part of it.

Mr. MEEDS. We.have not had it over here for 2 years.
Mr. YATES. It has been in the Education and 'Labor Committee:
Chairman ABOUREZE. I don't presume to tell you, guys how to argue

-'our case, but you are arguing with me that it is all in one committee
over in the Senate, why fractionate it over here?

Mr. Y ATES. If we use that argument, they will say, 'ghat is what is
wrong with the senate."

Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, anyhow
Mr. YATES. You have made your suggestion, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. All in favor of this resolution say aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]
Chairman ABOUREZIE. Those.oppoL.:4?
[No response.]
Chairman ABOVREZK. The resolution is agreed to, and the staff

will draft it and circulate a copy by tomorrow morning to members
.7 of the Commis.sion for any corrections in language.

That will be transmitted by formal letter to Speaker Tip O'Neill
on Monday, Ernie.

Mr. STEVENS. I am going to.
On these materials fot review, Paul is going to be in charge of that,

so I will defer to him. I would just like to emphasize one point, and
that is, you will notice the repetition and the .way the thing comes out,
chapter by chapter, is caused by the fact that different personnel are
writing different ch'apters.

/ What we want to do, after we get the findings and recommendations
approved by the Commission, :hen we will go back and do the total,
and we will strike the repetition.

We have two editors. One of them is D'Arey McNickle, whom we
ha-.7e retained for 30 man-days, and he said he will do that, and then
ariother editor and possibly a third wili take care of the readability of
it.

I also would suggest, Mr. Chairman, that the sections related to the
work of Charlie Wilkinson, which deals with concepts, and' even the
introduction and the prolog, you might possibly consider deferring
until that time, because I think you have to catch the whole tone,
really.

That is why we have not asked to take up things like the introdk-
tion. prolog, and Charlie's part at this time.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Excuse me, Mr:Chairman. I wonder if I
might ask for a clarification. The Commission took the position, which
it is now reiterating, that Indian matters ought to be dealt with in
one committee in both the House and hopefully in the Senate and
House as well."

We now have a circumstance in which there seems to be some
fractionation occurring with respect to jurisdiction. We also have a
similar occurrence with respect to Alaskan Native Cl.nims Settlement .
Act matters.
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.4.t would be most helpful, and I would like to ask if the- chairman
might request of the staff that we now have a written report.

The report would advise ;:s of the various steps that havq been'
taken with respect to the disposition of Indian matters in each house,
and we should have that before leaving the meeting tomorrow after-
noon.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What do you mean by "that"?
'Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I mean thi_s Mr. Chairman. We have

just been advised that Education and Labor will have jurisdiction in
the House over Indian education maturs.

We have just been advisld that Alaska Native Claims Settlement
matters are going io be retained by Energy and Natural Resources in
the Senate.

On the other hand, we are not exactly sure, does this pertain solely
to jurisdiction over matters pertaining to the disposition 9f or con-
veyanees of land as far as Alaska Natives anti the public are concerned?

Or do,es it exteml further?
Chairman ABOUREZK. No; that is all. In the Senate, only the actual

hind transfers themselves will remain in the Interior Committee.
Everything, Health, Education and Welfare, . Alaskans mul all

Indians will' he in the Indian Committee.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Will the Indian Committee in the Senate

retain jurisdiction over any matters referring to the Alaska Claims
Settlement Act implementation other than land conveyances?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes; it has jurisdiction over everything
except land conveyances.

Mr, NIEEDS. I don't know whit' the rationale in the Senate was, but
the rationale in the House for the distribution of this jurisdiction to
another subcommittee was the D-2 lands matter, which the gentle-
man from Alaska obviously has a substantial interest ill.

But. other than dealing with the D-2 matter, the indication from
Mr. Ducheneaux was that that was the jurisdiction that went there.

The other, therefore, would be retained by the Indian Affairs
Subcommittee, which is in the Public Lands Subcommittee, which
also has a piece of the action of D-2 lands.

Between the two committees, the Seiberling commitiee and the
Roncalio committee, all of that jurisdiction will be kept. With regard
to Indian education: Indian education has been in the Education
and Labor Committee since 1973, when the Hansen committee
report was filed.

l'art of the Bolling committee recommendations which were adopted
by the Hansen committee and adopted by the House in 1973, I think,
so they have had that jurisdiction.

Commissioner BORBRIOGE. What I have in mind, Mr. Chairman,
at this point we have an understanding of what is involved and we
realize this is going to be a rather emerging and develophig matter.
Obviously, there will be questions of whether or not a specific subject
benefits in one committee or another.

I think it would be helpful to have the staff do two things. Again,
I would request that they give us a report of the current developmew.s,
which we have pret ty well discussed.

These are matters on which I will be queried on mv return to
Alaska, and as I speak to other Indian groups. The oilier thing I
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would like to request is that the staff .keeps us apprised of develop-
ments in changes in jurisdiction as they mny occur, with respect to
the Indian Committees in each of the houses.

Chairman ABOUREZK. We can do that. Now, about your other
question: Is that adequately answered now?

Commissioner BORBRIDGK.. Yes, as I understand, Mr. Chairman,
Energy and Natural Resources is interested primarily in having juris-
diction over those matters pertaining to ljind conveyances of natives
and the public, and largely pertains to D-2, but not with respect to
other matters, even though (4iey relate to the Natiye Claims Settle-
ment Act.

But they are matters of general Indian jurisdiction. Those will
he handled by the Select Committee.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is true. That is my understanding of it.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman ABOUREZIL Who is going to lead off on demographic
information?

MT. ALEXANDER. I guess I am.
Mr. MEEns. Mr. Chairman, may I have just a moment before we

commence. I would like to take this opportunity to introduce to the
committee 'Mr. Fred Martone, who is sitting wall the staff and is on
retainer by this committee, under contract to work with the staff.
He is a lawyer from Phoenix. Ariz., practicing privately here, um:el.
contract, working with the committee-for a period- of time.

He is a graduate of Notre Dame Law School (J.D.) and the master's
(LL.M.) program at Harvard Law School, and is the author of an
article in the Notre Dame Lawyer, and was one of the top members of
his class.

Chairmai: ABOUREZK. What was the article about.
Mr. MEEDS. About sovereignty, jurisdiction, State versus Indian

rights.
Chairman ABOUREZK. May I ask Mr. Martone how he came down

on the q,uestion?
Mr. MEEDS. Which part of it, Mr. Chairman. You can read it ror

yourself. Well, I think that it is no secret here that I have felt for-some
time that you were listening to one.side of the law suit, and I say thil
without in any way attemptiue,--to:ilemean our staff because I think
they have done an excellent jo'b..They are quite capable people, but .
eAl are lawyers presenting one side of a law suit.

Mr. Martone's views represent another side of that case. He.is here
at my request to help give us a balanced---,--

Conunissioner BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairinan, I appreciate the logic
behind the presentation that will be made and the necessity of having
a broad overview by the Commission on all aspects on each of the
questions that come before us.

At some time I would be interested in hearing about how the mech-
anics ofI'm not sure whether that report is a separate report or
whether a mnority report

Chairman ABOUREZK. Minority views. .

Commissinaer BORBRIDGE. Would it be a separate documentPin
not sure who t would happen

Chairman ABOUREZK. Usually in any committee report in Con-
gress, whatever the major.ity of the committee adopts becomes the

24 -400 --is ----10
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report of that committee. That is sent out as a commission report
would be.

At the end of that is placed whatbver minority views any member
of the committee or commission might wiSh to express, which -repre-
sents the other sid6 of the question. They are labeled as such, as
minorityor dissenting views, or whatever you want to call them.

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.
Commissioner DIAL. Then I take it that Mr. Martone plans to repre-

sent Congressman Meeds' ideasto give a minority report, and this
is done legally from the standpoint of a power that isgiven to the
Congress, and. Ruch rules do not exist for other Commissinn members.

In other words, if I desire to bring someone in to give a minority
report on nonfederally recognized tribes, say, would I have such a
privilege to bring in someone under contract at a. number of (lollars?
And who would decide the fee for bringing in this individual?

Chairman ABOUREZK. .In response to that, Adolph, Mr. Martone
was brought in at the request of Mr. Meeds.

Commissioner DIAL. I understand that.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It has become obvious at the many meetings

that perhaps the majority of the Commission attending the meetings
has developed a eonsensus view on sovereignty and vaious things,
pertaining to this report.

At the same time it has become obvious that Congressman Meeds
has developed a line of disagreement with that, which is all part of
this minidemocracv we are runnin.g here.

So, when Mr. Yleeds asked if 11.3 could bring on a staff person to
help develop minority views in trrms of his disagreement, I agreed
to it. I think.I have ihe power as chairman to do that, within limits,
to hire staff.

Now, to get to your question, if you have minority views you wish
to develop, I think it would be unfair to you to deprive you of a staff
person.

Commissioner DIAL. I do not question the authority
Mr. YATES. I think I would like one too.
Commissioner DIAL. I dO not question his authority, the only

question I ask, and I am looking forward to the gentleman's views,
the only question I ask: Would someone else, Indian members in
other Words, have the same privilege?

Chairman ABOUREZK. The Indian members and non-Indian mem-
bers on this Commission, with the exception of the chairman, are all
equal.

Mr. YATES. The chairman is more equal.
Mr. MEEDS. Just like any other Commission I have ever been on.

[Laughter.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. Seriously, Adolph, if you want to express

minority views on that issue, and. I understand your extremely stiong
interest in it, I think you are entitled to do it.

Now, another question, the reason we had to bring Mr. Martone
on at whatever rate we are paying him, and I understand he is a tough
negotiator when it comes to salaries or contract fees or whatever, the
reason we had to do it that way is that there is no e::isting member of
the staff who would be able to write a report for Lloyd Meeds accord-
ing to his views.
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Am I correct, because I don't agree with Llo Yd.
Mr. REEDS. Indeed that staff out there is so good that they could

writ,e for me most anything I wanted written. But it would not be
anything that they felt very strongly or any heattfelt sympathy. I
-would not want to ask anyone to be in that position.

Chairman ABOUREZR. That is true. I am sure that they could sit
down and write something, but their hearts would not be in it.

Now, the question is, for your minority views, if they are indeed
going to be minority views, is there a member of the existing staff
who could do that work for you without bringing somebody else in?

Mr. YATES. We don't know yet if he has minority views or majority
views, but maybe we agree with him.

Chairman Anonms. I don't know, maybe we ought to bring that
question up very soon, incidentally.

Commissioner DIAL. That was just a point of information, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. YATES. You can have anything you want, Adolph.
Commissioner DIAL. Thank you, I don't want very much, that is

why I usually get what I want.
Mr. Chairman, I would like to know the salary we are paying Mr.

Martone.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't know, we will have to ask Mr.

Martone, I guess.
Mr. RICHTMAN. We have prepared a contract which is ready for the

signature of the chairman and the ranking minority member of di's
Commission, Senator Hatfield, and Mr. Martone. ft is a sum not to
exceed $25,000. That was negotiated with Mr. Martone and the sum
we arrived at was less than that.

After talking to the chief counsel of the Senate Riles Committee
we decided to make t $25,000 in order not to have to go before the
Rules Committee aghin in late April or May to request an amendment
if it should be slightly above N4r. Martone's estimate, which was
$21,290.

That is based on a fee of $60 an hour, which is paid to the contractor,
which is the law firm, estimate of 320 hours plus two or three trips to
Washington, and the expenses involved in those trips.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Three hundred and twenty hours?
Mr. RICHTMAN. That, is correct.
That is the estimate he arrived at after discussing the volume of

work involved in preparing a draft minority report with the vice
chairman.

Mr. MEEDS. It he were to work less than that, the contract is
prepared in such a way as to not exceed, so that if he would work
fewer hours than that, it would not be that much, is that. correct?

Mr. RICHTMAN. That is correct, the contract provides supporting
documentation as to expenses and the amount of time spent on the
report, and $60 an hour.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I would ask Mr. Martone, some lawyers,
when tl.Jr take on a contract fee like that, they will ay my Spurs
start from the time I leave niy caucus and go to Washington, and
that is 24 hours a day. It is a legitimate thing that some people do.

How are you viewing that? Is that from the time you leave home or
just the hours you put in working on this particular question?
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Mr. MARTONE. It is hours, I devote to the task, plus travel time.
I computed 320 hours based uponif it is a full-time effort for 2
months you are, talking about 160 hours a month at a 7-hour day.

Chairman ABOTYREZK. Your travel time: Does that include after
5 p.m. in the evening, whenever that is?

MARTONE. Oh, no.
Chairman.Aaoramc. If you are in Washington.

. Mr. MARTONE. No: my travel time includes from the time I leave
Phoenix until, the tune I .get to Washington, D.C.

Mr. MEEDS. About 4 hours.
Mr. MARTONE. That is right. TI a figure that was mentioned by

Mr. Richtman is a maximum figure which he wanted for his contract
purposes. If I spend 100 hours on it instead of 300 hours on it, then
we are talking about $6,000 plus expenses.

I sensed some concern over the mount. I think it ought to be clear
.that that is a fee that is set by the firm with which I am an associate--
an employee of the firm. As an individual I do not get that. That
a: nount is an amount that covers overhead, it covers profit, it COve:s
secretaries, bookkeepers. and so forth.

I am sure the committee probably realizes that as an associate in
that firm my salary is substantially less than that.

Mr. YATES. Can..we arrange for you to tak3 a leave of absence for
2 months?

Mr. MARTONE. If you will compensate me for the loss of good time,
Chnirmaii-ABovaEza. Lloyd gets a whole law firm for that and not

just one lawyer.
Mr. YATES. How does this compare with other salaries you pay

our own lawyers?
Mr. RICHTMAN. The maximum fees paid, when actually employed

for this Commission, is $96.48 a day.
We did try to make an effort with Mr. Martone to try to arrange

a leave of absence, or some kind of arrangement with the law firm, so
that he could be retained as an individual consultant and be paid
directly by the U.S. Senate, but we were not successful, in negotiating
that.

The only way to take on Mr. Martone and to have him prepare
this minority report was through a contract.

Mr. YATES. I thought he had a well-written Law Review article.
I don't know that I agree v. ith him but it was a well-written article.
What needs to be done beyond the article?-

Mr. MAaroxE. I don't know, perhaps that question should be
addressed to Mr. Meeds, but I suspect what needs to be done is to
provide some balance in terms of evaluating this report, testing it
against a wholly different set of first principles, articulating those
principles and testing the recommendations and findings of this
Commission against those principles to see where results might be
different.

It is true that that articte constitutes a fundamental ideological com-
position that is at war and at odds with those views shared probably
by the members of the staff and this Commission.

If the draft reports that I have read and examined so far reflect
their views. So to that extent I think you get the general trend, and
flavor of a different principle from that article.
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Mr. YATES. I think your article makes a contribution, but I think
the entire philosophical and scholarly background of the question
ought to be presented for consideration.

The only question in my mind is the amount of money involved.
I think the article is well written, I don't think I agree with it. But
the only question I have is with the rate of compensation. If that is
the only way we could get him---of course it is the chairman's respon-

. sibility, the rest of us don't have to worry about it.
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Martone, when did you

do the article? .

Mr. MARTONE. When was it written?
Commissioner DIAL Yes.
Mr. MARTONE. It. was written during an LL. M. program at the

Harvard Law School in the academic year 1974.
Commissioner DIAL. You did not do the article for the Commission.
Mr. MARTONE. That is certain. The article was drafted 3 years ago.
Commissioner DIAL. Of course, you would not charge us for the

articlo, hopefully.
Mr. MARTONE. The University of Notre Dame has the copyright

on the article.
Mr. MEEDS. Perhaps to clear this up, tlie article is how I came\across Mr. Martone. Mr. Martone, in his article, states a coneapt of

soVereignty which is very akin to my concept of sovereignty, and I
think the majority of Americans clearly not the majority of Indians.

Mr. YATES. You don't know diat.
Mr..MEEDS. That is why I use the word I think. I think a majority

of Americans. I think it is a view which has to be expressed out of a
personal 'view that we, ou:' staff and our task forces have laid before
as a concept of sovereignty for Indian tribes, which is alien to some
of the valuekin this Nation.

At least these other values have to be studied somewhere. Mr.
Martone appears to be a very articulate i. -- nonent of that position.
Now, if there is any responsibility connected with this hiring, I will
personally bear that responsibility because I think it is essential that
these views be brought out.

He is hired because he is an articulate exponent of those views. I
don't know how in hell you put a value on those views. I would
certainly hope We could get him for less money, and we tried.

But the fact is his law firm held fast, and, in the absence of payir g
him what we are paying him, we would not get him. If ther, is any
responsibility for that I will bear it.

Chairman APOUREZK. You are speaking of your pay raise.
Mr. YATES. Let Inc read this conclusion from this article and I

think you will see that he does express very forcefully an opposite
point of view to the one our staff has expressed. He says this: "Largely
through his own effort- the tribal Indian is no longer the forgotten
American. But his effort has raised the question whether his sui
generis role in the Federal system can or should survive."

It has been said that to "the extent the tribal Indian asserts an
inherent right of tribal self-government, he has not truly manifeSted
his consent to be governed wholly under the internal government set
forth in the. Constitution." Many tribal Indians would heartily agree
with this appraisal. "
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The Constitution was not designed with tribes in mind. Congress
.has been caught between changing tides of opinion, running from full
separation to total assimilation, but neither is immediately achievable,

The realities apply, the tribe cannot be 'separate if only because
historical forees, and the Indians have already achieved partial integra- .

tion, are irreversible.
That is the thrust of his article. "The effort then must be to find

some imaginative accommodation of tribal interests in cultiu.al
identity consistent with the Federal system, and the near certain
assimilation of the tribe in the future."

Statehood is a problem. "A State would have to open its borders
to all Americans, not just members of a tribe." That would be the
viewpoint.

Chairman ABOUREZK. May I ask a question? Is it all right to call
you Fred?

Mr. MARTONE. Certainly, Senator.
Chairman ABOUREZK. So we don't have to be so formal. Is it your

view that there is no legal basis, constitutional or statutory, for a
separate sovereign system of Indian tribes?

Mr. MARTONE. I don't know what you mean by separate sovereign
system.

Is what you are talking about: Is there a legal basis for tribal Indians
to govern themselves under their own laws? .

Chairman ABOUREZK. Right.
Mr. MARTONE. And under laws applicable to them. Yes, that legal

basis is the Congress of the United States. It has permitted that
through its treaties and its statutes.

Chairman ABOUREZK. So essentially the argument you make is
not a legal one but it is a political arg.ument, what we decide is whether
or not Congress ought to retain that system of tribal sovereignty,
abolition, or go scmewhere inbetween.

Is that. essentiallyam I accurate in saying that?
Mr. MARTONE. I think, you will forgive me, it is an over,

simplification.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Please elaborate.
Mr. YATES. Let me read what you have said. "The Supreme Court's

role should be limited. It should forthrightly deny the existence of
inherent tribal sovereignty (as it implicitly did in McClanahan and
Mescalero) and decide Indian law problems within the framework of
relevant treaties and statutes." I think that is what your argument is.

Mr. MARTONE. Let me give you an example of a currently un-
settled and controversial issue as to whethei or not an Indian tribe
has the power to tax non-Indian entities doing business on an Indian
reservation.

It would, I suspect, be the views of this staff, at least those I have
had an opportunity to talk to in the past 24 hours, that because an
Indian tribepossesses inherent powers of self-government and becauge
no congressional announcement has withdrawn those powers, the
conclusion would be for them that an Indian tribe could indeed tax a
non-Indian entity.

My analysis would be quite the contrary. I would think that an
Indian tribe is a self-governing entity, and I would ask what are its
powers of self-government, and those powers would be defined by
treaty and statute.
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In the cases where I have interpreted those treaties and statutes, I
would say self-government means governmht of self rather than
others. Congress has permitted Indians to make their own laws and
be ruled by them, but it does not mean that they have jurisdiction over
non-Indian ent it h-s.

Since there is no statute or treaty, that is we are talking in general.
There may very well' be an individual case where a treaty gives them
that authority, and I suspect the Congress has that power.

But in the absence of treaty or statute that gives them power
over non-Indians my conclusion would be that they do not have it.
That is to say there Is no residual of inherent sovereignty.

An analogy I used yesterday with a member of the staff was that
principle of municiparlaw in which under traditional principles, cities,
tcrwns and counties operated as political subdivisions of the State,
and under the old Dillon's rule, they could only do what the State
legislatures said they could do.

The; did not have the power independently to do anything else.
The trend in the last 10 or 15 years has been home ritle amendments
in various States, which have amended State constitutions to give
the people ir. political subdivisions the power to do what they want,
unless inconsistent with the general laws of the State.

It is quite a different presumption. That is the same kind, although
again that is an oversimplification because in each of these cases
-you have to look at relevant treaties and statutes.

Chairman ABOUREZK. But it is also, I think, a bit off the point in
that certainly municipalities are creatures of the State. Whatever
powers are given to the Federal Government in the Constitution was
given by the States. You don't dispute that?

Mr. MEEDS. He is saving whatever powers are given to Indian
tribes are given by the dongress.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I know what he is saying and I will get to
that in a minute. But let's just take one step at a time.

You did not dispute that whatever powers the Government has
been given to*them in the Constitution was given by the States?

Mr. MARTONE. I think there is some dispute as to wOther it was
given them by the people or the States, but I am not sure whether
that is a, significant difference :n where you are going.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I am nat sure either, but nevertheless it is a
pretty well established fact.

Mr. MARTONE. That is right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. There is also a theory that the Indian

tribesthree treaties have granted to the U.S. Government certain
power:4, and not the other way around, as you contend.

You contend that the Government has granted to Indian tribes so
many powers through treaties. The opposite contention is that the
tribes have granted to the U.S. Government certain powers by treaties.
That the power the Government has over the Indians, has been given
them by the tribes or the Indians themselves, depending on how you
phrase it.

Mr. MARTONE. That is the fundamental difference, and I will give
you a current application of that prmciple which would weigh in
favor of my view of things.

In the past term, the Supreme Court held, in what, has been known
as the Akin case, that the McCarron amendment, which waives the
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immunity of the United States to suits brought in State courts for
adjudication of water rights on a given navigable stream, also included
a grant by the United States to adjudicate Federal reserved Water
rights for Indians.

The reason being that the court did not label those Indian wab.w
eights, the court labeled them Federal reserve rights for Indians.

It seems to me had they been Indian reserved rights,, the court's
conclusion would be erroneous. Since the McCarron amendment
waived the immunity of the United States, the court heldwell, it
did not reach whether they waived the immunity of the tribes because
they treated those rights as if they were Federal rights.

Chairman ABOUREZK. To get back to my original question, you
have not yet. answered: Are you really saying t ihat it s a political
argument in that it is up to the Congress as to whether or not tribal
sovereignty can be maintained, established or faced or abolished or
placed somewhere in between?

Mr. MARTONE. That is certain. The whole thrust of my argument
and my position is that, consistent with Federal constitutional limita-
tions, the nature and scope of tribal self-government is within the
plenary authority of the Congress.

It can, as it did in the fifties, terminate Indian tribes or it can allow
them to prosper as quasi-independent governing bodies within the
political syStem.

I think'that, as you go in one direction, some serious constitutional
problems arise.

Chairrian ABOUREZK. Now, you have agreed with the fact that it
is a poli,ical question.

Mr. M,ARTONE. Yes, it is a policy question, not only this bodycan- -
Chairman ABOUREZK. That is right, I take it as a, personal view.

You come down on the side of less sovereignty rather than more.
Mr. MARTONE. Well-
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, if I could say, what is more and what

is less, less and more than what, what this Commission is recommend-
ing, than what a court said in a certain case, than what our staff
thinks, less or nu..-e than what?

Mr. YATES. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that it is all very good
and well for you to ask this question. But it seems to me that he is
very articulate and quite learned spokesman for his position. It is a
question that you are going to have to face in your own ad hoc com-
mittee when your Learings come along, and the only question in my
mind is the question of price.

I think it is an attitude that ought to be
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes; we are not debating that. Ile is hired,

we are not debating that.
Mr. YATES. Oh, then fine, go iad and ask him questions.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I am not interviewing him for the job.

[Laughter.]
In fact, I think it is an awfully good thing that there is an ad-

versary viewpoint beciuise debate, I believe, will improve this report.
I am honeAly convinced of that. All I was trying to lo was try to
find out what his position exactiy was.

Mr. YATES. I was wonddring if you were still hiring him, but if
that is gone that is good then. Now we can all ask him questions.
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Commissioner DIAL. I did not ask the question on hiring this
gentleman nor his. fee. I only raisql the question that we had the
same privilege.

Mr. YATES. &ire You did.
.

Commissioner DIAL. That" 'N-as all I wanted to know.
Commissioner BORBRIPGE. I have one comment, Mr._ Chairman,

may, since I also raised:one of the questions too. I certainly very
much agree that, in order for the report and the recommendations -
by the Comthission to have the fullest validity and Credibility, that

. it is important that all available viewpoints be piesented to it. ,

I would be the last to disagree in any way with the interpretation
of the chairman and do not stiggest that dissenting or minority
viewpoints should nO.t be presented. It is very important to the -;
committee that they be presented. After leading off with that, Mr.

'Chairman, I still want to say that I consider $28,000 to be ekcessive.
I am not suggesting that we negotiate it, but for the record I think,
it is excessive.

' Mr. YATES. For the record I would agree with him on the priv,9
but I would Say that I do think he is a talented young man.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Very much so, I would-agree.
Chairman ABOUREVR. What they are saying then is you are viiirth

something but not that much, I guess. [Laughter.]
Mr. MARTONE. If I were to tail you my salaiy you would see that

the firm feels that way too. [Laughter.]
Mr. YATES. This raises a very interesting question. I *gather the

impression that in our past meetings we had approved certain sections
of the report awl what is proposed now is to write `minority views: It
places the Commission in Itind of a delicate position.

Suppose his views are so pei suasive that we think we ought to adopt
them.

Mr. MEEDS. That was one of the things I. was hopeful of..
Mr. YATES. I know you were hoping for that and perhaps that will .

be, hut the point is how can the Commission know where it is going
until it has all the opinions. I think the fault is yours, you should have
raised this a long while ago.

Mr. MEEDS. That is why I have maintained for a long time that.
it was improper to say that we were bringing him here to prepare
minority views.

Mr. YATES. That, in itself, is not:adequate. The ordinary minority
view has a majority position explained and then, bingo, at the end
you've got some minority view.

What we are faced with now is: What is your position going to be
on other matters? He may not agree with you on certain things.
is not your employee now, he becomes the employee of the Conlinig-
sion. as I understand what the chairman has done.

Mr. MEEDS. That is correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That is because the Lord giveth and Lord

taketh away.
Mr. YATES. That is right, it is no longer Meeds' view, he is part

of the staff, as I understand it.
Mr. MEEDS. That is right.
Mr. YATES. As part of the staff he has a responsibility to talc!, a

look at what the staff has done in other respects. He may agree with
what they have done.
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Commissioner WHITECFW. Thelkis a possibility that he might
even change his opinion.

Mr. YATES. That is correct.
You haven't had a chance to ge,t at him yet, Jake. (Laughter.]
But I wonder whether or not.this changesyour time schedule.
Chairman ADOUREZK. No; I don't think t is because we will stilii

have to do it within the context of the schedule. While I think it
would have been desirable to have Mr. Martone brought on earlier
nevertheless he is here and we will try to work within the context.
So, Pete-----

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Yates' comments do raise cer-
tain mechanical type problems that for the most part, I think, we
are trying to avoid in this main report here, preparing virtually a
legal grief.

I would expect this, minority report, partieuhirly having to glance
through the Law Review article, would take on very much the charac-
ter of a legal brief. I think what we need is some mechanism where
we will be able to make some reply comments or analysis after we have
seen the minoMy viewpoints.

I think that is a matter that perhaps should 'be (liscusse1.
Chairman ABOUREZK. May I. respond to that? I don't think any

of this ought to be a legal brief, to be honest Avith you. We have a
seelion in there that states legal concepts.

Mr. TAYLOR. But very briefly%
'Chairman Anotramx.'Very briefly, which is fine with me. This is

a political document.
1Vr. YATES. That is not true, Mr. Chairman, it is a political docu-

ment based upon the law as it has been interpreted by our staff up to
now.

Chairman ABOUREZE. Part of it is based on the law, but neverthe-
less Mr. Martone conceded that everything we have to do comes up
as a political decision and we know that.

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, you are expanding on what Mr. Mar-
t one said.

Chairman ABOUREZE. Let me fiaish. It comes up.because he con-
cedes and everybody agrees, I don't know of anyone who disagrees,
that Congress has plenary authority. No matter where they got the. .authority they have it.

Mr. YATES. Nobody disagrees with that..
Chairman ABOVREZK. Nobody disagrees with that, therefore, it

becomes an absolute political decision as 'to what we do. The reason
for the constitution of this Commission and the, work :of this Com-
mission and its report, is to t7 to make a political determination base&
in part upon legal concepts, in part upon historical .concepts, in part
upon what is happening today.

What kind of policy are we going to make for the American Indian
people. Therefore, I would hope that you don't try to Make it legal
and fight it out legally in this report. I don't think tbat is necessary
because, basically, the basic legal concepts are there, and you agree
upon them. That is, it is up to the Congress to do that one way or
the other.

I honestly believe, if yousthink about this, we nave to make the
political determination: Does Congress want Ito say to the Indian
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people that you are going to have sovereignty; you are going to be
able to determine your own lives, based upon what has -gone on in
the past 200 years; or are we going to try to continue the job of wiping
out the Indian?

Mr. YATES. Without regard to what the court decisions have been
in the past?

(liftman A.90UREZ K. Court decisions can be wiped out by one act
of Congressevery single one of them.

Mr. YATES. So they are not important. If that is true why do we
need Mr. Martone.

Chairman ABOUREZ K. it is true only in the context of history.
They become part of the history of what has happened to the Indian
people.

Mr. MEEDS. NIr. Chairman, if I might add : Is it true also, in terms
of what the constitutional rights of all Americans are, which are the
Con.,tit,ition and court determinations of those rights? You just
clui't get a from the fact that whatever position you take on this
mat ter, it has to be at least premised on legal right.

Mr. YATES. Except what he is saying, and it is an interesting argu-
ment, that no matter what the legal rights are, that is past. What we
have to decile now is what Congress should do.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I am not talking about constitutional rights.
Even the Congress can't deprive a citizen of his constitutional rights,
and they have done a pretty fair job of it. But technically we cannot
(:o that.

I am not talking about something that comes out of the Bill of
Rights that we can't abrogate. We can't certainly go beyond what the
Constitution allows us to go beyond, search and seizure, jury trial,
things like that.

I am talking about tribal government, tribal sovereignty. I am
talking about whether or not we should abide by treaties. That is,a
political decision, that is not a legal decision. If you have a treaty in
effect, its interpretation becomes a legal matter. Maybe you want. to
wipe out the treaty or not, that is a political matter.

MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, it is not a political matter, it is a con-
stitutional matter that, by suggesting as a political matter that certain
rights be given to Indian tribes, that thnt deprives other citizens of
certain constitutional rights, it then becomes a constitutional question.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What rights do you give to an Indian tribe
that deprives somebody of their constitu.tioni 1 rights?

Mr. YATES. Mr. Martone gave an example.
Mr. M EEDS. Exactly, I have been talking about these for several

;essions.
Chairman ABOUREZ E. Of what?
.Mr. YATES. The question of how far Indian r.overeignty goes on a

tribe ith respect to non-Indians.
Chairman ABM:REM With taxing on Indians: How does that de-

prive the non-Indian of his constitutional rights?
Mr. MEEDS. Does the non-Indian have the right to vote on whether

or not that tax is imposed on him?
Chairman ABOVREZK. No;
Mr. MEEDS. If he does not he is deprived of a constitutional right.
Mr. YATES. Let's listen to Paul a minute.
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Chairman AnotatEzic. There are a lot of people deprived of a
constitutional right, if. that is the case, because everybody who lives
in Virginia and owns property in Maryland is deprived of that right
to vote, right?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Constitutional rights run against two govern-
mental entities in the Constitution, the United States and the States
and their political subdivisions.

In our view of the law tribes are neither. What you said earlier
raises one of the,basic conflicts of interpretation between the position
Mr. Martone took in his journal article and the position we had been
enunciating.

That the tribes retain whatever inherent sovereign rights or juris-
dictional powers they have, except for those that have been specifically
given up by treaty or removed by specific act of Congress. That is the
classic formulation of Felix Cohen and many others.

The view, as I understand it, expressed in the journal article is that
tribes have those rights which Congress affirmatively recognizes.
That is the baseline distinction.

Mr. MEEDS. That is where we started 2 months ago, as a distinction
between what attributes of sovereignty tribes had.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. If I might comMent, Mr. Chairman, I
consider in approaching. the Congress for a political resolution of those
matters impacting the future status and welfare Of the Indian nations,
I consider that rot only the history but the letral basis for the very

eyparticular relationship v firmly established e.between the Indians
and the Federal Government,- is extremely important.

I.would like to think that it would be possible to approach these
questions without our having to delve into too much of the legalisms
that are involved. But. I think not to do so would be. a disservice to
the Indians.

The Indians contend, and I agree, that a series of Supreme Court
decisions, statutes, and for that matter the policy of this Nation--
granted sometimes, not observed consistently--has been to move
towards a recognition of this very- special status.

At this point I would suggest that we separate pur approach to the
political solutions from the establishment Alf the basis of the rights
which are today being amplified further by other court decisions

This would tend to deprive the Indians of their argument that
is substance to the rights that the3r are pressing for. I think that tne::
fully recognize that the Congress disposes and that others propose.

But they are saying, in effect, that if they are deprived of their legal
arguments and the very substantive nature of what those rights are
that have been firmly established, some before the formation of the
United States itself, it would place them in the position of coming to
the Congress hat in hand, an(' I don't think that this is something
that theyr can tolerate,

Therefore, as much as I would be happy if we had less legalism or
legalistic language involved in our deliberations, I consider them
to be a very necessary part of the record.

It may wel be, Mr. Chairman, that some of this can be hGled
down, but I think it is very important that the very basic legal
premises be a part of any effort, and proposal that we present to the
Congress.
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My experience has been that each time that I have had the oppor-
tunity to approach the Congress on any matter, someone has always
asked what are the rights that you have and on whit legal principle
do you base your approach to this committee.

I have found that we had to go back to legal principles.
Chairman ABOITREZK. If I might respond to thatI don't at all

object to the legal concepts as already stated in the draft report so
far. What I was really getting at was what Pete said. I want to re-
spond to Mr. Martone's legal argunuint and we will go after him.
That is the instinct of a lawyo, to do that kind of thing, I. know, being
one myself.

But I think we have to recognize, and it is very important to
recognize this, that every one of those legal principles can be wiped
out with a single law. It can be wiped out with a single political act.

What we have to do is not only build a legal case for the rights that
.are in existence,.but we have to use those rights that are in existence
as a moral principle on which to make a political decision of what it is
we are going to do.

If we don't do that, and if we make this a legal tome, at the outset
people are going to look at it and say, "What the hell, if we can wipe
them out why bother, what does all this mean any way?"

Mr. YATES. What we did 2 weeks ago and 3 weeks ago or 1 month
ago. We spent the whole day deciding what the status of the Indians
was, and the status of the Indians depends in great -measure on their
legal rights.

-Chairman ABOUREZK. That is fine, nothing wrong with that.
Mr. YATES. You are right, Congress can pass it or abolish those

rights, but we also learned that when Congress passes such a law
therc is the question of possible compensation to the Indians for the
deprivation of their rights.

And as Mr. Martone takes an opposite view on that, as I under-
stand it

Mr. MARTONE. Not so, there are constitutional limitations.
Mr. MEEDS. Let him explain that, he would be different than the

rest of the staff, but he does not exactly agree with what you just
said. Go ahead, Fred.

Mr. YATES. I thought he agreed with what I said. I said, if Congress
passes a law and it takes some Indian rights away, that the Govern-
ment has to pay for it.'

Mr. MARTONE. Of course, as you state the problem. If it is a com-
pensable right in the first instance. Let me give you an example. In
the Tee-Hit-Ton. Indian case, which resolved the basic problem of
Federal condemnation of tribal land, th., :court said under the Con-
stitution of the United States only the Congress has the power to
convey a compensable interest in the public lands.

It sort of assumed, through earlier cases that Indian title in the
sense of naked possession, its claims based 'on aboriginal possession,
was not a compensable interest. That was extinguished by Congress,
discovery or whatever doctrine one would like to subscribe to.

Chairman ABOITREZK. Would you clarify that? Say that again.
Mr: MARTOXE. Well
Chairman ADOUREZK: Aboriginal title has been extinguished?
Mr. MARTONE. No, it has not, but in terms of it beinga compensable,

interest, yes, it has been extinguished. What that is, as the courts
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have frequently saidl is a right to possession which in itself can be
subsequently extinguished.

In any event what that case held was that the only time compensa-
tion is due on the taking of tribal land is where the Congress has made
it clear that it has granted a compensable interest in. the first instance,
such as by treaty. In fact, the case suggested that the taking of tribal
land held by executive order, for example, might not be a compensable
interest, depending on what the intent of Congress was.

That is the kind of question that one would have to see what the
congressional intent was.

So, for example, to take the chairman's glove that was dropped
about the one single statute, the Troblems in the State of Mame,
for example, could be solved very simply with a one-line statute by
which this Congress extinguishes all claims of aboriginal possession.

Chairman ABOUREZK. With one exception, the trespass damages
prior to the time of extinguishing. We cannot wipe that odt, but you
are right about the others.

Mr. YATES. Does he agree with you on' that?
Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't know.
Mr. MARTONE. I am not sure, because under whose law does

trespass lie ?
Mr. MEEDS. The chairman is referring to an Alaskan case brought

up on the Alaska Native Land Claims Settlement Act, but that has
not been to the Supreme Court, as I recall.

Mr. YATES. He is talking about Maine.
Mr. MEEDS. Trespass damages are arising out of the Alaska case.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I am talking about the Maine case.
Mr. MARTONE. If I can put it in what I think the focus otight'to

be, of course it is a question of policy. All the questions will be guns-
tions of policy; the only limitations on that are constitutional limita-
tions. Fifth amendment problems might arise or might not arise,
depending on what the underlying thought is.

It seems to me that what you would want the report to articulate
is: What law is clear, what law is unclear,. what are the contrary
arguments, what kind of findings support various arguments? Then,
it is only after you have established what the facts are, that you
can go forward in terms of. policy.

For example, you can talk about trust administration by saving
here are principles and this is merely a restatement of existing law,
although that existing law is of murky origins.

You look at the principles and it talks about extending services to
off-reservation Indians, urban Indians and so forth.

One would argue, and I would argue, that that is not accomplished
in existing law. One can argue that it is and one can argue that it,
isn't, there is nothing clear about that problem.

If you accept a report that says it is a j)reordained truth that is
nonnegotiable and not subject to negotiation, you have necessarily
skewed the kind of findings and recommendations that will result,
from that report.

But I am not suggesting that this Commission should buy any or
all of my views. All it should have is a clear, balanced picture of what
the state of the law is. As I understand the charter of this Commission
it is supposed to examine what the state of the law is, and make
certain findings and make certain recommendations.
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So you can't just short circuit that process and say, "Well, since
we can do anything what difference does that make, let's just do
what we want to do." It would be well to know what it is we are
working from before you decide where it is you want to go.

Mr. l'ATES. And what von are wiping out,
Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't disagree with that at all. My point

is, I don't want to see the report become just _two legal briefs, one
by one side and one by the other. It is not going to do any good.

Mr. MARTONE. Let me give you an example.
The draft report would have lenguage that would say whv it is

obvious, of course, that tribal Indians haire inherent rights of.sover-
eigpty, without explanation. Ne body really knows what it means.
It is not at all obvious-.

It is obviously a source of tremendous legal conflict in this country
toclay.

There are asslimptions in this that have directed the answer to
the question in one direction without mentioning that there are
contrary arguments. Those are not settled questions of law as they
are being stated here today.

Chairman ABOUREZK: About sovereignty.
Mr. MARTONE. Yes; about many of the issues.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I am not stating that the legal concepts

stated in here are perfect, but I am stating that they are generally
accurate, in that there have been settled questions in the courts of
where the sovereignty comes from.

In effect, what it really says, and I kind of agree with it, is that
under the treaties which can be broken by congressional enactment,
under the treaties, if we are to abide by the treaties, then that sover-
eignty does exist.

The courts are not going to break that sovereignty down and throw
it away. They say continuously that it is up to Congress to do that.
Not every case as you know says that, but a great man3r cases say it.

Mr. MARTONE. That, it seems to me, misses the mark. To say that
a treaty sets up sovereignty doesn't say anything at all. Unless you
know what the nature and scope of that is, you don't know what you
have in your hands.

Does the treaty permit tribal Indians to govern themselves and
make laws of their own making? On the other hand, does it set them
up aa a political entity, with a permanent right to exist within the
Federal system under our Constitution, with power and jurisdiction
over non-Indians within its borders?

To say that they have sovereignty does not answer that question.
Or, if it does answer the question, it assumes an answer to that legal
difficulty.

You tell me that the court decisions have talked about sovereignty,
but for each decision that your staff can cite and that you can cite,
perhaps I could cite another one.

For example, in Kagama, which was frequently cited by this Com-
mission in its report, there is no mention of the language in that case
which says that within the broad range of sovereignty there exists
but two, the United States and the States.

There is no mention of the language in McClanahan, which says
the notion of inherent tribal sovereignty is something of a moot point.
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We don't look at inherent tribal sovereignty anymore, except as a
backdrop to the problems.

We look at the relevant treaties and statutes that define legal
obligations. Nor is there any mention of the 10th amendment to the
U.S. Constitution, which says that powers exist within the United

States, atnong the various States and with the people.
It is not at all clear to me whether or not an Indian tribe can have

powers of self-government consistent with the 10th amendment,
unless those powers come from the Congress.

I think my colleagues here on the staff would suggest that that
power comes from somewhere else.

ChairmanABotraEzk. It is clear to me that it conies from Congress.
Mr. MARTONE. I don't think it is clear in this report.
Mr. MEEDS. That is not what the report says.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I think they have conceded that in every

debate we have had here.
Mr. MEEDS. No; they have not.
Mr. ALEXANDER. 'rhe distinction, again, is not that the power

emanates from Congress, but that Congress has the power to terminate
certain proponents of the pre-existing sovereignty.

Mr. STEVENS. Most of you .,,entlemen are attorneys, I am not.
When we discussed the prolog, the reason that I took the tack of the
prolog, that I did in that first draft, is that I feel like we are missing
a.very important point.

History makes a very important point within the law. I can only
speak from my own personal knowledge of my own tribe, which most
Indians are in the same position. I am an Oneida, and the Tuscaroras
and the Oneidas and the Delawares were specifically dealt with by
the United States in such a way that we were separate.

It was agreed that if we would become neutral we would be recog-
nized as being separate. In effeet, we have acceded and embraced
the United States.

But as a protector originally, and I know it has been a long time,
but the original intent of that entire thing was for us to be separate,
and it wa.s rather clearly laid out.

In terms of how the thing is laid out, I think we ha:re to lay out
some more historical base. Related to the moral arguments you are
talking about, I think we have to establish, for instance, that there
is a little stronger historical and legal base than most citizens or even
Congressmen couhl suppose.

We have to lay that out and, us a matter of fact, I have circulated
a piece of paper of some new documents that have been unearthed,
relating to John Ilancock, George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
and an Indian agent, by the name of Morgan, that was just found out
in California, which the United States has never had possession of.

In this document Hancock empov.ered this agent to go among the
western tribes and they discussed it among themselvesWashington,
Jefferson and so onand said, "Without these western tribes we are
going to get defeated".

What they did, they empowered this Morgan to ride out and he
(lid and he had his own agents and he went to the Indians and en-
treated them to be neutral.
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In return for that they said they wanted to 13e protected, to be
separate, and have the protection of their lands. Washington agreed,
and it was subsequently in treaty form, at least ivith the Itbquois.

Wliat I am saying here is that Sometimes in discussing legal matters
I think we have to have a little more emphasis on the actual history
actually the way that it was.

You were saying we have agreed. We have not agreed to that. I
don't know about the attorneys, but none of the Indian people have
agreed to the idea.

a I agree that Congress can do that. The Indian peoplethe only
reason we agree is that we are too wenk to resist.

If there wai an adequate international forum, we could defeat the
.United States in a legal argument- But there is no adaquate legal
international forum.

There ismo powerful protector. Now if it was in 1812 and Congress
assumes this position, the Shawnees, the Tuscaroras, the Oneidas and
the various other tribes that remained neutral or -prO-United States,
we could have gone to the British and defeated you, and that is a
fact. [Applause.]

All I am saying, sir, is that I differ slightly in some respects. I am
agreeing with you but I think the moral argument that Congress
should protect the Indian people and should respect their rights, if
not even enhauce--I would like to point out to Mr. Martone and the
other people, we.did not come here only to review the law.

We came here to establish rights for Indians. We came here to
settle up- the Indian business. I find myself often in a position of
having our attorneys, I call my turkeys, have the attorneys here
which I consider to be very adequate, defending our legal rights,
rather than possibly even establishing.

I suggest we may even want to enhance them, that we should plead
to Congress. What I am saying is that there is an historical element
here that is very important.

Contrary to what Mr. Martone says, it may have starteti with the
people in the United States with the Constitution.

But it did not start that way with us, and if we ever had a chance
it is different now. We logically cannot appeal to any other protector
and say, "We are off these guys and we will go in with you".

But it is very important tti point out. I feel even in the report,
even if we state that the United States and that Congress can abro-
gate treaties, I think it is also very important that we at least state,
maybe not in a recommendation form, but in terms of making it
known, that the overwhelming majority of the Indian ople feel
the same way that I do.

Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to add ono comment to what has been
said. (1) I aciree entirety with Ernie. (2) I would like to say, Ernie,
that I thinit we have advanced legally the position you have just
argued, which is that the tribes have these powers. 'They are not
dependent Jn grants from the United States in order to obtain these
powers.

This is the area where our staff and Mr. Martone part company.
It is true that the Congress is at a crossroads. and the tribes are at a
crossroads, and that is what this Commission is about.

24-406-78-11
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The powers can be wiped out through an act of Congress. That
creates high moral problems for 'ConFress to turn and wipe out those
problems, as opposed to Mr. Martone s position.

And I think possibly Mr. Meeds', I'm not sure of that. They would
have the policy position here, of being whether or not Congress is
going to grant these powers; you lose all the moral tone of your
argument.

I think we have all argued here, and now again at this third meeting,
that the law is on the side of the tribes. And the question before
Congress is whether they aro going to abrogate treaties, whetIter they
are going to deny powers that they so far have recognized. \

This is a very, very critical issue, but getting back to the point I
raised a few minutes ago about the need to have some rebuttal, here,
I am not talking about a continuation of the staff necessarily.

But in this discussion Fred Martone raised the problem of the
Tee-Hit-Ton Indian case, and the right of the Government to take
property without compensation.

The 7'ee-Hit-Ton case did so. However, it did arise out of Alaska.
I know there is a lot of case law to the opposite side of that.

The Tee-Hit-Ton and fifth amendment taking is something we
have not dealt with in this report. It is a brandnew thing that was
thrown in here. I think it would be a travesty if the minority report
came in here raising a new issue that has not been dealt with or will
not be dealt with in the future.

Mr. MEEDS. On the contrary, we did deal with fifth amendment
taking. We discussed it at the last Commission meeting.

We discussed the Tee-Hit-Ton case, and I discussed it specifically
myself. We discussed what would be fifth amendment taking, and you
expressed a view about fifth amendment taking which was way beyond
the scope of what I thought it would be, and I brought you back to
Tee-Hit-Ton.

Mr. TAYLOR. Contrary to that, Mr. Meeds, in fact I agreed with yon
on your analysis of what would be a compensable taking. I said when
Public Law 83-280 was extended, it did not create compensable rights.

My colleagues disagreed with me, and I frankly hope they are
right. But we did not, as I recall our discussion, essentially accept
the idea that taking of property rights particularly is a compensable
taking.

Whereas Fred's analysis of Tee-Hit-Ton would suggest that we can
turn to the Passamaquoddy situation and with one statute wipe out
their rights with no obligation to compensate.

I would strongly disagree with that, and I think probably you
would, too.

Mr. MEEDS. I would have to study the Passamqauoddy. I am not
very familiar.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I put an article written in Atlantic Monthly
last month in the Congressional Record. It lays out the legal basis
for some of the--

Mr. YATES. For the Passamaquoddy?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes, for the tribal history, if anyone is

intereste I.
Mr. YATES. Which issue?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Last month.
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Commissioner BORBAIDGE. Two comments. First, I don't think the
question has been answered that has been posed by the Commission
to the chairman, and that is: Are we going to have a legalistic ap-
proach with respect4o the dissenting or minority view?

Quite frankly, I think if that is the case, and the question still
has not been answered, then I think some kind of response probably
becomes important.

Further, Ali.. Chairman, it would appear that we are getting into
more of a legalistic lawyer type of a forum in the presentation of the
case as to where we want to go. .

As I listen to the presentation I sense that it is going to be exactly
that, it is going to be a discussion of the law, and interpretation of the
view of where the law is leading us.

I would like to comment further that we laymen sometimes have
to interject ourselves, because the lawyers talk about terms that we
don't fully understand. There was some reference to fifth amendment
compensable rights or property rights, and I always feel that along
with that as reference is made to the Tee-Hit-Ton case, it is quite
important that reference also be made, made now and made for the
record, that the same case pointed out that, although the sovereign
in effect has the right to unilaterally extinguish Indian title, that
this, in fact, has not "been the policy of the United States.

That the United States has chosen, because of the legal rights that
the Indians have, because of the policy that this Nation has adopted,
to deal with aboriginal right in an entirely different fashion. We
must not overlook the dignity and stature of aboriginal title.

There is a tendenc3r then to stop at that point and to move away,
instead of taking the further step find saying that it is well recognized
that aboriginal title is based on exclusive use and occupancy, and
the dignity of such title affirms the rights of the Indians against all
third parties, including State governments themselves.

I think the experience ir. Alamo, cleerly supports this very position.
I think it would be helpful to me to see the discussion almost side by
side with the fifth amendment principles that Commissioner Meeds
was pointing to.

Also, along with that discussion of the rights that Indians have
had which have beer. supported by a series of Supreme Court deci-
sions, the last thing I want to say here on this point is, whatever the
technical aspects, and we may argue or the lawyers might argue and
we might listen, as to what an interpretation might be of the law at
any given point, I consider that this Commission is more concerned
with a process and the development of policy and that is where the
chairman ends, really. That is, we are faced with a process, necessi-
tating giving all substantive legal argunients and principles on which
the Indians have based their position.

Where does this leave us as a Commission? I would say the responsi-
bility of the Commission would be to act as a catalyst in seeking to
bring the United States as the E wereign, with its greater might than
the Indians with whom it has dealt, to the highest possible standard
of conduct.

And this leads us, Mr. Chairman, to the point that you were
making a little while ago.

Mr. MEEDs. Would the gentleman yield?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Yes.
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Mr. MEEDS. I always get a charge out of the gentleman from
Alaska who comes down and says that he is not a lawyer, and indi-
catas he doesn't know about anything.

Let the record sthOW he probably knows more about Tee-ilit-Ton
than 99 and 44/100 percent of the lawyers in the country, and most
other things, too.

But we are missing the point here. The point is we don't know yet
that there is going to be a minority report.

That is the first thing. In all probability there will be, because I
find myself in violent disagreement with what apparently some, the
staffAnd there have been no votes on. this thing, so we can't tell
for sure on specificswhat apparently a majority of the members of
this Commission believe.

In all probability there Will be a minority report. I will prepare,
and if I do not agree with the views expressed by the majorityI will
prepare a report.

Whether it is called a n inority reportI don't give a damn what
it is called. I will write it the way I want to write it, and nobody is
going td dictate to me how I am goin to write it.

I would take great offense if this Commission tried to establish the
form and format that I have to put my views-in.

And I think any member of this Commission would.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Who is suggesting that?
Mr. MEEDS. That is why I say, I think the point is moot, b .ause

we have not even arrived there yet, and I don't think any one of the
members of this Commission would want the Commission to dictate
to them how they agreed or disagreed with the Conunission report.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Oh, no; I don't think anyone suggested
that, Lloyd. In fact, everybody has agreed with the concept that if
any member of this Commission has a differing view he has a right
to express it, lay it out in full in the report itself.

Mr. MEEDS. As he or she wants.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That bas been agreed upon, so I don't see

the point.
Mr. MEEDS. I don't see the point of arguing about the form the

minority report is in.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Who is arguing?
Mr. TAYLOR. If I might make one further comment. I was at the

point of saying that this whole discussion took off from the point of
having an opportunity to reply to the minority report.

I understand some discussion has been had as to when the minority
report will, be filed, whether it will be circulated with the main report
which would therefore open it up for an opportunity for at least filing
of comment.

That may resolve the problem. All I am concerned about is I would
not want some comments to come in that there would not be an
opportonity to reply to.

Many of the staff will be leaving, undoubtedly, before these com-
ments come back. I suspect I will be in the city of Washington some-
where, and I will be quite happy to prepare reports on my own time
or in whatever capacity I am in.

But it is a mechanical problem of the ability to file some sort of
respondent viewpoint. That finishes my remarks on that subject.

I
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Mr. MEEDS. That raises the question of rebuttal. Is there a surre-
buttal on this, too? It ean go forever. If I write views on this, those
views will be expressed on the material contained in the report, the
majority report, because that is what it is.

Mr. TAYLOR. My only reply there is that within the context of the
analysis here today and the approach to the :.tovereignty issue itself,
all of a sudden this" concept of the taking of property was interjected
into it, which is a point we have not dealt with.

Mr. YATES. Mr. ChairMan, I read the draft introduction, and I
don't know that the concept is what the Commission has been given
so far or what we seem to have agreed upon or what Lloyd would
disagree with.

I turn to the third paragraph:
It is generally believed, mistakenly, that the Federal Government owes the

American Indian -the obligation of its trusteeship because of the Indians' iaoverty,
or because of the Government's wrongdoing in the past. Certainly American
Indians are stricken with poverty, and without question the Government has
abused the trust given it by the Indian people.

But what is not generally known, nor understood, is that the trust relationship .
and the right to sovereignty is of the highest legal standing, established through
solemn treaties, and further erected by layers of judicial and legislative actions.

Isn't that what you said?
Mr. MARTONE. I am sony, sir. I was pretty much interrupted
Mr. YATES. Isn't that what you are saying? "What is not generally

known, nor understood, is that the trust relationship and the right
to sovereignty is * * * established through solemn treaties and further
erected by layers of judicial and legislative actions"?

That is not what you have been saying?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No; I would change the words to "recognized by."
Mr. YATES. YOU would change the word "established." Ile says

"established," and you say "recognized."
Mr. ALEXANDER. That is not our draft.
Mr. YATES. Whose draft is that?
Chairman ABOUREZK. That is my draft.
Mr. YATES. That is what Mr. Martone has been saying; isn't it?
Mr. MARTONE. Mr. Yates, I have not seen what you are reading.
Mr. YATES. This was distributed this morning, and I thought

it was the staff's.
Mr. MARTONE. I don't know what you are reading from, and I
Mr. YATES. It is a draft introduction. I read it, and it seems to me

I did not know whether this was proposed for adoption by the Com-
mission or not, but it seemed to me as I read that, that this is contrary
or at least is a deviation from what the staff has told us in the last
several meetings and it more recognizes Mr. Meeds' position than
that of the staff.

Mr. MtEns. Do_you have a copy of it, Fred?
Mr. MARTONE. No; I don't.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I wrote that. That is my draft, that I, in

fact, wrote originally and had somebody else polish it up.
Mr. MEEDS. I wouldn't quite put it that way, Mr. Chairman. I

don't think there is any right to sovereignty.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think the word "established" would be subject to

some construction.
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Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me read a little further in this draft
introduction, which I think will sumniarize pretty much my view on
the whole question.

It goes like this: One sentence
Today we must ask the central question: Is the American nation, now 200

years old and 100 full years beyond toe era of the Little Bighorn, yet mature
enough and secure enough to tolerate, even to encourage, within the larger cul-
ture, societies of Indian people with their own unique cultures and religions?

To me, that is the question that this Commission has to decide.
Mr. YATES. You can do that under Meeds' interpretation or under

the staff's interpretation.
Mr. MEEDS. 'That is exactly my view, this society is big enough

and is strong enough to recognize differences.
Mr. YATES. Of course, but that is not what we are arguing about.
Mr. MEEDS. That is not what we are arguing about.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That is what I have been trying to argue

about.
Mr. YA fES. I think Meeds would accept that.
Mr. MEEDS. Indeed; I believe it.
Mr. YATES. All of us would accept that statement. The question is

not whether we will accept that statement, but whether we would
accept what I read before.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is the question.
Mr. YATES. If we can agree on it, then there is no need for Mr.

Mart one----
Chairman ABOUREZK. Fred Martone raises a different question.
Mr. MEEDS. No; he does not.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Correct me if I am wrong, Fred. Don't you

raise the question that perhaps we ought not have that kind of sov-
ereignty? We ought not have those unique cultures within our society?

Mr. MARTONE. No; I don't. The position you are talking about is
the position of someone who believes in the virtue of assimilation and,
perhaps,- the virtue of termina. .

I am not someone who is, at tt moment in history, for termination.
I don't know what the future wilt 1.311, and I don't lmow whether in
the next century I might not answer that queson differently.

But it seems to me this country can tolerate and encourage within
the larger culture societies of Indian people in one or two different
ways.

Either within and under the Federal Constit it,ion within the power
of the Congress, or in a different kind of way, t.he kind of way that this
report has suggested that there is, perhaps, some other source for
tribal self-government.

Mr. YATES. That is not in that statement of the chairnian.
Mr. MEEDS. No; but it is iitherent in the larger question.
Mr. YATES. It is inherent in the statement I read. 'That is where

it is inherent.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Your law journal article makes the distinction

between -private and public in terms of assimilation and ability of
peopleI have not seen this eitherto be different and unique.

And supports the notionit seemed to me in support of the notion
that within the private context society certainly could tolerate cul-
tures, religions, customs, and so on that were different and unique.
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What we are talking about is not the private context. We are talk-
inglibout the public context, the political context, governments.

We are talking about tribes as govermnents, not groups but a cul-
tural identity. We are not talking about the Amish in Pennsylvania.
We are talking about preexisting political units which have the powers
of political units.

There is a big distinction, .

Chairman ABOUREZX. But not so much in my mind, though, be-
cause to me that is the end result of a political process, whereby
tribes do have these problems and thoge powers being the only way
to retain that unique culture.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I would agree that political status and powers of
tribes is realistically the only way that you can retain distinct and
unique cultures in modern-day society.

But the problem with this, as di ted, it is like House Resolution
108, in that the average American person who does not have a long (
history 4n understanding of the legal concepts in Indian law could \
read thit as being in the fmest tradition of American society.

It is misleading on the surface because it is interpreted in a civil
rights context, in black history, of Chicano education, bilingual and
llicultural education, the rights of poor people, generally, to become
part of the larier society.

It needs to make the point that yo,! just made orall3r. It needs to
come and make the political, governm.31tal power point for it to be
clear. That would be my comment.

Mairman ABOUREZX. You mean as an addition to this? Tat is
What.I have in mind, go why not do itY This is only a,drA.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine. .
Chairman' ABOUREZK. Who wants to break for luncE?
Mr. MEEDS. That is an excellent idea, Mr. Chiirmant
Chairman ABOUREZK. We will be back here at 1:30. ,

[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the meeting of the Commission was
reessed, to recontene at 1:35 p.m., this same day, Friday, Feb. 4,
1977].
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Chairman ABOUREZK. After giving this question of how we proceed
a little thought over the lunch hour, I am going to lay out a proposal
here, and if there is not any serious objection to it, I will direct the
staff to do it.that way.

So far as the markup session itself is concerned, we will continue
about as Ave have been doing. In other words, I want to change the
manner in which concepts are brought up.

ttink the staff ought to set -down specific recommendations, lay
it out to the Commissvm, and then rediscuss it. and vote on those
recommendations.

That will iye anybody who wants a minority view on that vote a
chance to :dart writing a minority view. Now, on the question of
whether or nut there will be chance for rebuttal, I kind of take excep-
tion to the word "rebuttal.", I don't think that. is the correct way to
do it or to say it.

What I. thought ought to be done, as eauLt member of the staff
NiTites his or her report or his draft or her draft of the recommenda-
tion, for example, Mr. Martone or Pete, if there are two opposing sides
on the staff, and this might not run through the wnole thing, show
them to each other, make them public to each other, so that you can
respond within the context of your own draft, rather than havinit as
rebuttal, because I think that could drag on forever, and that is not
good.

Even in a court decision there is plenty of reference made back
and forth between the dissent and the majority opinion about the
other's views. And th It is the way it should be. I don't think there is
anything wrong with that. I would then ask the staff, as you fmisfi
writing your yiews on any issue, promptly furnish that to other
members of the staff who may disagree with you f -er purposes of
writing either the majority or minority view.

Are there any questions from the staff, first of all, on that
procedure?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Just a further point. When we are shooting
clearly for a March 9 distribution of the reportjust a point of
clarification.

To what extent will that March 9 distribution include both majority
statements, separate statements, be they. Mr. Meeds' or Commissioner
Dial's or whoever.

Chairman ABOUREZK. It should be provided before that,. if your
part of the report is finished it should be provided right away to the
other people.

Mr. .ALEXANDER. Fine,
Chairman ABOUREZK. As quickly as it is done. I don't think there

is a question of anyone trying to surprise anyone else, but what w
bitAA (165)
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'want to avoid is the eleinent of surprise on anybody, and I guess that
is what you were getting at, Pete.

Is there any serious objection to that? 7
Commissioner DIAL. I came in late, Mr. ChaifMan. What did you

sa3r? -

Chairman ABOUREZR. I said we will continue marking up just as
we have been, except that I am asking the staff to lay out a specific
recommendation for an up and down. vote by the Commission, which
will then give anybody who has minority views an immediate trigger
to start writina those minority views based on that.

Those view: will be exchanged with the majority views, so they
can respond to each other. There will be no rebuttal as such, but
there will be a chance for interchange of views within the minority
and majmity views.

. Mr. TAYLOR: The objective,, then, Mr. Chairman, would be both
the majority and minority would be completed at the same time and
prepared in the same document.

Chairman ABOUREZR. That is right.
Mr. TAYLOR. That sounds very satisfactory to _ne.
Mr. MEEDS. After we get the recommendations from the fields, if

there is going to be any redrafting, any problems that anyone thinks
there was a bad quote or anything like that. can be taken care of.

Chairman ABOUREZK. The timetable will not change. In fact, we
cannot change the timetable. We have virtually run out of money
and run out of time, and if we have to hand in a report that is written
iii longhand, that is how we will do it.

Comm;ssioner DIAL. That brings up the question, Mr. Chairman,
if you are out of mone3r, what are you going to do if some member
of the Commission decid.es that he is going to present a minority view
and he needs the money for this?

Chairman ABOUREZR. Well, if you have a minority view, do you
think, Adolph, that some member of the existing staff could write
that for you?

Commissioner DIAL. I just don't know. Up to this time we have
rot been able to agree on everything.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What about Mr. Martone?
Mr. YATES. He can write it for you.
Commissioner DIAL. Who, Mr. Martone?
No; I don't think we would agree on anything. [Laughter.]
Mr. YATES. He might agree with you on nonrecognized tribes.
Commissioner DIAL. I am very much concerned with the position of

nonfederally recognized tribes, and I am concerned with terminated
people, too.

But I talked with Paul a lot about this, and basically we seem to
differ onwell, I feel that the term "nonfederally recognized" should
go.

Paul does not have this position. He feels that the mechanics of
it will work the term out of existence. I don't see it this way. I feel
that terms such as "reservation Indians", "on or near reservations",
"urban Indians", "rural Indians", "off reservation" and so forth
should be the types of terms that should come into the English
language, or the Indian language, for that matter.
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I take a strong stand in opposition to the phrase or the term, or
name or whatever you want to give to it of "nonfederally recognized
tribes", or "nonfederally recognized Indians".

It really does something to me, and yet I understand the meaning.
But the average Indian does not understand the meaning, and it
creates confusion, what I call national confusion or maybe worldwide
confusion, for that matter.

I think this issue need§ to be dealt wjth. I have not only feelings
about it, but like Mr. Nreeds, I have strong feelings concerning this

..and I have had them for a long time, because I have been victimized
more than once as a result of this business.

So I somewhat take the view that only- an Indian attorney of a
nonfederally recognized tribe could really understand and speak to
this position.

Because he could -peak from the heart. He would know the feeling.
Other people would not know. It requires experience.

Commissioner BRUCE. Mr. Chrman, Adolph, does the *term to
you imply that nonfederally recognized tribes or Indians means that
that person is a non-Indian?

Commissioner DIAL. It doesn't imply that to me, but with the
average lay person, it means just that, that is what it means.

Commissioner BRUCE. Have you given some thought as to what
another term might be?

Commissioner Di IA.L. I mentioned a few earlier.
Commissioner BRUCE. Nontreaty or something like that?
Commissioner DIAL. Well, I think as a result of treatiesas far

as I am concerned, I use myself as an example, a Lumbee, and as
one member of the Lumbees, I look at the Lumbees as being a tribe
by the way, whether some call, them a tribe or not. I recognize them
as _ 'ribe.

A tribe of Indians who never did sign a treaty with the Govern-
ment. We are what I call "off reservation Indians," who are not
looking for "BIA benefits," at least not all BIA benefits.

But we are looking for and to receive such benefits as those for
Indian education, under the Indian Educadon Act.

This is the feeling of all of our people and according to their 1970
session, the Lumbees of Robison County were listed in Mywong
C^unty as 27,000 out of a total population of something less than

;00.
ror many years we had segregated schoolsblack, Indian, white.

As a matter of fact, since 1885, for almost 100 years. So we are not
something that popped up out of the woodwork overnight.

We have been around a long, long while. But yet, prejudice is
there in Robison County, and we have to fight for what we get.

We are hard workers. We do a good job. We are trying to buy
back all of the lands and as much as possible in Robison, we are
doing a pretty good job. We are on our way.

But the thing that concerns me more than services, speaking per-
sonally now, the thing that concerns me more than services that
comes from the Government is, this is such a stigma as nonfederally
recognized tribes.

I was in a city in the Midwest last week, and one Indian member
said to one of my friends who is from the reservation, he told me
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later, he said, "Get ready for thisget ready for a shock. So-and-so
says that you are not Indian." Well, I said I would expect this to
.eome from this person. Now, it gets back to what Senator Abourezk
said in the very beg:inning.

We need to do a lot with this business of definition of an American
Indian. Who is an Indian? What is an Indian? What about the classsi-
fications? Where do they fall?

I, personally, do not like the existing nonfederally recognized
tribes. Now, I am under the understanding, in the beginning of this
Connnission work, that we were going to ditch this business.

Or, we were going to ditch this term, "nonfederally recognized
tribe."

Chairman ABOVREZK. Adolph, may I ask what you would have hi
mind to replace that?

Commissioner DI L. "Off-reservation Indittns."
Mr. ALEXANDER. Adolph, our reservation was not on ditching the

term. We can go bacl- to November, when I related to the CommiF-
sioiwrs what I felt ,s very strong feelings of Indians in the New
England area had raised at the Boston hearing about the term.

Our disagreenwnt, it seems to me, was on the substitute term. My
point was that any term, classification, which has the effect of ex-
cluding a certain class or group of Indian people from the political
relationship with the United State:4, will in time end up like the
term "nonfederally recogiazed" and become a term which quanti-
tatively dei.ies I ud i an existence.

Commi,sioner DIAL. This is where we disagree. I don't think time
will do i'.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That, I think, at the moment, is a subject that
is quite open to discussion. What we have done, and that chapter is
not complete, but in the draft of direction and principles that we pre-
sentctl to you in November, what we did was an opening declaration
by Congress about recognizing all Indian peoples.as Indian people.

Without any regard to whatever the particular political relation-
ship may be and what service components may be included therein.

'1'lle secoml form of that, which is where we got into some detailed
discussion, was ()pc: lng up or creating a new administrative mechan-
ism to correct what th e. task force and many others view as the
historic accident or series of accidents of exclusion of many tribes
fromI don't use the term nonrecognized and recognized, but terms
that have a political rdationship w'tli the United States that creates
certain obligations on the United states.

This is the essential concept we are talking about.
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, may I direct a question to

Mr. Alexander?
At what point, Mr. Alexander, wouhl a nonfedendly recognized

tribe have a political relationship with the U.S. Government, if they
had never been involved with, say, treaties?

ALEXANDER. If you may recall, we ::et ollt a immberof stand-
ards which would govern the executive brandi in determining which
tribes were subjeci, to the political relationship.

Treaties were but one such criteria. If I remembe. the discussion,
the Lumbee Indians must currently reside in Robison County,
qualified, if you will, at least on two of the standards we were dis-
cussitig.
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The second component of that, which gets to your question of
services, was that then the tribes and the representatives of the
executive would discuss and negotiate what were the service com-
ponents that were desired, and that that be specifically taken to
Congress for supplemental or specific negotiations.

Those are the broad outlines of what we are talking about. You and
I have talked about them since then

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Alexander, will you tell the Coniniission
what the 1956 act did to the Lumbee people? And what the last
sentence of the act did.

Mr. ALEXANDER. At this moment I would not tell you what the
last sentence is. I am sure you know what it is. WIlat is the last
sentence?

Commissicuer DIAL. First of all I know Congressman Meeds is
familiar with this, because he did appear before his committee.

In 1956, Congress recognized the Luinbee Indians as ,Luinbee
Indians. But all recognize that that is the time of termination for
many tribes. Someone saw fit to put a rider on the bill that came from
North Carolina.

This was first passed in the North Carolina Legislature in 1953,
and the last sentence said something to the effect that Lumbee
Indians will not enjoy the same privileges and so forth as other Indians.

So even CETA funds coming down to North Carolina to the Lumbee
Regional Development Association, orwhat is the outfit that Mr.
Bluespruce was head of not too limg ago

Mr. ALEXANDER. Office of Native American Programs.
Commissioner DIAL. Yes; ONAP. People here in Washington

wanted to say, "Well, you people don't qualify for that because of
that last sentence." Last week, someone in the Detroit area, some
individual was qualifying for a State scholarship set up by the State
of Michigan, a Lumbee Indian.

He was trying to qualify, and they called Washington, the BIA, I
don't know who they talked with. They said, "Well, tell us about the
Lumbee Indians", and he said "Well, they would not qualify for your
special scholarship".

Yet we would, one that was set up by State legislation in the State ("
of Michigan. This is the kind of trouble that we constantly run into,.
week after week. I was hoping that if the Commission did anything
as far as nonfederally recognized tribes, it would take care of some of
these problems.

And that it would not leave them hanging just as they are at the
present time.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Mr. Dial, the legislation we are proposing would,
in effect, overrule any ambiguity that exists in the last line of the
Lumbee bill.

As I am sure you are aware, there is good, legal argument to say,
and consistent with the theory we have been taking that, yes, that
act does not confer any additional rights to services, but it does not
preclude whatever rights might exist in the Lumbees for services.

Commissioner DIAL. What I am saying thus far is I am not sure
what it would do. I would not bring it up at this point. It is rather
vague in my mind, and I wish you would enumerate more.

I wish you would spell it out more. It is too vague in my mind.
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Mr. ALEXANDER. I think Your objections are well taken and hope-
fully we will have a full dratt of that chapter within the next week to
10 days, and I will send it to you immediately and hopefully we can
sit down with it.

Commissioner DIAL. All right. Now I say to the Commission at
this point, if this draft is not satisfactory, I shall proceed with, next
year, in the direction of hiring ,)roper counsel to write and advise on
this situation.

Mr. MEEDS. Would you repeat that last thing again, please?
Commissioner Dim,. He says hopefully he will have something

writtun on this issue that we are discussing next week, to have in
my hand.

I will give him 10 days. If it does not resolve this matter in my
mind, I will proceed in the proper way with a minority report, by
contacting the chairperson, Senator Abourezk, and Max, here, in
working out the details.

But I raise the question, too, because you talk like you are out of
money, and if something. new conies up, I wonder, what are you going
to do when you don't have the group together to appropriate or to
ask for more funds?

Mr. MEEDS. I am sure that any reasonable expenditure for minority
views on off-reservation Indians, so-called nonfederally recognized
Indians, we could come up with it.

Commissioner DIAL. OK, I have no more discussion on that issue.
Mr. MEEDS. Very well. Let's move to the subject matter before

us. The first matter of discussion was the demographics. Who is
handling that? Paul, would you like to proceed with that, please?

Just. give us an overview, and a summary of conclusions, if there is
such a thing. I don't know that there is on this.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There is one reeJmmendation. The overview
could be stated in one sentence, which is: We know less about Indians
in 1977 than we did in 1877, in terms of data collected by the Federal
Government and others.

The first part of the chapter is gross statistics. Those are being
validated at this point. There are some errors in them.

The second part of the chapter is an analysis of the data systems
and there are some fairly gross examples of inadequacies.

What, is recommended is a reinstitution of an annual reporting
system from the Executive. Our view, consistent with the view of a
consolidated Indian agency, is that that, agency should take the
responsi

There is a very detailed outline provided by the Library of Congress
as to the type of information that should be annually provided to
Congress and to others in Indian affairs.

The point made from the Library point of view is that every time
a congressional committee needs to act on Indian affairs, it- has to
conimission independent research, that the data systems are terrible.

They, in fact, used to be a great deal better when there was an
annual report of the Commission. With modern statistical systems
and computers, there is no reason in. this day and age why the data
system shouldn't be a heck of a lot better than it was 100 years ago.

That is the essence of that chapte .
Mr. MEEDS. Any questions or su,7gestions on demographics?
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Commissioner WHITECROW. One mint. The demographics that
would be gathered in the annual report would be representative of all
statistics needed in the development process by a tribe: Is that correct?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. As e. matter of fact--
Commissioner WHITECROW. The3r would include all age limits,

men, women, children, and so forth?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Commissioner WHITECROW. They would also include, as I under-

stand, a valuable update of lands owned by 'the tribe, resources,
minerals

Mr. ALEXANDER. It would build a basic system and keep it current,
We are operating in an area of statistical ignorance.

Mr. YATES. Paul, how do we know all the demographic information?
As I listened to you talk, the impression that I have is that at least
the testimony before my committee on the BIA, they don't know how
many Indians there are.

They don't know what their ages are. How are we going to have
valid, demographic information?

Mr. HALL. I was going to say, Congressman, the demographics
that we have there are as accurate as is available.

As you say, the Bureau of Indian Affairs, the Census Bureau, the
Library of Congress, everyone recognizes that they are inaccurate and
in some cases not reliable.

We tried to point out the draft on that was done by Congressional
Research Service, which deals with this kind of data.

Mr. YATES. The best we can get.
Mr. HALL. Right. They pointed out as much as possible the short-

comings, and that is the reason why the final part of that chapter was
drafted with Steve Langone, of Congressional Research Service, saying
we need better information.

We have gone with what was available.
Mr. ALEXANDER.. The truth is, the Government does not collect

the type of data it Used to collect.
Mr. YATES. Maybe we should make a recommendation +o the Cen-

sus Bureau to seek that information specifically.
Mr. ALEXANDER. I can include that in the redraft.
Commissioner WHITECROW. In addition, Mr. Chairman, the demo-

graphics that we really require should be available right at the tribal
office. The local agency operating that tribe should have that type of
information available at all times.

Today, they don't have, because of the migratory aspect of Indians,
as they travel around the country. We have a difficult time of deter-
mining who is eligible for these many programs.

As you recall, Mr. Yates, we were talking about funneling all of
these various programs back into the tribe, aiad/or requiring individuals
to be identified as tribal, members before they are eligible for these
services.

This is one of the reasons why I was speaking to this particular
aspect of having these bits of information, along with the tribal citi-
zenship, validated before any funds could actually be allocated to a
particular school in the educational process, or to any particular
organization. if they are saying that they are actually helping Indians,
then they should have some method of validating that the individual
receiving help is, in fact, an Indian. .
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In the appropriations process we certainly need to have this kiml
of information available so we know exactly how nmny dollars are
necessary, and this is one of the reasons wIly I really support this
management review and the ludgetary process in that development,
so that the tribe could develop how many dollars is needed for the
Federal Government to fulfill its responsibilities and obligations.

I would think we need to recommend here that that information
be gathered locally which would require individual tribal citizens to
maintain at least an annual contact with their tribe, giving their tribe
that information, and letting tlie local superintendent work with that
tribal government to develop this kind of information.

Then I see the CommiSsioner of Indian AffaiN, or whatever his
title may be, as that individual that could compile this kind of data,
based on information given to him by the tribe, which would be an
accurate annual update.

Is that the concept you had here?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Well, 1 think t. at is a very interesting concept,

and it may be one of the ways that this data could be collected. NI ay be
the most appropriate way.

The thrust of this recommendation was not that detailed. The
thrust of the recommendation was that the executive branch reinsti-
tute the practice of expansive data collection, which they are not

Coinnussioner WunEcaow. Mr. Chairman, based, upon that I
would recommend, and so move, that we lay out this type of data-
<rathering system for the administration to follow in our reconunenda-
tion to them.

Otherwise, we are going to be lost in the mill once again.
Chairman ABM:REZA:. I did not hear what type of data-gathering

system.
Commissioner Wiumcnow. Allow all of the demographics of the

tribe to be developed at the local agency, in coordituttion with the
tribal government. The tiibal government should be actually, ineffect,
gathering the data concerning the tribal membeN and resoui4.

The tribal government should depend upon this data gathering
collection.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Again funnel it through the central office?
Commissioner WmTEcuow. Right.
Mr. YATES. What about the urban Indians?
Chairman ALM:HEM:. 13IA and Census should be responsible for

that.
Mr. WHARTON. I think that what Conunissioner Whitecrow is

saying is very important. The reasons are that we took a good deal of
testimony in Indian country about the basis of funding being on popu-
lation for a number of different kinds of programs.

I know the Bureau of the Census is more aware than they were
before about the impact of their figures, particularly on Indian
country, and they are doing more now in taking steps towaid develop-
ing a more sophisticated system of identifyn:g Indian people for tlwse
kinds of reasons.

I think the sp.-4m that the Commissioner has outlined is helpful
aml will go far toward doing this. But I am concerned, having worked
for an Indian community about the kinds of funding that is necessary
for them to do those kinds of demographics.
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I would add to what the Commissioner says, that funds lw made
available to them to do that in conjunction with the Bureau of the
Census.

There is no reason, I wouldn't suppose, to have a duplication of
effort on behalf of the Indian agency and Bureau of Census figures,
because Bureau of Census figures are used often to fund programs.

I suppose where there is a discrepancy, they would rely for Indian
programs on the Indian agency figures. I know from my own personal
experience, by doing population counts and those Jdnds of demo-
graphics are expensive and difficult.

I would add, with your permission, that funding be made available
for that purpose.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, if I. may, sir, following
up on this particular attitude, the Bureau of hidian Affairs manage-
ment study that we heve done also indicates the primary resimnsi-
bility of that.superintendent, 1:ight there at that local agency, that is
one of his primary responsibilities, to work with that tribal govern-
ment and develop the budget necessary to provide the needs of the
tribe.

That, I assume, perhaps it is a wrong assumption, but I assume that
that would be a part of the administrative budget for t hat pail icular
agency. At. the present time we have superintendents out there that
the Indian people don't know what their job is.

We havt superintendents out there that don't, know what their job
is.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We are addressing one component of the data
collection system, which is data collection in the tribal settting.

But there are several different areas of data collection. One of the
general reccmmendations by a. number of groups to Census is the
involvement with the indigenous community in the data collection.

That process would only work partially in the Chicago setting. It
would only work partially in Robison County. There has got to be
several different alternatives, alternative steps in the data collection
process, I would think, in addition to the one you have mentioned.

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, may I just raise one problem here? The
demographics that are gathered have to have credence because they
are going to be used to interftrT with Federal programs in which other
segments of the society are :,;ompeting.

Example: The last distfibution of funds under the public works
program, the hue and cry from all of the western States that a dis-
proportionate share of the funding under the Economic Development
Administration public works emergency programs went to Indians
because of the B1A's method of keeping statistics on unemployment.

It showed a disproportionately large amount of unemployment
on reservations. Now everyone in this roomhas used those statistics.

iUnemployment on Indian reservations s probably higher than
it is anywhere in the United States, generally speaking, with the
exception of the central areas of the large cities, unemployment on
reservations is higher than it is anywhere in the United States. But the
peculiar way that those statistics are gathered and kept, and the
definition of unemployment differing between the BIA and the
Labor Department, infuriates the cities, counties, and other entities
of government who have to compete with that.

24-406-7S--12
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I will tell you what is going to happen to EDA this time. I predict
that EDA will make a separation and will take out and earmark
special funds for Indian programs so that all IrWians witi be competing
against these funds, and not against the unemployment staistics
otherwise.

Now you watch. That is going to happen. And it is largely based
upon the demographics, statistics which are gathered and aro non-
uniform with the other entities which are competing Lor the funds
from the same progranis.

I think we need better statistics, but I hink, again, we cannot
operate in here in a vacuum. Indians are going to.be in these programs,
competing with other entities

And the other entities have political muscle. If rndian programs
are perceived not to be using the same kind of analysis and same
kind of basic statistic gathering as the entities that they have to
compete with them they are going to overwhelm them.

Cotmnissioner BORBRIDGE. 114r.-Chairman, I agree with the need
for better statistics, too, having observed the Indian experience in
which the U.S. Department of Labor among other bureaucracies,
using again the criteria neither accepted by nor fully understood
by the Indian population, in making determinations which m 'the
view of myself and others have been injurious to the Indians who,
with a more reasonable approach to determination of the statistics,
would have been in a much better position.

I think it is important to state, we are all concerned with credibility.
And we have seen examples of how the statistics, because they have
not fully been established as being acceptable from the objective
viewpoint, operated in either of two directions.

Congressman Meeds, you have indicated one direction, and I have
indicated another, and we realize that this is. the overall concern
we have. There is no question, we do want better information.

I am concerned that if we were to move toward a motion, I see
the need as being such a complex one that I would almost hope that
staff might be directed to produce the kind of resolution which may
address itself to the entire complex problem of demographics. I see a
need for one that would be regarded as being credible.

Commissioner BRUCE. Mr. Chairman, I agree with Jake White-
crow. But I also want to call attention to page 3, the top of the page,
which to me is a very important thing.

Who are Indians? How are they identified? We have here no clear
standard definition on anything. We are talking about BIA. You
are talking about the superintendeat.

Lots of times the degree of Indian blood determMes what kind of
services those peopleright in that agency, Jakecan get.

So 1% hat are we going to do?
Mr. ALEXANDER. We agree with you, and we are cognizant of that

ga p in the materials to date. What I have done is to have an additional
section of the legal concepts chapter drafted on that issue, and we
will be presenting that to you at the next meeting.

Commissioner Baum Drafting a definition?
Mr. ALEXANDER. 'VBS. It show(' engender a great deal of conver-

sation.
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Commissioner BRUCE. Some people I talk to, depending on where
they are, and we are talking about the census, will either say that
if they don't they might lose their job in some situation.

We have to take that into consideration, too.
Mr. ALEXANDER. On the statisticsto pick up what John was

sayingit is such a double-edged sword in the situation you talked
about, in revenue-sharing funds there is substantial undercutting
acknowledged by the Bureau that works to substantial detriment.

Under OMB circular 846 the vast majority of Federal programs are
to operate under Bureau of the Census data in their allocation of
funding.

For practically all programs Indian people are at a substantial
disability based on the inaccuracy in the substantial undercount of
the Census Bureau.

Commissioner WHITECROW. I think it is a very important point.
We have all the way through our deliberations here discussed the real
requirement of defining Indians.

N-our comment on page 3, Commissioner Bruce, goes far in the
definition of an Indian. If we have in the roast agreed that the tribe
has some semblance of sovereignty, very definitely that tribe has the
right to determine who its Indian citizens are.

If we come in this particular case, plus the task of defining Indian
Americans, it is not the Federal Government's responsibility to make
this definition, in my opinion.

It is the tribe's responsibility to make that definition, and it is not
the Bureau of the Census responsibility to make that definition.

The tribes should, in effect, notify all persons that they accept as
Indians. They should notify those people that they accept them as
Indians, as members of the tribe, or whatever, and then these people
can identify themselves as Indians. They must have some method
which will require or have that tribe contact them. Otherwise, we
will be in the same condition 10 years from now that we are in today.

People all over the country- are saying, "Well, who and what is an
Indian?" If we don't have this return to the tribe, wherever an Indian
is, urban Indians must maintain contact with the tribe, if we are really
going to lay down any kind of strong support for this entire report.

If we once again can move away from the tribal relationship that
establishes the government-to-government relationship by treaty,
then we are moving right back in again, and looking at an Indian in
an urban situation as Just another citizen of the United States.

We must recogmize that individual Indian has dual citizenship. He
is a member of his tribe and he is a citizen of the United States.

As such, any moneys provided to the tribe to fulfill obligations come
through the relationship that has been established, whatever that
relationship may have been. Therefore, the individual Indian is a
beneficiary of a trust, but he must go through his tribe to establish
that benefic;ary.

If you don't recall, there is data to be gathered, and if necessary
make recommendations to change that particular policy that is
within the Bureau of the Census, then the credibility of this must be
established at the local problem level, the credibility of that report,
and the demographics.
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After 111, who is in a better position to make that determination
than those people at the local level?

Commissioner DEER. I think it is inexcusable that in this day of
computers and modern technology, that we have so little accurate
information available. I recall in 1960 Indians were listed in the
Bureau of the Census report under "othe:.", and some of us screamed
and yelled, and this got changed in the 1970 census data.

But I think that we need to make a strong recommendation that
this be corrected. Over the years many Indians have been short-
changed, and I noticed that there is very little protest when we get
shortchanged. But when we seem to get more than we deserve there is a
lot of screaming and yelling in protest.

I would like to say, to quote one of my heros, WhiLney Young,
"We have a long way to catch up, and it is going to take time to catch
up." Other people need to know this, and keep this in mind if we are
going to fulfill the obligations of this Commission, and also if the
Indian peo'.ile are going to catch up.

Mr. MEEDS. Further questions? Commissioner Dial.
Commissioner DIAL. Commissioner Whitecrow, I take it yon are

saying that it is the U.S. Government's business to recognize the tribe,
and it is the tribe's business to recognize its people; is that correct?

Commissioner WmTEci,tuw: Correct.
Mr. MEEDS. Further quest:ons or observations by members of the

Commission on the section on demographics?
Very well, thank you, gentlemen. The next presentation is on _Federal

Indian trust relationships. Who is handling that? Gil Hall will be
handling most of that.

Why don't you give us, very quickly, an overview of the recom-
mendations and the rationale for such recommendations?

Mr. HALL. You will recall that this is the third time we have looked
at this chapter and substantial portions of it are the same. It started
out in the meeting in November.

However, there have been a nurr:)er of changes as a result of that
last meeting, and suggestions. But before we ge+ to those changes,
in light of the conversation this morning, I wont t like to point out
a couple of things in the narrative.

The first 14 pages of the chapter are a narrative that provides a
historical and legal background for the recommendations. The recom-
mendations are pages 14 through 18, and a brief explanation of those
recommendations starts at page 18 and goes to the end.

If you will look briefly at the bottom of page 11, the last paragraph,
it says:

The Department of Interior appears to lend a very narrow interpretation to
the custom concepts by permitting its applications to the lands, natural resources,
and management of trust funds of "rightfully recognized tribes."

Not only is there little reason to restrict the document, but there
is considerable legal authority that the United States trust is much
broader. You will see that in that narrative, I am not attempting to say
that everything in here is the law, but what I am saying is there is
a considerable legal argument, and we feel a strong one, to support
the position.
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Also that policy should go in that direction. Also, on page 21 of the
chapter, the first full paragraph it says:

It should be noted that there Is presently considerable support in statutory,
judicial, and constitutional law for the principles set out above.

Consistent with Supreme Court mandates, these sources have been
read in favor of Indians as they would have understood them. Thus,
to a considerable extent, these principles are merely a question of
recognition of existing law and as such are intended to give clear guid-
ance to administrators on how the trust should be carried wit.

Mr. MEEDS. Gil, could I ask you to go back for fiist a niinute, to
page 12, "considering the legal authority," et cetera.

,This does not necessarily imply a limitation to recognized tribes on
reservation lands or land related services, et cetera. Where is that car-
ried out in any of the recommendations?

Mr. HALL. I am sorry, where is
Mr. MEEDS. That statement carried out in any of the recommenda-

tions? This does not necessarily imply a Vimitation to recognized tribes
- and so on.

Mr. HALL. The recognition question is not dealt with specifically
in this chapter, as we were discussing earlier. ft will be dealt with in
that chapter iii which we hope to eliminate the terms recognized and
nonrecognized.

For purposes of this chapter, recognized would be all Indians.
M r. MEEDS. I have to at least indicate my disagreement. My feeling

is that the trust responsibility runs to those with whom treaties have
been signed and to whom in other ways a legal trust responsibility
is manifest.

I don't think there is, for instance, any truF,t responsibilities to a
person who is not a member of a recogniz*ed tribe. I agree with Chief
Whitecrow totally here. To a person, who is not a member of a recog-
nized tribe, each`tribe has either a treaty right or a right by statute
by. the Congress.

Chairman ABOUREZ K. Do you mean which tribe does not have?
Mr. MEEDS. Which tribe does have a recognizedby treaty or

statutory or by judicial interpretation, something. I think this trust
responsibility has to rest upon treaties, upon agreementsboth execu-
tive, legislative, and judicial interpretationand then it should not
extend beyond that,

Mr. HALL. Are you excluding statutory law, sir?
Mr. MEEDS. No; I am specifically including statutory law.

iMr. HALL. OK. Page 12, later on n that same paragraph, and this
also is revised slightly as a result of our last meeting, and some -.ug-
gestions from Congressman Yates. You will see that it does imply,
however, an obligation to provide those services required to protect
and enhance large resources and self-government.

And so it would be those economic and social problems
Mr. MEEDS. Where are you now?
Mr. HALL. Page 12, first paragrapt., the sentence i:nmediately

following the one you referred me to.
What I am getting to, the end of that parcgatph reads:
This has been recognized implicitly by Congress in numerous acts including:

the Snyder Act; Johnson-O'Mallev; Native American Programs Act of 1974,
which established ONAP; and the Indian Self-Determination Assistance Act.
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The reading we are placing on that, Congressman Meeds, is that
these acts, among many others, are an implicit recognition by Congress
'that the trust is just broader than a recognition question.

Mr. MEEDS. I hate to disagree with you but let's take the Johnson-
O'Malley. Act. The utilization of the Johnson-O'Malley Act has been
restricted to reservations and schools only on reservations. Tho reason
for that restriction is precisely what I am saying, and contrary to what
you are saying.

It has not been used as an enlargement but as a restriction on who
is an Indian and to whom should a service begin. Otherwise Johnson-
O'Malley would have run originally to all school systems every-
Where, but it didn't.

It was restricted to Indian reservations. I don't know what you are
calling all these other things, I don't know what in the Snyder Act. you
relied upon for the Native Americans Programs Act, or the Snyder Act.,
as you are aware, the language is quite broad and it says Indians
throughout the country.

The legislative history of that act and some case law, I will grant,
does not nail down our interpretation. But I do believe there is strong
support for that interpretation.

Mr. MEEDS. I recognize that you can look at it either way. I think
'there are cases on both sides of this and interpretations on both sides
of this. Clearly the BIA. : ver the years, has interpreted everything
that has gone down there ; such a way as to make it federally recog-
nized on or, near reservatiot

In fact, they have pblems in "near reservations." So
they have been as restrit.. think you probably could be.

I- don't know that I 'igree with them as a matter of policy, but I
certainly agree with them as a matter of law.

Mr. ALEXANDER. In the Johnson-O'Malley ActKarl Funke has
been ',member of our staff for quite a while and has done a good deal
of substantial research on the congressional intent in the original
Johnson-O'Malley Act and I would like him to comment -on that.

Mr. FIYNKE. Tfie original intent of the act. was not to go to reserva-.
tion Indians. In fact, the specific intent was to go to nonreservation
IndiansIndians that were dispersed among the general population.

It, has only been through administrative changes in the regulations
ovtv the course Of years which has changed it from being an exclusively
nonreservation act to strictly reservation Indians.

Mr. MEEDS. You might know it better than I do, but that is not
my interpretation of the Johnson-O'Malley Act and the intent .and
purpose of Johnsop. Ind O'Malley. It was to aid local school districts
t hat were' so situat( d in areas where there were larger numbers of
Ind ian children.

Mr. FUNKE. As a result of the Allotment Act,'a lot of Indian tribes
were disPersed into the general 'population, and it was beer :lig
uneconomical for the Bureau to provide health care, education, a, d
those kind of services ,to those Indians who were no lonker niembers
.of tribes hut were being dispersed into' the general populations of ' le
States, and States were refusing to pick up ,the slack and provide tnis
educational and other kinds of services.

It was a method by which the Federal dnvernment could contract
with the States to provide those services.
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Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, you made a statement
there, -and I am not sure I am quoting rie-ht. You said that that
particular law wag provided so that Indians, who were no longt.r
members of the tribes, were provided for as Indians.

MT. FUNKE. Right.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Where does it state in any legislation

that when an Indian leaves the reservation he is no longer a member?
Mr. FUNKE. Well, a lot of the members of the various tribes were

being moved off the reservations to boarding schools and not return-
ing t., the reservations, and were losing their tribal ties with their
tribes. Some of the tribes were disappearing at that point, throrgh the
allotment process and through boarding school processes and other
processes.

Commissioner WHITECROW. The mere fact of their relocating, that,
in itself, did not remove their citizenship status, did it?

Mr. FUNKE. No; but the practical effect of it-was that a number of
them did not continue to have tribal relationships with a tribe.

Commissiolier WHITECROW. This is the assin, ilati.Ja process.
Mr. MEETS. It is an effort by the Federal Government to carry (Alt

its treaty obligations to members of tribes
Commissioner WHITECROW. Wherever they may be.
Mr. MEEDS. Right, identified with the tribes, I don't think there is

any question about it.
Mr. TAYLCR. At ono point-in our legal framework it was considered

that an Indian who was a citizen of the United States necessar;ly lost
his citizenship in the tribe.

This allotment area, that Karl refers to, was alloting parcels of land
to Indians individually and providing that they became citizens of the
United States. The basic concept was that he acquired U.S. citizen-
ship; he lost it in the teibe. This was the evolutionary process by which
tribal genernments were to be dismantled.

Mr. MEEDS. Peter, I hate to disagree with you, in that original
Allotment Act there is a specific _proviso provided that upon the ac-
quisition of this citizenship, it dees not exclude tribal and Indian
rights. I just looked at that recently.

Mr. TAYLOR. It does not exclude his rights te share in the communal
property.

Mr. MEEDS. No, no; it says tribp.I rights. Has anybody got the act
here, I will show it to you.

Mr. TAYLOR. I am afraid I don't.
Mr. MEEDS. I looked at it for another reason, it was no', for this.

The argument is now being made in Washington State that because
they became U.S. citizens they lost their tribal rights.

Mr. TAYLOR. I was going to point out that that legal postUre has
changed and the 1924 act, I think, has killed that legal theory.

Mr. MEEDS. The exact language is in both acts. It says provided
that this acqui§ition of citizenship under this act shall not infringe
upon or deLy tribal rights.

Mr. TAYLOR. Congressman, the statute might say that but I am
'aware'of judicial decisions that were so holding, and all I am saying is
that this legal theor:,- was there. It is no longer a valid, legal theory.

Whether that was the intent of the act or not, I don't hnow, but I do
. know that Federal courts are making rulings along that line. There is
always.difficulty in determining who an Indian was.
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I would like to change that motion to make it a. request that the
staff develop the type of demographics that may be necessary in order
that we can provide ...redibility to those demographics. ,

Mr. ALEXANDER. Gathering procedures?
Commissioner WHITECROW. Right, gathering procedures and where

it should be done. I would like to make that in the form of a recorn-
mendatio 1, and hopefully get sorne concurrence on that recommenda-
tion from this Commission.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Did you change the motion?
Mr. MEEDS. It is a very general motion, why don't we just let the

staff develop the recommendations and we will look at it.
Commissioner WHITOROW. That is fine. Does it need a second

then?
Chairman Apounnx. I don't need a second.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Now, Mr. Chairman, if I might--
Chairman ABOUREZK. Jake, before you start, may I ask what are

we going to have to decide to do in this series ot meetingswhat
issues will we have to decide?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Today, in the trust chapter, We already liad
vote last time on most of the basic principles in the trust chapter.
What is new today is our revision of legal services in relation to the
trust, which is to deal with our version or the trust council authority,
of attorneys' fees.

The recommendations on pages 14 through 16 have been modified
to control

Chairman AROUREZK. What chapter?
Mr. ALEXANDER. chapter 4, the trust chapter, has been modified

to conform io the vote that was taken in the January meeting. At
the bottom of page 16D, legal representation for Indians, roing
theough page 18, is new matter which has not been discussed here
previously.

Mr. HALL. That is not quite correct.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Those are two issues we have to vote on.
Mr. ALEXANDER. YOU have to vot- on the legal representation.
Mr. HALL. It starts at page 15, Indian trust rights, in that state-

ment which came out of the last meeting.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Can we vote or. that?
Mr. HALL. You voted on it in concept, yes, but you have not seen

it in this form.
Mr. ALEXANDER. This refh as the vote that wi s taken.
Chairman AROUREZK. Well, that looks accurate acc mlin<, to the

way we voted last time.
The reason I am asking this; I have been missing votes Over in !he

Senate, orie ahout eveiy half hour. Even though I am not running
again, it still makes me nervous to miss votes, and there are some
wry important issues to be decided.

Mr. MEEDS. I Would be delighted to vote your proxy, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. In all conscience I ought to get over and do

that. Lloyd says he can stay and chair the meeting until 4 p.m.,
then 'he has to go, but I think you ought to run later. We have to
resume our session at 10 tomorrow morning, and Lloyd will be here
to start it out. I wi'l come in late, at 10:30 or 11 myself.

1 8k,)



The redson I am asking these questions, you will not have a quorum
to,vote unless we, at least, have two more congressional members,
becluse five is not enough for a quorum.

' What is it, seven?
. Commissioner DIAL. gix.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. SiX is a quorum. If you have one congressional
'member, that is a quorum, but at 4 o'clobk you will lose all of the
congressional members. Are there any votes that cannot wait until
t,omorrow?

Mr. ALEXANDER. We should have sufficient time tomorrow.
Chairman ABOUREZK. And what other issues will we have to take

up tomorrow?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The only other materials currently available

are three portions of the social services chapter, a very brief section
on child placement, a fairly extensive section on health., and a fairly
extensive textural section on education.

Chairman ABOUREZX. Are there any major issues about to be
decided today?

MT. ALEXANDER. I would think so, yes.
Chairman ABOUREZX. Can you keep that discussion going today

at some length and get everybody's mind worked out, with the
staff and the Commission, and then we can run through it fairly
rapidly tomorrow?

Would that be satisfactory?
Mr. HALL. Do you have to leave right now, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes, I have to go, we are doing the Senate

reorganization, and not only am I missing votes but, I am afraid
someone will make an attaa on the Indian Affairs Committee. It
is sitting there untouched so far. Maybe I am better off if I stay away.

But I think it is important that I get over there, for a number of
reasons.

Mr. HALL. We should proceed with discussion of the trust this
afternoon.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Proceed with any discussions that you can
today..

Mr. MEEDS. We can even have our votes: I expect to get beaten,
but ; expect for the record we could have some votes on some of
this stuff on trusts.

Mr. TAYLOR. Tomorrow morning?
Mr. MEEDS. No; we can have it this afternoon. As lone as I am

here we can have a quorum.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What if you swing three of these people

here, and then you can?
Mr. MEEDS. Do you think that is going to happenLaughter.]
Chairinan ABOUREZE. Well, there is a possibility.
Comniissioner BORBRIDGE. tr. Chairman, if I might comment, I

was c.oing to say Congressman feeds, that I think it is well and good
that'-Indian members may come down on one side of the question. As
commissioners we are likely to come down in a variety of ways.

But, very much to the point, if I felt I could persuade one of the
congressional members, and get that congressional member on the
record on a vote, I would prefer to do that. I think that it would be
real important to the vote and the record.
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That is why I think the more congressional people Ix e can have here,
the chairman or Mr. Yates or whoever, the better I really think it is
quite important to where we come out on our Commission proceedings.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I agree wi+h that.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, I would like to comment

on that particular point. I have stated many times around the country
that I feel confident that within this Commission we can win the battle,
but without the congressional support we can lose the war in the
Congress.

Mr. MUDS. Why don't I do just this then, Mr. Chairma a, why
don't I just identify those areas on which I ill have some reservations
and indicate, either by vote or otherwise and I will manifest that, at
least, and I would ask the staff to line tliose issues up so we can start
bringing them up tomorrow morning.

Please try to get the discilsions, most of it, out of the way today,
on concepts and so on, so that we won't have to discuss for too long a
time tomorrow. I iust want to admonish everybody that we are draw-
ing to a close, this can't continue forever. I seem to say every
r:ommission meeting.

While all of us enjoy this debate and discussion, and it ought to be
as opm as possible, I think Ave ought to really try to discipline our
own minds so .that we can do it in as short a time as we possibly can.
I think it would serve all of us very well to do that.

So I will see you tomorrow. I will designate Louis since he is sitting
right ne:it to me, when Lloyd leaves Louis will act as chairman.

Congressman MEEDS. Just for the staff and the other members of
the Commission, as I indicated to you last time, I don't think there is
any established general legal obligation requiring the United States to
protect and enhance tribal self-government. I think it is excellent
policy to do it but I don't think there is any established legal, overall,
responsibility.

There is some responsibility under the Indian Reorganization Act.
There are various acts which indicate that. I think it is good policy,
but I don't think it i an established legal obligation.

If I understand No. 3 on page 15, I think I agree with it. Trust
responsibility extends through the tribe to the Indian member, whether
on or off the reservation.

If that means that he or she must be a member of a tribe, then I
agree with it. Is that one

Mr. I Inn. That is correct, sir.
Mr. MEEDS. I would also hope that we would establish a method for

recognition of more tribes. I recognize Mr. Dial's prob/em, and I
c.!rtainly agree with that, and presently terminated tribesthei,
desire to be rerecoirnizedI would agree with that.

But as I said berore, the responsibility runs to the tribe, through the
tribe to the individual member.

Mr. HALL. The new material starts at the bottom of page 15, the
Indian trust rights in that statement, which, as you will recall, we
talked about providing a mechanism to get around the problem of
cond emnat ion.

The principal disagreement, as I recall the discussion in the last
meeting, would appear in subsection C of page 16. Once that impact
statement is prepared by the Federal agenc3; pursuant to subsection

1 8
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B, and submitted to Congress, before any Indian treaty rights or
other trust rights can be infringed or abrogated, Congress has to
affirmatively identify those rights and state that it is the intent_ of
Congress to so abrogate or infringe.

Mr. MEEns. Of course you will recall I disagreed with that entire
procedure where it was essential to have congressional action.

Mr. HALL. As I recall you were leaning more toward the veto
aspect, were you not, sir?

Mr. MEEDS. I was leaning to the aspect that the impact statement
could be filed and the Congress itself would have to take affirm.tiveaction to

Mr. HALL. As I recall the impact statement would be filed. and you
were talking about a time limit in which Congress had to act to deny
the agency the authority to take that aetion.

If it did not act, within that time limit, the agency could go ahead.
Mr. MEEDS. I think that. came up in a discussion as to bow you work

an impact statement, if you were gomg to have one. It seems to me I
was voted down on the proposition that Congress had to take any
action, that an executive agency or administrative agency cwild take
condemnation action. That is the way I felt then and still feel.

If you are going to have an impact statement, then the question is
whether Congress must take affirmative action or whether it should not
take affirmative action. It would be my view that in absence of their
doirg so it would become effective because I tk.'rik that is a simpler
procedure.

Mr. HALL. I agree it is simpler. We felt, as you will recall, and I
think the vote showed the added dignity and force that affirmati
congressional action was important in this area.

Mr. MEEDS. I would say that what you have dono here is a true
representation of what I think the majority of the people agree to.
.1 am not in agreement with it because I don't think that you even
get to this step. But I am not going to make an issue of it.

Commissioner DEER. Why don't you think we will get to that step?
Mr. MEans. I say I don't get to that step because I don't think it is

essential to get congressional consent for condemnation. I think that
an executive agency, just like the Corps of Engineers, can condemn
my land on the proper showing, so should the Corps of Engineers, ft
Federal instrumentality, be able to comlemn Indian lands without-
congressional action.

I don't think your land is any (Mem. ny land in this respect.
I know we have differences of opinion o.. but that is my view
and it is still m view.

Commissioner WHITECROW, Let me give you :in example, Omgress-
man, al.-mt a situation that so happened in our area. Our tribe had a
very small amount of land-523 acresin one section. The State of
Oklahoma intended to relocate a State highway and we hml sonw,
will say, unscrupulous individuals serving in the State legislature who
int,qided to benefit from this relocation of th IS highway.

They intended to COMP right down and split this individual Indian
iproperty owned by the tribe. It was n trust and the sum eyors were

already on the giound and I personally ordered them off the property.
I was chairman of the tribe at the time.
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hand statutes desigued to provide benefits to the Indians simply
under Congress' spending power.

We were talking about the Johnson-O'Malley Act, and the General
Allotment Act, Whether or not those acts relate to off-reservation
Indians is a separate issue from whether or not those acts themselves
are within the k'ederal trust responsibility.

It seems to me-it is crucial to make that distinction because if you
don't you are in a sense saying that if the Congress were to repeal the
Johnson-O'Malley Act or the Indian Self Determination Act, or any
other P.A, which through the spending power creates rights, there
might be some legal duty to provide compensation.

What I am suggesting is that there are statutes which provide
benefits which are quite different from legal duties which may or may
not arise out of relationships that Indian tribes have by treaties or
executive orders, or course of conduct.

Mr. MEEDS. Would you say the executive responsibility runs to
tribal lauds held in trust?

Mr. MARTONE. I have a problem. I have the same kind of defini-
tional problem in terms of what trust responsibility means. It is, to
me, unclear; it is as unclear to me what that means as nonfederally
recognized Indians.

Quite honestly it seems to me that the Federal Government's
responsibility is articulated through treaties, perhaps course of conduct,
perhaps executive .orders, or perhaps judicial decisions which may
interpret those positive sources of legal rights.

Mr. MEEDS. And statutes.
Mr. MARTONE. When you go beyond that and somehow create out

of whole cloth some common law duties, like the trust duty, and then
attach that to all Federal Indian relationships and/or 3tatutes, it
seems to me you are going beyond the original intent then in terms of
creating legal rights and legal duties.

The reason 1 raise that now is because on page 16, "action by
Congress required," it says infringe any treaty rights, nontreaty rights
which are protected by the trust responsibility.

Is the Indian Self-Determination Act a nontreaty right protected
by the trust responsibility. My answer to that would be clearly no;
but from the way we were talking about Johnson-O'Malley an hour
f.go, I would suspect that someone would say eNery time Congress
enrcts legislation, somehow we are within the Federal trui;t responsi-
bility.

Trust responsibility, it seems to me as that term has been used in
this report, goes to legal rights and duties as opposed to voluntary
spending or the assumption-by the Congress of duties.

In any event, until trust responsibility is defined with greater
perceptual clarity, it 7,eems to me that this uld mean that every
piece of Federal legislation relating to Indiar.s ,:ould vest legal rights
of a perpetual nature, perhaps.

For example, we all have a right to social security, but it is rather
clear tomorrow Congress c.!kild repeal soch,l seurity. There may be
problems about distributing the existing trust assets but there is no
do',:bt about the power of Congress to terminate a legislative program.

In any event I would like to hear someone tell me whether or not
every piece of Federal legislation is part of this trust responsibility,

;*
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or whether that trust responsibility arises out of legal rights created
by treaties or wreements with Indian tribes of the same order of
validity and magnitude, as the kinds of rights we were talking about
this morning, which would justify compensable interest in land

Mr. HALL. Mr. Chairman, may I respond to that?
Mr. MEEDS. Please do.
Mr. HALL. If I could refer to page 12, what we were looking at

before, another paragraph. The last paragraph of that page says the
precise manner in which these applications are fulfilled, and what
that is referring to is the paragraph with respect to services in Federal
programs, Johnson-O'Malley, Snyder Act, et cetera.

The precise manner in which these applications are fulfilled in
terms of magnitude and distribution m v be changed by Congress as
the relative strength and self-sufficiency of Indian tribes change. That
language in subsection C, to which Mr. Martone referred, was pur-
posely left flexible to allow for congressional changes in the future.

Continuing with that paragraph on page 12, the Federal duty to
provide remains constant. That does not mean that Congress cannot
eliminate a program. That is clearly not the case.

However, with respect to social services, you will recall there was
so much case law with regard to when the program is set up and
functioning, and one meets the el.gibility requirements, he has a
right to receive liat servir:e.

This is draw.ng a parallel to that kind of reasoning. Continuing on
that. paragrap'i on page 12, "furthermore the nature and degree of
services provided by the Federal Government pursuant to the trust
obligatioii is not altered by the services which Indians may receive
on the same basis as other Titizens," and that continues with the dual
entitlement concept.

Subsection C is purposeiy left flexible. As we say, later on in the
commentary, it is our judgment that it would be not only dangerous
but perhaps foolish to define specifically exactly which services the
trust obligation includes today for Indians. Over the year that may
change, with a tribe putting itself in a position where it can assume
the obligation for a great deal of programing, for example, and -hat
does not allow for relieving the Federal Government of responsibilitv
to provide that. You hale locked both the tribe and the Federiil
Government into an untenable situation which neither may be able
to live with years from now.

I was going to add one last caveat, if I might, with respect to Mr.
Martone's T -ments. We identify in the report a primary and
secondary r. ,ponsibility with regard to the trust.

There is no question, I think, legally now, nor should there be any
q-estion with regard to protecting land, natural resources, tribal
funds, water rights, and forestrythe other areas in which courts and
Congress have identified as part of the trust. That is now, and should
be made the primary responsibility of the Federal Government under
the trust.

Mr. MEEns. And the taking of that would be a compensable taking,
would it not?

Mr. HALT.. Under the fifth amendment.
Mr. MEEDS. Yes.
Mr. HALL. Yes; I think SO.
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Mr. MEEns. What I am asking is: Do you feel that any taking on
the part of the Federal Government as against an Indian tribe should
be gaged in any different light than against any other citizen of the
United States.

In other words, if the same test of compensableness applies to
Indian tribal hind or Indian tribal rights as to any citizen rights,
do we have any disagreement on that?

Mr. HALL. Yes; we do. I 0,4).k. I think that the thr. it of this entire
chapter is that Indian rights are certainly less susceptible to that
taking, and that Congress and the Federal Government could take
special care when there is going to be any- taking or infringement.

That is the rationale, of course, behiml the section in the recom-
mendations with regard to extraordinary circumstances--

Mr. MEEDS. What is the legal basis for that?
Mr. HALL. I think it is what Mr. Taylor mentioned earlier, with

regard to the split in case law, as to whether the executive branca
can condemn lands without congressional approval or under a general
grant of approval or not.

This selects that what we feel IS policywise a strong position.
Mr. ALEXANDER. In addition to the fact that the Federal Govern-

ment is operating as a trustee in this area, and it has a high duty of
care to Indian tribes, they are assessing their Government, as we inter-
pret a. t, beyond that we have to the land or other natural resources
of an avi !.ige citizen.

When yon take Indian land it is very different than taking the land
of myself, for ev.ample. I can go buy a new how.:e sonwplace else, but
that action with respect to Die Das nothing to do with political rights,
ability to maintain tribal culture, other economic Oevelopment in the
tribal area, and so forth.

NIr. NIEEns. I would agree with you, that as a matter of policy we
should do that. I agree, as I told you the other day, if there is a con-
demnation of Indian laml, there ought to be a reattempt made. to
retain this land rather than money. I have z 0 probelin with that.

But I don't know that that is a legal obligation. That is what 1
nun snylW..r.

Nlr. ALENA \I/Eft. There is one point that we must make. The posi-
tion \,. take in
(1.1..,,ry live posit ion. Iiry pL'Ople ill Indian country would say
flatly t re sholdd Do taking.

r. DS. 1 understand that, that is the way this report first came
out

mr. TAiimit. Mr. Meeds, as I recall your question as phrased, it
related to compensability and equated taking of Indian land to
taking it non-Imhan's land. I personally would not See a difference
there. When the Government takes Indian land they are under the
same duty to compensate that there would be toward an individual.

NIr. i;Ens. I probably did not articulate as I should have. Whet I
was trying to ask Gil was: Is file q,,esi it of what constitutes o taking
under the fifth amendment lifferen, for hidian tribes than is for
any individual?

Mr. TAYLOR. That is th .. second elemelt. There is a difference in the
legal standard.; Aat the Government . qy be held to under this
dividing authority that we :ire talking about. It arises out of rules of
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statutory construction where the law standing rule of statutory
construction is that a statute will be construed in such a manner as to
not repeal by implication prior statutes or infringe on Indian treaties.

If that can be avoided, and it is covered by another rule of statutory
construction that where it has ambiguities, it will be resolv Id in favor
of Indians. What we have got going through these differ nt case
positions is really rules of statutory construction attempting to avoid
unintentional abrogation of trust rights. As a matter of policy, as
you point out, we are trying to recommend here that this be a codified
position.

Commissioner WIUTECROW. Mr. Chairman, if I may speak to this
issue for just a moment, the same incident that I was referring to
earlier, the status that they consider our lands in Oklahoma, the land
that I was referring to -was tribally owned land, and they could not
condemn that.

The only aspect of condemnation we are referring to here is that
land which is owned by the community, by the tribe, in communal
ownership. I would like to ask this specific question.

How does the law appl:,- to State owned land when we have a conflict
such as the Corps of Engineers coming in to condemn State-owned
land? What iF the application of law there?

Mr. TAYLOR. Cozmnissioner, I have not researched the subject but
I would assume it would stand on the same basis of condemning fee

patent land of the non-Indian. I doubt very much if the corps would
have to come back to Congress for specific approval.

Commis.ioner WHITECROw. YOU don't think the State would stand
on its back legs and fight this issue?

Mr. TAYLOR. I think they would immediately call up their Senators
and Congressmen and probably get some actions going. But I don't
think there would be a legal prohibition. That is an off-the-cuff
statement.

Commissioner W RITECROW. The point I am trying to make is that
I don't believe that we have a State in thest, United States that look
at land the way a tribe looks at land, the way Indian people look at
their land.

They look at land as the Mother Earth, the sustenance of life. It
gives life with growth and minerals of that specific soil and it gives
life and it takes life, and we live ',non that land. That is where I
think we need to have our whole p, nt in contact with. We have
morality issues here and we have philosophic issues involved.

If the .American citizens would ever go back to the manner in dealing
with our fellow human beings like the old Indian customers were in
dealing with fellow numan beings, that is an individual would wrong
me, that individual then would devote his life to my service, to helping
me, to laboring for mq and to assist me, and this is not slay,:iry.

It is because he wronged me morally or legally he wronged me, and
we had very little detention. We had very little reason for penal
instit utions.

Tf our American citizens would once again comc back to this kind of
reality, we Inv not need all of these attorneys that we ale developing
around the Nution. I don't have anything against attorneys, but con-
stantly we ure coming back invariably to what are the legal issues
involved in this report.

24-406- 78-1.1
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I think this report should be valid in its historical and legal rela-
tionships. That to me, having the responsibility of representing Indian
people, I think we need to speak to the issues of philosophy in this
report. That morality in the report and most definitely those philoso-
phies and those moralities involved in this report are not going to be
politically popular.

It has been proven in the past that it is not politically popular. We
have in this particular report generated, as I recall, an estimate of
50 percent of the total enerrv reserve of this Nation within those
Indian lands. You can rest assured that we have legal eagles out there
right now planning to assume control of those resources, and we have
big money people out there ready to purchase, and any other manner,
unscrupulous as it may be, to achieve control of those resources.

I look at trust responsibility as a responsibility of tho Federal
Government entering into a solid agreement with an Indian tribe, and
fulfilling that obligation lock, sto,k, and barrel.

When I make a commitment i6 another man, I make that commit-
ment and I live by that commitment. When a government makes a
commitment to another government it makes a commitment and that
commitment should be lived up to.

And in this particular case we have found those commitments have
not been lived up to, those agreements have not been fulfilled.

I. see this trust responsibility as the Government's obligation to
fulfill those obligations, and to assure those obligations are met, what-
ever they way loe, As legislation comes down the pike and changes,
whatever those changes might be that have been negotiated, that have
been worked with, that have been cussed and discussed, then it is the
Federal Government's responsibility to its administrative arm, its
executive branch, to fulfill the delivery of those services, and protect
those services.

We have not allowed tribes the oppurtunity to develop and the law
that created this particular Commission says_that we have never seen
Indian tribes work toward self-sufficiency. Unless we knock the bar-
rkrs down, and unless we let those Indian tribal governments have the
opportunity to make their own mistakes and grow, we are not going
to see stlf-sufficiencie, for tribes again.

We are whistling into the wind, and spitting into the ocean, if we
think that we are going to, if we keep providing all of these barriers to
development. We must remove those barriers and we must go on past
court cases.

I am not an attorney, I am a worse layman than John is, but as I
understand the Supreme Court. cases, they stand behind these CM-WS
and they stand behind those obligations. This is the Federal Govern-
ment's resvonsibility to fulfill those obligations.

As the k ederal Government cannot fulfill our obligations, we are in
trouble and there is no way we will become a world leader in any
stretch of the itnagination unless we can first of all clean up our mess
and fulfill the obligations that we have incurred. Tim obligation is also
on Indian tribes, tribal government has the obligation of fttlfilling its
responsibility.

Indeed the Indian people themselves, members of those tribes, will
make those assurances because they must remove those tribal leaders
that are not capable. We must provide these tribal governnwnts the
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opportunity to develop and we must be sure that in the trust relation-
ship delivery that the Federal Government, through its administra-
tive arm, fulfills that responsibility, and that every employee in the
system works toward fulfilling that responsibility.

I have found in the past that Federal employees don't have the
slightest concept of what their job responsibility is and these are
GS-13's, 14's, and 15's that I have talked with that do not have the
slightest idea about the history of their particular position. And it is a
philosophical position, a legal position, a position that is designed to
help people develop.

Trust responsibilit), to me, that is what it is. Mr. Martone, I hope
you agree with me. If you don't it won't do you any good.

Mr. MARTONE. I agree that the United States should fulfill it:.
responsibilities. Where we perhaps disagree is in the definition of what
those responsibilities are.

Commissioner WfirrEcaow. Spelled out in the treaty.
Mr. MARTONE. I have no problem with that.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Spelled out in other legislation.
Mr. MARTONE. Not necessarily.
Air. MEEDS. Any further statements or questions with ..egard to the

trust responsibility section?
Mr. FUNKE. You asked, Congressman Meeds, about whether tlwre

was a legal obligation with regard to condemnation. I think it could be
put on the plane of a legal obligation because the treaties guarantee
certain reservation boundaries and certain parcels of land to the tribes.

If that land is dissipated through condemnation, that is a violation
of the trust, and it also leads te t dissipatio,, of tribal culture and the
reservation boundaries are fixed and once that land is gone the reserva-
tion can't be picked up from New Mexico and placed in Colorado.

Mr. TAYLOR. I might make one further comment on the section
It is rather ironic, Commissioner Whitecrow, that you make this
analog;, lietween great nations and great men. In fact, a Supreme
Court justice in a dissenting opinion on a subject related to this used
hat analogy. I think it was Justice Holmes in Tuscarora Nation v.
'Ale Federal Power Commission, That was his concluding remark as a
dissenter: "That great nations, like great men, should live up to their
obligations."

Interestingly enough, in that very case, what the Supreme Court,
decided was that through a licensing process, I believe to the State of
New York, condemnation of Indian lends had been authorized, even
though there were no records in the licaising procedure or statutory
authority to the Indian lands.

That is the opinion that Holmes dissented from with his reference to
great nations and great men. It is Holmes' position that we are here
attempting to codify.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. My comment. is directed at our at-
torneys, and obviously we have a full team present. I em sympathetic
to your understandable desire to argue what the law is, both pro and
con, and to compare notes on the interpretation of from whence a
particular Indian right may have been derived. That. is all well and
good, but I want to admonish all of you that what we are concerned
about is not solely relative to interpretation of the rights, whether t hey
are derived from national policy us it has been enunciated and prac-
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ticed, or whether we are talking about Supreme Court decisions or
statutes or treaties.

What we are talking aboutin addition to what th3 rights are, and
from whence they have been derived, is related "to where this Commis
sion wants to go. In my view, the Commission is not seeking to try, as
a matter of policy to reduce the extent of rights solely to a technical
enumeration.

It may question, the nature- of these rights, it may seek to present a
broad spfttrum of views as part of the investigation. But must go far
beyond that question. The matter of the status of the law as you gezitle-

men seek, to interpret it is, for this Corpniission, just tho beginning
point.

This Commission, as I said in the past, is serving as a catalyst to
trv to bring to bear the highest standards of conduct to which we feel
tiiis Nation can addressitself with respect to its unique a.nd special
relationship with the native Americans who are the aloriginal occu-

'pants of this Nation.
Thus, the work that is being done from a legal perspective is very

helpful and very necessary because it certainly goes to the root of the
strength and nature of th,e Indian position.

Do the Indians come before the Congress and finally move toward
recommendations as supplicants with no basis of rights in law or in
policy, or do they come as a mixture, some of which rights we recognize
clearly, as being derived from and based on law, some of which are in a
somewhat murky category and, as to others, we are not certain as to
where their rights to certain services may have been derived.

Regardless of this mixed bag, our purpose, as I see it, is to take all of
this and ask what is the highest standard we can apply. If anyone is to

act as a conscience to the Nctim, and really to provide something
constructive, setting out a recommended path as to where we can go
from here, in looking at the tommorrow for all Indians, then I suggest
it is not only the responsibility of this Commission, but I suggest as
each of our attorneys without exception advances various ideas, I want

to hear where we end up under the premises that are advanced.
I don't want, us a layman, to be left with the thought that it is up to

me to try to interpret where the varying interpretations of the cases
may take us. Please remember that by contributing to a discusdon of
those cases, you influence the formulation of a desirable direction as to

where we may want to end up.
That is why I appreciate the tremendous input that we have bad. I

think we have one of the most outstanding teams, Mr. Chairman, that
I have ever watched in action. But I think in their eagerness to have at

one another, they should keep in mind that there are overall con-
siderations of policy that determine where we might end up.

Thank you.
Mr. MEEDS. Very good. You have dragged us back to the track of

establishing policy.
Are there other questions or statements with regard to trpt re-

sponsibility? I would just quickly indicate that I disagree with C on

page 16 for reasons heretofore noted.
No. 1, the infringement without extraordinary circumstances for

compelling national interests or otherwise. That is obviously a com-
ponent of any kind of taking in the first instance.
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National use must be established before there can be a condemnation
so I see no reason for setting it out, especially in the sense it has ap-
peared lastly, in that, pursuant to the congressional act, as Isindicated
earlipr I think it van be done by executive act as well.

Are there any other suggestions, statements, agreements, or dis-
-agreements?

Mr. 'HALL. Mr. Chairman, subsection'D on page 16 does not con-
tinue with the policy consideradons but it does set out to some extent
organization and procedure pursuant to our met ;:,ing the last time.
While it does not recommend a rejuvenation of the Indian trust
authority concept:

It contemplates that concept in terms of independent legal repre-
sentation, but Jt places 'la litigating office in a Department of
Indian Affairs. It presupposes a recommendation for a Departn ent
of Indian Affairs which will follow in subsequent chapters.

It would contemplate primary litigation authority within the Fed-
eral establishment for protecting and bringing suit on behalf of Indians
to protect their trust rights.

It wouid contemplate a removal of the trust services being supplied
by the Office of Trust Services currently in the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, and it would contemplate removal of the Division-of Indian
Affairs in the Solicitor's Office new Department of IndiantAffairs.

It would not relieve Justice Department of all responsibilities for
representing Indians. It would, however, place the primary responsi-
bility for that litigation authority in the new Department of Indian
Affairs.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Justice could be requested to represent them on
a specific case- also provided is the ability for the Office OrGeneral
Counsel, or whatever we are calling it, to contract out for legal
services.

Mr. MEE.ps. Mr. Martone, is there anything that is contained in
the rest of this trust relationship section with which you have violent
disagreement?

Mr. MARTONE. I am not violent on anything. I will refer the Com-
mission to page 18. In paragraph 4 it suggests that where there is a
"eonflict of interest between an individual Indian and a tribe involving
trust issues, the Office shall represent the tribe and shall engage pri-
vate counsel to represent the individual at Government expense.

I Father that would contemplate the situation in which a duly au-
thorized tribal council enters into a lease with a mineral exploration
company, the minority in the tribe is aggrieved of that tribal action.
This position would require the United States to not only pay for its
expenses in representing itself and the tribe's expenses in representing
the tribe, but also the expenses and burden of litigation of the minority
of the tribe which lost in the tribal council.

I just wonder how far the trust obligation goes. if it goes to indi-
vidual Indians through tribes: Does it not end after a duly constituted
tribal council.renders its managerial/governmental decision about how
that tribe is going to proceed.

That is one aspect.
Mr. MEEDS. What is the rationale for the Federal Government

paying three sides oi a law suit.
Mr. HALL. Simply that there are controversies that have arisen

with legitimate, brought in good faith, suits in which ail individual
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Indian'sotrust interest and trust property may be confliOng ,where
they are inconsistent with that of the tribe.

Oftentimes the individual trust interest will suffer purely and solely
because there is presently nowhere to seok counsel to represent his
side. Tho.t, is all this does.

It is a recognition that oftentimes trust rights suffer because there
is not money to hire counsel.

Mr. MEEDS. I don't know that, this is terribly important, but with
all of the effort that has been put forward here to establisk the tribal
entitSr and to make it, viable, it would seem to me-that you would have
the obligation of providing counsel by the tribal entity.

I really feel that way.
Mr. HALL. You mean representing the tribe and not representing

the individual?
Mr. MEEDS. And the individual.
Mr. HALL. The office representing both, even if they are conflicting?
Mr. MEEDS. No; where the conflict between the individual Indian

and the tribe involving trust issues, where tribes should furnish count
sel, not only for itself but for the individual. I am for this largely, not
to the extent some of you people are, but making them viable entities
and suddenly you have this very viable entity who supposedly can
tax people ,and a lot of other things. And you suddenly say when it 4

gets in conflict with one of its own citizens, then the Federal Govern-
-ment is supposed to come in and provide funds for all of the parties.

Mr. HALL. It is not in every controversy, it would only be when a
trust interest would be involved. It would not be if the individual
were suing the counsel, for example, or. bringing suit in a aleral
court for violation of the Indian 'Civil Rights Act, for example, over
some sort of election dispute.

It would not contemplate that at all. It would contemplate, how-
ever, when trust issues are involved because the Federal Government
now has the obligation to represent the individual and the tribe both
when there is a trust issue or when there is trust property involved.

What happens is that Justice and Interior will represent one or the
other and the opposition frequentlysuffers because there is not funding
available to present his or her case.

I don't think it happens that often now. To be honest with you, I
have no figures. Perhaps somebody else would have an idea of the
frequency with which this arises. I would think it.would be very seldom.

11Ir. MEEDS. Do you have further comments, Martone?
Mr. MAIVIIONE. Yes; continuing wi!,h page 18, paragraph 5: It

recommends that the United States waive its sovereign immunity for
all actions brought against it by tribal Indians in trust Matters.

That has appeal to the extent that if the United States has obliga-
tions it ought to be responsible in terms of fulfilling those obligations,
and in the absence of such a waiver there would be no forum within
which to hear the action.

Similarly, if the tribe-has obligations under its treaties and leases _
and contracts then it, too, ought to waive its immunity or the Con-
gress should waive it for it, so that there would be a forum within
which those aggrieved by tribal action can assure that the tribe s
conduct is within the rule of law.

As it stands now there are really, in the absence of constitutional
claims under the Indian Civil Rights Adt, very few ways in which
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private citizens or governments can assert rights against an Indian
tribe.

It results, partially, because there are inadequate forums, partially
because even when youget to the only available forum there would
be the defense of sovereign immunity. 'States don't have jurisdiction,
generally, over actions in which an Indian tribe is a party defendant.

Public Law 83-280 States, since that statute talks about litigation
in which Indians in contrast to tribes are parties, similarly have no
jurisdiction. Federal courts have no jurisdiction because there is no
diversity of citizenship and rarely do these cases involve a Federal
question.

In tribal court, even if a non-Indian entity were to be satisfied with
that forum in a given context the tribe could raise the defense of
sovereign immunity.

So most contracts or leases as entered into with 'Indian tribes are
inherently unenforceable. There are many imaainative ways that
imaginative counsel have sought to get around Chat problem. Some
have sought easements over the)and instead of leases through the
Secretary of the interior.

Some 'have suggested that one would sue'a tribal official as opposed
to the tribe, just as one now sues Federal and State.officials as opposed
to the State and Federal Government.

But the fact of the matter remains that that is an area ripe for
congressional action. If in fact the United States is going to waive its
immunity, it seems to me the corollary responsibility is that it must
waive the tribes' as well.

Mr. TAYLOR. I would most violently disagree with the concept of
the Federal Government waiving the immunity of an Indian tribe.
Mr. Martone's comments do have bearing, however, on credit -prob-
lems under tribal governments. But this is a very old rule of law that
we have used in buying used cars and all kinds of things.

The contracts you are talking about with tribes would be of rather
substantial nature, and we call it ,caveat emptor. Any person of sub-
stance dealing with substantive 'contracts with tribes could certainly
attempt to get the tribe to waive its immunity for suit in the event of
breaches of those contracts.

The problem that has come to light is an occasional inability of the
tribe to waive its immunity when it chose to do so in order to get
credit. We have talked about amending section 81 and section 177,
I believe it is, of title 25, dealing' with the secretarial power in trust
matters to permit tribes to overrule his position so that they could go
ahead and utilize trust resources.

I think what you can build in there is a qualification, let's say, of
the power of a tribe as a government to waive its own immunity in
those situations where it so chooses.

But, the 50 States of this country have sovereign immunity,
municipalities created under that State legislature and the countries
have sovereigm immunity. It is up to those governments to determine
when they are going to waive the immunity and when they are not
aoina to waive it.t- The Federal Government has that power and has exercised it in
enactment of Federal tort claims. But it is absurd to say that this
Federal Government, through blanket legislation, can come in and
try to waive the immunity of the tribes.
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I would take violent exception fo the concept.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The other part of that is not pertinent to the

discussion of the United States waiving its sovereign immunity in
trust matters. My question basically is: Do you have a problem with
the United States waiving Its sovereign immunity in actions brought
by or under the auspices of the Office of Trust Rights Protection when
it is representing Indians in trust matters? That is the question.

Mr. 'MEEDS. That is the real question. Mr. Martone's discussion
nes to a much larger matter--e,

Mr. ALEXANDER. A separate issue.
Mr. -MEEDS. Of waiver of iMmunity. In addition to, who can waive

the immunity, what immunity should be waived, and so on. It might
be a question we should confront someplace but this is a narrow issue
here.

Mr. MARTONE. But it does arise even in this narrow context. For
example, if the,Indian minority who loses in a tribid council is going
to be hired counsel at Government expense, presumably it would
assert those rights against some entity.

As it stands now it could not bring suit against the tribe. I don't
know how it is consistent to provide counsel for Indian minorities
who lose in the tribal council without at the same time giving him a
forum in which to assert his claims.

Mr. MEEDS.., Maybe it would' be good for limited purposes here.
Mr. TAYLOR. I think when the tribe goes into court for this trust

counsel it is in fact waiving its immunity. It is submitting itself to the
jurisdiction of a court.

A case in point, a factual base that may be relevant here, would be
the Hollow Breast case which was just up before the Supreme Court.
I think it was where the Crow Tribe was claiming ill subsurface
mineral rights despite the fact tlat the reservatiim had been allotted an
opponentthere was an individual trust allotted member of the tribe
who was claiming the subsurface rights of his allotment as individual
assets.

There would be legal conflict where either the tribe or individual
took it into court. 1 think it was the tribe that took it into court.
There was a waiver of immunity there implied by having taken it into
the court. I really don't think there is a genuine problem.

Mr. MEEDS. Any other questions or suggestions?
Do you have further observations, Mr. Martone, on this subject,

or any of the staff?
M MARTONE. I have just one fmal one. On page 21 it, saidthis

goes back to my comments this morningto a considerable extent
these principles are merely congressional recognition of existing law.
I think that stater lent is, on its face, inaccurate.

Mr. MEEDS. V here is that? Which paragraph?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Right after footnote 40 on page 21.
Mr. MARTONE. I think most of the issues raised in this chapter are

lively issues of current concern. They are issues that are litigated to
a great extent. They are the very issues of law and policy that this
Commission wants to find answers for.

To say that these recommendations or that these principles which
may very well be policy commitments of the majority, that: is one
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thing. But to say tliat these principles and statements are merel

congressional recognition of existing law is simply inaccurate.
Mr. MEEDS. I would agree with that.
Mr. HALL. You will recall I read that sentence earlier on to show

that the comments here in the commentary was not intended to be

an absolute statement of the law, that there was some question.
It seems to me what you are arguing with is the word considerable.

I don't see how you coxild not suggest that there is legal support--
Mr. ALEXANDER. COnsidetable legal support.
M. HALL. Well, it is our position that it has great legal support,

as a matter of fact. What you aitoreally talking about, it seems to me,
is that adjective, whether it sholld be "considerable" or "some" or
"a lot" or "a little." I think it is the position of the majority, at least
of the staff, that "considerable" ,is more accurate than "a little."

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is even a conservative term.
Mr. HALL. Right.
Mr. MEEDS. I would personally prefer to see it, "to some extent

some of these principles." That would be my own preference on that.
Anything further?
Ver3r well, what is the next subject matter? .

[Whereupon, a brief recess was taken.]
Mr. MEEDS. We are recessed until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
[Whereupon, at 3:50 p.m., the hearing was recessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m. on Feb. 5, 1977.]
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MEETINGS OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW COMMISSION

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1977

AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION,

Washington, D.C.
The Commission met, pursuant .to recess, at 10:10 am. in room

1324, Longworth House Office Building, Congressman Lloyd Meeds,
vice chairman of the Commission, presiding. -

Present: Senator James Abourezk, chairman; Congressmen Lloyd
Meeds, vice chairman, and Sidney R. Yates; Commissioners Adolph

A L. Dial, John Borbridge, Louis R. Bruce, Ada Deer, and Jake
Whitecrow.

Staff present: Ernest L. Stevenst staff. director, Paul Alexander;
Fred Martone; Peter Taylor; Patricia Zell; Alice Clark;,Karl Funke;
Gilbert Hall; Ray. Goetting; and Laurel Beedon.

Mr. MEEDS. The American Indian Policy Review Commission
will be in session for further efforts on our schedule.

Could I just go off the schedule for a moment and ask the staff:
, Ernie, what is the proposal for future timetable?

Could you lay that out for us right now?
Mr. STEVENS. That is one of the things that we need to settle.

We are saving that there is a possibility of a tentative meeting. We
had February 24, 25, and 26 for meetings.

Mr. MEEDS. What days of the week are those?
Mr. STEVENS. Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. While we are

talking about those, I want to put in a word for Congressman Yates
who brought it to m3r attention.

It would be a continuation of what we are doing now.
Mr. MEEDS. That would be chapter 6, chapter 7, and review of the ,

first draft of chapters 3, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.
Mr. STEVENS. We have part of chapter 8, social services, right

now.
MT. MEEDS. What is chapter 3?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Three is the demographic chapter that we went

over yesterday. We will make the changes that you agreed in, the
additional recommendations, and we would come back with that
as the fmal.

It is a two-step process.
Mr. MEEDS. A.re we past tribal governments?
Mr. STEVENS. No.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Tribal government will come up on February 24

or 25. We
s`n

wereataady for it in a revision for this meeting.
(199)
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Mr. MEEDS. Which chapter is that?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Chapter 5.
Mr. MEEDS. On the schedule that I have there is nothing about

that.
Mr. STEVENS. No.
Mr. MEEDS. Trust relationships: Are we through with that now

pretty much?
, Mr. ALEXANDEA. Pretty much. According to what you said yester-
day about going through and then coming back on the legal section
of it, perhaps we can vote on that later today.

Mr. STEVENS. What I wanted to say, sir, was that where I put
in "tentative meeting," it appears to me that to come back at these
sections, we have not gone through the first part on everything
from six up.

We haven't even talked about it. What I think should happen
is that we should go on through this, and then finish up at a meeting
following the 24th.

I don't believe 7e can finish all that work at that next meeting.
That is why I lout in there "tentative meetinv "e,.

I don't think it can be done.
Mr. MEEDS. You are going to distribute 1,000 copies.irfill that

be printed?
Mr. STEVENS. It will be printed. We will use the Goveirnment

Printing Office. Probably, it will be typed, maybe even single-spaced
on both sides.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Offset printing, which is much quicker.
Mr. STEVENS. Yes. On eight and a half by eleven. What we would

have to do, if we had another Meeting in there, and I propose the
possibility for one, we would have to adjust our dates and hold onto
the end date, of course, of May 15. And then get another meeting in

ithere. There s tiot much room, lout we can make it.
Mr. MEEDE. There is not much time to get a draft of the tentoive

final report.
Mr. STEVENS. But to get it into the kind of condition that we

needI don't believe in 3 days that we can go through it. What has
been happening to us right alongand rightfully so, the interest in
the legal portions of the thing has taken up most of the time.

As a result of that, we have not even had a first run at the rest
of it. What I suggest we do is go through it, finish up tribal government
around the 246, hold on this trust business until the last meeting,
and then go on with all the rest of the chapts through the end.

Then if we can squeeze in another meeting, then we can fine tune
it for printing for this distribution.

Mr. MEEDS. I think probably we can finish, the trust thing today.
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, according to this schedule.

you have no scheduled /meting after the 24th, 25th and 26th, right,
Ernie, for the Commission?

Mr. STEVENS. There is a tentative meeting in early May. In other
words, you have 1.1 have another meeting to go over

Commissioner DIAL. What I say, you have no scheduled meeting.
Mr. STEVENS. We do s__,o on May 2 and 3.
Commissioner DIAL. OK.

0 0
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Mr. MEEDS. I am seeking guidance here from other Compissioners
Would it he possible to have a, meeting some time in -early Mardi
to look at the draft tentative final report?

Commissioner BRUCE. And eliminate the 24th?
Mr. Mums. No, no. We have to have the meeting February .24

and 25, but I don't see any use in meeting-before you have something
-final that you are going to send out to present to us after that time.
But I think it is important:to do that before you do send anything Out.

Commissioner 'Boanarnoki. Your suggestion is an early March
meeting Mr. Chairman?

M2. 18/EEDS. Yes. Mitybe March 2 that you have there.
Mr. STEVENS. .Then we could go through. this and then we can

come back intmediatdly. If we have this meetinge week of February
24 to 26whatever date you setthen after the comments on that
rheeting, we gan pretty well have a final draft to present to you.

Then you can spend 2 days going over it and even voting, if neces-
sary, and that would give us the direction to finalize it and get it
%ready for printing.

Commissioner DIAL. I wonder, on that last meeting, if a date
iafter the fifth would work just as well. That comes right n my final

examinations, near the second.
Mr. MEEns. Could we cover the first part of it first, Commissioner

Dial? The March meeting or late February meetingwhatever it
turns out, to be. _

Would a meeting on ,March 2 throw anrchanges in the tentative
draft? Would that still give you time to get your distribution of 1,000

copies on the ninth?
Mr. STEV.:NS. I am not sure if we can get it on 'the ninth, but we

can get it fairly close: We can, providing we have 30 days prior to
April 15, that would be the thing.

Commissioner DEER. I think several of us have a problem with
meeting on Wednesday. It would be extremely difficult for me to
meet on Wednesday.

It is the day my class meets, and Commissioner Dial has a teaching

commitment.
Commissioner DIAL. No, I don'thave one, but I will go along with

you. I know your.. problem..
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, none of these dates are even pro-

posed. These dates were set to give the Commission a sense of how

we have to schedule it.
You have to set the dates. In other words, Wednesday is not a

proposal. We are just saying approximately March 2.
Mr. MEEDS. How about the third and fourth? Would that be

acceptable?
Commissioner DEER. Yes.
Mr. MEEDS. Let's tentatively set it for the 4th.
Commisrioner DIAL. That is Friday.
Mr, MEEDS. I will be unable to be here February 26.
Mr. STEVENS. Sir, if we could set thatthat, too, is just a date.

If the Commission could give us a date in that week.
Mr. MEEDS. Are there any objections to the 24th, 25th, and 26th?
Mr. YATES. I will probably object. Meetings are always held on

weekends, and I want to ge to Chicago.
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*Mr. MEEDS. The_gentleman_probably reserves the right to object.
[Laughter.] That is Thursday, Friday, and Saturday.

Commissioner DEER. If we could discipline ourselves.to have some
time schedule, why couldn't we have a meeting for 2 days? You said
yoU could not meet on the 26th right?

Mr. MEEDS. That is right. But I might have to leave early on
the 25th. .

Mr. STEVENS. You could do.itif we started early and worked late
, both days, like 9 a.m. to.6 .m., orsomething.

. Mr: YATES. I 'have jny ppropriations Committee, and I have a
time limit to get my bill ut fdr the budget. My hearings start on
the 16th.

Mr. MEEDS. What time would be the best for you, Sid?
Mr. YATES. I am going to be gone all the way through.
Mr. MEEDS. How about the weekends?
Mr. YATES. Well, Saturdays and Sundays are the only times we

could meet, but I dont think those are very convenient times for
...,

everybody.
I would like to have a little time to prepare for my hearings. .

Mr. MEEDS. Maybe we ought to just go' ahead and stay with the
dates.

Mr. YATES. Wh3r don't we stay with the dates, and if I can make
"them, well and good.

Mr. MEEDS. Is there any other problem with that? Let's pretty
much plan to do that, then. Then, 111arch 4, that would be all right

, -for you; would it not, Sidney? That is Friday, or will you be having
hearings that day? .

Mr. 'YATES. March 4, no, I don't have any scheduled. But what
happens is that I leave dates open in case we don't fmish. But...set
your meeting for that date.

Mr. MEEDS. Tentatively is March 4 all right, then?
Mr. YATES. On Thursday I have the Alaska Land Use Commission.
Mr. MEEDS. I don't know about going into the rest of this at this

time in- the absence of the chairman. Commissioner Dial, I would,
like to be able to respond to 3Tour question about May 2 and 3 at
this time, but I don't know that, we should go beyond this without
the chairman being present. .

Commissioner DIAL. That is all right.
Mr. MEEDS. We can take it up when he arrives.
Commissioner DIAL. I will be here. I have never missed a meeting,

and don't intend to miss one now.
Commissioner WHITECROW. It seems to me you missed your final

.boTaduation, last year.
Commissioner DIAL. Yes; I did.
Mr. MEEDS. The clerk will call the roll to establish a quorum.
CLERK. Commissioner Borbridge.
COIIHRissiOner BORBRIDGE. Here.
CLERK. Commissioner Bruce. 1

Commissioner BRUCE. Here. .,

CLERK. Commissioner Deer.
Commissioner DEER. Here.
.CLERK. Commissioner Dial.
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Commissioner DIAL. Here.
OLERE. Senator Hatfield.
[No response.]
CLERK. Congressman Mewls.
Mr. MEEDS. Here.
CLERK. Senator Metcalf.
'[No response.] .

CLERK. Commissioner Whiteerow.
Commissioner WiirrEcRow.
-CLERK. Congressman Yates.
Mr. YATES. Here.
CLERK. Senator Abourezk.
[No response.]
CLERK. There are seven present.
Mr. MEEDS. Thank you. A quorum is pranot. The first order of

business today is chapter 8, social services. is presenting social
services?

Paul, are you?
Mr. ALEXANDER. A group of us. I will start.
Mr. NEEDS. All introduce yourself .for the record, please.
Ms. CLARK. Alice Clark.
Ms. ZELL. Patricia Zell.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The chapter on social services has currently, in

draft, three sections. One on child placement, one on health services,
and one on.education.

What is missing is a section on State welfare programs and a section

on corections. Those are in the works.
Our anticipation is that we will nNs have detailed sections on those,

but rather problem identification, and maybe some general recom-
mendations. We discussed that previously.

On child placement, the first sedtion, the recommendations are on
page 11 of the section. The recommendations that- we make track
essentially a bill introduced by Senator Abourezk last August.

They are basically taken from task forcP4, which was submitted
last July. What they provide for, essentially, is notice to tribes when
the issue of custody of an Indian child is being questioned, a right of
intervention in the proceedings, funding to tribes to upgrade and
and establish social service mechanism, foster care homes, and so forth.

And some detailed recommendations to the Secretary of the Interior
to coordjnate a more comprehensive recordkeeping system.

We collected a substantial amounk of data in 18 States, where there

are gignificant Indian po_pulations, on foster care and adoption issues.
The statistics were difficult to collect, and the States which partici-

pated in the collection' oftentimes were surprised by what they turned
in, in terms of theAlisproportionate number of Indian children removed
into foster care settings andaadoption settings.

The statistic that is missing most frequently is where the children
are placed. Where we do have statistics, the indication is anywhere
from 80 to 90 percent of the children are placed in non-Indian homes
or institutions, generally acknowledged as a very significant and
substantial problem.

There are some constructive efforts being undertaken by some
private and State agencies to get at this problem.
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iMr. YATES. How many children are nvolved?
MT. ALEXANDER. Thousands.
Mr. YA.TEs. Did you say thousands?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Oh, yes. In most States you are talking about

anywhere from 10 to 15 percent of all Indian children being situated
in foster care or adoption.

It is a significpt problem. We are talking about thousands of
children.

Mr. YATES. ,What are the causes of that, Paul? Is that poverty,
primarily?

Mr. ALEXANDER. There aril a number of causes, and there are al-
most two levels to the problem. The first level is that t...are are sig-
nificant, as yOu know, poverty problems, alcoholism problems, and so
on. Poverty problems generally bring social service agencies into the

jsetting. There may be a valid udgment made that a child' needs to
be removed from its natural environment.

That fudgment may be invalid, based on a number of imposed social
values. 13ut even if the judgment valid, that the child needs to be
removed, what happens to the child frequently is tha 'the normal
instrumentalities in the Indian community, like the extended family,
generally are not eligible for adoption or foster care under AID stand-
ards, square footage of rooms, heating, and so on. ,

So the child is removed. We have to focus that thfte are two levels.
There is significant abuse in the decisionmaking prOcess as to what is
an adequate environment.

The people who work in this field generally are.social workers, most
of them are untrained. Untrained means that they don't have gradu-
afe training. Even th9se who do have graduate training, like lawyers,
learn absolutely nothing about Indians in graduate school. There are
some exceptions. like Ada Deer's class. But there is a lot of imposition
of cniturallyand socially inappropriate standards. The case law in this
area is classic exam vles of horror stories, of assumptions that Indian
people are somehow inherently unfit parents.

The one that strike's me: There is a case coming out of west Texas
where an Indian woman was passing through a town, pregnant, and
had her child in the local hospital. 'rhe social agency or the hospital
social services agency, not knowing this person at all, the person having
been in town for a day, instituted procederes to remove the child at
birth, under the theory that an unwed Indian mother was an unfit
parent.

When the case got to court the pants were beaten off of the social
service agency, but it gives you an indication of some of the thinking
that goes en.

There is a brief summary in the chapter of a much larger statistical
survey that we took, and it starts at page 4 in the chapter. This will
give .you some gross idea of the -,tatistics. They vary. For example, in
the State of Maine, which we talked about yesterday, where the local
community in the last 5 years has been fighting this issue, one out of
every 13 Indian children is in foster care. That is about 8 percent of
the population.
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Mr. YATES. You look at these statistics and I question the use of
your term "thousands". One out of 13 Indian children. How many
Indian children are there in Maine?

Mr. ALEXANDER. This is a typed summary, and we have all the
statistics here.

Mr. YATES. Another question comes to mind. Isn't this problem
essentially one of State laws?

Mr. ALEXANDER. It is a multiple problem. In the reservation area
tribal courts and social service agencies which have jurisdiction in
tribal courts are amessively moving to reassert this jurisdiction.

Onr view is that it is exclusive jurisdiction, and that that should be
recognized. But there is such mobility in the Indian community that
because a tribal court in Montana determines the custody of a
child---

Mr. YATES. Isn't that something where you and Mr. Martone are
going to have some difficulties?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I don't know. Are we going to have difficulties
here, Fred?

Mr. YATES. On the question of jurisdiction.
Mr. MARTONE. I have no difficulty with the question of the exclusive

jurisdiSign of an Indian tribe over domestic relations matters of reser-
vation Indigns arising on the reservation.

In fact, the Supreme Court held last term in the Fisher case that
was to the exclusion of State jurisdiction.

We will have problems in any setting other than that limited one.
That is to say where b, reservation child leaves the reservation and is
living within a State.

Then it seems clear to me that State courts have jurisdiction over
that. I am not even sure that you disagree with me on that.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We are not disagreeing, when they have a question
of domicile in bordertown areas. But we are not proposing to have the
Navajo court have jurisdiction over a child in Minneapolis-St.
Paul.

What we are saying is that that tribe should be notified and have
ability to come into that court and represent its interest as in a sense
guardian of that child.

In a flourish of rhetoric, I will odmit that 'we do sayVarn not sure
it is rhetoricthe most valuable resource of a tribe is itslieople, and
it is the one that it has the inost fundamental interest in protectmg.

What we are saying, that conditioned Federal funding to most
social service agencies, which is how most of our welfare pit:grams are
run in this country, that a notice be provided, a right of intervention be
provided in the proceeding's..

That is not a shifting of 3urisdiction. It is giving the tribe an ability
to find out what is happening to their children, wherever they are, and
be able to say, "We can set up this system for our child in the reserva-
tion or in another fatnily in Minneapolis-St. Paul" and give the court
some viable alternatives, other than the ones normally presented to it
in child proceedings.

That is what we are suggesting.
Commissioner WHITECROw. I have a question along that line. Paul,

do you give a tribal government an opportunity to have input in this

24-400-78--14
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kind of situation? Do you not see that as being a great potential of
imposition on a tribe, on its tribal government?

I know most reservation tribes have more money than nonre3erva-
tion tribes.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We are also talking about providing resource in the
child development area, and foster care area.

I would simply say this to you: In the cases I know about where the
tribes have been able to locate what has been happening to their
children, tribal court judges, from the Blackfeet in Montana, .traveled
to the courts in Maryland to present their case last year, to make
sure that that child's custody, which had been determined by their
courts, would be respected by the Maryland courts.

The Maryland courts, as a matter of comedy, basically last year
refused to take jurisdiction over a child custody case, whe-e it had
originally been decided in Montana, and the child had been removed
to Baltimore, Md.

Mr. YATES. Was this a broken family?
Mr. ALEXANDER. In thatparticular casethere was &situation where

ithe parents were involved n an auto accident. The father was killed
and the mother was hospitalized for an extended period.

A VISTA couple, who were working on the reservation, were granted
temporary 1-year custody by the tribal court, with the mother's
consent.

They removed the ciiild from the reservation and attempted to
institute adoption proceedings in Maryland. The Maryland courts
refused to take jurisdiction.

Mr. YATES. Is that a common practice? Where an out-of-State or
out-of-reservation court refuses to take jurisdiction?

Mr. AtExAmen. It has happened several times.
Congressman YATES. How many times has this come up?

.J
Mr. ALEXANDER, In the case law, in the sense of reported cases, it

has come up about a half-dozen times in the court of appeals and so
on. But it has come up in lower court areas, a substantial number of
times.

We work with the Associs,tion on American Indians with this out
of New York. They have two full-time staff people who practically
do nothing else but fight child custody issues around the country.

Speaking with a lawyer out of Salt Lake City several months ago,
she spends, I would say, 60 percent of her practice fighting-child
custody issues, with various Mormon agencies m the Utah area.

Mr. YATES. How do they arise, Paul? How do the children get off
the reservation? Is it because of the causes you have mentioned, the
poverty and alcoholism, or something like that?

A social worker comes in and designates an out-of-reservation agency'
as being the foster parent?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.. In some of the situations people on the'
reservations are on State welfare, as they are eligible for. The whole
welfare area

'
as you are probably aware, there is a great deal of

ignorance as to what people's rights are.
A parent is probably the most intimidated person in the proceeding,

and;what a social worker generally attempts to do is to get a consent
kind of thing.
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"You let me take your child for several years. You sign these papers.
It is best for the child. You will keep getting your money" and.so on
and so forth.

What we see is really the tip of the iceberg, because a lot of this
happens without it ever being contested. We know the haror stories.
We Itn Av the people who get into the hospitals in Salt Lake City and
they are behind on their bill for maternity care, and the hospital says,
"IN e will forget the bill on materaity care, if you sign the child over

for adoption.'
In some quarters of this country in the last decade, it is somehow

considered chic to adopt an Indian child.
There are social service agencies that have specialized in the adop-

tion and placement of Indian children. It is actually international,
because it takes in Canada, the ARENA (Adoption Resource Ex-
change of North America) operation which specializes in "problem

children."
Mr. YATES. What do you want the Commission to do? What do you

want the U.S. Government to do? As I indicated, it is a question of
local jurisdiction primarily; is it not?

How do you want the Federal Government to act toward it?

Mr. ALEXANDER. We want the Federal Government to support the
tribal development of social service apparatus, so that many of these
problems can be handled in the tribal setting.

We want the tribe of origin to have a right of notice of any pro-
ceedings outside of its jurisdictiOn, and a right to enter into that
proceeding.

We want to have adequate statistics collected by the Federal
Cfwernment, so that we can have an ongoing notion 'of what this
problew is.

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Yates, I think what Paul is saying is that we are
seeking Federal legislation on the subject.

I think what you are asking is: What legal authority the Federal
Government would have to-legislate on this isSue.

Mr. YATES. Does the Federal Government have that authority now
under the trust relationship?

Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; it does.
Mr. YATEs. What is missing, then? Adequate appropriations for

the purpose?
Mr. TAYLOR. No, I think legislation.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Specific legislation along these principles.
Mr. TAYLOR. Imposing a k'ederal solution to the jurisdictional

question. I think we are in agreement with Fred on this, that the ease
law has already said within a tribal boundary that the tribal court
has jurisdiction.

But when an Indian goes off the reservation he comes under the
State jurisdiction. But he still is a, pardon the term, ward Indian, and
the Federal Government has for two centuries legislated with respect
to Indians no matter where they are in the country.

A classic example is prohibiting the sale of liquor to an Indian.
There is much case law that supports the power of the Government
to extend its jurisdiction over its wards, no matter where they are
within the country.

Po.
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What we are asking here is Federal legislation that would
Mr. YATES. You really feel you need additional legislation?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; I.think it is clearly necessary, and I am not sure

that this would be a very controversial point for State authorities
either.

Mr. MEEDS. As bad as my State's record is in some of its dealings
with Indians, especially the fisheries question, in this field it is pret ty
good.

Coming out of one of the counties I represent, my county chair-
man's wife is a social worker on the reservation, who has developed
a system for keeping Indian children adopted on the reservation'
rather than farming them out to the local citizenry.

As Paul points out, it was chic at one time. It is not anymore.
Mr. ALEXANDER. It may still be in New York or someplace.
(Laughter.]
Mr. .MEEDS. He is exactly right. I think probably the States would

not frown upon some kind of Federal legislation in this area, particu-
larly conferring jurisdiction on courts and requiring notice to tribes
of origin, things like that.

I think those are good points.
Mr. YATES. What has the BIA been doing? Is there anything for

the BIA to do here? Apparently it has done mothing.
Mr. ALEXANDER. ThA BIA is as culpable in this situation as any

other participant.
Mr. YATES. Having said that: What do you want them to do?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I want them to be replaced in social service situa-

tions by tilt tribal operation. That is the focus of direct funding to
tribes.

Mr. YATES. How much money is involved?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I could not give you an estiniate of that. But a

lot of that could be done under Public Law 93-638 at the present time.
Commissioner WHITECROW. As it is at the present time the only

ways the tribes could assume that responsibility would be contracting
social services under 63S; is that not correct?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes.
Mr. STEVENS. I would like to, at least, take issue on that. I have

been doing a special study on Public Law 93-638 for the Commission,
and hopefully for the Indian subcommittees and the committees.

Remember, at one of the previous meetings some of us said that
the Bureau and the Indian Health Service was sabotaging 638, which
Congressman Meeds and others expressed some surprise.

Since then, on specific documentation, we are looking at 638. Things
like the Indian Health Service transferring funds from the manage-
ment and training parts of the act into salary adjustments.

Mr. YATES. I am getting telegrams on that. Would this be Indian
Health Service or BIM

Mr. STEVENS. Both. We are talking about social services. Ray and
I have been looking at this.

The whole business of contracting in some respects, in 638, for
instance CETA, which I don't consider to be any kind of perfect
vehicle, but yet in the legislation they provide that people get money
to do things.

208
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In this particular case, manpower training, I pose that there is a
possibility that the whole business of this Commission proposing that
we continue this contracting mess, I think we ought to take a funda-
mental departure from that and take a look at it.

IE there a possibility. the Congress can get these moneys to Indian
tribes? -

In our Federal adthinistration chapter we are going to 1, dvance the
whole pri_mnRition that Congress should, as a matter of policy, take
the view that Indian appropriatiuuts belong to Indians.

That is not the proposition now..When you talk of Federal em-
ployees, it is BIA money, Indian health money, Federal service money,
Government money, taxpayers' money, anything but Indian money.

What I am saying is that we ought to take a look at the delivery
mechanism. They are taking the Public Law 93-638 funds in the
Bureau of Indian Affairs and theY have now successfully turned it
into a BIA program.

They have established a self-determination office. I pose the further
assumption that they are the least suited to have a self-determination
office.

What they need is an Indian
Mr. MEEDS. Direct conflict of interest.
Mr. STEVENS. Yes, sir. Anyway, they have provided for 82 positions,

headed up by somebody who is the head of selfAteteMingion, and
so on.

In the regulations in 638 there are conflicts. In section 104 there are
provisions for tribes being able to increase their management capa-
bility, the kind of things they need in order to take charge of things.

What the Bureau does in their regulations, they let that, and then
as a further part in the regulations, in order to get these grants through
a contract, which has become a contract mechanism, you must have
those capabilities to start with.

Mr. I ATE& Are the tribes ready for that?
Mr. STEVENS. They are ready to receive grants
Mr. YATES. I am sure they are ready to receive the money. But are

they able to expend the money in a way that would benefit all the
members of the tribes?

Mr. STEVENS. I think that the laws and regulations should provide
that they handle them properly. In other words, give them guidelines
for doing that and then let them do that.

Mr. YATES. It is an interesting concept, Ernie, but .how do you
protect against misuse of the funds?

Mr. STEVENS. I think the same ways that you provide that kr any
other municipality, or anybody who receives a grant.

If they are in violation, you take your usual procedures. The whole
business of learning how to conduct your own government is to let you
do it. I think that has got to be done.

In terms of accountability, the very mechanisms that are required
by our tribesin other words, to be accountable, the Bureau and
Indian Health Service make flagrant violations of.

They commingle funds, and if one of our chairmen did that they
would hang him up by the thumbs. Yet they can commingle funds.
They do not account for their money.
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One of the area offices in the BIA won't even report in on their
accountability. They don't even account for their money.

Mr. Yanos. Where is this?
Mr. STEVENS. Alaska. In other words, we have to have auditors in.
Mr. MEEDS \ IS that the Juneau office?
[Laughter.]
Mr. STEVEND. I am saying, just as a thought-provoking kind of

thing, why don't we consider taking a look? Rliy don't we not just
accept the fact that we should give something to the Bureau or your
superduper agency won't do it either, unless Congress provides that
this money gets to those people.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The recommendation here is direct to the tribes.
To answer your question, I did a 9.uick run on the compilation of
statistics, anal the statistical survey. is about 80 printed pages: 19,000
combined foster care and adopted Indian children. The best estimate
is'based on data for the last 3 ye_ars.

Vir. MEEns. 19,000 Indian children adopted in the last 3 years?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Adopted is a cumulative figure, foster Care is an

average rate.
Mr. MEEDS. How much would that be average annual
Mr. ALEXANDER. The combined figure is 19000 for the 3 years. I

would have to go through and pull out the individual statistics. I could
rur them again.

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, I wanted to support the recom-
mendations -made on social services here, and just cite a couple of
examples from my own experience in my tribe.

One of my own relatives was adopted out, and opening up the rolls,
some of my other relatives came to me and what they wanted to know
was how they could trace this youngster, because they thought it was
very important that this youngster be enrolled.

At this particular point there is no way that this can be done. For
all intents and purposes, that youngster is lost and is deprived of his
heritage, as well as monetary benefits and services.

Second, I think it is time that we Five tribes options in all of these
areas. We have differing capabilities in tribal governments in terms of
administering these funds, getting grants, accountability.

Some tribes would certainly be ready for this and be able to ad-
minister social service programs and carry out very competently the
contracting and grant mechanisms and others would not.

I think the principle we should follow here is allowing tribei to have
the option, and then develop the capability to do this.

Mr. MEEDS. Further comments? .Mr. Martone, do you have any
comments on this?

Mr. MARTONE. I don't.
Mr. MEEDS. Commissioner Bruce?
Commissioner BRUCE. For the record I would like to talk about this

adoption thing a little bit from my own personal experience as a
trustee of over my years of knowledge of Indian affairs what was the
best institute, let's call it institute in the country for helping families
to place Indian children. ,

I served on the board of the Thom as Indian School in 'Gowanda,
N.Y. for 21 years.
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We had a relationship with the Seneca Nation there, worked with
the Seneca Tribe. AU the tribes of New York State sent needy children,
from large families or broken homes, to the Thomas Indian School.

From there, through the trustees and the director, we helped Indians
through the welfare department in the State of New York to either go
back to the reservation or to go on for further trainingvocational
or otherwise'.

Meantime, on the campus and in that school we tried to give them
all kinds of experience so that they would have vocational skills.

I know the family background of almost every one of about 500
kids who were therewhere they came from, what their family ex-,
perience was.

Because of our interest, Mrs. Bruce and I brought up on our farm
17 of these so-called orphans. Took them into our home, did not adopt
them. Three of them we.did.

We sent them on and helped them get scholarships. Some of them
married in our small community. We now have 26 Indian kids in
our school system.

But along the way we helped them get started.
And T just felt that we have to help them adjust to a non-India

community. This was not a school that prevented kids from talking
Indian.

If they wanted to talk Indian, they could do that. Way back there
in the thirties: long before some of you were born, we tried to do this,
because of criticism against some of the other BIA Indian schools.

This school was supported by the State of New York but was
originally started by the Friends.

All of a sudden one day the Governor called me and said. "We are
closing the school within 3 months and all of these students have t
be sent back home or placed elsewhere."

I ran up and down the country roads, trying to get people to uppor
it, because the idea wqs good, it was sensible. I saw the results o e
training that those kids had received at that school.

Some of us took those children into our homes and we see the re-
sults. Bob Hoag's mother, whcr is chairman of the Senecas now, was
on the board at the same time I was. Bob is chairman of the Seneca
Council today, and also received some training there. I am just point-
ing this out, because when I was Commissioner I tried to bring about
some changee. It was almost impossible, because I knew what the
problems were in a large bureaucracy like BIA.

I think the adoption thing has to be watched. One thing we made
clear. That young person was taken off those rolls, because he was
sent away.

It was not an assimilation system. We made sure that he or she
stayed on those rolls that he or she was in contact with the family,
if they had one and I would say 40 percent of those kids had no
families and that is why some of us came in and acted as their parents.

I think that school, in itself, should have been continued, but rather
the State said, "We .will have no segregated schools, and that is.why
this has to be torn away".

They would rather have them in schools elsewhere in the country.
I just want that- to be for the record, because I think the exprieneces
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we had there ought to be used in whatever we are trjing to come up
with in the way of a recommendation.

Mr. ALEXANDER. While you were explaining your roll there, I
quickly ran the number of children in foster care, based on the best
available statistics for 18 States for the last annual year,. and it is
6,000 children.

The other 13,000 I was referring to is a cumulative total.of ;;Iiildren
of minor age that have been adopted out.

I would say from the indications where we have statistics, better
than 90 percent of. those children are in non-Indian homes or institu-
tions.

Could I make one further comment? In going through this, E,
which is the financial resources for the maintenance of foster cam
homes and institutions, I think in the fmal draft the language of that
section should be broadened to child-related social care institutions
and so on.

I think that language is somewhat too limiting. It is too restrictive,
and should be broadened. Tribally-operated apparatus for the welfare
of children, or what have you .

We will work out some broader language. The scope of the problem
is broader than the narrow language we use there.

As I say, the recommendations here are in the draft of the legislation
Senator Abourezk introduced in August and presumably that will be

reintroduced.
Mr. MEEDS. Further questions in the field of child welfare?
Mr. MARTONE. I would like to make one comment, at least to

clear it for the record, my comments regarding my feelings about the
recommendation.

I said earlier that recom mendation 1A, which says that the issue
-of custody of an Indian child domiciled on a reservation is within the
exclusive jurisdiction of the tribal courtas I read the Fisher decision,
that is true.

What I failed to say, and perhaps at least for the recordit should
be clear, that is true in non-Public Law 83-280 States, such as Arizona.

The Maher case was in Montana, which does not have Public Law
83-280, with some limited statutory exception. So, to the extent that
recommendation 1- -A applies even to Public Law 83-280 States, that
kind of special legislation, presumably, would have an impact on the
Public Law 83-280 jurisdiction of the State courts in those areas,
where this kind of recommendation would have to be consistent with
whatever this Commission's recommendations are with respect to
Public Law 83-280.

Which, as I gather, suggests that it be abandoned. In any event,
there has to be some consistency there.

Mr. MEDD& With regard to Public Law 83-280, abrogation is the
word of the day.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Flexible retrocession.
[Laughter.]
Mr. ALEXANDER. Just a point of clarification, because there has

been some confusion on the impact of Public Law 83-280.
That is our position when we talk about private government, and

we will get into this in some detail, just so the record is clear on where
it is raised.
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Our view is that the jurisdiction of tribal courts in Public Law
83-280 States remains. At best the States received some concurrent

grant of jurisdiction, that which the Federal Government had assumed.

The next section is healt, and Dr. Zell will lead oft oa... health.

Dr. ZELL. This chapter is a first draft, and was authored' bf Alice

Clark.
Mr. MEEDS. Are we not going to cover education? Or are you

taking health first?
Mr. ALEXANDER. In the order of things, health is the next portion,

and then we are going to cover education.
Mr. MEEDS. Fine.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Peter raised a point on the child welfare section

whether we needed a vote or not. I gather there was a unanimous

sense from the Commission to iiroceed as we had recommended, and

that there was no problem with the recomn,mdations?
Mr. YATES. Is your sense the same as a vote?
Mr. ALEXANDER. No; but if you gentlemen would like to vote,

I would like a vote just for the record.
Mr. YATES. I think we ought to approve it, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MEEDS. The question is: Will the Commission approve the

recommendations of the staff with regard to the field of welfare.

All those in favor signify by saying aye.
[Chorus of ayes.]
Mr. MEEns. Opposed; no.
[No response.]
Mr. MEEns. The ly.es have it. The section is adopted.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Thank you. Pat?
Dr. ZELL. This chapter is a first draft, and it was prepared by

Alice Clark. If the Commissioners recall, when they discussed the

health chapter in November, we acknowledged the fact that the
health task force, in preparing its report, had submitted its report
prior to the passing of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act by

the Congress, and that the information presented at that time did

not contain an analysis of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act

and its impact on Indian health needs.
First I would like to go through briefly the areas that we have

isolated as those areas that the Indian Health Care Improvement
Act does not address.

That is in terms of the environment, the Indian Health Care

Improvement Ad atld esses the sanitation facilities only.

That is, Indian Health Service has responsibilityto construct sani-

tation facilities. It neglec its, however, to address the ssues of nutrition,

and transportation for Indians living in isolated and rural parts of

the reservation who are unable to g3t to the IHS center, Wherever

it may be.
It fails to address housing conditions, albeit part of which are the

responsibility of HUD. But it fails to address the issue of the crowded

conditions and severe shortage of housing.
I would just is to point that out in terms of the environment.

The act provides for further staffing of IHS, but addresses only the

future needs.
There is some severe oversight in addressing immediate staff'

shortages, and what has to be done in the interim.
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There seems to be noplan to recruit or maintain health professionals
now working for IHS. There is, seemingly, a gap. What will be done
for kidian health between the time that I.HS gets fully staffed, assum-
ing WE the Indian Health Care Improvement Act is fully funded
that the Commission feels, should be addressed.

. Mr. MEEDS. Dr. Zell, would you like to take your recommen-
dations and suggest what they are, and the rationale for them very
quickly?

Or would you rather proceed in some other fashion?
Dr. ZELL. In terms of these recommendations I would say that

they could be consolidated into three or four major points.
I would like to just introduce those rather than read through these,

or highlight these. Perhaps in my perspective I would have highlighted
other problems than may have been presented here.

Finally, in terms of the Indian Health Care Improvement Act, the
funding as it now stands is in fixed categories, and one of the big prob-
lems that we identified with IHS is that their budget systems are so
allocated down the line that by the time the money gets down to the
service unit, there is no flexibility as to how to spend that money.

Obviously, the needs will be different in Arizona than they would in
South Dakota or than they would be in Alaska. We feel it is critically
important that there be some flexibility here, so you don't get five
X-ray piachines where you need five nurses.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Would you say that the new act that was
passed deprives the IHS of that flexibility?

Dr. ZELL. Insofar as the funding being in fixed categories, it does
not allow for flexibility.

Chairman AROUREZK. How_ _would you change the Jaw in that
respect?

Dr. ZELL. I would defer to my legal colleagues.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. I would suggest you tell us how the law

should be changed and make a specific recommendation, if the Com-
mission thinks that is the best way to do it.

I, personally, think they ought to be allowed more flexibility. What
is the Commission's comments on that?

Mr. 1VIEEns. Mr. Chairman, as the prime sponsor of the Indian
Health Care Improvement Act of 1970, I. think it is a fine act.

[Laughter.]
Mr. ALEXANDER. In fact, the chapter does say it is the most com-

prehensive approach ever taken by Congress on health care, and so on.
Chairman ABOUREZK. We will adopt that language, and then also

the changes necessary.
[Laughter.]
Mr. AIDED& It sounds like a Lebanese.
[Laughter.]
Chalrman ABOIIREZX. If you don't have it right now, would you

provide that as a recommendation? If the Commission does not object
to it, specific languagenot that specific, but specifically directed, as
far as the report is concerned, to how that flexibility can be achieved.

In other words, thia, law has to be amended or whatever.
Mr. ALEXANDER. At this point the recommendation is very gen-

eral, which is what Pat WaS referring to in. the sense that this is a first
runthrough. 4
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We are going to rework a lot of these recommendations in terms of
the points that you were just making.

Dr. ZELL. I would say finally that the most critical issue in the
Indian Health Care Im_provement Act is acknowledged, I think, by
many Indian people as being a major step forward.

And, again, if it is funded appropriately and to its fullest, we hope to

see great improvement. The one area, however, that was not addressed

in the act, and I don't know whether that was the appropriate place
to address it, but the whole issue of IHS being the primary provider
of health services to Indians, and that situationfirst of all, the role
of IHS in being the primary provider or not being is not clear.

I don't think Congress has ever said. As you may know, what hap-
pens is that State health care facilities frequently deny health serv-
ices to Indian people, on the basis that there is an IHS facility in the
neighborhood down the roadthat may be 50 or 100 miles sway.

But what they are saying is, "You've got your own hospital. We
don't need to treat you." Obviously, in emergency situations,_ and a lot
of us only go to the hospital in emergency situations, to be denied
services because, after all, Indians are still citizens, and the fact that
they are denied services seems to stem from this ambiguity.

It would seem to me that it wotild be appropriate for this Commis-
sion and a recommendation down the line tnat CongTess would
endorse the principle very strongly that health services should not be
denied to Indian people on any basis.

'Whether that would further entail a distinction that IHS is the
primary provider and no other health units are responsible for pro-
viding 'health services to Indians, I think, would probably be a mis-

and probably would not benefit the majority of Indian people.
But congressional endorsement that services not be denied would

seem to me to be a very important step for Congress to take.
Chairman ABOVREZIC. I think we can do that very easily, in the

sense of Congress resolution or in some statute.
But don't you think we ought to go beyond that and provide in

specific instances that the Indian Health Service, in any area where
there is an Indian population, should be required by Congress to
notify hospitals and cloctors in that area of that fact?

That in an emergency situation the local hospital should not deny
Indians access to that kind of medical care.

Understandably, if you are going to have a gallstone operation,
that is something you can put oil down the road and go to the Indian
facility.

But emergencies are a different thing, and I think there ought to be
more specific language than just the sense of a Congress resolution.

Second, are you going to put in a reselution that funding for
contract health care be dramatically increased?

Dr. ZELL. We have some points of disagreement on that. It is my
strong feeling that until the time we see I HS in the best of all possible
worlds deliver maximum health care services to Indians, that contract
health care should be more adsquately funded in the interim, to make

sure that all Indians are receiving semiadequate health.care.
There are others among the staff who feel that the contract care

movement should be moved away from, and that IHS should be forced

to provide direct care.
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Chairman -AiloymziK. How can they do:that in an urban area, for
example? Let's not talk about Los Angeles or Chicago.

Let's talk about Rapid City, S. Dak., where th.ere are probably
3,000 Sioux Indians living. They do have an outpatient unit there, but
there are still some cases where that outpatient, unit cannot handle
Indian health care.

It has to be done on a contract basis. How do you say right now,
without going through all the other motions of building new I HS
hospitals and clinics and so on, how do you say that those Sioux
Indian people will be taken care of with regard to health care?

Mr. ALEXANDER. In the revision of this there is going to be an
interim recommendetion for increased contracting care.

The problem with the way it was drafted is that a contracting point
is a long-term point, which conceives of IHS performing adequately
in most places.

Given the distance HIS has to go before it can get to that point,
there has to be expanded contract work, at least in the interim, and
in the kiud of situations you were addressing.

We agree with that.
Chairman ABOUREZX. I don't disagree with that at ail. I think 3-ou

ought to have an interim. You ought to think about having something
like a medicare card for Indian people who come off the reservation as
far as contract health care is concerned, along with the increased
funding. ,

John Borbridge?
Commissioner BORBRIDdE. I, too, share the same concern that with

the development of the contract medical care it is entirely possible
that the rural areas which are unable to attract, on their own, coin:-
petent medical people will be in a very difficult position, even with the
increase in contract medical care moneys.

The other concern that I have, relates to the usual negotiations in
contract medical care, where the clientele is largely an Indian tribe or
a mixture of several Indian tribes.

When there are just one or two doctors available, then there really
Iis not much of an opportunity to negotiate and to, suppose, express

a desire for one doctor who is presumbaly better, more sensitive end
more cooperative than another.

But is it ever anticipated in some of the contract medical care
slegotiations that the tribes in any way would be involved or have
fume impact on the negotiations?

I have observed specific instances in which doctors have been
recipients of contract medical care funds, and while being the bene-
ficiaries of such funds had at the same time been somewhat insensitive
to some of the specific concerns of either a tribe or several tribes.

Do you see any involvement of the Indian tribes or groups in
negotiations?

Dr. ZELL. Absolutely. That would be one of the major points that
we want to pin down all of these recommendations on, and that is
the tribal input. Certainly in areas, for instance, in New Mexico.

The right of the Indian people to determine who those contract
health care providers will be is very important. That they, as much
as possible, identify those facilities and those physicians, nurses,
community health representatives, social workers, whom they are
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most comfortable with, relating to in the interim of, hopefully,"that
someday we will have Indian staff hospitals and Indian social workers.;
cOmniunity health representatives, physicians, et cetera.

So I think that isvery important.
CommisSioner BORBRIDGE. Would you say the tendency now in

IHS is, with respect. to contract medical care, that tribes or repre
sentatives of various tribes who are the recipients of medicaf care,
have not generally been involved in the. contract medical care
negotiations?

Dr. ZELL. I would think so. I would not want to make an nnfair
statement. However, when we interviewed the IHS officials; When
they went.overpur fmal recommendatior s, this was for the first time
around in November, it was clear that they were not anxious to use
their moneys for contract care.

_
.

There was reluctance to put that money outside of IHS. I would
think, with that reluctance, there would be an associated reluctance
to involve Indian people in the process.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. My observation has been that with
respect to direct delivery of health services, that IHS has generally
sought to implement a program of Indian involvement.

I could not assess how successful that matter has been. The matter
of Indian involvement has somewhat been minimized, with respect to
contract iti edical. care delivery of services. And this is why I make the
point. I A ant to again reemphasize the original concern that I had
expressed ith respect to contract medical care, and that is, if there
is a large increase in delivery of services through contract medical
care, again, I ivantto emphasize the concern I have for the many
rural areas

2
where there are presently. no doctors or other medical

'people available to provide such. services, or where attracting such
personnel may be difficult.

Thus, the availability of contract medical care funds would not
icompletely fill the need, n effect, in rural areas. It would seem to me

that, as far as IRS moving out of the provision of direct services,
there are areas of the ,country J,hat will pretty much continue to
neecr direct services. ,.

Dr. ZELL. Yes; I am Sorry if I gave the impression that IHS
wanted to move out of direct- care, toecause, indeed, they *int, to
remain in direct care.

But the service unit flexibility that we were talking about before in
terms of funding deals directly with this in terms of the contract
medical care, and in terms of the lack of flexibility to conduct out-
reach programs that would reach people in rural areas.

And that is what I WaS implying.
Mr. YATNs. I want to ask some questions when Jake is through.
Commissioner WHITECROW. Mr. Chairman, this funding of health

to Indians away from their home area has been a point of concern
that I have had for several years, and have had several meetings with
regard to this, these past 3 or 4 years.

The funding apparatus and delivery of health care service to
Indians on their reservation areas, when we take a look at sell-
determination and take a look at the money availability, how we
deliver service to an Indian.
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I think we get back, again, to the same question: "Who is an
Indian and how do we determine who an Indian is?" We have an
awful lot of T.ndian people out here who say that they are Indian,
and they have no method Of identifying themselves right at that
particular time.

Therefore, they- have lot of facilities that deny them service,
just right from the start. In other words, they have to have some
document with them that specifies that they are an Indian, and that
the-v meet those eligibility criteria. /-

Very few people will earryan 8 by 11 sheet of paper folded up in
their billfold for yery long without it being dilapidated.

These people who aro denied serviceand we are talking about
Chicago and Rapid City, S. Dak. I would like to talk also about the
urban Indians in Oklahoma City and Tulsa, which have about 100,000
to 150,000 Indians in these cities, who are currently denied contract
health care service.

ey can go to the Indian Health Service facilities and receive
direc e at that particular facility. But they- are unable to receive
anY conta health care in the event they have serious long-term

How do you deliver health care under a contract health care pro-.
gram to a tribal citizen, if you do not do it through the tribe?

The concern that I have, Mr. Yates, is: Are we really providing
health care service to those Indians who are tribal citizens?

Mr. YATES. Jake, I was going to ask the same question. When Jim
Abourezk raised.the question about Rapid City, S. Dak., the thought
Occurred to mewell, the Ruehr's case comes to mind.

Is Rapid City so close to the reservation that there is no question
that the Indians in Rapid City are entitled to tilt delivery of health
care? If they are, as of what point,' as of what distance does the
Riiehr's case no longer apply?

IA Chicago, ill., too far from the Menor'inee, for example, in
Wiscoi*n, so that the Menominee cannot be taken care of in Chi-
cago,

Or the Minnesota 'Indian, or the other Indians? It is more than a
question of who is an Indian.- It is -a question of once finding out
that a person is an Indian and he lives in Chicago, who, then, takes
care of him?

As I understand what you are suggesting, Jake, that money should
go to the Menominee and the Menominee should have the responsi-
bility of taking care of a Menominee in the City of Chicago.

But you would then put the responsibility upon the Menominee in
Chicago to make sure that he is provided with the health care out of
funds that the tribe receives.

Is that what I understand your point to be?
Commissioner Wurrucaow. What I am suggesting here is that the

trine itself, the money be provided to a tribe for their travel members
who are away, something like a raecikaid program, third-party reim-
bursement, for example.

Mr. Y.Ims. You mean a Menominee Indian could go to the Pas-
savan Hospital in Chicago, and that bill would be paid by the
Menominee Tribe in the same way as Blue Cross?
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Cgmmissioner WHITECROW. Right. This would create new job op-
portunities at the reservation:

Mr. YATES. The thought occurs to me: Why don't you just give
them Blue Cross-Blue'Shield health care, and why go 13ack to the
Menominee T6be?

Commissiotfer WHITECRONV. That would be possible. The tribe
could, if it desired, buy a health insurance policy to cover their
Indian.away from the reservation.

Mr. MEEDS. That is in the Indian Health Improvement Act this
year, off-reservation treatment under medicare and under medicaid.

Mr. YATES. Where do the tribes come into that law?
. Mr. Mos. It iroot Adniinistered bY trib'es. It is administered by

tEe local health delivery system to an off-reservation Indian who
cagnot get to-an Adj.= Health Service facility.

: Mr. YATE. Let',a take Chicago, for example. We do have urban
clinics there. I?* takq anrethAr city. that does not have an Indlian
'Health SerO'urbifi. Clinic. ' .

Mr. MEEDS. Yolf are talking itejvitt tivp. things. trban clinics are
. 'another thitig.

0

. . ,

Mr. YAT'ES. I.knoiv. I want to put the urban clinic,away, because
we are talking about, Presumably, an Indian in,va city that has an.

Indian urban clinic N'vl-m can go to/the*an clinic and get taken eare of.
We are talking about another ease, sn Indian who has a Blue Cross-

/ Blue Shield certificate. J1e can go to, any other hospital and get caretr.
made the proposal that you have just described; is that correct! I,

Mr. MEEDS. I think there are a nuMber of situations-. ' .

Mr. YATES. WhIch would be better, actually, than having an Indian
urba.n clinic. He can go to any of the hospitals that exist. ",

Mr. MEEns'..If the gentleman, will yield: Let's take clinics first.
Clinics are for, some very specific purposes, prithrify for outiach.

,Indian in Urban settings don't know often where the facilities are
oil where they 'should be going. Secondly, they are..hassled by local
health delivery systems: .

They are told that tkey are -Indians and they should go on to an
IHS facility, and tiiey just have a bad time relating to the health
delivery systems in urban settings. 4 .

So the first function of the urban clinic is:to provide information
and provide outreach for urban Indians. The sec9fid function is to
provide minor services. And the third function is to refer them to local

, health care delivery systems, where they will qualify, and it is some-
-,thing that the clinic canIandle.

That reimbursement, through medicare, medicaidI don't know if
there : any reimbursement for other than medicare-medicaid.

Dr. ZELL. No; there isn't.
Mr. MEEDS. Actually, you. have most situation* taken care of by

these things. Your have the Auation where it is a minor thing, to be
taken care of by the clinic.

Two, where it is a matter of ederral, that is done. If they qualify,
they are referred to an IHS -facility, and any major matter is

tak n care of there.
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Mr. YATES. Your thesis is that you do need the urban cl'nics, if for

no other reason than an information center for Indians to receive the
information which will permit them to obtain health care?

Mr. MEEDS. Right, and for minor health care, yes.
Mr. YATES. Are you going to put clinics into every city in the

country?,
Mr. MEEDS. I don't know that that is necessary. I think probably

they will establish clinics in most areas where there is a significant
Indian population.

All that I am saying is, however, subject to the caveat I made here
earlier and agreed with Jake on, that you have to identify people who

are members of the class of people to whom, either treaty, statutory,
or jUdicit decision kinds of obligitions arise.

I think there are a great number of people being treated, being re-
ferred in urban clinics today, who woulcl not classify, who have really
given up their right to tribal membership, or who are no6 members of

tribes.
Mr. YATEs. That is the second point I raised with Jake. Who is an

iIndian? The first point is: What s the statutOry authority presently
for the urban clinics?

Mr. MEEDS. The Indian Health Care Improvement Act.
Mr. YATICa. IS that on the books now?
Chairman ABOVREZR. Yes.
Mr. YATES. When ins it passed?
Chairman ABOTTEEZE. Last'year..
Mr. YATES. So we have the authority. What is the authorized

expenditure; do you remember?
Chairman ABOUREZIE. About $2 billion, but it includes medical

schools--
Mr. MEEDS. For a 3-year period it is 'about $459 million. It is a

7-year bill, and we have to reappropriate, or reauthorize appropria-
tions after the first 3 years.

But I don't recall how much of that is in urban clinics.
Mr. YATES. Does anyone know the answer to that question?
Mr. MEEDS. I would say it is probably under $10 million.
Mr. ALEXANDEA. $5 million for the tirst year, $10 Will= for the

second, $15 million for the third.
Mr. MEEDS. It is a total of $30 million for 3 yowls.
Mr. YA.TES. It won't pay for very much.
Mr. MEEDS. I was just givingthe gentleman my own experience.

We have a very fine outreach clinic in &tittle. It was one of the first,
and it is one of the best.

My recollection is that the total expenditures there are $400,000

a year
Mr. YATES. Much more than that. Off the record. -

[Discussion off the-record.]
Mr. ALEXANDER. Most of the urban centers
Commissioner Wurrzenow. Might I add another point here?

Those urban clinic directors that I 'have spoken withmost of them
are underrunded..They. need additional funds with which to operate.

They are out hustling every nickel they can get. They are not
4 totally funded. They could provide additional services with third-

party reiiabursement, say, for these minor services that are provided.
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By funneling this money through the tribe, the tribe itself could.
reimburse that particular clinic operation and provide the money
neCessary to maintain it.

This is why I, personally, feel that the contract health care money
should be funnelesi through the tribe, allowing the tribe to take care
of private citizens away from home.

Congressman Minns. Would tae gentleman yield? I° agree that
there should be some kind of provision for urban Indians who are
members of tribes, and who would qualify, in Indian Health Service
facilities. But I would personally be opposed to running all of those
through the tribes, because I think it just builds up a tnultiplicity
of bureaucracy, when you could dO the whole thing through IHS
itself.

Congressman Y ATES. Would the gentleman yield further? The
thought occurs to me and I don't know whether this is heresy to
suggest it, but it suddenly occurs to me, and I think only of the city
of Chicago where we have so many hospitals: Why dd you need
separate Indian hospital:3 as long as you,can provide the delivery of
health cure? Second, We °do know that there are many areas of the
country, in rural areas, where you don't have adequate health
f acilities.

Suppose you were to build adequate health facilities that would
take care of not only the Indian people but the non-Indian people

ias well? I know there s a desperate need for Indian health facilities
on and near the reservations. But that is true in many other rural
areas as well.

Do you want this to be an entirely separate Indian system?
Commistlioner DIAL. M. Chairmem, I would like to speak to that,

also. It seems to me if you had adequate facilities in places like Chicago
for all people, then it wourd not be necessary to have a special Indian
clinic or a special Indian health facility.

If you had ad^quate facilities for all people, then they would auto-
maically be taken care of and they would not have this problem of
relating back to the reservation and being off the reservation in an
urban setting.

It seems to me that the problem, really, that Congres3 needs to
deal with, and we are going to have to deal with it one of these days,
is u good national health program that will take care of all people
and when they come around with such a program it will exceed any
Indian program that we have now on the reservation or off the reser-
vation.

That is what we need. But if you are going to speak of a health
program or facilities for people on the reservation or off the reser-
vation: What happens once again to the nonfederally recognized
tribes?

How about shooting some money into, say, Robeson County for
27,000 Lutnbees, to supplement the present b.ealth system?

Dr. Zst.L. Commissioner Dial suggested, prior to your question,
a solution for equal heolth care to be delivered to all people.

Commissioner DIAL. I think that would be the best answer, and
you would not have to.worry about if an Indian is taken care of if he
is in the city of Chicago, yet he is an enrolled member back on the
Sioux reservation.
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Dr. ZELL. I would, however, stress that throughout our year or
study, and many Indian people expressed the view that they wanted
and needed facilities and treatment people, be they physicians or
nurses, that could relate to them culturally, that were attuned
to Indian diseases and illnesses which may be more prevalent, for
instance, otitis media and diabetes and medical staffs attuned
specifically to Indian problems, as well as the Indian culture.

As you Icnow, many Indian people do not speak English.
Commissioner DIAL. Could you not employ such people in the same

facility? Where you have many Indians, you could have some Indian
people working.

I raise this question and the question is: Which is best? A good
national health program for all people, or what we have been talking
about for the last 15 or 20 minutes.

Congressman YATES. What would you do with the concept of tribal_
government if yoU rely on this system?

Commissioner WHITECROW. I think you tear it down. If you rely
on that system

Mr. 1 ATES. Unless you provide for delivery to Indian people
through treaty with the tribes.

Commissioner WHITECROW. If we are really talking about making
the tribal governments self-sufficient, we have to funnel it through the
tribal government.

Chairman AHOUREZK. You mean for off-reservation?
Commissioner WHITECROW. For off-reservation.
Commissioner DIAL. It would not have to be in the case of off-

reservation people, because if you had an existing system for all people
off-reservation, it would work. And there would be no question and
redtape relating back to the reservation or saying, "Go back to your
reservation and get this treatment or that treatment." They would
deal with it immediately.

Commissioner WHITECROW. What would that ultimately do to the
Indian health facilities that were out in the boondocks?

Commissioner DIAL. I don't see where that woiild have anything
to do with it.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Those facilities that are isolated, those
facilities, John, that are up in your area, the clinic facilities that you
have way back up on the North Slope. Those facilities are isolated in
reservation areas.

Commissioner DIAL. You are speaking of the reservation?
Commissioner WHITECROW. Right.
Commissioner DIAL. I am speaking of off the reservation. The off-

reservation people, I am saying, once you had a system which would
serve all people off the reservation, you would have no problem off
the reservation.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I would like to pick up Congressman Moeds'
point about off-reservation health care.

Chairman ABOUREZK. N1ay I recognize Ernie? He had his he.nd up.
Mr. STEVENS. I want to drive home a noint here. I believe that one of

the main problems that we have, I thin-k it even goes to the heart of
particularly the Lumbee Situation anti many others is that in reference
to the kind of thoughts you are developing here, what it really comes
down to, and it is the same thing in the urban areas, is that if you.can
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determine that Indian 'people should be recognized apart under any
kind of existing system1 so as to guarantee that they get their share
of those services, you will have gone a long way.

Like, for Instance, the Indian 'Health. S'ervice type facilities. It is
not the practice, I don't think, of the Overall health service to run
hospitals.

But it is of the Indian Health Service, for peculiar reasons. Those can
go on. But I think there is something in this whole business between
federally recognized tribes and non-Federal that is misunderstood by
tribes, and probably non-Federal people.

The whole thing about it is that Indian people who are nonfederally
recognized or in urbar areas are'denied services that all other citizens
get, many times on the basis that they are Indians. I was an urban
center director, and that is the-kind of thing that came up.

We got the last of it, and all Indian people want is just a special
recognition that they are Indian people, and that this be provided for
in legislation, or whatever kind of 'Erection is needed.

I am not familiar with the health bill. But if there is some kind of
health bill that it will take care of everybody, all that is needed is that
Indian people are specifically provided for.

Office of Native American Programs would be a situation, and many
other kin& of pr.grams that extend to other peopledomestic assist-
ance-type people.

Commissioner DIAL. Ernie, I would say that funds to Robeson
County, say, for Linnbee people, some 27,000, you could say, "Well,
you have enough there to support an Indian clinic."

I personally, would not care to see an Indian clinic as such. I would
like to see more funds there for Indian people and make the existing
-facilities mere-effioient. _ _

So when someone needed treatment they could get it. This is what I
am speakingAbout, they would not be denied this over whites. If they
needed surgery, they could get it if they did not have the money.

Wheif they walk in and don't have a dime they would not say,
"Well, you have to put down $50 or $100. We can't touch yOu until
you get the money."

Maybe he sells his last hog out of a smokehouse. I lin.ve known of
cases like this. This is the kind of thing I am speaking about. Now I
understand that the reservation system is quite different.

That Indian health there is different. But I am only saying, really,
if you have an efficient program off the reservation that served all
people, a national heai'll program, that you would not have the
problem of Indians off reservation needing medical attention. That is
all.

Chairman ABOIIREZIC. Car. I make one point, Paul? To what Jake
was talking about. I think Jake said if you start providing through
IHS off-rbservation health care to a great extent it would tear down the
authority of the tribes.

Am I inaccurate? Is that what you said?
Commissioner WRITECROW. No, that is not What I said. Who' I said,

if the money should be provided through IHS, contract health care
money, and then the money provided through the tribes, if the tribe
desires to contract, ii the tribe desires to utilize those funds to provide
the money for their tribal members, then they would have the preroga-
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tive of ,providing health care for their citizens in any manner away
-from the reservation that they so desired.

The money could be provided,. as Lloyd indicated, right through
one system. It would not be building up an additional bureaucrat
system.

It would be utilizing that tribal government, to require that tribal
government to be responsible for its people.

I think these tribal governments really want that responsibility.
Chairman ABdITREZX. That may be true, but I d.on't necessarily

agree with you when you say it would tear down the authority of the
tribes, if you 410 it through. IHS.

Just the concept of tribal government itself means that they are
going to govern within a certain boundary. If your citizens start
scattering, what they do or don't do with the citizens who have scattered
does not nave much impact on what happens locally within the bound-
ary of the reservation itself

Commissioner WRITECROW. That is true.
Chairman AHOUREZIC. For example, it is easier for the tribe to set up

a clinic in Rapid City, because they are 100 miles away. But there are
an awful lot of Oglalas out in Los Angeles, thousands of them out there,
and San Francisco and Chicago and. Cleveland, and so on. How are
they going to s' t doing that?

I think it wow& be very difficult for them to start doing that, in
fact. I think it ought to be a flexible thing.

I don't think we ought to establish a principle that they should do
it everywhere. But if the tribes can conveniently do it, for example,
they could do it throughout South Dakota., and all the communities
where Indians have moved to, off the reservation.

Commissioner WHITECROIV. Let me write this up in the form of a
.recominendation, and I will provide all of the Commissioners with a
copy of it.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Good. Let's bring this phase to a close and
move on.

Mr. MEEDS. Could we ask Mr. Martone if he has any observations
in this field?

Chairman ABOUREZK. I didn't let Paul finish. Then we will get to
Mr. Martone.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There is a fundamental issue that you touched
upon awhile ago that gets lost. Ernie touched upon it too m the urban
setting, and you touched upon it, Dr. Dial. That is the assumption
that if medical care were freely available to all citizens, that the urban
rural Indian would be taken care of.

The evidence strongly suggests to the contrary. There are substan-
tial patterns of practices of discrimination by public and private
health care provid.ers in urban osnters.

Rather ti'an usinrRobeson County as an example, where, with a
long, hard fight, Lumbee people have achieved some political power
to hold people accountable.

Let's take the 3,000 Lu mbees- in Baltimore, who have no political
power to hold that city's b ureaucracy accountable. Those people have
an office of civil rights in HEW that sits and waits for somebody to
issue a disTimination complaint in the health care area before they
will move.
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They don't monitor effectively. They don't do anything effectively.
It is like in the early sixties you wen, saying, unless somebody filed a
complaint there were not restaurants that were discriminating on. the
basis of race.

It is people who get turned down who are not necessarily cognizant
of their full range of rights.

Where they go to resources to redress those rights, don't file com-
plaints. We have a system on the books. We have a title 6, an Office
of Civil Rights, a Justice Department, and, they do zero in in terms
of health care discrimination.

One of our recommendations, and it is not well phrased and will be
altered, is a congressional mandate to the Office of Civil Rights to
not sit back, but to go out and affirwatively monitor the health care

o providers in situations where there is some basis for believing there is
a pattern and practice of discrimination going on.

They are really very culpable.
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I. would just say that these are those

areas where, if we go back to some basis that we can handle quite
adequately, that is: (1) you define and identify what is a tribe; and
(2) you identify what is an Indian.

If we have a special obligation, as I believe we do, under treaties
and statutes and the Snyder Act, clearly, to provide health for Indians,
then you do it in IHS facilities where they- are available. And where
th, y are not available, in other health care facil: vies. IHS is a payment
agency. Some of the Commissioners think it, should ;113 through tribes,
but I personally believe MS should reimburse.

We still need the outreach progFams. S e need the outreach programs
for some people who would, not even quAlify as Indians, because they
have some special problem as membecs of a minority race where they
don't get on well with blacks, and they get shunted aside.

We still need outrcach programs. We still need clinics to advise the
tribal members, those who can qualify for their rights, because they
get shunted off many times. And to advise people who could not qualify
as Indians, as members of tribes, that there are health facilities.

They might qualify, and probably will qualify, under medicaid or
medicare. That, I think, is a full off-reservation program for Indian
health.

Chairman ABOUREZE. I tend to agree with that.
Mr. MEEDS. You have to identify who are Indians.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, in taking that one step

further, I very much agree. What I see in what you stated, Congress-
man Meads, is that there is utter compatibility between the character-
istic of tribal sovereignty, and the right to determine tribal membership.

As long as that is observed, it may well be that in different circum-
stances, a tribe may not be able, for various reasons, to contract
directly.

But, certainly., determination of membership even in that instance,
is a manifestation of sovereignty, whether one contracts or not is
determined, essentially, on what is best for the individual or group of
patients in a given circumstance.

Mr. MELDS. Certainly, and where there are IHS facilities locatel,
on reservations, as there are many on the Navajo reservation, an

i
a-

there are many n Alaska, then the local Indian,or native people should
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have a substantial input as to the kind of services, kind of facilities,
just a. local advisory group that has to be listened to.

In some instances they_may be able to contract services.
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Meeds, I assume that yonwould be rather

conservative with your definition of Indian, pretty much as the Con-
gress looks at an Indian now, if it is existing-legislation.

Mr. MEEDS. I have tlways been very liberal on this. I just think
it has to be done,though.

Commissioner DIAL. I was just wondering where you stand on it.
I would like for you to expound on that.

Mr. MEEDS. I feel this Commission has to come forward with their
recommendation about what are presently existing tribes, the mech-
enism to allow tribes to identify as tribes in the future under certain
criteria to be identified as tribes, and then all tribes to identify their
membership.

Commissioner DIAL. Fine. Very good.
Indians.; .and nobody else.

Mr. TAYLOR. I wonder if I niglit iiddiuss the pOint of deflñitiwiot
Indi an?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Fred Martone is next, and then we will go
to you.

Mr. TAYLOR. All right.
Mi. MARTON& I usually put my blinders on to start with and try

to look at legal duties in the Orst instance, to see what it is that we
have, and then in. that way you can decide where you want to go in
terms of what you ought to do.

But it seems to me you have got to look at the rights, if any, to
health care in this country in general. Generally, the States have no
duty to provide health care to its citizens. And in like manner, absent
Federal legislation, the Federal Government has no duty to provide
health care to its citizens.

We have come a long way from that kind of absolute approach.
So now we do have programs for various groups, medicaid and medi-
care. ---

We have special programs-lot military personnel and retired mili-
tary personnel,. We also have special programs for American Indians
that are different than for non-Indians.

It seems to me that latter group can be divided into two parts.
There are probably treaty obligations and contractual right3 between
the United States and various Indian groups, which you cola catego-
rize as legal duties.

Those wiil have to be defined by particular treaties, the particula
course of relationships, the particular statutes, which may have been
enacted to fulfill preexisting contractual obligations, as evidenced by
treaty, Executive order or agreement. Those, it seems to me, are
reasonably uncontroversial, because they are asking the American,.
people to fulfill its moral obligations, to fulfill its contract.

On the other hand, when you are talking about spending programs
for Indian health that are not tied to contractual obligations, then you
are talking about a health program which is not now available to other
American citizens.

Of course, Congress can do that under its spendi.ig power, and under
its commerce power. But the question that it seems to me was raised by
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the colloquy between Commissioner Dial and Mr. Meeds is whether
or not the American people would be prepared to go beyond its duties
and provide a health care system for Indians which it has not to this
date provided for itself.

It is one thing to affirm a preexisting duty to do so, and those duties
can be defined by contract or treaty. It is another thing to create a
comprehensive health care system for one class of people which is not
tied to preexisting dutywhere you do not do the same thing for
everybody else.

It seems to me that that would be askiug a lot. It is one thing for a
citizen to say, "I will fulfill my duties to others." It is another thing to
ask them to go beyond that and say, "I am going to do for them what
I am not now prepared to do for myself."

Mr. YATES. What do you do about the trust responsibility?
Mr. MARTONE. This goes back to yesterday. It seems to me you

ineed conceptualclarity n that area.
The trust responsibility, to me, does not mean 'that the Federal

--- Government -can-orfaust-spend- anything -aild overything for American
Indian tribes or American Indians.

Its responsibility is defined by treaty, course of relationships, and
contractual agreements.

Chairman AsourtEm. Is there a nontreaty trust responsibility?
Mr. MARTON/E. I don't think so. The country can go beyond that,

and it has. The whole Indian Claims'Commission, as I understand, is
lased upon a moral obligation to go beyond treaty obligations.

But it seems to me you ought to identify it, when you are going
beyond your legal obligations. You ought to identify that it is part of a
Federal spending program, and then the country has to ask itself
whether it wants to do for others what it is not doing for itself.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Fred, I don't necessarily disagree with that
concept. However, I think to use the argument that becausb a lot of
non-Indians can't have that kind of program, therefore, deny it to
Indians, it is kind of like the dog-in-the-manger argument.

It may sell amongst a lot of pepple in this country. But I don't
think it is an argument that the Government ought to necessarily
buy.

Mr. MEEDS. I think he is saying that, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Well, he is not personally saying it. He is

saying that is going to be the feeling.
.Mr. MEEDS. He is saying: Define your legal obligations and clearly

label those things that are not legal obligations, and do what you wish
-with them.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I understand that, and I understand it
totally. All I am saying is that the other argument that Fred uses:
That here we are going to provide something to Lumbees that ordi-
narily North Carolinians can't have.

Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Martone, you are saying to
overlook the fact that the U.S. Government over the years can do no
wrong.

You seem to overlook the fact that the U.S. Government has erred,
and you seem to overlook the fact that the U.S. Government, for some
reason or other, failed in its responsibility in recognition of Indian
tribes.
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Now recent recognition has come to Indian tribes, where no treaty
obligation is involved. Therefore, say in the case of the Lumbees, they
do not fall in the same category as other Robesonians.

Lumbees are located in-Robeson Count 3r. They do not fall in the
same category as non-Lumbees in Robeson County.

Do you see my point?
Mr. 1VIARTONE. 'Yes; Lunderstand.
Commissioner D/AL. Do you agree with this?
Mr. MARTONE. I a,gree with the facts, as you have stated them.

But I am suggesting that those wrongs, whether they be real wrongi or
itnagined wrongs, are not the kind of considerations that one looks at
in terMs of defining legal duties.

It may be that the United States wants to recognize that historical
reality and say that it wants to do something about it, and provide a
Comprehensive health care program for nonfederally recognized
Indians.

All I am saying is that when they do that they have to understand
that they are not now fulfilling existing legal duties.

"Commissioner D/AL.T-thlaeyolilred yOlirsiato-the Atord-"treaty"
there. That is where you made your mistake. When you tied yourself
to "treaty."

Mr. MARTONE. The legal duties of the United States for tribes are
created by its treaties, its statutes, Executive orders which, perhaps,
rise to the level of a treaty or agreement, where the course of conduct
of the ConFess is such that one could make that conclusion.

Commissioner DIAL. But they are spending dollars today on tribes
where there is no treatyobligation.

iM . MARTOrE. That s right, and I am saying when you have that
situation you should recognize that it is a general spending program,
rather than the fulfillment of a legal obligation.

Commissioner DIAL. And you would not oppose that?
Mr. MARTONE. I would need to know more about the content

of that.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Congress has already defined its own interpreta-

tion of what it views the trust responsibility in health care to be, and
I will read it to you:

Federal health services to maintain and improve the health of Indians con-
sonant with and required by the Federal Government's historic and unique
relationship and resulting responsibility to the American Indian people.

That is the first full sentence of the Indian Health Care Improve-
ment Act of 1976.

Chairmal ADOUREZIC. Let me bring this phase to a close. I think we
understand what Fred Martone is saying. He is not taking a position
on it, necessarily.

What he is saying is that he believes providing health care to non-
recognized tribes is outside the scope of the trust responsibility. If
we decide to provide it or recommend providing it, we should label ii
as extra ',rust responsibility, or whatever,you want to call it.

Mr. YATES. I don't think that is what he is saying at all. I assume
he can speak better than I can for him.

What he is saying, I think, is you ought to define what the trust
responsibility is. I must say, speaking personally, I just assumed
there was this overall broad trust responsibility that was just general,
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insofar as our relationships with the Indian people are concerned, and

it just pervades everything. What he is saying, as I understand him, -

is that the trust responsibility springs from treaty and from statute.
If that is wrong I wish he would say so.

Chairman ABOUREZX. Let's ask the other lawyers if that is the Case.

Mr. YATES. Let's ask him if that is his case first.
Mr. MARTONE. I think that is generally correct.
Mr. MEEDS. And the course of the conduct, he said, is statutory

interpretation.
Mr. MARTONE. Yes.
Mr. YATES. Do you agree with that?
Mr. ALEXANDER. I think we would have a different definition of

what the course of conduct infers. We discussed in November, and
briefly in January, the dependency notion, which courts clearly have
recognized.

r. YATES. It permeates everything.
Mr. ALiXANDER. It permeates everything, and every tribe that the

Federal Government has a political relationship with, it has trust
OrisThi -II are's-too. -

he point on nonrecognized Indians is that the Federal Govera-
menf has inappropriately excluded them. They should be part of that
trust obligation.

Mr. YATES:What trust obligation?
Mr. ALEXANDER. As we define it in the trust chapter, we deal with

what we considered primary and secondary components of the trust.
Health care would fall within the secondary components of the

trust, which is an obligation to bring the standard of living, health
care, education, et cetera, up to a par standard with the rest of the
population.

That is a flexible, congressional, Federal obligation, and it will vary
with time and circumstances. We were not willing, and we are probably
not willing today, to define it with a great deal of specificity, because
we cannot anticipate true events of the future and-how-that obligation
will shift and change.

If the Federal Government will live up to its obligations to Indian
people in the economic development area we are talking about the
support of tribal government.

If Indian reservations and tribes were self-sufficient, economically
viable entities, there would be a substantial impact on the Federal
Government on the secondary components of the trust.

We would like to, in good faith, assume that that will happen, but
history has not shown that to date. We consider those social service
components of the trust as flexible things, not subject to detailed
delineation at any given point in time.

But shifting with circumstancesthe dependency circumstances ot
Indian people.

Mr. MARTONE. I think there is some iiragmatic appeal -to that
approach, but it does not reduce itself to the realities of legal duty.

Let me give you an example. If, for example, a particular treaty
with a particular tribe had a provision in it in which the United
States has said it will provide for the health and welfare of the Indians
of that-tribe, it would be my opinion that that comes within whatever
the trust responsibility is.
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I don't know what that trust responsibility means. At least I
know that is a treaty obligation, and there we are talking about a
legal right.

I don't know if that is a property right, and if that treaty were
abrogated, I -dOn't *Ica -the fifth amendment consequences
would be, but there might be an argument that that is a property right.

Mr. ALEXANDER. There certainly would be.
Mr. MARTONE. On the other hand, absent such a treaty provision,

if the Congress of the United States enacts legislation providing for
comprehensive health care for Indians and does not tie itself down to
a particular legal duty, but is going to use that as a vehicle to fulfill,
on the one hand, all its legal obligations through these treaties, and,
on the other hand, to provide health care for Indians, whether they
are legal obligations or not,, that is not under some trust responsibility.

That statute can be repealed tomorrow...Then the question is: What
are the consequences? For the consequences to inure to the detriment
of the United States, one has to see whether or not the United States

.....has.somalegaLduty_to _provide the services.
To, do that you go back to the exiiag-documents, aid-if-There is a

treaty that says so, there is a problem. If there is a treaty that does
not say so, then all the United States has done is withdraw a spending
prOgram,-_,

Our basic, -fundamental problem is this: I take the view of the
Supreme Court in the McClanahan and Me8calero cases, that to define
these problems one looks at relevant treaties and statutes.

I think Mr. Alexander will take the contrary view, that somehow
we look at the notion of inherent tribal sovereignty, that somehow we
look at some broad range of trust responsibility, and use some canon
of construction-that should result in a favorable outcome of conduct
toward the Indians.

And, bingo, one reaches his conclusion. I am neither for nor against
1 social programs or health programs. All I am suggesting is that the

basis for those programs ought to be clearly identified as to whether
they are based on legal rights and duties or whether on the other hand .
they are spending programs.

So the citizen to whom every governmental bod3r is responsible will
know whether or not this program is fulfilling the legal obligations of
his government, on the one hand, or whether or not it is a spending
program, and he may or may not want to support that kind of program.
That is why I raised the question. If it is a spending program, then
the question is raised whether he should be doing for others what he
is not now doing for himself.

He may want to do that, if it is a legal obligation. He may not want
to do it if it i§ beyond that.

Mr. YATES. If I understand you correctly, then certain Indian
tribes wh.;ch have treaties, depending on what the terms of the treaties
are, may !lave the opportunity for certain benefits and advantages
from the Federal Government that other Indian tribes don't posaess.
Is that correct?

Mr. MARTONE. I am sorry, could yeu
Mr. YATES. If I understood you correctly, what you are saying is

that certain Indian tribes that have had certain benefits outlined to
them in treaties with the Federal Government may be entitled to
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more froni the Federal Government than other Indian tribes which
have no treaties with the .Government?

Mr. MARTONE.. That is certain. For example, -Congress could not
now withdraw a reservation set Up by treaty without paying for it.

But as we discussed .yesterday...it opuld now end 01 iights to aborig-
inal possession for the Passamaquoddy tomorrovi.

Mr. YATES. There must be rndian tribes that do not have treaty
rights with the Federal Government; are there not?

-4 0 Mr. MARTONE. Yes; there are.
Mr. YATES. What is your attitude toward them?
Mr. MARTONE. My attitude toward them will depend upon the

particular reservation, particular Executive order or course of deal-
ings which may or may not have sa it up, or what the agreements are.

The problem is we have literally hundreds of land masses, and I
don't know how many Indian tribes, but I suspect we are talking about
something closer to 100 than to 10.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Three.
Mr. MARTONE. SO to answer that question, one would have to look

--at-whitt-the-congressienal intent -was-at-the lime that land mass was
_. set up.

It is a question of legislative .histtr3r.
Chairman ABOVREZK. That deals with my question. Hasn't the U.S.

Government, at some point in our 200-year history, taken on a gen-
eral obligation of stewardship of all American Indians, without respect
.to treaty? .

I think the treaties make it more specific, but hasn't there been
i statement after statement by the U.S. Government that says the

.Indians are wards of the Government and we ought to undertake
, stewardship for all Indian people?
' Does that exist?

Mr. MARTONE. I don't know about all Indian people, but you are
right. There is language in various cases that says that sort of thing.

Chairman ABOUREZK. The Health Care Act is another one.
Mr. YATES. What does that do with your theory, then? As I under-

stood it, your concept was founded upon treaties, and speCific legisla-
tion as being the basis for Indian rights.

Now the chairman talks about the acceptance by the U.S. Govern-
ment of a trustee relationshiP, apart from that.

Mr. MARTONE. I did not mean to suggest that I subscribed to that
view. .

I Mr. YATES. Isn't that what you said?

i

Chairman ABOUREZK. I was not listening.
Mr. YATES. As I understood, your question addressed to Mr. Mar-

i tone was that even thou h there be certain treaty rights, and certain
i Executive orders, aart from that the Federal Government has from

---/ --time to time declared that it holds a trustee relationship with the
Indian people.

Chairman ABOUREZIC; All Indian people. Yes, that is what I asked.
Mr. MEEDS. I disagree, with that.
Mr. YATES. He just said he agreed with it. That is the part I didn't

understand.
Mr. MEEDS. He did not say he agreed with that.
Mr.PYATEs. What was your inswer to his question?
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Mr. MARTONE, Now I am not sure what his question was.
Mr. YATES. Would you ask your question again?
Chairman ABOUREZR. Yes. I would be happy to. Before I ask it,

the record that was 3ust passed out to you contains Fred's law review
artiCle, and it is in S. 2353, so you are now immortalized, along with
all the other great speeches in.the Congressional Record.

My question is: Treaties 'and agreements aside, has not the U.S.
Government tinie after time, or at different points in our history,
taken on the responsibility of the stewardship of all the American
Indian people, based on a sort of unwritten moral obligation on the
part of the Government to provide for the aboriginal people who were
here when the settlers came?

I think that was the basis for itthat we kind of came and moved
them around as we saw fit. In come cases we wrote treaties and in
some cases we didn't. Hasn't that been Stated time after time?

Mr. MARTONE.' No; I don't agree with you. Let me provide an
example in which treaty and statutory analysis will produce one
result, and the subscription to a broad Federal trust relationship
would produce another.

In the 1973 Mesealero Apache Tribe case, the Mescalero Apaches
set up a ski resort off the reservation. The issue raised in that case was
whether or not any. New Mexico gross receipts tax on the income de-
rived from that off-reservation ski resort was a valid tax and, at the
same time, Whether or not a use tax on the personal property purchased
and affixed to that off-reservation ski resort imposed by the State of
New Mexico was valid.

The Supreme Court looked at the treaties and statutes and right
off the bat said, "We are talking about off-reservation activities here,
clearly State law applies, absent some governing act of Congress."
When they looked at these two taxes, the Indian Reorganization Act
under which that ski resort was set up provided that any land pur-
chased by a tribe pursuant to the act would be exempt from State
'fixation.

So the court struck down New Mexico's use tax for personal pro_p-
erty, .because the court said that personal property attached to the
real, estate, and Congress by specific act exempted that real estate
from State taxation.

On the other hand, it upheld the gross receir ts tax, saying, "There
is no exemption here. The State of New Me tico can tax that."

If you look at treaties and statutes, you" go through that kind of
analysis, and reach those kinds of results. I am afraid if you looked to
some broad Federal trust relationship, and we can ask Mr. Alexander
on that, I think that kind of analysis would sav, "Let's see. The
Federal Gov eminent ht..; a trust relationship to this Indian tribe, and
it is operating this ski resort:"

It has been our policy to insure, and I am generalizing, that reserva-
tion Indians are insulated from State taxation and control, and we
would see no State purpose served by allowing them to tax these
Indians.

We think that because of the Federal trust responsibility, maybe
this ski resort should be immune to State taxation, even though it is
off the reservation.
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You are getVng into balancing acts there. You are talking about
what is and tplat is riot part of some broad, undefined concept that
does not rola to a specific source of positive law.

Chairman ABOTIREZX. I have to say I don't see the parallel at all,
because that deals with jurisdiction.and tribal sovereignty.

It has nothing to do with the overall obligation of stewardship that
I was talking about with regard to the Federal Government.

Mr. MARTONE. Mr. Alexander can correct me if I am wrong, but
I think he would disagree with the outcome of that case, because I
think he would say that the United States had au obligation to make
sure that the New l'Aexico tax was not applicable:

Mr. ALEXANDER. Off reservation. I chose that as a jurisdictional
case. If the State of Nebraska owns land in Iowayou have a stmilar .

issue.
I don't see that us you describe it. I agree with the chairman.
Mr. YATES. Who+ happens in Iowato the land owned by Nebraska?

Is it subjett to taxation?
Mr. MARTONE. What was the question?
Mr. YATES. The example he gave, of the State of Nebra ska owning

land in the State of Iowa, and Iowa taxes the ,land. Is the State of
Nebraska subject to the tax?

Mr. MARTONE. It is, and, in fact, the State oUIOwa can take the
land by eminent domain.

Chairman ABOUREZX. I don't think it deals with the questioh.
Mr. YATES. Does that case deal with the trust relationship? All

that case is, as I understand the colloquy, is that you do have con-
flicting jurisdictions, and the question is whether or not you can
tax another sovereign body, sovereignty, of course, being a question
of limited trusts and so forth.

How does that bear on the trust relationship? I know how you
explained it, and how you explained P ul s presumed. reply, which
he reje, l,.saying i was a question of j risdiction_ and not a question
of trust.

Mr. MARTONE. B4cause of the general trust relationship, the United
States has interest Indians w o go off the reservation. It has aX1
interest in educating_.and providing health care services to Yndiaus
off the reservation. We are concerned with the adoption of Indians
off the reservation, and this was all under the banner of some geaeral
Federal trust relationship.
- How does that fit? How does that fit, if-now we are talking about
off-reservation activity? If the Federal respon-ibility follows the
Indian off the reservation, for health, education, and adoption pur-
poses, why would it not also follow it in terms of its proprietary
interest off the reservations, such ss taxing?

Mr. YATES. Would your concept of the trust relationship be such
that a tribe of Indians moving away temporarily, pi. a group of
Indians belonging to a certain tribe moves off its rf tation land
and moves over to another area where the fishing is beLver and starts
to fish, say, on State lands.

If I understand your concept 'of the trust relationship, the State
could do nothing to stop them. Is that right?

Mr. MARTONE. I am not sure I followed your question:
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Mr. YATES. Let's stay away from Washington and go to Idaho.
There a:e a group of Indians on a reservation in Utah. They move
into the State of Idaho, where there is good fishing, and the State
kicks them out saying they don't have licenses.

If I understand Paul's concept of the trust, there is nothing the
local State could do to them because they are wards of the Federal
Government.

Mr. MARTONE. You would have to ask Paul that. My answer
would be, unless their right to fish there is guaranteed by treaty in
an off-reservation posture, then of course, the State can ask them to
move.

Mr. ALEXANDE". SUM.
Mr. YATES. The point I am trying to get at, as I understood your

explanation of the trust in the ski caseit is the same kind of a case;
isn't it?

If it is one of trust rather than jurisdiction? In the example I gave,
it was one of jurisdiction rather than trust.

Mr. MARTONE. That was precisely my point, that this trust
relationship does not extend in some general way, in a generally
applicable way to every transaction.

Mr. YATES. That is right. Where do you draw the line, Paul?
Where does the trust begin and end?

Mr. ALEXANDER. The way we have dra the line, in terms of the
trust, is in ternis of the Federal Governmen obligation. It has a.
fixed, permanent obligation in protecting Ian ssources. and the
permanency of the tribe, by our definition.

On the other thingsthe examples that can be given in the social
service areasit is a basis for governmental action that is flexibk,
depending upon circumstances.

Clearly, in the situation you were talking about previously, the
Government would have a trust basis for acting to protect the Indians'
right to fish in that area.

You don't have to do that, because there are basic treaty rights
in that area that you can adhere 'to for those rights.

What I am saying, when you are talking about the secondary
components of the trust, we are talking about a flexible obligation.
Congress defines and interprets as circumstances warrant. In fact,
the removal of t ()me of those may raise legal cases. Case law is not
settled on that.

Mr. YATES. What if there is no definition by Congress in a partici.
ular case?

Mr. ALEXANDER. Then the definition would occur through litigation,
instance by instance.

Chairman ABOUREZX. May I interrupt here? I want to move this
along. I just want to make an effort to put this in perspective and
see if the Commission agrees with this.

First of all, the Commission has been instituted to recommend an
American Indian policy to the Congress, and asking Congress to
adopt that policy. For purposes of determining that policy, we are
a130 determining what sort of legal and moral obligations the Govern-
ment has to Indian people. Once we have determined that, and I`
think we have gotten fairly well ailong that road. Do we determine
additional policy?
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Based not upon specific agreement, but based upon moral obliga-
tion that the Governnient might have or might want to have toward

jhe Indian people. Therefore, just as an example, it was never stated
in any treaty that I know of that the U.S. Govern ent shall protect
the mineral resources, the oil and coal, sitting undet Indian lands.

Does ah, body know of a treaty? I don't th' there was one,
because they didn't know about it in those days.

Mr.MEM% Absolutely. There is an immediate trust relationship
here, because the land was taken in trust by the Federal Government.

The Federal Government is the trustee of that land.
Mr. YATES. Plus everythingon the land.

iChairman ABOUREZK. That s right. But it was never specific
Mr. TAYLOR. It does not say that in treat3r, though. You are right.
Chairman *vans. It was never specifically stated that that

responsibility was taken on later on because the Government feels a
moral obligationit should feel a moral ohligatirm to protect the
northern Cheyenne's coal resources, and so on.

Mr. MEEDS. It was never specifically stated, Mr. Chairman, be-
cause when it was taken common-law duty and responsibility of a
trustee attached.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Now, as far as establishing policy, I think it
is futile to argue about whether or not it has evolved in an agreement.

I think what we have to do is determine what our policy is going
to be. Do we want to provide health services to-the Indian people or
don't we? It gpes back to what I tried to say yesterday, Congress
can do it if Congress wants to.

Mr. YATES. That is not the question.
Mr. MEEDB. Mr. Chairman, I think Mr. Martone would agree

with what you have said. The question is: Do we label these things
so that we 'know which are obligations and which may be the fulfill-
ment of what we, feel to be some moral

Chairman ABOUREZK. T. think we have done that in the legal
concelit section.

Mr. MEEDB. I think it goes back to a question of tribal sovereignty.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I want to exercise my prerogative as a

chairman to say that we ought to move on. We have debated it, I
think at length, and we understand what Mr. Martone has said.

Mr. MEEDB. Let the record show that I agree with the narrower
interpretation: That these things ought to be defined, that we ought
to have a recommendation as to what trust responsibility is, and
that we have to clearly define when we are going beyond that trust
responsibility.

Chairman ABOUREZK. We can do that, but I just want to move on,
because we are never going to get to writing this report unless we do
move on.

I think it is good to discuss these things, but I don't think we
ought to go in and start counting the number of angles on the head
of a pin.

Pets Taylor has been asking for recognition.
, Mr. T..YLOR. I just wanted to express agreement with the prJposi-

tion that you advanced when this debate started, Mr. Chairman.
I think the course of dealings with the Indio.n people in'this country

has been generally uniform. There was a development in very uniform
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fashion. I agreo with your. proposition, Mr. Meeds, that when the
United States asserted junsdiction over these areas they assumed
trust obligations.

I also feel that the trust obligations run beyond just natural re-
sources; but also to human resources, which I am sure you would agree
witheducation and health.

I do think that a definition and some perspective is needed to be put
on th:s thing, and I hope we will defelop that for the next meetmg.

In accordance with the chairman's desire to move on, I will limit
ray remarks. to what I have said.

Mr. FUNKE. I just wanted to point out, if you look at it from the
historical perspective, that the eastern tribes are in great disadvantage,
in terms of the. treatympAing.

Most eastern tribes were overrun, without having made treaties,
and that historical fact was recognized at the time the IRA (Indian
Reorganization Act) was' beingd.ebated. There was a debate as to
whether the nonfederally recognized tribes or nonfederally recognized
Indians should come in under the provisions of the IRA.

They determined that the Government had failed to enroll a number
of these Indians and includea. M the definitice of Indian that all half-
blood ,Indiails, whether they are members of a federally recognized
tribe or not, would be eligible to obtain trust land or any of the other
provisions of the IRA.

So nonfederally recognized Indians are eligible for IRA benefits,

to that extent.
Commissioner Wiirrnnow. 'What law is that?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. I agree very much in terms of where

we want to go, but with respect to what has happened, from an his-
torical perspective, I think what is important to the Indians here is
that if the acknowledgement of a moral obligation will lead to a more
consistent posture in terms of the policy of the United States toward
the Indians, then I am not at all opposed to using that.

However, I Would be very much concerned were this to suggest
by any means that the 'Indians were conceding that there was not a
well-developed legal basis, or that there were not, in fact, a number
of tribes exercising sovereignty today.

Admittedly, there are exceptions to this, and I agree that we cou'.4
spend the rest of our time here as Commissioners hearing about the
exceptions.

I want to state for the record that I consider that the record and
the cases, including those that the Indian tribes have won recently in
the Supreme Court, very clearly indicate that there are a number of

instances where we are going beyond a "moral obligation" when we
refer to the Indians and their entitlements.

But regardless of which particular category these may fall into,
from the past up to today, we are looking for a higher standard of

cond,:ct for this Nation.
I view the Commission, as you do, Mr. Chairman, as the citalyst

for coming forward with an enlightened attitude. It may be that the
final battle will not be whether or not a certin degree of services will

be made available in a more consistent atmosphere, but whether or
not these will be regarded as a log:cal extension of a clearly established
trust responsibility by the United States toward the Indians.
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Chairman ABOVHEZK. Thank you. Now I want to ask a question.
Commissioner DEER. One question. Earlier, Pete Taylor talked

about his definition of an Indian. Are you prepared to make comments
on this now Gr later?

Mr. TAYLOR. I would like to make a couple of observations on it.
Much of the discussion here is related to persons who are illembeN of
a tribe. As .ICarl pointed out, we do have laws that have extended
benefits or application of Indian legislation to people who are not
members of Indian tribes..

Just to put this out for consideration, we have situations in Okla-
homa where there are people who are members of Indians tribes, but
their blood quality is very diminished. While at the same time his next
door neighbor might be 100 percent, but descended from three different
tribes, and therefoie not he a member of any Indian tribe.

So We have a real problem with the definition of Indian, and the
extent of the Federal responsibility. As we prepare our paper on
definition of an Indian, I would e dect this to be a subject for debate
at the next meeting.

Chairmen ABOUREZK. Now, my question to the staff is this: What
specific recommendations do you have prepared for the Commission
to vote on today?

I have to say this. I am growing increasingly concerned that we are
not going to have time to get this report finished, and I think, tihile
we ought to debate, and I for one am very glad, for example, that
Fred Martone is sitting here making us sharptin our focus and making
the staff sharpen their focus on these things.

Fred, it is kind of tough to sit there being a mincirity of one. I have
been one myself, on a number of occasions-----

Mr. YATES. And rightfully so. [Laughter.]
Chairman ABOUREZK. Try to get into the Middle East some time.

[Laughter.]
But I just hope you don't feel like you are being attacked from all

sides, even if you are. I hope you don't stop doing what you are Going,
because I sincerely appreciate it, even though I might not always go
along with you.

But we have got to get this report done, and we have got to start
voting on recommendations and we have got to start doing it today.

My question to the staff is: What is ready for us to vote on so we
can cret it out of the way and !ro on to something else?

M"r. ALEXNNDER. We voted on the child welfare thing earlier ihis
morning. We voted on the firs section of the trust recommendations
last January. We have not voted on the legal counsel. portion of the
trust recommendations.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Give us a proposal. Give us the issues.
Mr. YATES. What chapter is it?
Mr. IIALL. Chapter 4, page lb.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I present the issue to the Commission.
Mr. HALL. The last meeting we discussed what to do with respect

to conflict-of-interest, legal representation, and what recommendation
we should make with regard to some concept. of Indian trust counsel
authority, et cetera. The proposal we haVe prepared is in subsection
D, starting at page 16.
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What that does, is this: It presupposes a recommendation from the
Coramission for establishment or creation of a Department of Indian
Affairs.

Within that Department would be something that we have entitled,
"Office of Trust Rights Protection." It would be a quasi-general
counsel for the Department, with litigation authority.

It contemplates removal of those services currently provided by
the Division of Trust Services in BIA to that office.

It contemplates removal of Division of Indian Affairs, the Solicitor's
Office in Interior, to that office.

-It contemplates removal Of most of the responsibilities of the De-
partment of Justice for litigation and representation of Indians in trust
matters to that office.

The first paragraph, subpart D-1, sets out that:
There be established within that new Department this Office of Trust Rights

Protection. Its duties shall include inventory and assisting in management of trust
property, advising Indians in legal matters, representing them in litigation and
administrative proceedings.

It would also have in the field offices of the Department of Indian
Affairs a legal staff, something-comparable to the Regional Solicitor
in the Department of Interior, currently. Although this legal staff
would be dealing solely with Indian matters, not with the whole
panoply of responsibilities which the regional solicitor of Interior
currently daes.

Mr. YATES. You propose the office will have rights to institute
proceedings on its own without request from a tribe?

Mr. HALL. No, sir. You wiii note that No. 2 on page 17 says:
The Office of Trust Rights Protection shall be authorized to render all appro-

priate legal services which are currently rendered by Justice and Interior provided
that the client Indian decides to accept such representation and services.

Mr. YATES. What about cases that affect all Indians, arid not a par-
ticular tribe? Where you don't have a particular client.

Would the office hoe any jurisdiction over that? Or will they be
acting only with respect to cases involving a request from an Indian
tribe?

Mr. HALL. They would be bringing suit, as trustee for an individual
or a tribe. They would not be bringing suit for American Indians as a
whole. There would have to be an identified plaintiff, so I am not sure
of the circumstances in which

Mr. YATES. All right, then it would have to be a case involving a
particular tribe.

Mr. HALL. Tribe or individual.
Mr. TAYLOR. A situation can arise where litigation affects the rights

of all tribes. I think we will deal with that end of it in the Federal ad-
ministration.

For example, criminal eases where jurisdictional issues arose. It may
question the jurisdiction of one tribe or one court, but, in fact, the
determination applies to everyone.

I think what we would be asking for there is that the Justice De-
partment supply this new Indian agency with a potential impact
statement. I am not sure I like that phrase, but I will use it for this
purpose, apprising the agency of the fact that new jurisdictional prob-
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lems are arising, so that this agency would have an opportunity to
intervene with an Indian position on it.

Mr. YATES. Somebody would have to ask them to do it, though.
Mr. TAYLOR. Justice would be obligated to advise them that this

thing had occurred. I think what we are trying to avoid here is a situa-
tion -like the Blackbird Bend case that I know there has been some
correspondence on recently.

I noticed in the letter that was written to you by the Attorney
.
Generaland I was impressed by the factthat the Department of

Justi6e is revising their U.S. attorneys' manual to lessen the proba-
bility of another -B14ekbird Bend situation arising, by first requiring
the client's consent.

.Chairman ABOUREZK. Any other questions?
Mr. HALL. Paragraph 3, to continue with the procedure on page 17:

The Office would have primary responsibility for protecting, enforcing, and
enhancing Indian trust rights, but this would not rylieve other Federal agencies
from acting consistent with th.e trust.

That is going speCifically to the question of other Federal agencies
taking action, which may abrogate or in some way infringe upon an
Indian trust right.

The entire Federal Establishment would have to recognize that
trust obligation, and act consistent with it. But it does not necessarily
mean -that other agencies would have to establish programing mr-
suant to the trust, or that Justice would necessarily have to bring suit
"because this new office would do so.

Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, we have been over this, and I think we
can vote on the whole issue.

Chairman ABOUREZK. All right.
Mr. MEE:1S. At least I am.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I am, too.
Mr. MEEDS. I will go against it, because I have some problems with

part of it, but most of what he said
Mr. YATES. What part do you have problems with?
Mr. MEEDS. The last part about paying for counsel, and some other

tlainrs. On page 18.
Mr. YATES. Your problem is the award of attorney's fees- by the

courts?
Mr. MEEDS. Yes.
Mr. YATES. They do that now.
Mr. HALL. No. E, Congressman Meeds; as we discussed the last

time, is a relatively minor change allowing for discretion in Federal
court to give fees in Indian litigation, which they do in an awful lot of
case law now.

Chairman ABOUREZK. They can lake it up and decide what they
want.

Mr. HALL. That is right. It is discretionary, sir. It is just providing
another ekception to the general rule in American courts that attorney
fees and costs are not

Mr. MART ONE. If I may. interject, I think Congressman Meeds
is not referriag to paragraph E, but father the continuation of para-
graph 4 on fle top of page 18, which is quite a separate issue.

Mr. MEEDS. We discussed this yesterday, and I indicated my
problem with it.. .;
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Mr. YATES. What happens in the case where a large judgment is
--aWarded to ..an- Indian vlaintiff?- Should the -Yederal Grovermnent,
nevertheless, pay all the costs of the suit?

Mr. MEEDS. According to this.
Mr. YATES. Yes; I am just asking the question. According to this

they would?
NIr. TAYLOR. No; it authorizes the court to award attorney fees.
Mr. MEEDS. Not on page 18, "Shall represent,----"
Mr. YATES. It says:
In such cases the U.S. Government shall pay all fees and cows and the

wishes of the Indians shall be- complied with as much 118 possible in selecting
counsel.

It says they "shall pay all fees and costs." There are cases where
the. Indian plaintiffs would be or have been awarded millions of
dollars. Should the Government, nevertheless, pay the fees?

Chairman ABOUREZK. Wouldn't it be better if you had a provision
that would give the trust counsel authority some additional money
to hire outside help to work for them, rather than refer to the tribes,
so that you could still use the resources of the lawyers themselves and
bring in a. specialist now and then?

Mi.. HALL. That iS what No. 4 does, Mr. ChairMan.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It doesn't look to me like it does. It just

says you refer the whole case out.
Mr. HALL. It may first refer to Justice and if Justice does not

accept it, for one reason or another, then it has the discretion to
hire outside counsel to represent the tribe or the individual, and pkr
the costs for that.

Is that not what you are referring to?
Chairman ABOUREZK. The G is what I am referring to, but that is

not the way I read it.
Mr. HALL. The bottom of page 17, the Very last sentence, "The

Office also shall have the discretion" and page 18 "the authority to
engage private counsel to represent Indians, tribes, or groups in trust
matters. '

Chairman ABOUREZK. The next sentence is the one:
The Office also shall have the discretion and authority to engage private

counsel to represent Indians tribes, and groups in trust matters. In such cases
the Government shall pay all fees ami costs and the wishes of the clicnt Int lians
shall he complied with as much as possible in the selection of counsel.

I think that is what Lloyd is having trouble with.
Mr. MEEDS. And what follows.
Mr. HALL. This lamruage is quite similar to the approaeh that th,!

Indian Trust Counsel 'Authority took. Of course, that proposal hiui a
very small staff, but it also had the discretion to hire outside counsel
and pay for it to represent tribes when it could not do so or elected
not to do so.

Mr. YATES. What happens if the newly created Office of Trust
Rights Protection does not think it ought to file the suit?

Suppose it considers it to be kind of a nuisance suit?
Mr. IIALL. It clearly will have the discretion--
Mr. YATES. Where does it say that?
Mr. HALL. To not take cases in which there is not an adequate,

legal basis for doing so.
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Mr. TAYLOR. I think that discretion would be authorized in
partlgraph 4.

Mr. YATES. All it says is "It shall have discretion to so refer those
matters," if it does not -have the staff, resources, or expertise to
handle it.

It does not say that it has discretion to refuse the case.
Chairman ATIOLTREZK. I don't think you can mandate any lawyer,

whether defendant or prosecutor, to take a ease.
Mr. YATES. You are doing that here.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't see that.
Mr. YATES. You are telling them they aro going to have to take the

case.
Let's read what it says:
Advising Indians in legal mattersthat is all rightrepresenting them in all

litigation and administrative proceedings involving Indian trust affairs, and 80
forth.

Shall he authorized to render all appropriate legal services now rendered by the
Department of Justice and the Department of Interior, provided the Indian
Client agroes to accept such representation.

Mee of Trust Rights shall have the primary responsibility for protecting,
enforcing, awl enhancing Indian trust rights, but this shall not relieve any Federal
agency from the duty

Is it implicit in here that the office shall have the right not to accept
.a case that it thinks it should not accept?

Mr. Ham,. "Appropriate legal services" would exclude anything
that the Canon of Ethics would not allow for, and would exclude a
frivolous case.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I am going to liken it to the duty of a pros-
ecutor. Under the common law, a prosecutor can never be mandated
by a cola to take a case he doesn't want to.

Mr. YATES. IS that true in this case, too?
Mr. HALL. T at is correct.
Mr. TAYLOR. For purposes of clarification, I think we could add thut

into this. A sentence to that effect.
Chairman Anounmx. Why don't you do that?
Mr. 'TAYLOR. That is the purpose of part E, behind this, because

frequently Indian cases, there may be a feeling that it is not a marito-
ions case, and yet thcy take it into cou..t.

I think over the last few years we have seen this.
Mr. NIEEns. I think we ought to make it clear now what we are

doing, no matter what kind of a suit some nuisance wants to bring in,
he can bring it and the Federal Government has to pay his regal
counsel.

Mr. TAyLoa. That is the language we have agreed to add into here.
Mr. MEEDS. All right. But to say they don't want to take it, then'

you come down Rt the end alld say.
Where there is a eonflict of interest between the individual Indian and the tribe

the Office shall represent the tribe and it shall engage private counsel to represent
the individual, at Government expense.

Chairman ADOURE7.K. Then put in "will have the discretion."
MEEDS. Whatever kild of suit, as long as you get a tribe on one

side and an Indian on the other, a memb.cr of that tribe, you are going
to have to pay legal counsel for whatever he wants to do.



It isjust wide open.
Chairman ABOUREZR. Put in the words, "And it shall have the

discretion ,to amageprivate counsel" in that section.
iMr. HALL. That s fine. But may we emphasize, this is not draft

language? It is draft concept that we feel is the direction in which we
think we shoukigo. It is not a draft of statutory law.

Mr. YATES. Mat is our vote to be on? Approval of the concept,
rather than the language?

Mr. HALL. Approval of the concept and the policies this sets out.
But it does not necessarily mean each and every word;

Commissioner DIAL. It seems to me 0,ere are conflicting views here,
and that maybe Mr. Meeds i Mr. Abourezk should get together
with you fellows and work out a statement here that both could
support i. later, not today.

MT. TAYLOR. I think that could be
Chairman ABOUREZE. I think we can do it right now, Adolph, so

we don't have tobrim, it back. Let's just say, page 18, line 7, "The office
shall represent the tiibe, and it shall have the discretion to engage
p#vate counsel to represent the individual at Government expeuse. '
What is wrong with that? We can- make it mandatory, under the

icommon law it s not, and I don't think we should.
Does anybody have any objection to adding that in, in the section

you talk about, Pete, add that in and let's vote on that?
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I just have basic problems with the

Federal Government, absent some concept that we might k opt for
the whole Nation, the Federal Government bearing everybody's legal
ezpenses.

I have some problem with that. .

Chairman Asommax. But, Lloyd, the Federal Government does
bear legal expenses in the discretion of the court right now in many,
mau cases.

Mr. MEEDS. It does not allow court discretion. It says "shall".
Chairman ABOTIREZIK. But it does. You are not reading section E.
Mr. YvriAs. He is looking at the top of page 16, not at section E.
Mr. HAIL. We talked aloout it briefiy yesterday. It is merely an

attempt to insure that if the Office does not have adequate staff to
carry the caseload, it has an opportunity to engage other counsel to
do so.

The entire cost would he picked up if that office were prosecuting
the case, and there is no reason that we can see why the entire cost
should not be picked up, if it hires outside counsel to do so, as long
as the case is not frivolous and it relates to a trusteeship.

Mr. YATES. Why don't you strike the second sentence at the top
of page 18 and leave it for subparagraph E, and leave the "courts
are authorized to award attorney's' fees and expenses" and so forth.

Mr. HALL. The problem with that is what happens if this new office

does not have the staff to handle the caseload and Justice refuses to
take it? .

There is no option that the tribe would have in those circumstances,
except to use its own money, which it is doing now in a lot of cases,
to hire counsel.

Thia allows for, in effect, an expansion of the resources of that
particular office. It may not be able to hire a full-time atLorney to do
so, but it can engage outside counsel-
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Mr. MEEns. You are talking to one of the authors of the Indian
Trust Counsel legislation, and I am very much in favor of it.

But this has absolutely no restrictions on it. You set up this office.
Those people can go on and take as many cases as they. want, and all
they have to (k. is hire outside counsel, if they don't think they can
handle it, they don't have enough attorneys, and the Federal Govern-
ment ends up paying for it. There is no way that you are going to be
able, without maior surgery on the last part of this, conform it to
what I think has to be done.

I don't want to argue it. Let's iust vote on it and get it over with.
Mr. YATES. We are argu...g on fundamental points, it seems to me,

and I don't know that yott are ready to vote until you know what
you are going to vote on.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Clearly, the amount tbat the office could expend
for outside counsel is going to be tied to its appropriation process.
This is really not a great deal different than the authority that most
State attorney generals have, in litigation where there is a special
situation, to go out and retain special counsel.

They have got to do it within the budget.
Chairman ABOUREZN. Right now it is not tied to the appropriation.

'It says "The Government shall enpge private counsel' and that
means you have got to fulfill that obligation, no matter what the cost.

Mr. YATES. Why don't you give them discretion abotu payment?
Chairman Anounnzx. The way to do it is: 'rile Offica Shall have

a fund appropriated by Congress from which it shall hay? the discre-
tion to authorize outside counsel".

Mr. HALL. Excuse me, Mr. Chairman, the previous sentence says,
"The Office shall have the discretion and authority to engage private
counsel" and when it does so, then it pays the cost.

But it does not (%-nnand that it do so.
Chairman ABOUREZK. But if they exercise that discretion, then the

Goverlunent has to pay it, under thb law?
Mr. MEEDS. That is right.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Put in there that they shall have the discre-

tion and shall pay the attorneys' fees out of a fund
Mr. YATES. Why don't you change the word "shall" to "may"?
Chairman AROUREZK. Appropriated by Congress for that purpose.
Mr. MEEDS. Mr. Chairman, I move we strike paragraph 4.
Chairman AROUREZK. I want to speak against that. I don't think

we ought to remove paragraph 4. I think we ought to alter it. but I
don't think we ought to remove it.

Let's bring it to a vote--
Mr. YATE. Mr. Chairman, may I make a motion
(Mailman ABOUREZE. Those in favor of the Meeds motion will

say aye.
Mr. MEEDS. Aye.
Chairman AliOUREZE. Those opposed?
!Chorus of No's.]
Chairman AROUREZE. The noes have it; the motion is defeated.
Mr. YAMS. Mr. Chairman, I make a motion on page 18, line 4

excuse me, line 3, "The U.S. Government may pay", change the word
"shall" to "may".

21,3
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In such cases the U.S. Government may pay all fees and costs--
Commissioner DIAL. I second the motion.
Chairman ATiounpinc:Tli-e-voto is en -the Yates motion tO insert the

word "may" for "shall". All those in favor say aye.
Phorus of ayes.]
Chairman ABOUREM Those opposed, no.
[No response.]
Chairman.AsouRm. The ayes haveit; the amendment .is agreed

to. Now the vote is on the entire proposition. Let's have a rollcall on
that.

On this entire trust counsel concept, as set out on this language.
Mr. YATES. May I ask one question before you vote? And that is

on the waiver of sovereign immunity for all actions brought by the
Office of Trust Rights Protection.

Is it conceivable that there is some action ;11 which Cie United
States may want to retain the right to be a sovereign?

Mr. MARTON& If I could answer that, I should think it would. The
United States has already waived sovereign immunity to a limited
extent under the Federal Tort Claims Act.

But there are specifically enumerated exceptions to that. Certain
torts are excluded altogether, so the United States has not waived its
immunity.

II paragraph 5 remains as absolute as it is, presumably the United
States would be liable for the tort of libel and slander where it is not
now so liable under the Federal Tort Claims Act.

Mr. HALL. No; it could not be. This is trust matter. only. This h,
not a blanket waiver of sovereign immunity. It has to relate to a trust
issue, and libel does not.

This is virtually verbatim out of the TruSt Counsel Authority
language.

Chairman ABOUREM Then that does restrict it. to trust matters.
Mr. MARTONE. We have not defined what "trust matters" is, and

we don't know what this waiver constitutes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Even if we haven't, I think we have, but

even if we haven't certainly you are not going to say that a trust
matter is a question of libel or slander. No one is going to say that.

Mr. YATES. Why don't you change the line "involving trust
matters"?

Mr. MARTON& I have one other comment. When a party is seek-
ing equitable relief, to seek injunctive relief or require the Govern-
ment to do something it is supposed to do because of a duty imposed
by law, that is one thing, to waive sovereign immunity.

If, on the other hand, you are waiving sovereign immunity to award
mosey judgments against the United t,tates, that is quite another
thing.

I don't know whether paragraph 5 goes to one or both of those
concepts. But if it is monev judgments, where are the limits?

Chairman ABOURE7.K. there are no limits set in this statute or
any other statute that I know of.

Mr. ALEXANDER. The limits are the same as under the Land Claims
Settlement Act. You still have to go to Congress with u judgment and
get an appropriation.

"2 4
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Chairman Amman& That is true.
Mr. MEEDS. If I may say. howevez, Congress looks upon judgments

as obligations of the Yederai _Liovernment, and does appropriate.
So your answer doesn't really do much1Or me, Paul, in terms of setting
limitations.

Mr. MARTONE. If the case were brought against the United States,
such as the Pumamaguoddy case, in which it may be alleged that the
United States failed in its trust responsibilities.to preserve that tribe's
rights to aboriginal possession.

.And if a judgment went against the United States in the mount
ofwhatever half the State of Maine.is worth$10 billion,is that a
valid judgment to which Congress wants to appropriate $10 billion?

Chairman Asbuaszs. It can either appropriate it or not appro-
priate it; as it sees fit.

Mr. HALL. The Indian Claims Comthission is doing that now
anyway..

Mr. 'YATES. Was 'sovereignty waived in the Passamawoddy case?
Why do you have to waive sovereignty? In all of these cases that the
Incoms bring against the United States, must the United States waive
sovereiglaty in order for them to bring it?

Mr. HALL. It has to statutorily waive sovereignty, yes, one way or
another.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That was not brought against the United
States. It was brought against the State of Maine.

.Mr. YATES. I am sorry., excuse me. In a case against the United
States, brought .bythe Indian people. Say, for instance, the Blaelefeet
case, to rescind their leases negotiated through the Department of the
Interior, and they sued the Department of the Interior.

Must the United States waive sovereignty for that kind of case,
specifically?

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is why you had to establish the Indian Claims
Commission, because those suits, for the most part, were not able 'to
be maintained without a waiver of that immunity.

Mr. HALL. Most suits of that nature are brought under something
like the Administrative Procedures Act. It has to be under some sort
of statutory law which waives immunit3r.

Mr. YATES. I would like to clarify and say "for all actions involving
trust matters brought by the Office of Trust Rights Protection."

Mr. HALL. You mean moving the end of the sentence
Mr. YATES. I would strike the last three words, I think it makes

it more precise if you move it and put it up at the top.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Fine.
Chairman Anouamc. All actions in Indian trust matters.
Mr. YATES. Involving trust matters brought by the Officea

private company
Chairman ABOUREM. Involving Indian trust matters.
Commissioner DEER. What page?

. Chairman ABOUREZX. Page 18, paragraph 5. It would read, then.
"The United States waives sovereign immunity for all actions involv-
ing Indian trust matters brought by the Office of Trust Rights,"
et cetera.
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You would then put a period at the end of "Indian" and strike the
words "in trust matters" down below. Is there any objection to that
amendment?

Mr. YATES. Again, Mr. Martone I would think would have the
question as to what "Indian trust matters" means.

Mr. MARTONE. That is right.
Mr. YATES. Maybe the staff would want to think in terms of trying

to define what is meant by "Indian trust matters" at a later time,
consider it, anyway.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We will consider it.
Mr. YATES. I think there is a possible point there.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me ask, first: Is there objection to that

amendment? If not, the amendment is agreed to. Are we ready, now,
to vote ou the entire proposition?

Anybody want to make any further comment? Any other questions?
Mr. MARTONE. I have a comment, simply because you were not here

at the time we discussed it yesterday. If it is the consensus of this
group that it is somehow in the interest of the protection of Indian trust
assets that the United States waive its immunity, I am at a loss yet to
understand why it is not also in the interest of Indian trust assets to
waive tribal sovereign immunity where there is a dispute between In-
dian minorities who lose in the tribal council.

And which, under paragraph 4, at the top of page 18, would some-
how seek to assert those claims at Government expense.

Presumably, it has to assert those claims against someone, and it
cannot now assert those claims a,pinst the Vibe. It cannot now assert
those claims against the United States, even if the United States were
to waive its immunity in some cases where the tribe would be held tO

e a party indispensable.
I use an example that I used yesterday, Senator Abourezk, and that

was: If an Indian tribe and its council decided to enter into a lease with
a mineral development company and a minority of the tribe disagreed
with that, under paragraph 4 that minority could bring an action, pre-
sumably at Government expense, against, say, the tribe and the
United States.

Paragraph 5 waives the immunity of the United States, but there is
no waiver of the tribe. Under existing decisions I am familiar with, of
the 9th circuit, since the tribe would be the lessor of that lease, it would
be an indispensable party and the case would be dismissed.

This problem is a very real problem, and one that is not at all ad-
dressed 133, this proposal.

Mr. YATES. Could the tribe refuse to be sued?
Mr. MAPTONL. It can now. It has the immunity. Congress has

granted it.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me ask the other staff. Is that your view

as well?
Mr. TAYLOR. I think if an Indian individual had a complaint against

the tribal government, he would have to bring his action into a tribal
court:

There is not a general waiver of the immunity of Indian tribes. The
purpose of this bill is to track the provisions of the trust counsel
authority.

The basic thrust of this is to establish a Federal power to bring ac-
tion on behalf of Incjian tribes to seek adjudication of their trust claims.
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it is not the purpse of this to inject this agency into essentially
iintratribal or nterti ibal disputes.

Mr. YATES. Why not? Didn't we read in the newspapers about a
question of possible misuse of tribal funds by the tribal leaders?

How would. an Indian sue to find out what the truth was in connec-
tion with the disposition of that matter?

Mr. TAYLOR. Assuming they are Federal funds, the Federal people
come in and monitor this thing.

Chairman ABOUREZX. What about the case of a lease, and there have
been cases, a couple 1 know of.

Mr. TAYLOR. The non-Indian bringing an action against an Indian
tribe?

Chairman ABOUREZX. Take the NavafO case, where there are dis-
sidents within the Navajo tribe who disagree with the .mineral leases
that have been made by the tribe itself.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think.his remedy lies within the tri 1 setting. Either
through the tribal court or the political processes the tribe.

1 believe in the Naveajo situation there were ce vainly environmental
protection problems that were raised, which b a e Federal issues.

Chairman ABOUREZA. That would mean the ribe can't be brought
into it, because their immunity ig not waived.

Mr. ALEXANDER. If we transfer that to d 'non-Indian setting,
X county has a development plan in which a substantial portion ,of
the population, or some portion of the population, disagrees with it.

They look to the laws of that county and that State for their
redress. They go into tribal court. They woUld go into the council.
If they don't like the way you are land zoning in Montgomery County,
you kick out that board of commissioners in the next election.

You have rights, basically administrative due process rights, that
you can litigate up to ths Federal courts right now, Indian or non-
Indian, in that setting.

Chairman ABOUREZIK. Is that true? If the tribes have sovereign
immunity and you can't sue them in Federal court, how can youlitigate it

Mr. ALEXANDER. You can sue him in Federal court, under the
Indian Civil Rights Act, under the terms of administrative due
process, and equal protection type motions in there, and there are
lots of cases of that nature.

In other kinds of conflict, if you are talking about how we are going
to zone, your challengesdid the zoning commission operate in a
form that gives notice, et cetera.

If you cannot get them on the procedural matters, your remedy
is political. You kick them out.

Mr. YATES. Haven't you waived tribal immunity insofar as
trust cases are conceined by this sentence, the last sentence in the top
paragraph on page 18?

Where there is a conflict of interest between an individual Indian and a tribe
involving trust interests the Office shall represent the tribe, shall engage private
counsel.

You arc establishing a procedure in there for presumablyyou
are waiving the immunity.

Or are you saying that it is implicit that only in such cases where
there ig a waiver of immunity that this happens?

r't24
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Mr. HALL. There could be circumstances in -which afi individual's
interest is not entirely consistent with a tribe's interest, and in that
case we are trying to avoid what we are running into now, with Interior
and Justice being in between the two ef them.

Mr. YATES. YOU are saying there: In such eases the tribe has to
give its consent and waive immunity? Or it is waived?

Mr. HALL. We are saying here only that that Office has the re-
sponsibility, as opposed ,to those two, to represent the tribe, as op-
posed to the individual.

Mr. YATES. What happins to the individual's rights in trust
matters? Doesn't the individual have rights in trust matters? Or is it
only the tribe?

Mr. HALL. That sentence says that the Offict, alsoae we added

the language, "it shall have the discretion to engage private counsel
to represent the individual" so both would be represented.

M. YATES. You should:add another phraser-yid in such matters
tribal immunity shall be waived".

Mr. TAYLOR. Congressman Yates, I think then the tribe brings
inan action in a court, volving a trust matter, t ey submit themselves

to the jurisdiction of the court and they waive it.
They waive it by having brought the action.
Mr. YATES. What if an individual wants to sue the tribe?
Mr. TAYLOR. The individual can intervene in that action.
Mr. YATES. No; an individual against the tribe. He says in certain

tribal matters the tribal dfficers have been guilty of m.lfeasance
with respect to the funds_, or with the execution of the leases.

He says, "I -want to show that these were doneit was a sweet-
heart deal and it was not in the best interests of the tribe".

M. TAYLOR. This does not waive that immunity; I agree with you.

Chairman ABOUREM Say the tribal council signed a lease with
Shell Oil Co., it was approved by BIA and the dissidents in that
tribe brought a lawsuit in a Federal court saying, "First of all, they
screwed us on the lease."

"The tribal government screwed us on the lease and the BIA
screwed us by approving the deal." Is that thesituation?

Mr. YATES. That is the situation. .

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is a perfect textbook situation.
Mr. ALEXANDER. What is your recourse as a citizen of South Dakota?
Chairman ABOUREZX. I am not concerned about that. What is the

recourse in that particular situation?
Mr. TAYLOR. There jiave been numerous cases brought against the

Department of the Interior, in their capacity of having approved
some action, such as you have described.

Chairman Al3OUREZK. What do you do with the tribe in :la case?
Mr. TAYLOR. In that case they have a defense.of sovereign immunity.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Should they?
Mr. TAYLOR. I don't think we should try to resolve this problein in

this trust authority. Maybe this is a problem for consideration in a
separate point.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Why not? Why can't we consider it now?

Mr. YATES. Why shouldn't we iDrotect the rights of individual
Indians in the event that their tribal leaders have been guilty of
malfeasance or misfeasance?
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Mr. TAYLOR. I am not sure it is the business of the U.S. Congress
to be invading the powers of the tribes and the immunities of the
tribes to provide Federal remedies for members of tribes against their
own tribal government.

In the Freedom of Information Act discussion, Senator Abourezk,
, this very argument was made and you pointed out that that is a

matter for tile lecal political body to determine.
That is what self-determination is and what self-government is. I

am not sure that we have that man3r instances
Mr. YATES. I would like to hear from the Indian members of the

Commission as to what they think about this. You are familiar with
tribal dealings and the relationship of the Indian to his tribe.

Is tribal leadership so sacrosanct that an individual who thinks
that the tribe has been guilty of malfeasance should not be allowed
6o brill,' it up? Is this something that the tribe itself should settle?

Or should you give the right to an individual member )f the tribe
to bring the matter up in court?

Commissioner WHITECROW. I would like to respond to that, Mr.
Yates. Presently we have some tribes that have ordinances that take
care of si.uations such as that.

We also hav3 other tribes that have not established any ordinances
at all: I feel that this is a personal matter within that tribe.

And if that tribe has leadership that has been guilty of malfeasance
in office, thetribal members of that tribe have recours3 in removal of
that particular individual.

If it is a violation or malfeasance of tribal funds, non-Federal funds,
but tribal funds, then the members of that tribe should have recourse
in Federal court against those individual leaders.

Chairman ABOUREZIC. Under a different statute?
Commissioner WHITECROW. Right, under a different statute.
Chairman ABOTIREZIE. But he still can't bring anything for their

violation of his trust rights as individual trust rights?
Commissioner WHITECROW. Right.
Mr. YATES. You would keep it that way?
Commissioner WHITECROW. Right.
Mr. YATES. There would be no appeal from the decision of the

tribe. Would you agree with that, John?
Commissioner BRUCE. I would.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Yes; Mr. Chairman, I would view this

in the context of the sovereignty of the tribe, and the exercise of its
sovereignty as is true in any government, there would be instances of
possible imperfections in the exercise of that sovereignty.

These I feel, very much would be a matter of political concern. I
would be more concerned that the further invasion of tribal sover-
eignty by the Federal Government might result in some unforeseen
subsequent invasions with more permanent damage to the tribe and
its members.

In almost all. instances, I anticipate that the tribes would be acting
reasonably through their Council. I think there would be greater
damage, were we, acting as representatives of the Yederal Govern-
ment, to sit up here and purport to protect the individual right with
consevences we are really not.sure of.

Vy
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I would look to the local activities of the tribe, the members, as
being safer corrective action that would, in the long run, be more
beneficial, not only to the tribe but ultimately to the wronged
individual.**

Mr. YATES. What about the case Jim Abourezk cites, of the mineral
letse, where the individual Indian then sues the tribe and sues tin,
Federal Government?.

The tribe pleads sovereignty, and is immediately dismissed out of
the case. What about thr-Federal Government? Shouldn't it be
protected, likewise, in that kind of case?

You waived it so far as the Government is concerned
Cha irman.ABOUREZK. It doesn't have anything to do with immunity,

then. Under Federal rules, if there is an indispensable party to the
case which is dismissed out, the case is over with. The case is dcsmissed.
Am I correct on that?

Mr. ALEXANDER. I did not hear you.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Under Federal Rules of Procedure, if an

indispensable party is dismissed out of a case, the case has to be
dismissed. You can't continue the ease without the presence of that
indispensable party.

Mr. BALL. Yes. '-

Mr. YATES. The question is raised as to Whether or not the tribe is
an indispenstfDie party in an action against the United States.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What we-are doing by not waiving immunity
for the tribe in a Federal court, we are saying that an indiviklual cannot
sue anybody if there is a. bad lease written

Mr. YATES. Not a bad lease. Ile can't sue anybody if there is some-
thing in the nature of v. sweetheart deal, and the tribe! chairman has-
sufficient support of the tribe.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is right. That is exactly what we are
saying.

Mr. ALEXANDER. We are assuming there is no remedy within the
tribal context, that that is not effective. I still get. you l3ack to the
State of South Dakota. The State of Soutl- Dakota leases mineral
rights in State parks, and it is a terrible deal. You, as a citizen of the
State of South Dakota, have redress in the courts in the Si of
South Dakota to the extent that the State has waived its ty
and provided for those redress systems.

I think the same analogy is true with respect. to the tribal seitings.
There are a variety of techniques, some of them judicial and some of
them administrative arbitration boards and, Intimately, political.
The other point is that you, as a citizen of South Dakota, have rights
vis-a-vis due process, equal protection, procedural due process in
Feckral court, in relation to the actions of the State of South Dakota.

So do the tribal people, vis-a-vis the Indians Civil Rights Act. The
tribe did not follow its procedures, and if the procedures of the Navajo
oftentimes call for consultation with the local chapter house, if those
are thc procedures and they are not followed, you haVe a violation of
administrttive due prmess.

Mr. YATES. NIr. Chairman, I think this is a problem that will be
argued at the time the legislation comes up.

My own feeling is, I have a little queasiness about United States
waiving sovereign immunity in all actions, even involving trust, and
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I may want to reserve a measure on that. I don't know why we would
use the word "all".

Chairman ABOURELK. We will get the views of the administration
on that before the issue is passed anyhow. I would like to leave it in
and then hear the arguments at that time.

Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Mr. Chairman, I would like to hear
from Mr. Stevens on this matter.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes; Ernie?
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. Chairman, before you vote, this is the kind of

point that constantly conies up. In my tour here in the Commission
I have not gone 180 but I have gone at least a 90 within the light of
'the experiences that I have gone through and opportunities that I
have had to learn, and also to observe certain events.

Like, for instance, the Wounded Knee situation. For my nart, I
have come to the conclusion that as a rule of thumb to reject, at
least as a person, any effort to impose some new Federal law or
regulation to protect my personal rights, because what is happening,
it is something that is,really well intentioned. What happens is that
tribal government and tribal courts become a facade and a joke, and
the only way that the people on Pine Ridge or Anywhere else are
going to pay attention is if they know it is a for-real drill.

As it is, we are treated to a kind of situation in which it is like a
sieve. They are lobbying in the White House. They are lobbying in
Congress. They are lobbying in the BIA. They are lobbying with
NTC and NCI and they are lobbying us because they Irnow that is
where the real power is, with the Federal Government. The fellow
from Cheyenne River once said they ought to pass a "leave-us-
alone law." ,

So I think the philosophy that many of the staff peoph. have devel-
, oped, and 1, early on, did not embrace but I have now, I believe that

the tribal governments and the tribal court systems and the various
other methods we have to govern ourselves will prove adequate, if we
are given an opportunity to exercise them.

Chairman ABOUREZH. All right, let's vote. Will you call the roll on
the issue of trust counsel authority, as stated im.alis paper as amended?

CLERK. Commissioner Borbridge?
Commissionex BOIMRIDGE. Yes.
CLERK. Commissioner 1-truce?
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes,
CLERK. Commissioner Deer?
Commissioner DEER. Yes.
CLERK. Commissioner Dial ?
Commissioner DIAL. No.
CLERK. Commissioner Whiteerow ?
CommisFioner Wu ITECROW. Yes.
CLERK. Congressman Yates?
Mr. YATES. Yes) with a reservation on "all". Ohthis is without

reservat ion.
CLERK. Senator Abourezk ?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Aye.

Six for and one opposed.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Next issue.
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Commissioner MAL. I change my vote to "yes".
CLERK. Seven for. Dr. Dial 3ust changed his vote.
Chairman ABOUREZIC. OK, note that in the record then.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Point of clarification. In January you voted the

first part of the trust chapter. We modified the language, based on
the vote.

Do you wish to adopt it as modified
Chairman ABOCTREEX. Tell us what it is. What was the original and

how did we modify it
Mr. HALL. We changed from six_principles originally with regard

to the policy statement on trust. We condensed that into four, as a
result of the suggestions in the discussion that took place in the last
meeting.

Chairman AsouRnx. Which page are you on I
Mr. HALL. The roricy statements start on page 14 of chapter 4. The

language in those four statements is the same as.amended at the last
meeting; there has been no change there, except reorkanitation.

Chairman ABOUREEX. Do you suppose in the next meeting you would
number all the pages 11

Mr. ALEXANDER. They are numbered.
Chairman ABOIIREZX. I have a. whole bunch of unnumbered pages

in here.
Mr. HALL. Do you have four or six principles?
Mr. YATES. I have six principles in mine.
Mr. HALL. You've got the old one then.
Chairman ADOUREZIL Chapter 4, page 4.
Mr. HALL. Chapter 4, page 14.
Mr. YATES. What are we voting on?
Chairman ABOURMX. These principleS.
Mr. HALL. Those four as you will recall they were originally six,

and they were voted on last time and we voted on the principles in
principle ag you will recall.

We made changes within them, as a result of that last meetin For
formality's sake we probably should vote on those four again. What
is new material here that we did not have in the last meeting is the
Indian trust rights impact statement, which also came out of the last
meeting.

Chairman ABOIIREZIC. Let's vote on those four principles now. The
issue, then, before us is the adoption of those four trust principles.

Mr. YATES. You don't want to hear from Fred Martone?
Chairman ABOUREZR. If Fred wants to comment on them.
Mr. YATES. I have a comment with respect to No. 1. It sa3rs,

"The trust responsibility to American Indians is an established obli-
gation." That raises a question.

What is trust responsibility? I aSs1111113 you will try to define that
somewhere along the line; won't you?

Chairman 4BOUREZK. Have we attempted a definition of trust
responsibility?

Mr. TAYLOR. We have attempted a general description and definition
of trust responsibility.

Mr. HALL. All of the commentary in there talks about the trust re-
sponsibility definition. Does that mean it includes education services,
health services for this particular gz oup, et cetera.
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That is where the difficulty is.
Mr. YATES. In voting on this, I assume 3rou are saying whatever the

trust responsibility is, that trust responsibility is a legal obligation of
the Government; risht?

Mr. HALL. That is correct, and we are taking the position that how
it is carried out certainly can be changed by Congress over the years.

Chairman ABOUREZIE. Shouldn't it be defined somewhere in our
report. I think it is a goodquestion that Fred raises.

Mr. YATES. Did he raise it or did I?
Chairman ABOITREZK. Well Congressman Yates raised it.
Mr. MARTONE. I think it is essential that you do, otherwise you leave

the United States open to open ended liability. For example, para-
graph A-1 says it is a legal obligation.

ou are not talking about something that you want to do for In-
dians, but something you have to do for IDdians. It says, "wE ich
requires the United States to protect and enhance Indian lands."

It is one thing to protect existing trust assets which are part of
treaty obligations. It is quite another thing tO say that it is within the
trust responsibility, to go out and buy more lands.

That is simply not the case. The United States may want to go out
and buy more lands for Indians. But it is under no legal duty to do so.

Similarly, it says, "in tribal self-government". It is really an un-
settled question.

Chairman ABOUREM I want to make a suggestion. Fred, do you
think, between now and the next meeting, you can come up with your
definition of trust responsibility?

As soon as you are done writing it, before the next meeting, mail it
to Ernie Stevens and let them comment on it, add to it, subtract it,
whatever they think, and let's try to vote at the next meeting on that
definition.

By that time staff will have had a chance to exchange their views.
Mr. YATES. I think that is fair.
Chairman ABOUREZIK. We can still vote on these, whether or not we

have the definition or not, we can vote on the principles.
Mr. YATES. What is the principle, though? I think he raises a

valid point when he says "the trust responsibility requires the United
States to protect and enhance Indian lands".

What does that mean? To enhance Indian lands. What does it
mean, to enhance resources? What does it mean to enhance tribal
Self-government?

Chairman ABOUREZR. I think that is fairly obvious; isn't ic?
Mr. YATES. I don't think so. What do you mean by "enhance

Indian lands"?
Chairman ABOUREZE. To enhance Indian lands is that if there is

a requirement to exploit the minimal resources on it, it is the duty of
the Government to take care of it, to make sure it is done properly
and so on.

Mr. YATES. That is not what that says, necessarily. If you want to
say that, that is something else. But I don't know what it means.

at about reforestation? Is the Federal Government required
to reforest Indian lands?

Chairman ABC/OREM I don't know.
M. YATES. That is the qtu,stion. Is that within the phrase "enhance

Indian lands"? What does the phrase mean?
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Commissioner DIAL. I would like to speak to Mr. Yates' statement.
I don't think you can define trust reiponsibility. This is where you
get into the hangup and where the differences come.

You can only give certain characteristics of trust responsibility.
Of course they will vary from person to person, and I don't think
you could ever define it.

Mr. YATES. May I, Mr. Chairman, offer a suggestion?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes.
Mr. YATES. Why don't we stop, in paragraph 1, after the words

"legal obligation", the second sentence, 'Trust responsibility to
American Indians is an established legal obligation."

Then go on to say, "This includes the duties to provide services
for trust protection and enhancement". Why do you need the rest
of sentence 1?

Chairman ABOUREZK. What do the other commissioners think
about that?

Mr. DIAL. I repeat again. I would put a period atter "legal obliga-
tion". "The trust responsibility to American Indians is an established
legal obligation". Whatever th.e responsibility is.

Then you go on, "This includes the duty to provide services for
trust protection and enhancement."

Mr. HALL. That is even less of a definition than we have got.
There is a definition, in terms that we have tied it to Indian lands,
Indian resources, and tribal self-government.

If you eliminate that, there is no standard at all.
Mr. YATES. I don't know what "enhanced tribal self-government"

means.
Chairman ABOUREZK. You are going to develop a standard by the

next meeting.
Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Martone was asked to develop a standard.

We explained in this document that we consciously avoid trying to
draw tight limits around the trust responsibility.

We tie it to a concept that the function of government in this
country continually evolves. That the time the treaty was written there
was no free education in this country, and yet nobody here today is
questioning the trust responsibility to participate in the education
of Indian children.

At the time of this treaty there was no health care in this country,
but nobody here today is questioning this.

Who knows what we are into by the year 2000.
Mr. HALL. We have taken a position that defining the trust re-

sponsibility would be not only as difficult, but as dangerous, as
cleaning the Bill of Rights in the U.S. Constitution.

Commissioner DEER. I agree.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Unless it is done on a case-by-case basis.
Mr. HALL. I don't know whether they have got page 12. Do you

have a page 12 in your material?
We h.ave taken a position that what trust is in any given time span,

any given circumstances, has to be defined in terms of the purpose
behind the trust.

That first full sentence on the second line of page 12 says, "As pre-
viously stated, the purpose behind the trust was to assure the survival
of Indian tribes and Indian people."
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Chairman ABOLTREZK. You have a definition from page 1 to 12, in
fact.

Mr. HALL. That is correct, sir.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Not a precise one, but one which you try to

develop.
Mr. HALL. On page 19 we say,- "There are three alternatives that

could be taken with regard to the definition," and we have taken .
the middle one.

We have not defined it specificallyexactly nailed it down. But we
have defined it.

Chairman ABOU'REZIC. The Commission bas taken the middle ground
between these. We elected not to alter a 'detailed definition of trust,
responsibility. Not bLeause it is not definable, but because any such
definition offered today could very well become obsolete and unman-
ageable---as the nature and function of the tribal government evolved,
as the role in which Indians plan their own culture changes, vis-a-vis
that as U.S. citizens.

That is an awfully long sentence, I might say.
Commissioner DIAL. YOu are saying you can define it, and through-

out your statement you say you cannot.
Mr. IIALL. I am saying you can, but it would be dangerous to do

so. You can, in the senseto tribe X in State Y, the trust responsi-
bility no:wires tile Federal Government te give them $1 million year
in medical costs or in health care. In North Carolina, thi) Federal trust

res?.onsibility
does not require that.

, ou can lay out a deflnitifm like that. But what happens next year,
10 years from now, 25 years from now? That is the reason we don't,
do that.

Commissioner DIAL. The same way with democracy. You can't
define democracy, and I think you are saying the same thing exists
with trust responsibility. There is a danger in trying to define it.

Mr. HALL. There is no question that due process of law means an
awful lot. It has a very different meaning today than it did 20 years
ago.

Chairman ABOUREZK. It. changesthe Miranda decisionand it
has diminished and so on. Well, Fred, I withdraw -that statement
about your definition.

What you, then, want to work on is what they define in the first
18_pages of this section, and make your observations on that.

You may want to change that next time.
Mr. MARTONE. It may end up having the same. result.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes, but I think you ought to critique it.
Mr. MARTONE. It is easy to say we are not going to define it, because

it is dangerous to define it, because it may exclude certain things. The
danger is that unless you do so, if you exclude that everything you do
with respect to American Indian tribes is part of a trust responsibility,
you don't know, as I have said over and again, whether you are
ereatin,..; vested legal rights, which on subsequent appeal require com-
pensation or may require some other liability.

Or, on the other hand, whether it is a program that is flexible and
can be repealed in 10 years with no liabilities.

We know in the case of land what the answer is. At least from
Tee-Hit-Ton we know what the answer is. When the Supreme Court
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looks to see whether or not Congress is going to be abrogating vested
property rights which may vest under the duo process clause of the
fifth amendment, it is going to be looking to see whether or not the
Congress has intended to grant vested legal rights.

If so, the Congress is going to be stuck with that. If, on the other
hand, von don't want vested legal property rights which might arise
under 'the 14th amendnient because of what you do and.what your
intent is, then you are talking about general Government spending
programs, which the Lord giveth and the Lord can taketh away.

But if you are saying the Lord must giveth, because these are trust
obligations and the Lord may not be able to take it away without
paying, that is a crucial distinction, which classically arises in the
situation with respect to land.

We don't know the dimension of it because we don't know what the
property right might mean. I warned you, depending on how you
define "trust responsibility", courts in future years, including the
United States Supreme Court, may decide 3rour intent was to create
vested property rights, which cannot be changed, except for things
like compensation and so forth.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Can that be corrected, by doing it on a
case-by-case basis, much the same as the Bill of Rights is designed
now?

Can't that worry be taken care of? I see a distinct problem. I see
the problem you are talking about and I also see a bigger problem in
my own mind of trying to draw a definition, whether it is narrow or
broad or whatever and then having circumstances change and every-
bodv being stuck with the definition that we have drawn.

Mr. MARTONE. I could answer a 'simple proposal. Why could not
the trust responsibility lend itself to a general definition? But the
"trust responsibility" is as it arises out of U.S. peculiar relationship
to that particular Indian tribe and to insure that anything else you
do is not part of that.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't know what you mean by "anything
else you do is not part of that."

Mr. MARTONE. -Your trust duties arise out of your legal obligations
to tribes.

Mr. ALEXANDER. You are. talking about treaties.
Mr. MARTONE. I may not limit it to treaties, but we are speaking

generally here. ou may want .to do things that you are not legally
obligated to do.

If you fit that into the trust responsibility, which is what the tenor
of this report is, are vou creating a legal obligation for the future?

If von are, then tbere would be serious questions down the road on
whether or not, changes in that program, repeals of that program,
would result in litigation over whether or not this year you created
vested property rights.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I understand that. How are We or the COD-
gres. for that matter, going to go through each tribe in the country
and decide and determine what that, obligation is?

We can't do it. It is humanly impossible.
Mr. MARTONE. That is why I think it is erroneous to talk about a

general Federal Inv-4, responsibility and then provide a panoply or
progTams under that program.
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If we are not sure of what that is, you may want to program and
not tie it down to a legal obligation and let the existing legal obligation
be determined as they now exist.

Chairman ABOUREZIi. Would that be taken care of by striking that
phrase.that Sid moved to strike, which says that it requires the United
States to protect and enhance the lands and resources?

I think that might be a safe way to amend the thing, becauselI
think it is fairly clear in all cif the decisions in the minds of everybody
that there is a minimum requirement of that, as for as trust obligation
is concerned.

Mr. MARTONE. If you define, as within a trust responsibility, as%
legal obligation of the duty to enhance Indian. lands. and tribal self-
government, it is conceivable that that would indicate to a tribunal
that Congress thinks that tribal self-government, for example, is part
of, perhaps, liberty tinder the fifth amendment due process clause. 4

Such that you might not be able to take that away subsequently,--'
as you did in the fifties, without some serious fifth amendment
problems.

All I am suggesting is that there are differences, and I am sure it is
sounding like a tired refrain at this point, but there are differences
between vested property rights, on the one hand, which arise out of
legal obligations and spending programs, on theother. .

If you incorporate into concrete your spending programs and call
them "legal obligations arising under a trust responsibility", those
problems will arise in the future.

Mr. YATES. Why do you say "legal"? Isn't it an equitable obli-
gation? As I remember my law, tile trust responsibility is equitable
rather than legal.

Mr. MARTONE. In the limited sense of the land situationwhen
thci United States holds legal title as trustee, and the tribe owns the
equitable interest in the land.

Mr. YATES. May I ask another question, Mr. Chairman? Let's
turn to No. 15, No. 3.

Trust responsibility extends through the tribe to the Indian member, whether
on or off the reservation.

Hia or her rightb pursuant to this United States obligation are not affected by
services which he or she may receive on the same basis as other United States
citizens, or as the tribe might receive as any other governmental unit.

How do weprotect the rights of individual citizens if you will not
permit the waiver of tribal immunity?

Can the U.S. Government sue a tribe without the tribe waiving
immunity?

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr Yates, to the extent there is Federal money
involved, I assume there is Federal .

Mr. YATES. I am not talking about Federal money. I am talking
about the trust, which may or may not be Federal money.

Mr. TAYLOR. I think that is what we discussed a few minutes ago.
Mr. YATES. Was only Federal money?
Mr. TAYLOR. No; I am saying where Federal money is involved,

and this is generally talking about a legal authority for the Govern-
.
meat and a legal obligation or moral obligation to extend social serv-
ices, and the respon ibility to the individual in the United States flows
through the tribe.
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Mr. YATES. Is the Federal Government's responsibility to the
individual not one that flows through the tribe for other things than
the provision asocial services?

Mr. TAYLOR. No; it flows through for every trust obligation.
Mr. YATES. Then I go back to my argument before, where I asked

you about an individual who sues the Federal Government, because
there has been a violation by the tribe, if you will, of a trust matter.
He sues the Federal Government, and the Federal Government says,
"There is nothing I can do."

Mr. TAYLOR. I return to what I said before. I think that is a matter
for the individual tribes to determine wh4 waiver of immunity they
will undertake. -

Mr. YATES. The Federal Government is a sitting duck, then,
isn't it?

Mr. TAYLOR: Perhaps we should put in a _provision that in any
instance where a suit is brought against the United States and the
tribe, and the tribe asserti the sovereign immunity, then that immu-
nity_ shall extend to the TT.S. Government also.

Mr. YATES. What har pens to the individual?
Mr. TAYLOR. The individual haz to seek his remedies through the

tribal government. If we don't de that, what really happens is that
this panel is sitting here acting as a tribal council for all Indian tribes.

I think that is a total invasion of the governmental rights. We have
not enacted legislation

Mr. YATES. What do you do about dissidents or minority groups?
They have to make their way through the regular functions of the
tribe.

Chairman ABOUREZK. They have other avenues.
Mr. YATES. I wondered about the rights of minorities or dissidents.

What rights do they havo?
Chairman ABOUREZK. They are protected under tribal laws and

the Civil Rights Act.
Mr. YATES. What kind of dissidents?
Chairman ABOUREZK. They have the Indian Civil Rights Act to

fall back on. They explained it earlier. Take the case of the lease.
Just say that the individual Indian knows he cannot sue the tribe in
the Federal court on a lease.

What he can do is sue the tribal government for doing something
wrong in its procesIses.

Mr. YATES. I am thinking of dissidents and minorities. .

Chairman ABOUREZK. I thought about that before, and I brought
it up to the staff on many occasions. How do you protect his righ.ts?
He does have rights, under tribal law right now, and, under the Indian
Civil Rights Act.

Let me just ask you: Is he adequately protected under those
provisions?

Mr. HALL. It is our judgment that he is; yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. I might say, Congressman Yates, in the event you

are not familiar with the Indian Civil Rights Act, it basically parallels
the first 10 amendments to the United States Constitution so that his
political rights, I think, are adequately protected.

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, if I hear you correctly, you
are making the assumption that the tribal remedies would not be
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equitable, that the tribal courts and laws would not be able to deal
with the situation.

Mr. YATES. Ada, what I am saying is, as I understand the legal
concept that is advanced, and I am not entirely clear about it, the
responsibility to the United States in its trust relationship, extends
through the tribe to each individual member.

What if the tribal leaders do not protect the rights of certain indi-
vidual members? The United States would still be responsible for
that, because the United States has the responsibility of those indi-
vidual members.

The protection has been curtailed by the tribal leaders. If there is
tribal immunity, how might the U.S. protect the individual member?

Would the United States go into the tribal courts then?
Commissioner DEER. I would assume that would be possible.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It has never been done to my knowledge.
Mr. MARTONE. Even if the United States chose to go to tribal

court, the tribe would raise the defense of sovereign immunity in: its
own forum.

Mr. YATES. What happens: then, Fred? Is the United States
liable to the individual member of the tribe for malfeasance by tribal
leaders, because it has not adequately protected him in the. exercise of
its trust responsibility to him?

Mr. MARTONE. I think that is a conceivable result, if this program
is adopted.

Mr. TAYLOR. I would not want to see such a concrete result how,
and, Congressman Yates, you are raising an interesting problem
here.

But if the United States has that sort of liability to the individual,
based on what his tribal government does, then the next step is that
the.United States steps in and regulates tribal government down the line.

Chairman ABOUREZK. But that is going against what you say our
principles shoald be.

Mr. TAYLOR. These are matters I know I have heard discussed
many times before. For example, the regulation of tribal police officers
and what the Federal role and responsibility is in that to the extent of
regulating the tribal government.

We certainly don't want that result, and if that is going to be an
implicit result of the statement here, I certainly would not want this
st at ement retained.

Mr. YATES. What you have done, really, in your statement on
page 15, is raise the fear that I had with respect to our previous dis-
cussion, where I voted reserving only on "all."

I should have voted as well to express my concern over the protec-
tion of the rights of individual members, insofar as the trust respon-
sibility of the United States is concerned inprotecting these rights.

What you say on page 3 is that his or her rightseach individual
member has the right to be protected by the U.S. Government for the
provision of services.

If it is for the provision of services, it is apparently for the provision
of everything else as well, the protection of whatever other Tights .he
has as well.

Mr. TAYLOR. Perhaps we need to write some clarification on this.
Mr. YATES. Let's leave it at that.
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Chairman ABOUREZK. We are going to have to leave this until next
session, if you want to argue it out. Is that all the issues in this chapter
that we have to decide?

What about tribal_governrmint? No issues in that?
Mr. ALEXANDER. NO chap ter on that.
Mr. YATES. Where are we, with IT ipect to page 14, paragraph 1?

Are you going to include the whole first sentxnice, which requires the
United States to protect and enhance Indian lands and resources and
tribal self-government?

I could understand the trust responsibility as meant to protect
Indian lands and resources, but I don't know quite what you mean by
"protect and enhance tribal self-government."

Mr. HALL. I was going to say it gets back to the discussion we have
in the narrative, about the purpose of the trust, from reading the case
law and the Worcester case is frequently cited as being the genesis, at
least in judicial law for the trust.

That case can be viewed as one in whichperhaps Mr. Martcné
would see it this waythe Federal Government was delineating its
responsibilities vis7a-vis States, and its power.

VVe are taking the position that it was one in which it was delineat-
ing power and rights of the tribes, vis-a-vis States, protecting the tribe
and insuring the survival of that tribe and its members.

The sources indicate the purpose of that trust is to insure its sur-
vival. If you don't have some sort of provision by which you are pro-
tecting self-government, then you don't protect the tribe.

Mr. YATES. What about protecting individual rights agair, as
against the tribe? Is that involved here, too?

Mr. HALL. That particular provision that you are having difficulty
with, Mr. Yates, and it is perhaps one that needs some additional ex-
planation, I would agree with you. That is primarily aimed at several
eases in which the question arose as to whether an individual Indian
living off the reservation, whether there was any sort of Federal trust
responsibility running to him at all, even though he may have had
tr us t property.

The cases generally said , that the trust runs to the individual
involving trust property.

Mr. YATES. Mr. Chairman, i don't want to hold up the vote any
longer. But I would be willing to accept that, with the understanding,
my interpretation of this paragraph is that there should be no impair-
ment of the -eight of self-government of the tribe. And that the trust
responsiblity of the Federal Government does involve the enhance-
ment and protection of the trust resources of the Indian people.

If that is what it says, it is all right with me.
Mr. HALL. That is not using that language, but that is precisely

the meaning we had in mind,. Mr. Yates.
Chairman ABOUREZK. You mean. paragraph 1?
Mr. HALL. That is correct.
ChairMan ABOUREZK. Why don't we change it, then,, to say, "which

requires the United States to protect and enhance the trust resources
and tribi0 self-government" rather than "Indian lands."

Naturafly, lands come under the definition of "trust resources."
Would that be better? Is there a motion to amend it?
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Mr. HALL. It would be changed to read, "enhance Indian resources
and tribal self-government."

.

Chairman ABOUREZX. "To enhance Indian trust resources." Strike
the word "icicle and put in "and" and put in the word "trust."

Mr., YATES. And to refrain from impairing tribal self-government.
'Mr. ALEXANDER. It has to be more than refrain, because what you

are talking about is an affirmative obligation, where the State of

Anions, isln a conflict with a tribe, be it the Hopis or whoever, over
who hal;-- jurisdiction over x resource or the.State of Arizona is trying
to a pl3r its laws in the territory of the Hopis.

Cherokee Nation v. Georgia, "the United States should be defending
/those tribal rights against State encroachments."

Chairman AgotrnEzx. Does '. at do it? Let me read it:
The trust responsibility to'Anlcrican Indians is an established legal obligation

which requires the U.S. to protect and enhance Indian trust resources and tribal
self-goverwneft.

Does that do it, or does it not do it?
M. YATES. Is there any responsibility on the part of the United

States to protect tribal self-government? Or is it the responsibility
of the tribes?

Chairman ABOUREZX. Let's hew. from Fred.
Mr. YATES. IS it the responsibi'lz; of the United States to protect

ind enhance tribal self-governmew r la that the tribe's responsibility?
Mr. ALEXANDER. It is both, b,tt in terms of the Federal trust

obligation there is a responsibility to protect that t:ibe from whom
the coutts have called their worst enemiesthe States.

In fact, the Justice Department does sue on behalf of tbe tribes.

Mr. TATES. Does that hold with respect to protecting tribal self-
government over matters other -than those involving trust matters?
Is it to protect tribal self-government in any and all matters, no
matter what they are?

Mr. ALEXANDER. In the concept of tribal self-government it would
include the jurisdictional rights of the tribethe sovereignty of
the tribe.

Mr. TAYLOR. An example of that would be the Fisher case that
Fred referred to earlier, on the right uf the tribe to govern adoption
and foster care.

Mr. YATES. Iinterrupted Fred.
Mr. MARTONE. Well, to pick that up, where would this position

get you over the current state of the law in which a State does hLve
jurisoliction to regulate the conduct and tax and control the lives of
non-Indians on reservations?

Absent an impairment under the infringement test. Is this pro-
vision to be read to suggest that if a State were to tax a non-Indian
entity on a reservation, it is the duty of the United :tates, where the
tribe says it wants to preempt taxation, to enter into the litigation
on behalf of the tribe to defeat the State tax?

Mr. YATES. Paul shakes his head, yes.
Mr. TAYLOR. I would, too.
Chairman ABOURBZK. Are you talking about a Public Law 83-280

State?

24-406-78-18
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Mr. MARTON&It doesn't matter after the Bryan case. In any
event, I am talking abdtit under existing law a State generally can
tax a non-Indian entity doing business on a. reservaCton.

That would be L nsistent with this staff's notion of tribal self-
government, but that is the existing law. That is clear from theirecent
Moe ease.

Mr. TAYLOR. It would be the responsibility of the Government
to represent the tribe, and they are doing that now.

Mr. MAirroxE. This provision would require the United States
to seek, by litigation or otherwise, to reverse the Moe case in which
the Supreme Court held that Montana could impose its sales tax on
sales of cigarettes tc. non-Indians on a reservation.

Mr. TAYLOR. It was required to represent the tribe in that litigation.
'The Supreme Court has spoken on thd issue, but it does not necessarily
involve going in and relitaLating things that have been established,
althoui,a I would like to see the Moe case over.

Mr. -Y tTES. Would the United States have to go into every case
on behalf of the tribes involving questions of self-government?

Mr. TAYLOR. If they are meritorious cases, the answcr would be
"yes," based on the attorney rel;resentation, the trust counsel con-
cept we laid out a few years ago.

Mr. HALL. If the suit cuuld threaten the survival of that. tribe,
as a self-government unit, yes, they would have to represent it.

Conmussioner W HITECROW. I would leave it up to the discretion
of the office, as we voted.

Mr. HALL. Yes, not frivolous questions.
Chairman ABOUREZK. How much mom do we have to decide

today?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The education section.
Chairman ABOUREZ K. How many issues are presented in that?
Mr. ALEXAN LR. It is categorized in three general issues, and there

are specifics under it, which is consolidation of
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is six a quorum? [Laughter.]
Mr. ALEX ANDER. SiX is a quorum.
Mr. YATES. Y011 will probably get along faster without me.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Do you want to vote on this issue?
Mr. YATES. Sure, I love to vote.
Chairman A DOUREZK. Is there objection to amending paragraph 1

that says, "Indian trust resources" instead of "land and"? Without
objection the amendment is agreed to.

Any other amendments to this section? How about pmgraph 3?
Mr. YATES. I will accept it, but 1 want to state for the record I am

concerned with the question of piotecting and enhancing tribal self-
rovernment,

I don't know quite what that means. Apart from that I will accept it.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Any other amendments? If not, call the roll on

those fonr principleswait. Let me include the 'Indian Trust Rights
Impact Statement which we pretty thoroughly discussed and Agreed
on last time in this vote, and we will adopt that principle as well.

All right. Is there a motion to tu'opt these?
Commissioner BOIIBRIDGE. So moved, N1r. Chairman.
Chairman A BOUREZK. All right, call the roll.
CLERK. Coannissioner Borbridge?
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Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Yes.
CLERK. Commissioner Bruce?
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes.
'CLERK. Commissioner Deer?
Commissioner DEER. Yes.
CLERK. Commissioner.Dial?
Commissioner DIAL. Yes.
CLERK. Commissioner Whitecrow?
Commissioner WHITECROW. Yes.
CLERK. Congressman Yates?
Mr. YATES. Aye.
CLERK. Senator Abourezk?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Aye. So we have adopted the policy reCom-

.mendations on trust responsibility and the Indian Trust Rights
Impact Statement.

There is nothing in tribal government we have to decide.
Mr. ALEXANDER. The tribal government chapter is not redrafted yet.

It will be at the next meeting. Nothing in Federal administration or
.economic development.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Social serviceseducation is in that?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes; we discussed healt'i earlier today, but we

will rework some of the recommendations. We adopted by vote the
child placement recommendations and that was unanimous.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What is the next issue in social services?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The education chapter.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What page?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The third full section in the education section.

The recommendations are on page 39, which are approximately three
pages from the back of the chapter. Could we have a 5-minute

Chairman ABOUREZK. Five-minute recess.
[Whereupon, a short recess was taken.]
Mr. ALEXANDER. Senator, there was one point that we were discuss-

ing in health care this morning on the Indian Health Care Improve-
ment Act of 1976, which should be put on tbe record.

I would like to spend what short period of time it will take to do
that, and thon we can move into education.

Mr. FUNKE. It is my understanding that the new Indian health bill
inadvertently repealed the authorization of the Health Services
Administration to provide scholarships in the field of

Chairman ABOUREZK. You mean in terms of scholarships?
Mr. FUNKE. Right; and there was a transfer from the authority of

the Health Services Administration to provide scholarships in the
Indian health field to the Indian Health Services.

The way the legislation is impacting that, that it immediately
terminated the Health Services Administration's authority to provide
scholarships. Lut there is a delay in the term of the appropriations
for the Indian Health Service to pick up that function.

There is a period of 1 or 2 years in which there is no authorization
to provide scholarships.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is not a subject for this Commission
to come up with, that is a subject for the committees.

Mr. FUN KR. It seems to be an important issue for Indian people.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I agree. Karl., are you willing to 'prepare a
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short memo on what has to be done and give it to me personally and'
we will get it taken care of over in the Senate and in the House, and
give a copy to Frank Ducheneaux.

Isn't he still on the Indian Subcommitteeyes. Give a copy to
Frank Ducheneaux and one to me and we will try to get it moving
rig;ht away.

Thank you for calling it to our attention.
Mr. ALEXANDER. For the education seem, we have Ray Goetting

and Dr. Laurel Beedon, who worked with the Education Task Force
and coordinated this chapter, and I will say a few brief things and
turn it over to them.

There are three basic things we are focusing on, because we talked
about principles, basically, in terms of the education chapter.

One is a consolidation of the existing Indian education programs
into one administrative agency.

Chairman ABOUREZK. What would that be?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Consistent with Commission recommendation

for an independent Indian agency, our view is that it should be in
that agency.

Lacking that, it would still be consolidated into HEW. If there is
not an Indian agency and there is a consolidated Department of
Education, it should be consolidated.

Our prime recommendation is that it go into the consolidated
Indian agency, consistent with the tenor of the rest of the report.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Are you also recommending that the Indian
Health Service go into an Indian Health Agency?

Mr. ALEXANDER. At an appropriate point in time.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is that the first issue we have to decide? Is

it stated where we can look at it?
ji Mr. ALEXANDER. It is on page 39, the fourth sentence of the page.

It is actually recommendation No. 1 in an expanded form.
Chairman ABOUREZK. I agree with the principle of that, personally,

Paul, but I am getting back to literary style right now.
a Mr. ALEXANDER. As our memo indicated, most of the first drafts,

health and education are not in the language that the trust chapter
`iwas, hi the sense that Congress should do this and that.

It will be converted.
Chairman ABO JREZK. Good. You do it, but you do it later on. It

should start out, I think, as a matter of style, "Congress should
ptovide by appropriate legislation" such-and-such.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That will be done.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Are there any questions on this before we

vote on it? On this first recommendation. If not, is thera a motion
to adopt that first recommendation?

It is moved by Louis Bruce.
Commissioner DEER. Seconded.
Commissioner DIAL. I don't have that, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Page 39. Will somebody get it to Adolph,

please?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The second basic principle
Chairman ABOURE7K. We have to adopt this one first.
Mr. ALEXANDER. PII1 sorry, I thoughtyou did.

iChairman ABOUREZK. The question s on the motion to adopt
principle No. 1. Call the roll quickl;,.
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CLERK. Commissioner Borbridge?
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Yes.
CLERK. Commissioner Bruce?
Commissioner BRUCE. Yes.
CLERK. Commissioner Deer?
Commissioner DEER. Yes.
CLERK. Commissioner Dial?
Commissioner DIAL. Yes.
CLERK. Commissioner Whitecrow?
Commissioner WHITECROW. Yes.
CLERK. Senator Abourezk?
Chairman ABOUREZK. Aye,
CLZRK. Six.
Chairman Anoint Inc. Six for. Nobody voted against. All right,

next issue.
Mr. ALEXANDER. T. general terms, the next issue is to shift tho

control of Indian ed ation to the tribes.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What do you mean by "Indian education"?
Commissioner DIAL. I have a question, too.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Let me just say two specific things about this.

The context of this chapter is basically tribal. Within that context,
the nonrecognized tribesfor want of a better term at the moment
through the administrative procedure that we are recommending,
would certainly fit in that context.

In terms of off-reservation education, that is being dealt with
specifically in the off-reservation chapter, as a separate issue.

In general policy, what we are talking about in off-reservation com-
munities, mostly urban communities, is increased control as to how
those funds are being spent in the public school systems of Chicago,
Cleveland, Detroit, and so on.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Johnson-O'Malley funds, for example.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Johnson-O'Malley, title 4, and so on. Direction

quite beyond the advisory committee nature that we have now.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me ask a specific question, Todd County

school system in .7..ission, S. Dak., is a mixed Indian-white school.
The majority are Indian schools.

It is controlled by toe county, but funded, in past, by BIA. Do you
call that an Indian school system?

Mr. ALEXANDER. What we lay c'it is a range of possible options for
the tribal government in that setting, which range from the tribal
government under its own sovereign powers, establishing its school
system, shifting down to a passthrough divide for delineated Indian
education money through the tribe to a public school system.

Where that is not done, the tribe would have substantial say on
how that money is used, particularly in terms of its children.

Laurel, would you explain that in more detail?
Dr. BEEDON. I think one of the major concerns is that school sys-

tems receive two types of moneys. One targeted directly to the Indian
child, and that would be the Johnson-O'Malley moneys, for example.

The other targeted to the schools, because they are Indian schools,
attending as an impact aid, 874 and 815.

Chairman ABOUREZK. In other words, the money should go through
the tribes in those two respects?
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DT. BEEDON. Yes.
Commissioner WHITECROW. What about title 4?
Dr. BEEDON. Yes, all Indian.
Chairman ABOUREZK. But Laurel, you have not answered my

question on control of that particular school system. There are a
great many around the country just like that.

Dr. BEEDON. That school system is receiving moneys from the.
Federal Government. One, because Indian children go to that school.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Let me stop you again, so that we are not off
the point. I understand, and it does not bother me to run the moneys
through the tribe.

Mr. ALEXANDER. That is a public school system. If your question
is: Is that an Indian school c a public scho...i system? lqy an,swer is
that it is a public school system.

There are a number of public school systems that have elected
Indian members on those school boards, but they are State
instrumentalities.

An Indian school system is a system run by the tribe, of the tribal
community, and I would include the Lumbees as a tribal community
in that context.

Commissioner DIAL. That was my question: What is a tribe?
Chairman ABOUREZK. A BIA school is in an Indian school system;

right?
Mr. ALEXANDER. It is a specific Indian school, yes. Lumbees are

a tribe.
Commissioner DIAL. Mr. Alexander, what is a tribe?
Mr'. ALEXANDER. In my view the Ilumbees are a tribe, and in the

nonrecognized chapter, and what we state as the principles, as to
what the Federal Government should acknowledge its relationship
with Indian peoples that it has not so far done.

The Lumbee people qualify on several counts. It is the United
States' failure to have so recognized them previously.

Commissioner DIAL. What is a community?
Mr. ALEXANDER. A community is not a political unit, in that con-

text. Anything that is,a political unit in my view would be a tribe.
A community mat be the urban community of Chicago, where-

there are several thousand people of a variety of tribal origins, citizen-
ships what-have-you.

The communities in New England should be more appropriately
delineated as tribes. The Mohicans are a tribe. They may be a com-
munity of people, but they are a tribe.

They have a common ancestry, a history, a political identity. Those
people in our context are tribes. In the nonrecognized section of this
report, we hopefully will clean that up once and for all.

Failing that, we may have to make interim recommendations. But
that is the main thrust. I agree, if we fail to do that, then there have
to be interim recommendations, with respect to how the groups that
are not so denoted today are treated.

We will need a whole series of interim recommendations.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Do you go to the question anywhere in here

of whether or not there ought to be a separate Indian school system
a separately elected school board by the members of the tribe?

Or should it all be decided by the tribal council itself?
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Mr. ALEXANDER. What we say, it is the same decision on Navajo
as it is in Montgomery County in Maryland. Those are valid issues,
whether you should have locally elected school boards.

Wheth.er the Governor or the Chairman of the tribe should appoint
the school board, whether it should be a consolidated school board,
whether it should be a local school board.

Those are all valid issues, and they should be argued out in the
tribal governmentreservation I,/ reservation.

That is our view.
Chairman ABOUREZK. It should not be decided here.
Mr. ALEXANDER. It should not be decided for 300-plus tribes by

Congress. It should be decided by the Indian people and in their
political framework.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Shouldn't we say that in here?
Mr. ALEXANDER.. We do say that.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Where is that?
Dr. BEEDON. Within the text, where it talks about tribal control it

gets into the issue that you can start at the very top, the tribe con-
trolling its own school system and going all the way down, depending
upon its population, its political feelings, going all the way back to
the tribe being merely a monitoring mechanism, to make sure that
the funds to which it is entitled get to either the Indian children
themselves, or, in the case of impact aid, to the schools.

Mr. ALEXANDER. On page 36, in the middle of the page, it says:
There is a broad spectrum of feeling on how, within the tribal context, control

should be divided. Many tribal leaders feel that to maintain a strong tribal
government all the educational decisionmaking should be housed within the
leadership of the tribe.

On the other end of the spectrum, local school representatives and community
people often feel that schools should tle run by the people who are directly affected,
parents, students, administrators, and so on.

In addition, there are numerous plans that fall between the total tribal govern-
ment control and total community control. The point to be emphasized is that
the tribe ha- he right to decide.

Is there Eny disagreement with any e: these concepts? Any questions
on it?

Commissioner DIAL. Paul, what specific findings etrid recommenda-
tions, if any, do you have relating to nonreservation Indians?

Mr. ALEXANDER. In this chapter at this moment?
Commissioner DIAL. As of today.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Not in this chapter at this moment.
Commissioner DIAL. What are your plans?
Mr. ALEXANDER. My plan is to treat that in full context at the next

meeting when we deal with the issue of nonrecognized in one total
package.

Commissioner DIAL. You will include education
Mr. ALEXANDER. Certainly, in the terms of interim. If we cure the

definitional problem, Lumbees fall right in, the whole framework here.
Commissioner DIAL. Not just Lumbees. There are a lot of non-

federally recognized, other than Lumbees. About 100 tribes.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Correct. Our approach has been where there was

a more specific issue, such as health care for off-reservation Indians,
then we treat that in off-reservation specifically, and then tie the whole
package together.
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Commissioner DIAL: Does your report, as it stands now, reflect the
work and the thinking of the task force report on chapter 5?

Mr. ALEXANDER. We have talked with Mrs. Schierbeck several
times, and shown her a draft of this chapter a week or so ago.

She is right here, and she could probably answer that. I gather we
are in fairly substantial agreement. If not in specifics, at least it is
consistent with the task force report.

Mrs. SCRIERBECK. I would say, Mr. Chairman, that the thrust of
the education report was that there be a total education policy for all
Indians.

Therefore, Commissioner Dial's question about the nonreservation
Indian is a relevant question, and would apply also to the urban Indian
question.

As I said to Mr. Alexander, I think the _problem is a definitional
problem, and can be corrected after you look at those other two
chapters. But I would certainly hope that your thrust would be for a
total education policy, which takes in all Indian people.

Chairman A2OUREZK. Do we state that anywhere in there?
Mr. ALEXANDER. The recommendations, as cast right now, pre-

dominantly refer to tribal Indians. In the off-reservation chapter we
will tie in the other piece of that package, and in the nonrecognized
chapter we will tie in the last piece of that package.

One of the things we have discussed before is the method of pro-
ducing this report by having it divided up amongst a variety of people.

Once there is a full and complete draft, there may, in fact, be refer-
ences back and forth, summaries of what is being said in the urban
chapter to be reflected in the education section, and so on.

But until we finish all of those pieces, we cannot reflect that total
package. I think Mrs. Schierbeck's point is well taken.

Commissioner DiAL. Mr. Chairman, Paul, I believe I would warn
you that in your report, which will come up the next time, chapter 10
I believe it is

Mr. ALEXANDER. Eleven:
Commissioner DIAL. Chapter 11, that there is a danger, if you are

not careful, of using it for a catchall chapter. A catchall for non-
federally recognized people, hoping that your mechanics, and so forth,
and the way you are dealing with it will automatically take care of
education, health, and all problems.

I hope you will give this serious consideration. I believe there is a
danger that something can be left out and we come here and vote and
that will be the end.

Mr. ALEXANDER. I think that is a very valid point, and I hope you
will keepus cognizant of it as we move along.

Commissioner DIAL. Of course you are to send me a report on this
before the next meeting.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Certainly.
Mrs. SCHIERRECK. There is one other point, Mr. Chairman, that I

would like to suggest in terms of the recommendations.
It seems to me you must have a caveat in that recommendation,

which indicates the Federal Government assist the tribes in main-
taining State support, which they are entitled to from the public
schools.
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That is a caveat, I think, the.t should be included.
Mr. ALEXANDER. That is a good point.
Chairman ABOUREZX. Are you fmished with that? Do you deal at all

with the Bureau of Indian Affairs' civil service teachers? Do you face
that question at all?

Dr. BEEDON. In kind of a backhanded way. I don't talk about it
specifically, but that is one of the problems. In recommendation No.
3, I think that reflects the feelings about civil service teachers, which

gets into trained Indian specialists.
I am not talking about those of us who sit here at the table and say,

"This is the way it should be," but I mean grass roots people who can
go into the Indian schools.

Chairman ABOUREZK. That is fine, Laurel, but 4t does not deal with
the existing civil service.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Ray would )ike to respond to that.
Mr. GOETTING. We are dealing with the Indian preference, and the

whole civil service and Indian c reer position in the Federal adminis-
tration, in the structure of Indian affairs chapter.

We will cover that for all subjects of contracting or Public Law 638.
it is related to those elements as to how it is dealt with and when they
do and when they don't employ them under civil service or under
tribal employees or as Indian career service.

Chairman ABOUREZIL You are going to set up a separate Indian
career service. Will you transfer existing people into that?

Mr. GOETTING. There is a law that allows for certain fringe benefits
to be eligible for Civil Service Commission employees who are trans-
ferred under the tribal jurisdiction under Public Law 638.

If we actually get the Commission's approval to establish an Indian
career service, we will also have certain privileges and requirements
to work into that recomthendation and that will, take care of the points
you have in mind.

But that is where we now plan for it to be.
Mr. FUNKE. The Indian Reorganization Act already mandates the

separate Indian service, but it has never been implemented.
Chairman ABOUREZK. What about Indian colleges? Will you main-

tain those in your recommendations, or leave them alone, or what?
Dr. BEEDON. Yes, definitely, in the higher eaucation system. We

want to set up an accreditation system for Indian higher education.
We will definitely maintain them, and maintain them with their own
accreditation system, with the understanding that if they choose to
set up an organization such that they move out into the State univer-
sity system, or with other universities, they set up their own lifeline

between them.
Chairman ABOUREZIL What do you do with Indian community

colleges?
Dr. BEEDON. Maintain them.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Mainti,in and increase them?
Dr. BEEDON. If the tribes desire to increase them.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Is there a recommendat:on that states that?
Dr. BEEDON. No; there isn't.
Chairman ABOUREZk. Should there be?
Dr. BEEDON. Yes. There is a section on higher education.
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Commissioner WHITECROW. Ray., do you provide in the Federal
administration section the method of administering these, funds as
they come down in recommendation No. 2 here?

I am concerned with how in the world a public school off reservation
receiving Johnson-O'Malley money, would pass money through the
tribe. Are you providing a method of passthrough and administrative
-process by which that school could go through that tribe to get the
money?

Mr. GOETTING. Yes. we are really. trying to provide a specific
manner of budgeting and accounting that responds to the comparison
between the two itS the justification for and the accountability that is
being used for the same justification and purposes for which it was
appropriated.

There are some other financing and funding sources that need to be
included in it, and in the total budgeting from tribal levels.

If it starts there and would include the coordinated efforts being
made by any program, whether it be educational or anything else, it
would be identified that way.

At the moment there is not the kind of accountability that ans ers
the question from the tribe: "Have we satisfied our need by virtue
of the money we are supposed to have received or not?"

The same thing is the accountability to the Congress of whether or
not the Federal Government has not intermingled its funds and used
it f. r other purposes.

The analysis that Mr. Stevens referred to this morning as regards
to Public Law 638, whether it be IHS or BIA, the same problems
and the same questions and the same justifications and the same
accountability that is required periodically, and is often to determine
wheeler or not for tribal review as well as Government review and
as wAl as congressional review that certain things have been done
properly and in accordance with justifications.

Commissioner WHITECROW. Let me ask you a question with regard
to the current regulations insofar as getting tribal resolutions of sup-
port for contracting under those moneys.

Would that particular schoolI am talki:ig about here now an
imaginary schoolhaving Indian children from all tribes, have to get
resolutions of support from all tribes that had members attending that
particular school?

Mr. GOETTING. V e have not provided for that sort of thing in
terms of an individual tribal endorsement.

But recognition and answering of questions ought to be such that
the school would know what kind of responsibilities and what kind of
reports and that sort of thing were available to the tribe involved.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Ray, let me ask you a question. How does
the Oglala tribe handle tribal members going to school in Los Angeles,
as far as Johnson-O'Malley funds are concerned?

Mr. GOETTISO. I don't think there is an accountability now, but I
think if the accountability for Johnson-O'Malley fur the Los Angeles
schools was appropriated, that the accountability ought to be made
on the basis of why they got as much money as they did, and who
their enrollment is and why and the number of students.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Who do they account to?
Mr. GOETTING. I don't know who they account to at the moment.
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'Chairman ABCI:P.Ezx. In your recommendation who would they
.account to?

Mr. GOETTING We would like it to be to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs, the same process the money goes through.

Chairman AMAMI:MC. Under your proposal. would that money go
.through the tribe out to Los Angeles?

Mr. GOETTING. No; we have not provided for that as a mechanism
through the tribe.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Butyou don't make an exception here.
iMr. GOETTING. No; there s no exception here.

Mr. ALEXANDER. Implicit here, we are talking about on or near
reservation schools.

Chaim man ABOUREZK. Then you should make it explicit. .

Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes. In the off-reservation section, as we were
talking about previously in terms of health care, there is a debate
clearly as you well know between using Indian central mechanism
as a control device on the local school system for how they expend
their moneys vis-a-vis having the individual tribes, wherever they
are located, serve as a passthrough device.

I think the general tendenc3r that we havewe have discussed this
issue several timeswould be that administratively you have to
have a local entity to be able to have direct input into the educational
decisionmaking in Los Angeles.

That might well be an urban Indian center, or something.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Shouldn't we recommend it or exclude

urban Indians from this section?
Dr. BEEDON. That I wa.s going to cover in the section for urban

Indians, but I will put that in, make a statement that this does not
Cover-

Chairman ABOUREZK. I don't think we are prepared to vote on
these other three sections. I think we have got some work to do on
them.

Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, J have a question. Do you
address anywhere here the problem of graduate education for Indians?

Dr. BEEDON. No; only higher education.
Commissioner DEER. I think this is a very important area.
Dr. BEEDON. I would like some input on that, too.
Commissioner WHITECTIONV. Mr. Chaii man, I am goilic, to be

.writing the recommendation for the delivery of contract hglth care
money to the tribe, and I would also like to include in my recommen-
dation and make the Commission alert, I would also include recom-
mendations for education money passing through the tribe.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I honestly think you have quite a bit of
work to do in this section. I think it is going to be a very weak section
unless you do something and becoma a little more specific in what
you want to do here.

The statements you have here, I believe, are too general to be of
any value, and you leave out so much that it further diminishes the
value of the section.

We are not going to ask you to cut off your foot, but we would like
to ask you to do some more work on this section.

Commissimer BRI.7k:E. Mr. Chairman, I would like to agree with
Ada. Could we have some recommendation pertaining to the graduaze
.student level?
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I think that is very important. We are getting demands for those
engineers, doctors,- and everything else.

Mr. STEVENS. I want to point to something I see left ou' . In your
response to the career service business, and their idea of turning it
over to Indians, it seems to me it leaves a big hole.

What about Haskell? What about the school in New Mexico?
What about the school in Utah, that has civil service employees?
You are just going to let that go _on because there is no provision
for somebody to take that over because that is a multitribal unit?

What about the other partfor those who want to have Haskell
be a real college oruniversity and all thatwhat is the answer toward
dealing with these present Federal employees?

I.submit that the 1934 act went much further than these recom-
mendations in terms of Indian control, and they provided, for instance,
for tribal supervision over Federal employees.

other words, Ray, I don't think that our thing on the career
service will entirely cover it. I am just submitting that to you. How
in the world are we going to get control of our colleges?

Mr. , GOETTING. There are two things under Public Law 638, snd
.under. contracting for schools, and an entity would have to be estab-
lished as a school board for contracting with the Bureau or with the
Federal Government to operate.

The theory that has been established now for the board of regents
on those schools has been selected from various areas throughout the
country.

The problem with that is that those people are not selected by
representations from a specific area. The first appointees are self-
perpetuating, and they are like a trust and like an advisor3r board.

These are the kinds of things that are covered there, and what we
were intending to cover in Federal administration, so that the source
of funds and the authorization by which you finance the school, no
matter where it is, would be considered with regard to how it has to be
governed.

If that governing board is elected from the various areas of the
operations, and this was one of the questions I have specifically before
we started with Paul, as to how do we decide where this consolidation
is governed, i: there is not immediately a separate agency.

The point being that if the entitlement and the trust portion that
applies to Indian education were in the prime agency or the BIA, good
or bad, is one thing.

A supplemental operation for any school comes from USOE, and
there has been an expressionand in our interview with Demmert,
the Director of Education at BIAI would like to see those two sep-
arated, so that things that apply similarly to all schools would apply
to Indian schools.

Things that would apply to a trust would apply to trusts through
the Bureau or through the central agency or whatever is established.

There is an interim step in here that has to be developed and cor-
relatr I with how you run off-reservation boarding schools. We had
one on Cheyenne River that I worked with Wayne Ducheneaux on.

It had a problem with financing, when the Bureau and the tribe and
county established a couple of schools. Primarily one was Indian and
one was not. The source of funds from that county, all funds will be
given to that school that they raised.
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And yet they had a savings account of $1 million and they did not
know where it came from or how it was raised. So we had to resolve

sc me sort of problem with regard to how they felt they could withhold

an, bank surplus money, when the agreement said all the money they
raised would loe put in the benefit of that school.

Yet they were hampered by operations and could not audit that.
We need to understand our relationship with such kinds of schools

that we enter into agreements with, whether they are in the public
system or not.

These kinds of questions, I think, we yet need to resolve. Same
thing you asked, Mr. Chairman--

Chairman ABOUREZX. And they can be resolved by the next meeting,

so we can have somethingLin front of us.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Right. As I said, this is a first shot. Most of it

is oriented toward general principles and we will be refining it. There
are gaps and we would ack.nowledge that.

Commissioner BRUCE. I want to make a point about the civil
service part of it, as far as the teachers are concerned.

When I was Commissioner I visited all of the boarding schools, and

I don't know how many. times I was told that this is not my responsi .
bility because I am off duty at 4 o'clock.

"That's not my responsibility." We were being criticized for the
ilack of activities n tb.e boarding schools because of civil service

regulations requiring overtime for extra duties.
There ought to be ..omething brought forth about this. We have

problems w ith tribal councils controlling teachersall working as civil

service employees working for tribal councils.
Chairman A.BOUREZIC. There are no more issues to vote on today?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Not today. no.
Chairman ABOVREZIC. Adolph, you might want to catch your train.

There wili be no more votes today.
Commissioner BRUCE. May I ask a question? We are to come back

to the health report?
Mr. ALEXANDER. Yes; we will.
Commissioner BRUCE. Don't forget, I have a good, solid housing

report to make.
Mr. ALEXANDER. OK, at the next mk .ting we will hopefully try

to focus specifically on the recommendaticns.
We will have an enormous volume of material for the next meeting.
Commissioner DEER. It was mentioned before, but I don't think

we did anything, and that is the critiques of the task force reports.
Scamp of the task force reports are up to par and some of them are

not. I, myself, would be interested in having the critiques of the task
force reports made a part of wir published- material, so that people
will have this to compare.

Chairman ABOUREZIE. Are they already critiqued?
Mr. ALEXANDER. There are a number of outside forces that have

evaluated, more or less, different task force reports.
Sometimes the evaluations are substantial; sometimes they are

peripheral. I take it you are talking about staff evaluations?
Commissioner DEER. Yea.
Mr. ALEXANDER. Those are available.
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Commissioner BORBRIDGE., Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask
another question, if I ( What is contemplated with respect to the
transcripts of the Commssion meetings that have been held?

Chairman ABOUREZK. They will go into the National 1rchives,
available for public inspection. -

Mr. ALEXANDER. I believe the transcripts of these meetings7are
being printed.

Chairman ABOUREZK. How many copies?
Mr. RICHTMAN. One thousand copies.
Chairman ABOUREZK. They will also go in the Archives. We will-

have 1,000 copies printed and they will go into the Archives.
.Commissioner BORBRIDGE. Of all the transcripts?
Mr. RICHTMAN. Ail the Commission meeting and hearings.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. They will be mailed in boxes to the

Commission or just available if we want them?
Mr. RICHTMAN. We will mail them to you. Those are the corrections.

you have been making for the_ past meetings.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. That is what I wanted to check. Thank

you.
Commissioner BRUCE. The point is, that Commissioner Borbridge

is bringing up, we are all 'being asked. "Do you have a copy of task
force 3?" or whatever. If we have just one, that is the end ot

We hope you will reserve enough for us to distribute, as they ask
for them.

Mr. RICHTNIAN. Yes.
Mr. GOETTING. I would like to make one comment in response to.

Ada's mention a moment ago about graduate students.
In our budget process we are attempting to identify the various

levels in accordance with sonie tribal input and some tribal request.
They want to know what is the-difference and what progress at the

elementary level, secomlary, postsecondary, college graduates, and
professionals.

We hope in our budget processand the statistical material we
gatherwould answer that and provide budgetary information, so
that we could analyze progress on it.

Commissioner DEER. I'm sorry; what was your question?
Mr, GoErrr NG. I just answered your comment.
Commissioner DEER. OK.
Mr. GOETTING. What I said, Ada, was that in the budgetary process,

starting at the bottom, the tribes and a lot of people have asked for
information in regard to various programs about the elementary,
secondary, postsecondary, college graduate, and so on, so that they
could measure the value of progress of the accomplishments of Indian
people toward educatirrial goals.

And if the budgeting and programing and accounting werc, all done
the same in gathering statistics for management information as to
how and when the evaluations of educational accomplishmentslwere
made, we would have that informatiop for you.

On that basis, we Would have that for you.
Commissioner DEER. Mr. Chairman, I understand there is a critique

that will be done of the Commiss..an's work, and it might by pos-sible
Chairman ABOUREZK. Who is doing the critique?
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COUllnissioner DEER. This Might be a possible way of having these
task free reportscritiques of the reports publicized.

Chairman ABOUREZK. I-low do you want to publish them? Where
would they be published?

Mr. EVENS. The Commission could consider whether they wanted
to submit that to Congress. We started this and we said that after we
are done with the report we will do a whole review of how the Com-
mission tkinks, had they to do it all over again, this-was good, this was
bad, this worked, this'didn't.

The point being that we might let people know how they should ap-
proach this kind of question.

Chairman ABOTIREZK. 3 think it should be published, but I don't
think it shoull Pe made a part of the report itself.

Mr. STEVENS. Oh, no; this would be after the report is published,
Chairman ABOUREZIC It is fine with me. Do we need to vote on it?
Mr. STEVENS. I don't think so.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Let's just do it.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. 'Mr. Chairman, I note that we have

spelled out in specific language a resolution that we dealt with only
conceptually the other day.

Chairman ABOURK. Does anyone have any changes they would
like to make?

Commissioner BORL; .!7:(1E. The only comment I wmid have is a.

request for clarificfci n !w- thr chairman understands this, and that
would be with the language, "to vest all legislative and
oversight jurisdicti in on Indian matters".

I am assuming "Indian matters" would encompass, among others,
Alaskan Native matters.

Chairman ABOUREZK. Yes, I think it is close enough for this purpose.
Th6y will do what they want to anyway, but they are getting an ex-
pression of what we would like to see.

I don't think it would do us any good to get too specific.
Commissioner BORBRIDGE. No.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Will the staff transmit this resolution by

letter for my signature to Tip O'Neill, the Speaker, Jim Wright,
..majority leader, and Mo Wall, chairman of the Interior Committee
3 people.'

Anything else that needS to be.brought up before we adjourn? Let
me bring up, then,--

Commissioner WIIITECROW. I would like a point of clarification, Mr.
Chairman. I we .4(1 like to ask our staff director to go down the list of
chapters that wa have agreed to and those chapters that we still have
remaining.

Mr. STEVENS. Let me go over what we ha, e done, and what is
remaining, and then I will let Paul do the. NIA, about we are
voting on and so on.'

The first part is that we have remaining chapters 3, 5 and g.
Chairman ABOUREZK. Remaining to do what? Approve de first

draft?
Mr. STEVENS. Yes.
In other words, there7are recOmmendations and 'parts of contem-

.porary conditions of Indians, tribal government aila social services,
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where there are either sections missing L. recommendations thLt have
to be done.

It is not on the schedule, but chapter 1, history of Indian-U.S.
relations alid, 2, legal concepts and Indian law, are substantially
completed.

It could be reviewed at the last session, just before we distribute
that, the March 9 session. Then, what remains after completing
L'-.apters 3, 5, and 8, right off at the next set, what we have left is to
do markup sessions which we have not dealt with, in the chapters on
Federal administration, economic development, off-reservation In-
dians, terminated Indians, nonrecognized Indians, and special prob-
lem areas and general subjects.

I think that the parts that are most controversial and continuously
under heavy discussion we have painfully waded through, up to this
point.

Many of the things that we have left are no.. that controversial, for
the most part they are not. For instt,nce, Federal administration--

Chairman ABOUREiK. We have al..eady adopted most of that.
Mr. STEVENS. Just the principle. We didn't deal with any

recommendat ions.
Chairman ABOUREZK. So we are going to do that February. 24, 23,

and 26. Assuming that we markup all those other sections during that
time, you are going to come back in about a week, apparently, for a
final review and approval cf the tentative final r -t.

In other words, if we mark up by February 26. ..,an you get every-
thing changed by,March 4?

-Mr. STEVENS.
Chairman ABOUREZK. That is a week's time.
Mr STEVENS. We have a 24-hour service on transcripts, so what

has got to happen is that on February 24, 25, and 26, we will get our
transcripts back immediately-.

Basically, what we are talking about is setting up about 1 week to
do all this stuff. I would like to remind everybody

Chairman ABOUREZK. Speaking of transcripts, I think we might as
well adjourn the meeting. I'Ve cpn discuss this without putting it on
the record. 1 don't think we need this; do we?

All right. The meeting is ad;ourned.
[Whereupon, at 3 p.m., file meeting of the Commission was

adjourned.]
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